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OR THE PAST EIGHTEEN months
or so. we have been receiving regular
product samples and information bulletins from Peter Belt of Leeds, in the
name of his company PWB Electronics. PWB
seemed to he offering an outlandish range of
accessories, a collection of seemingly trivial
items accompanied by literature which
claimed that radical sonic improvements
could be achieved by their use. As time went
on, we discovered more and more people. in
both the press and the hi-fi industry, who
were also on Peter Belt's mailing list. Most of
the products ( including stick-on metal foil
squares, various fluids, sheets of clear plastic
and short lengths of wire to he stuck into the
foam of aloudspeaker grille) excited scepticism and ridicule as well as curiosity.
What Ifind remarkable is that Ihave yet to
meet anyone who, having made a serious
effort to try out one or other of the PWB
products. has not been able to detect some
audible result. One of the first to make such
an effort was Paul Miller, who now offers his
investigation of some PWB products in this
month's feature Ion Resolution?' ( p37).
At present, PWB products do have some
ardent supporters. Of course, most people
will dismiss out of hand the idea that, for
example. you can improve the sound of your
amplifier by plugging the space between the
control knobs and their spindles with a
Blu-Tak like substance. and PWB's proposals
for treating the furniture, walls, water pipes
and so on with supposedly electrostatic
devices are pretty hard to swallow, even with
a glass of suitably ' polarised' water.
Peter Belt's approach to hi-li improvement
raises three issues, which must he considered
separately. First, and most important. is the
issue of whether the stuff actually works; and
this has so far by no means been disproved.
The second issue is. if so how and why;
PWB's own literature sheds more darkness
than light on this question. but experience
tells us that explanations for apparently
inexplicable phenomena often are found
eventually. Thirdly, and Ithink almost ared
herring at this stage. comes the issue of
whether there can be any justification for the
enormous prices that PWB charge. PWB's
position seems to be that the price of, say,
around £60 for asimple brush, helps to cover
the years of development work PWB have
put in; but given the availability of the
materials, the curious can easily experiment
for themselves at minimal cost anyway.
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On this point, it seems more possible that a
small section of the industry will absorb some
of PWB's ideas in their own product development ( perhaps learning something about the
real nature of the purported effects), than
that PWB's own items will ever become a
more generally marketable commodity. It
may be doubtful whether PWB are really
ionising anything, but it is certain that they
are starting to polarise the commentators.

'All you wanted to know...'
Many of Britain's specialist hi-fi manufacturers have been enjoying a prosperity largely
based on export sales, but this doesn't mean
that they are not interested in the home
market. For the 1987-88 season, the manufacturers represented by the FBA ( Federation of
British Audio) have again joined forces with
BADA ( the British Audio Dealers Association), to promote awareness of real hi-fi to a
wider public. Last season, the two organisations sponsored an advertising campaign
designed quite simply to put consumers in
touch with the specialist hi-fi dealers. This
time, 'The Real Hi Fi Story', a full-colour
book said to he worth £ 2.50, will be sent free
of charge to anyone who cares to write to The
Sound Advice Centre 40/41 Great Castle
Street, London WIN 7AF.
'The Real Hi Fi Story' is a glossy production in alarge square format about the size of
an LP sleeve size. Readers are exhorted to
get back to basics and listen to the music, and
to trust their own judgement when listening
to demonstrations, rather than to be swayed
by technical mumbo-jumbo or to fear, needlessly, that they will not be ' expert' enough
to tell the difference for themselves. There is
asection of tear- out reply- paid enquiry cards,
one for each brand represented by the FBA
and the group of importers who, as Friends of
the FBA. have agreed to take part in the
scheme. ( The imported brands, all of which
have a strong presence in the independent
dealers represented by RADA, are Denon.
Sennheiser, Harmon/Kardon, Dual, NAD,
Onkyo, Nakamichi, Rotel, Revox, Thorens
and Yamaha.)
Making no attempt to be a technical
handbook, ' The Real Hi Fi Story' operates in
two ways. On the one hand, it helps the
manufacturers supply sales brochures direct
through the reply coupons ( it is amusing to
note that some offer free first-class postage,
but most are second class and one Scottish
manufacturer asks enquirers to affix their
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Design Award for Meridian
Intended to promote good industrial design
among British manufacturers. the British
Design Awards are made annually by the
Design Council, in seven categories, which
are judged by specialist independent panels.
Our congratulations to Boothroyd Stuart
Ltd, who have won one of the 1988 Design
Awards for the Meridian 200 series digital
audio system. based on the 207 CD player
and 205 power amplifiers ( reviewed in HiNI
RR, January). The Awards will be presented
by HRH the Duke of Edinburgh at a ceremony to be held in April.
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ATCH OUT FOR the special
April supplement, the 32- page
HFNIRR Guide to Classical
Compact Discs, which will present some 200 reviews of the best Compact
Disc recordings, to provide an invaluable
companion for all classical music CD buyers.
Compact Disc will tend to dominate in the
magazine's equipment of the magazine too,
with amassive comparative test report covering ten affordable remote-control players
from virtually all the major suppliers. Most of
the players covered in this review are completely new models; the brands covered
include Philips, Sony, Technics, Denon,
Yamaha, NAD, Marantz, Akai, Kenwood
and Aiwa. Alongside this major group test,
there will be a full review of Micro-Seiki's
beautifully- built ' high-end' CD player, the

STEVE

own stamp!): and on the other hand, to
encourage purchasers to seek out a RADA
dealer. Part of the message is that ' real
as opposed to mass- market flashing- lights
type product. need not he
i''' e. To
make things easy, acredit hu Mg loan proposal is included, under which ( subject to
credit approval) any BADA dealer will offer
al0' itrade-in allowance for your old system.
which pays the £50. £ 75 or £ 150 deposit on
your new system.
This is really the only aspect of the FBA/
BADA promotion that anyone could take
issue with. If your old system consists of a
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill. partially- functioning
Sinclair amplifier and battered Wharfedale
Denton speakers. the lowest trade-in allowance could he attractive, but anyone who
has older equipment in the ' quality' category
may very well be better off holding on to it,
or disposing of it by other means.

Next month: the Murant: CD65DX will he among a
group of ten CD players on test

CD- M2, and aspecial feature on how to put
together agood- sounding CD based system.
Further equipment tests will cover the
promising YBA 2 pre- and power amplifier
combination from France, the newest version
of the Ensemble miniature speakers from
Switzerland, and the latest Monitor Audio
metal-dome two-way model R-152/MD.
Among the feature articles for April will be
Tony Faulkner's investigation of a new
scheme which could make it possible to
release live recordings of major orchestras; a
further chapter in the history of audio from
Stanley Kelly; and an exclusive interview
with Gidon Kremer. There'll be more than
the usual quota of CD and LP reviews, and a
chance to win 100 CDs plus aplayer! Don't
miss it, but order the April issue of HFNIRR
from your newsagent now.

MAGNEPLANAR
RADIATING GLORY

The world of high- end hi-fi equipment is crowded with
questionable components. However, within this realm
there exists avalid sonic hierarchy. It is difficult, without
expert assistance, for the music lover to make selectons
from this electronic jungle: Absolute Sounds was
created for the purpose of making your choice a wise
one. To provide equipment wcrthy of the connoisseur,
Absolute Sounds has searched the word for components without equal and tested them for their total
excellence. We would like to introduce to you the range
of Magneplanar loudspeakers from the United States.
An elegant, slim panel capable of revealing the majesty
of a symphony orchestra, an aesthetic statement which
renders hi-fi ownership a joy rather than a domestic
trial: this is the accomplishment of Magneplanar loudspeakers, acombination of absolute musical fidelity and
sublime styling.

•

The MG- 111: " These speakers can create an exceptionally
holographic soundstage, that defies the physical boundaries of the two panels." HiFi Answers, July 1985.

"It is as if the transducing mechanism perpetually takes
a back stage position relative to the program." HiFi
News & Record Review, June 1984.

The SMGa: " The SMGa is a little gem." HiFi News &
Record Review, February 1985.

The MGI-B: " This ' hanging together', or coherence of
the sound is the quality that is going to make the
Magneplanar MGI-B a hard act to follow." HiFi
Answers, December 1984.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of learest dealer.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 81:1J.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"I have the simplest of tastes . .
Iam always satisfied with
the best".
Oscar Wilde

•

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, California Audio
Laboratories, Counterpoint, DMP, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, L'Audiophile, Madrigal,
Magneplanar, MIT, Oracle, PS Audio, Randall
Research, Siltech, WBT, Wilson Audio, Sonos Faber.

VIEWS>
Upgrading error correction?
From: C Found, London SW3
Dear Sir, Firstly, may Ithank you for avery
informative magazine, which sets standards
others have yet to reach.
Referring to the articles by Ben Duncan,
regarding the upgrading of Compact Disc
players (' Supertuning CD', HFNIRR
November, December'87 and January 1988).
It seems that afew errors have crept in to
these otherwise good articles, therefore first
always use service manuals.
1. The power supply to the 7210 decode and
the 7220 oversampling chips, together with
the dram is + 5V and not — 5V as stated
(careful, see below).
2. The decoder supply is very critical and lies
within the values of 4.68V and 4.85V,
remembering that the control PWM for the
spindle motor is fed from this chip. To avoid
'digital flutter', this supply together with its
current reference should be fed from aclean
feed regulator ( separate).
3. Modern machines have surface- mounted
components which makes extra decoupling
extremely difficult.
4. Ground paths described for the DAC are
not possible due to the internal construction
of this chip, separate grounds causes an
increase of digital noise, and this is not good.
5. The current of the DAC varies upon
material, ie, output level, and the figure
stated must by only for guidance.
Can Ben Duncan research the possibility of
improving the — 90dB resolution, as these
new 16- bit chips surely suffer from this.
Lastly, may Istate that Iam an audio
technician who worked for Akai ( UK) and
am now freelance.
Yours faithfully
Ben Duncan replies:
In reply to Mr Found's kind and informative
letter, my digital colleague, Graham Lust,
and Ihave the following comments, referring
to his points in order:
1. Yes. It's atypo: the — 5V should read
+5V.
2. Going by the data sheet, the decoder's
specified operating voltage is 5.0V. In the
P/M circultry, the nominally + 5V supply rail
is dropped by aseries resistor to the slightly
lower voltage range stated by Mr Found.
Provided the resistor is retained, adedicated
+5V supply will maintain the required
voltage all the more accurately.
Alternatively, builders can try omitting the
series resistor, and simply set the LM3I7
regulator's lower- arm resistor ( LAR) to
620R, giving exactly + 4.8V, subject to
regulator tolerances.
3. We didn't recommend upsetting the
decoder's surface- mounted decoupling
components. The provision of separate
regulated supplies should incorporate
wideband decoupling arrays, as outlined in
Ben's AMP-01 test (
HFNIRR ,June 1984).
The surface mounting parts will then play a
less important role and can be left intact.
4. As stated, TDA1541 ( 16 bit) DAC has
individual ground pins for digital and
analogue, whereas the I4-bit TDA 1540
features asingle, shared ground pin. As a
result, the latter's noise- floor is ultimately
compromised in real-world applications.
5. The quoted supply current is taken from
Mullard's own data sheet, and is of course a
typical figure. Since the specified regulators
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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are rated at 1.5 amps. there shouldn't be any
problem!
6. We have yet to assess the audible
importance of resolution below — 90dB. I
n
order to establish why Philips/Marantz
machines appear to perform less well than
others in this area it would be necessary to
undertake adetailed analysis of what's
happening in all aspects of the digital domain.
instead of jumping to the conclusion that the
DAC alone is responsible. Tentative
evaluation of Mullard's latest and more
tightly specified ' A' version of the TDA 1541,
for example, reveals that it only sounds
slightly better. Martin Colloms' recent review
of the Accuphase player ( Feb'88) highlights
the discrepancies between measured lowlevel resolution and listening tests.
. . . neither thermal nor
threshold
From: Walt Jung, Forest Hill, Maryland,
USA
Dear Sir, Ihave been reading Ben Duncan's
series on ' Supertuning CD'. Iwould like to
make aserious technical point, with regard to
the instalment in January 1988.
On page 55, there is adiscussion of op amp
terms, including v, h.Just as he has stated it, it
is simply incorrect. It would appear that you
are confusing ' V,' with * V11 ,'. but
unfortunately these two expressions are by no
means the sanie. As vou should know. VII,is
expressed in terms ol SR ( slew rate in \
O.
/2s
and GBP ( gain- bandwidth product in ni Hz)
as:
V,5 =

SR/(2*Pl*GBP)

Thus an op amp can have different figures
for V, h,depending upon exactly how the
front end is designed. In accordance with the
intended application, these figures can be
high or low, for either bipolar or FETs! I
strongly suggest that Ben should clarify the
term V t5, in his own mind. Ilist some
references at the bottom of this letter which
should be helpful in this regard.
For the sake of technical accuracy.
should also print anotice of clarification in
the magazine.
Yours faithfully
References:
1. Jung, W; ' Op Amp Meets CD', The Audio
Amateur, March 1986. ( See also
bibliography; in April '86 issue. Includes a
discussion of V 15, in the context of audio and
CD applications).
2. Jung, W; '
Audio IC Op Amp Applications,
3rd Edition', 1986, Howard W Sams & Co.,
Indianapolis IN, USA ( Chapter 2on V, h)
3. Milman, J; Micro- Electronics, 1979,
McGraw-Hill, New York NY, USA ( Chapter
1on VT).
4. Gray, P, Meyer, R; ' Recent Advances in
Monolithic Operational Amplifier Design',
IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems,
vol CAS- 21, May 1974. ( Section Illb; on the
relationship op amp bandwidth, slew rate,
and offset voltage).
Ben Duncan replies:
Iam well aware of Walt's hobby horse, the
formula for Op- Amp V,
11 ,
as given above.
Alas, part of my original text concerning Va,
was cut by the Editor, to save space. The
salient bit reads ' If V ihwere all important, the
LTIO2B would sound awful in the front
line . . . ( compared to HA 2525)'. In the
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glossary Iwas fairly obviously and explicitly
referring to thermal voltage. V,. albeit in the
context of monolithic bipolar transistor. and
since the word ' thermal' begins with ' th', it's
an easy slip to make. If we're going to get
pedantic about our ' h's. Ican't help
mentioning that Walt's own books on (Tamps aren't devoid of typos and
terminological inexactitudes. It's also worth
adding that in the design and analysis of
compressor- limiters, aralog computers,
comparators et al, V,
1
,is established
shorthand for threshold Voltage. Frankly.
Walt has only himself to blame for the
confusion. ' th' being an altogether careless
and unimaginative choice of subscript for a
higher- order op- amp characteristic, when it
better signifies everyday words like thermal
and threshold. It's also evident that Walt
hasn't read the ' Supertuning CD' text very
carefully. since his excellent article ' Op Amp
meets CD' is already in my bibliography.

The vinyl decline
From: JA Cervenka, Bath Compact Discs
Dear Sir, Your unsubstantiated comment
appended to my letter (' Views' December)
concerning the LP vs. CD debate that LP
sales have increased is quite misleading. If
the industry produces afew dozen rock and
pop LPs ayear that sell in their hundreds of
thousands, this may well produce figures
showing an increase. But if you maintain that
the total number of titles is o n the increase I
simply do not believe you.
PolyGram, who are the market leaders in
classical music, report that sales of classical
LPs and tapes now account for less than 11%
of classical turnover, and that they will in
future hold no stocks of the back catalogue in
this country. Pickwick, whose excellent CDs
sell well at £7.99, state that their classical LPs
will be discontinued entirely because sales are
negligible. Conifer report that they have sold
10,000 CDs and only 200 LPs of the new
Telarc ' Planets'; and they no longer import
back catalogue LPs. If you read your own
magazine you would have noticed that your
own correspondent's report on the Tokyo
Hi Fi Show states that he couldn't find one
single LP deck on view. Does this sound like
an expanding market?
My first letter was directed at dealers who
sell ' state-of-the-art' LP decks. Serious
collectors who spend athousand pounds or
more for adeck, arm and cartridge are in the
main collectors of serious music. And those
who do buy rock and pop LPs must be
concerned that what they are buying
undergoes almost no quality control in its
manufacture, and may well have distortion,
7
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much as the British That's

why we consulted them when we wanted to improve our ES range
As each new product was developed we sent a hand- built
sample to a team of British hi-fi experts.
APM 66 ES.
Award winning flat diaphragm d.rsiga.
Fi Choice: ' Worth Considering:
Hi -

After the strictest exarMaticrn they suggested improvements

APM 66 ES
Award winning flat diaphragm design.
Hi Fi Choice: ' Worth Considering:

which we took on board
But even the toughest c'itics approved our Gihrattar Chassis

CDP 555 ES.
CO player with Gibraltar Chassis, 4times

The GDP 555 ES as well as each amplifier is built on a

over sampling, and twin transformers.
Hi Fi Choice: ' Recommended:

STS 700 ES
FM stereo!MW/LW synthesiser tuner.
Hi Fi Choice: ' Best Buy:

sohd base of marble and fibreglass. So vibration and magnetic
interference are kept to an absolute minimum.
Judging by their response, hi- ti magazines are impressed too.

ICK 700 ES.
3head quartz lock, direct drive,
cassette deck.
Hi- Fl Choice: ' Recommended.'

Thouei if you think our separates sound good on paper, wait until you
hear them in your

living

room.

OAF 700 ES
110W ctereo integrated amplifier
with Gibraltar Chassis.
lip Fi Choice: ' Worth Considering.'

VIEWS•

warps, pre-echo, torn grooves, pot holes,
dimples, clinks etc, etc, none of which is
present on aCD.
Come on now: stop misleading the public. I
am fed up with trade journals that seem to be
more afraid of losing their advertisers, who
are desperate to unload LP- playing
equipment. than to face the facts that the
availability of LPs will soon be very limited.
If you claim LPs are even holding their
own, prove it, with figures that mean
something to the buying public. Give figures
for classical and popular sales separately, and
number of titles available, so the results are
not distorted by afew discs selling in huge
quantities.
Yours faithfully

If CD had come first
From: C Gavin, Denbigh, Wales
Dear Sir, Regarding the LP vs. CD debate: I
imagine that if the boot was on the other foot,
and we were being sold analogue as the latest
and greatest, we would have all died laughing
long since.
Yours faithfully
[A Kodak executive once made exactly the
same point about film vs. video, but we are
still waiting for High- Definition TV — Ed]

Hafller's last word?
From: David Haller, Pennsauken, New Jersey
Dear Sir, Martin Colloms' letter (' Views'.
December 1987) spurs me to respond since he
raises points which invite rebuttal.
This round of correspondence started when
Isuggested that the accuracy of an amplifier
could be simply verified by comparing its
input with its output. If the input is
indistinguishable from its output ( excepting
for level), the amplifier is accurate. I
proposed the SWDT ( Straight Wire
Differential Test) and the A/B test vs. a
straight wire as the means to make this
comparison. Ibelieve that the logic is
irrefutable — the accurate amplifier is that
which comes closest to the straight wire
performance. Martin believes that his
subjective listening test is indicative of an
amplifier's auditory quality. He implies that
he can hear differences between amplifiers
(or wire, etc) which cannot be revealed by
known objective techniques ( such as the
SWDT) and which are masked, in some way,
by A/B tests, especially of the double blind
type. He cites his many years of testing over
700 amplifiers as affirmation of the validity of
his test methodology. The illogic of his
argument is easily recognized by considering
that for thousands of years millions of people
believed the earth to be flat.
Martin mentions that he did some testing
with Quad's ( presumably double blind)
switchbox scheme in which he failed to
discriminate between different amplifiers.
However, he claims to have produced ahigh
statistical certainty of identification using his
less rigorously controlled procedure. I
contacted Quad and inquired about those
experiments. They informed me that Martin
has not demonstrated to them his ability to
discriminate between two high quality,
properly performing units.
Martin further mentions the experiment in
(single) blind testing of two amplifiers at the

AES in London. There, the group apparently
heard differences between the two amplifiers,
and these differences correlated with those
which Martin obtained by his test technique.
Iwill not argue with that — all amplifiers are
not the same, and sometimes the differences
are audible. My claim is that if an amplifier
does not audibly differ from astraight wire, it
is accurate; and an amplifier which differs
from it is less accurate.
In his letter. Martin says that if Iam
correct, the market will establish the XL-280
as areference model. lithe marketplace
should select units solely on the basis of sonic
quality, then the XL- 280 and equally
accurate- sounding amplifiers will be widely
accepted as reference units. However, the
so-called reference units which come and go
in the marketplace are the units touted by
reviewers who anxiously await the amplifierof- the- month in order to have something new
about which to write. The weakness of those
subjective review techniques is demonstrated
by the lack of unanimity between different
reviewers, as well as the fact that some of the
highly lauded, tremendously expensive
'reference' units have proven to be rather
inferior amplifiers in terms of frequency
response, ringing, stability margin and
reliability. The XL-280 will not qualify for
that type of ' reference* quality. It is a
non-glamorous, unassuming, accurate
amplifier which is here to stay in the
marketplace for some years to come.
Martin has confidence in his single
presentation method of testing; but
unfortunately, when Igo back over some of
the tests which Martin has reported, Ibelieve
the methodology does not stand up under
close scrutiny. For example, in HFN/RR May
1981, Martin reported on agroup of
amplifiers. Each was given numerical ratings
by the listeners, and these ratings were
averaged to obtain figures of relative merit,
and Martin even gave the standard deviations
of those averages. Statistical examination of
those published figures indicates that there
were no significant differences between any
of those amplifiers. The differences between
them could have easily arisen had the
panelists been guessing their rankings.
In looking back over Martin's recent
articles, Iwas distressed to note that he
assumes that quality is closely correlated with
price. In his review of cables (
HFN/RR June
1987) he speaks of his highly- rated van den
Hul MC Silver: ' My estimate is that pre/
power combinations below £5600 would not
really benefit. At combinations costing
£10,000 and more, this cable can really come
into its own'. Such abias has to influence a
reviewer, and this is the reason why
subjective testing should be on adouble blind
basis so that appearance, reputation and
price are separated from sonic performance.
Prior to reviewing the XL-280 and the
XL- 10 connection box which facilitates the
SWDT and A/B testing, Martin made some
comments in HFN/RR March 1987 to the
effect that small differences in frequency
response and phase would cause an amplifier
to show up poorly on the SWDT. He gave as
an example the Conrad-Johnson MV50 which
has an output impedance of 0.8ohms. Loaded
by atypical loudspeaker whose impedance
varies from 3.2 to 24ohms, afrequency

aberration of ± 0.85dB occurs. This rather
poor performance would show up as anull on
the SWDT of only 35dB. When Imet Martin
in June 1987 at the CES in Chicago, Ipointed
out that this was poor performance. and was
quite correctly revealed by the SWDT even
though the amplifier does not sound
unpleasant. The frequency error is greater
than that found in most amplifiers, or in wire
and other components, and it is audible. I
asked how he could accept this level of
performance. His answer was ' Iallow for that
in my testing. I consider that amost unscientific approach to equipment evaluations.
When my five minute meeting with Martin
ended — with irreconcilable differences of
opinion — he said to me ' If Iam wrong and
you are right, Mr Hafler, my last 10 years of
work have been fallacious.' You said it
Martin, not I!
In all fairness to Martin Colloms, Imust
say that he is working in amost difficult field
of endeavour. He firmly believes in what he is
doing. And, if he could use abit more science
and abit less intuition in his efforts, he and I
would come closer to agreement.
Yours faithfully

Saving for an SP9...
From: Derek Horner, Chichester, Sussex
Dear Sir, As an avid, but non- technical.
reader of your excellent magazine. Itend to
take the words of your reviewers on technical
matters as gospel — perhaps now Iwill
welcome them to the ranks of mere mortals.
like me, who can possibly make mistakes or
seemingly so.
In his review of the Conrad-Johnson PV7
(HFN/RR August) Martin Colloms goes to
great lengths to point out that the mains
wiring is black ( live), white ( neutral) and
plain green ( earth) — and must not he
miswired! Then in the October review of the
Audio Research SP9 both Ken Kessler and
Martin Colloms advise us the mains wiring is
black ( neutral — blue), white ( live — brown)
and green ( earth — green/yellow).
If this is the case then one of the items
reviewed was wrongly wired and if so which
one? Could the wrong wiring cause any
nasties in the sonic performance?
Lastly, as Iam saving hard to purchase an
SP9. could you please quote clearly the
correct British equivalents to the American
mains colours.
Iprobably will still regard both your
eminent reviewers as gods! HFN/RR is still
the best in Britain!
Yours faithfully
[White is live. Sorry! — Ed]

Chu it over
From: Earl L Daschlager, The Woodlands,
Texas USA
Dear Sir, Ifound your column ' A Record
Year' ( Jan ' 88) of much interest, but acouple
of names seem to have escaped you. Ithink
the tenor player whom you refer to should be
Leon ( Chu) Berry, not the singer Chuck
Berry. Also, the American poet's name is
spelled Dickinson, with an ' in', not ' en.' I
appreciate your music reviews, which Ifind
by and large to be right on the money. I' for
one, would be grateful for more jazz.
Yours faithfully

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered.
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of Hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London WIN 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. 1971 to 1982 are covered by two
binders (Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price E3.50 each Ipost paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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"One look inside or outside reveals construction as fine as any experienced in hi-ft aanndd the sound is simply glorious."
(HiFi News & Record Review, January 1988)

Sleepless nights for sale
We're giving you fair warning. Your
purchase of the Series 928 amplifiers
from Primare Systems of Denmark is
guaranteed to give you sleepless nights.
Long, enjoyable nights discovering
the hidden glories of your favourite recordings.
Uncompromising,
cost no object quality
With the single purpose of bringing you
one step closer to the live music experience, the Primare Systems design team
set out to create aunique amplification
system based on intensive research and
extensive listening tests.
Luxury, logic, flexibility
and remote control
The Primare Systems preamplifier offers afull complement of input facilities
with abroad range of impedance loading and sensitivity options to allow you
to optimize the performance of the cartridge of your choice.
Full remote control is provided, allowing all functions, including volume
and absolute phase, to be set from the
listening position. The volume control

is amotorised, multi-step selector with
gold-plated contacts holding channel
balance to within 0.05dB.
In search of the true
three-dimensional experience
We discovered early on that only afully
symmetrical amplifier can accurately
recreate the original three-dimensional
soundstage and the proper spatial relationships between instruments with
every detail intact.
Therefore, the Primare Systems
Series 928 is uncompromisingly symmetrical from the input sockets of the
preamplifier to the loudspeaker terminals of the power amplifiers.
The Series 928 also takes full advantage of the theoretical and practical
benefits of balanced signal transmission between the preamplifier and the
monoblock power amplifiers.
Zero negative feedback
Our expert panel of musicians and audio engineers found that the musical
performance of our monoblock power
amplifiers with no negative feedback
was consistently superior to that of de-

signs with any amount of feedback,
however small. For this reason, negative feedback has been totally eliminated in the Series 928 monoblocks.
Styling to match performance
Because the Primare Systems Series
928 deserves aluxurious appearance to
equal its exceptional sonic performance, the sculptural elegance of the amplifiers is an integral part of our total
design concept: to bring you an amplification system of stunning beauty and
technical sophistication.
From £ 8250,manufactured by:
PRIMAlFtE SYSTEMS A/S
13 Lindevej, 1877 Copenhagen F
Denmark
Tel. (45) 122 15 22
Fax. (45) 122 84 21
Telex 19194 Primar
distributed in the U.K. by:
Acoustic Gold Ltd.
1, Orston Lodge, Old Farm Road
Hampton, TW12 3RQ
tel. 01-941 6737 ( 24 hrs)

NEWS>
NAIM AUDIO ROBOTISE
puter- aided design ( CAD) in
1982. ROBIN adds computeraided manufacture ( CAM) to
complete the company's
collection of acronytns. The
ROBIN can undertake the manufacture of 100 or more circuit
hoards or as few as one, thus
increasing the company's ability
to ensure flexible manufacturing
techniques.

Naim Audio have installed
ROBIN. the latest in Robotic
Insertion equipment, at their
Salisbury factory. The R( ) 13
provides what Naim MD. Julian
Vereker, feels is the last link in
the vital chain to ensure truly
effective control of high-qualitv
production. Naim introduced
computer- aided testing ( CAT) in
1974. which was followed hy com-

A&R ARCAM SPEAKER UPDATES
wiring and improved rear vented
mid/bass drivers. Price is £359 per
pair. The Arcam Two+ (£249 per
pair) includes uprated internal
wiring, detail revisions to the mid/
bass now hi-wirable. Contact
A&R Cambridge. Pembroke
Avenue. Denny Industrial
Centre, Waterbeach, Cambridge
('135 9P13. Tel: (( 1223) 861550.'

A& R Cambridge have updated
their range of loudspeakers to
'Plus' status. The company describes the changes as evolutionary rather than revolutionary, due
to the ' inherently correct' designs
of the original versions. The
Arcam One+ features improved
tweeters with in-house damping
modifications, uprated internal

GRANT AMPLIFIERS' NEW PRODUCTS
chide the latest versions of the
GIMP ( 0(15), G200AMS Mk11
(£3220) and the G60AMS monoHocks at £949 per pair. Grant
Amplifiers. 145 Gladys Avenue.
North End, Portsmouth P02
9I3D. Tel: ( 0705) 6,4347.

(i rant Amplifiers' latest additions
to their range of UK- made valve
electronics include the new ( i60S.
which has evolved from the
original model of the same
nomenclature. Price is € 644.
Other models in the line-up in-

HELIUS CYALENE, CHAMELEON
Helius Designs have launched two
new products. "[ he Cvalene
tonearm is a radically new pivoting design. featuring oversized
bearings to facilitate greater
energy transfer from the arm tube
through the gimbal structure and
into the subehassis. The entire
geometry of the arm has been
conceived to the same ends, more
efficient transfer of energy from
the headshell out of harm's way.
The shape is especially sleek.
avoiding any unnecessary protuberances which could resonate.
(.valene's counterweight is amassive fixed device situated as
closely as possible to the bearings.
thus keeping vertical inertia It'iw

and stabilising the arm .,subsonic
behaviour. Other details include a
structural rib machined along the
edge of the headshell to increase
its torsional strength and serve as
aguide rail for parallel- sided cartridges to facilitate correct offset.
Price of the Cyalene is €945.
Helius's other new product is the
C'hameleon H(' 500 loudspeaker.
This two-way design incorporates
an 8in doped paper cone woofer
and aI
in polyamide dome tweeter
in a 15x I2x 10in.enclosure. Sensitivity is 88dB/IW. Price is 049
per pair in either Black Ash or
Walnut veneers. Helius Designs.
The White House, Aldington.
Evesham, Worcs.

RE VOX LAUNCH NEW REEL-TO-REEL
Despite the rush to digital. Revox
have introduced a new analogue
pro reel-to-reel, which is only the
second such machine in the company's history. Offering features
previously restricted to machines
from its sister company. Studer,
the C270's facilities include large
VU meters ( not flashing lights)
with Easy Edit Mode, RS232
Serial port allowing full remote
control of all functions, fader
start/external varispeed connec-

tion, easy access to all audio
boards to allow for alignment
without the removal of the case
and other major refinements for a
deck of this price. The C270 retails for £2490 ex VAT and it
could be one of the last
opportunities for domestic users
to acquire an all- new machine for
those cherished tapes. MO
Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire
WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01-953 0091.

COMPETITION PRIZE WINNERS
Results of no fewer than three
HFNIRR competitions are now to
hand. First, the Quad ' Winning
System' competition, featured in
the November 1987 issue. The
winner, who will receive a Quad
44 preamp, 606 power amp and
ESL63 speakers, is Mr HC Tucker
of Swansea_ Ten runner-up prizes
of HEN/RR Test Compact Discs
go to: Robert Houghton of Milton
Keynes; D Greenslade of East
Sussex; Brian Fifoot of North
Yorkshire; Adrian Wu of
Edinburgh; Harry Thomas of
Harpenden; Mr JA Townsend of
St Albans; Mr SA Sampson of
Beckenham; Mr FP Dinnage of
West Sussex; Reginald Main of
Kent; and John Mann of
Coventry. Unfortunately.
question ( 3) caused some
confusion, as the most correct

answer would he simply QUAD,
not the b) option which most
entrants gave; accordingly. we
discounted this in the judging and
would like to thank all the readers
who took the trouble to write in
on this point. The other correct
answers then were: I), e); 2). c):
4), d), b); 6), d); 7), c): 8), d).
Winner of the Musical Fidelity
13200, TI and MC4 in our
December competition was Mr
RS Graham of Berkeley,
Gloucestershire. The correct
answers were: I) Philharmonia; 2)
Bliss; 3) Martinu; 4) Rostropovich;
5) Spontini; 6) Fenhy.
Finally, our December ' 12 days
of Christmas' competition was
won by Andy Jones of Reclean
Cleveland. Correct answers were:
I) 6; 2) cast alloy; 3) Linear
Crystal Oxygen- Free Copper.

TARGET'S ALL-NEW FOURSOME
Target, manufacturer of all
manner of stands and supports,
have introduced the PS Range;
this differs from the existing 1T
Range in that it employs 18mm
shelves instead of 12m-m. The
models. include PSI wall- mount
turntable table (£48.50); PS2 low
turntable table measuring
HI-FI NI %.%•,

RECORD REVIEW
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490 x529 x580mm ( hwd) with
extra shelf (€ 57.50): PS3 threeshelf equipment rack ([91.50);
PS4 low floor stand for use with
valve amplifiers ( 131.95). Target
Audio, Unit WA. Britannia
Estate, Leagrave Road, Luton,
Bedfordshir'e I.U3 IRJ. le!:
(0582) 424755.
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CASSETTE - DECK - KX200
amaha cassette decks have always enjoyed areputation for excellent performance, fine sound quality
and advanced technology. The KX-200 is another
brilliant example of Yamaha HiFi know-how' at work.
The KX-200 re-defines the meaning of ' value-for-money',
combining as it does professional recording and playback
quality with stylish ergonomics at a
price you'll find hard to beat. That's
why the Hi Fi Choice panel wasted
no time in giving the KX-200 its
'best buy' status. The KX-200 boasts all the superior
characteristics of the Yamaha cassette deck technology:2-motor transport and full logic control for smooth tape
operatioreDolby B & Ccapability for maximum quality and
minimum noise levels; Easy-to-read peak level meters
for precise performance monitoring; Automatic tape
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selection that takes the bind out of bias, the effort out of
equalisation. All this plus Armchair Control
capability with the optional Remote
Control Unit. And the Yamaha KX-200
is ' RS' compatible which means you
can employ its considerable talents
in afully Integrated Remote Control
System that gives total fingertip command of aYamaha HiFi system - from the comfort
of your listening position.
KX-200 - there's no cassette deck to touch it, because its
music - naturally. For your nearest Yamaha HiFi dealer,
contact us at the address below.

YAMAHA 788T1987

YAMAHA HIFI
A Hundred Years of Musical Experience

Yamaha Electronics ( UK) Limited, Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road,
Watford. Herts WDI 71S. Tel. Watford ( 0923)33166.

MUSIC- NATURALLY
'Dolby is atrademark ol Dolby Laboratory Licensing Corporation.

NEWS•
MONSTER GOES TO HOLLYWOOD
Monster Cable, who have spent
the past few years trying with
much success to convince studio
denizens that cables can offer a
sonic improvement, proudly
inform us that amajor Hollywood
feature lilm's entire soundtrack —
music and effects — was recorded
completely with their cables. The
film is Steven Spielberg's Empire
Of The Sun, one of the biggest
Stateside successes of the 1987-8
holiday season. Recording
engineer Shawn Murphy
requested Monster Cable for all
microphone and audio interconnects because he wanted to bring
audiophile- level sound quality to
aSpielberg feature film. The John
Williams score was digitally
recorded and mixed live at the
Lorimar Soundstage in Hollywood, the microphones fed
directly to outboard mic preamps
bypassing the monitoring console
straight to a Mitsubishi X850
digital recorder. ('ables used were

BRIEFING
PINEWOOD MUSIC have moved
to ' Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clifford, Andover, Hants.
Tel: ( 0264) 57536. The Winchester premises are closed until
further notice.
SHARP have re- introduced the
'Optonica' name which, graces
their new surround -sound
amplifier/speaker system. The
SM-A75 consists of five separate
speakers including a sub- woofer
and an integrated amplifier featuring full remote control operation.
14 surround modes and facilities
for eight inputs including tape,
phono. tuner. CD. TV, videodisc
and two VCRs. Power is 40W/
channel in stereo, or 4x25W.
Price for the system is £879.
NON CLASSICAL CD releases in
the UK amounted to 1944 titles in
the 51 weeks leading up to 25
December; LP releases came to
4915. This is a 2.5 to- Iratio. In
terms of actual sales. LPs held at
around 53 million, while CDs
increased to about 8 million.
SOURCE- ODYSSEY can now
offer gold-plating of the Source
turntable platter for £100.
PIONEER'S new SV-2803 television features a 2x 15W stereo
amplifier and two-way loudspeakers. Price is £649.90.
EMI's tape manufacturing division. Capitol Magnetic Products.
has ceased the production of
magnetic tape.
FACTORY Communications have
released what may he the very
first prerecorded non- classical
DAT. Their first venture into
DAT is a release of The Guitar
And Other Machines by Durutti
Column. Manufactured in Germany at an unnamed site. the
DAT release contains five extra
tracks over the LP version and is
expected to retail at £ 15-£17.
HEYBROOK have released dedi1111-1-1 NEWS & RECORD Ft1 Sil Vv .

Monster's M1000 audio interconnect and Prolink Series 3 microphone cable. M1000 was also
used in the final mix-down for
C'D. Monster is especially pleased
because this marks the first time
that specialist audio products have
been named in the credits of a
feature film. The evidence is available on Warner Bros. CD 9
25668-2, but seeing and hearing
the film in a Dolby Surround equipped cinema will be the most
telling experience. Monster Cable
also held a major symposium in
New York while the Autumn 1987
AES Convention was being held.
The event, in which Monster was
supported by such recording
world heavyweights as Jack Renner ( Telarc), Bob Ludwig ( Masterdisk) and Tom Jung ( DMP),
was conceived to show to nonbelievers in the professional world
just how their colleagues were
converted to approval of specialist
cables.
cated stands for the new Point
Five speaker. Price is £49.95/pair.
CELESTION now supply dedicated stands for all SL and DL
speaker models, as optional
extras. Prices to be confirmed.
WILMSLOW AUDIO can now
offer titanium- dome, ferrofluidcooled tweeters to upgrade avariety of existing speakers. The kit,
suitable for most speakers which
incorporate I
in soft dome units
and with asensitivity of 89-90dB,
includes a pair of drivers and
constant impedance level control
with flush- mounted escutcheon.
No modification is required for
the existing crossover. Price is
£44.40 inc. post and VAT. Wilmslow Audio Ltd, 35-39 Church
Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9
I
AS. Tel: ( 0625) 529599.
THE MUSIC ROOM have taken
over the distribution of LAST
Record Care Products for the
UK. The range includes Formula
I heavy-duty cleaner (£ 12.50).
Formula 2 Preservative (£ 16.95),
Formula 3 regular cleaner
(£7.95), Trial Pack of Formulae
1,2 and 3 (£ 12.95). Formula 4
Stylus Cleaner (£6.25), Formula 5
Stylast Stylus Treatment (£ 19.95).
Formula 6 Cl) Cleaner (£ 13.95)
and Formula 7 Tape Head
Cleaner (£ 12.95). For details,
contact The Music Room, 221 St,
Vincent Street, Glasgow G2 SOY.
Tel: ( 041) 248 7221.
SOUND DEALS, the Bedfordshire retailers, have expanded
their premises. The new space,
beneath the present premises. will
be used for single speaker
demonstration rooms. Sound
Deals. 54B Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP.
Tel: ( 0767) 312249/315714.
SOUNDWAVES is a new retailer
specialising in British hi-fi.
Services offered include threeyear
guarantee,
home
demonstrations, installation, and
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BPI, IFPI COPYRIGHT ACTION
The BPI and the [ FPl have taken
action in the name of BMG Music
and BMG Records against MCR
Productions UK Ltd and a number of other firms. The action
concerns the manufacture of back
catalogue titles in cases where
copyright has expired in certain
parts of the EEC; this case deals
specifically with Elvis Presley
recordings produced in Holland.
The action is regarded as a test
case on the extent and application
of EEC law in circumstances

where works are unprotected in a
particular territory. The defendants, manufacturing product
from the late 1950s and early
1960s, have attempted to rely on
the expiration of copyright (
cg.
after 20 years in Germany) to
justify subsequent re-export to
other EEC territories. The BPI
and IFNI have sought legal advice
which indicates that the free flow
of goods doctrine does not apply
and are seeking a declaration in
the UK courts to this effect.

TEAC ADD ACCESSORY RANGE
TEAC have introduced acomprehensive range of accessories to
complement their hi-fi range.
Tape accessories include the TZ261A Head Cleaner (£ 12), TZ261B Rubber Cleaner (£ 12). TZ261N Head and Pinch Roller
Cleaner (£8.05), TZ-255 Oil Kit
(£7), E3 Head Demagnetiser

(£43), E2A Bulk Eraser (£ 150)
and arange of empty metal reels.
TEAC's cable line-up starts at
£15, and the company have also
introduced a cassette tape, the
CDX-90 normal bias (£ 11.5(1 for
10). TEAC UK Ltd, 5 Marlin
House, The Croxley Centre, Watford. WI)! 8YA. Tel: ((Y23) 215135.

free coffee. Agencies include
Linn, Roksan, Exposure, Epos,
Mordaunt-Short. Heybrook,
Creek and others. Soundwaves, 1
Holbury Drove Precinct, Holbury. Hants. SO4 IPW. Tel:
(0703) 899131.
THE ROCK turntable's price has
been increased. The Rock itself is
now £450. the Excalibur tonearm
£450 and the optional plinth/lid
£o9. The separate Merlin power
supply now sells for £ 150. Towns fiend International. Unit 2, North
Waylands Industrial Estate,
Molesey Road, Walton- OnThames. Surrey KTI2 311_ Tel:
(0932) 246850. ( Note: The Altarus speaker cable referred to by
Malcolm Hawksford in ' Views'.
February, will be marketed exclusively by Townshend).
CHANDOS RECORDS are now
distributed by Pinnacle in the UK.
For details phone ( 0689) 73144.
NIMBUS RECORDS have chosen
ATC SCM100A loudspeakers as
their reference monitors. Other
recent ATC purchasers include
Crescent Studios, Chapel, Dax.
Lazy Moon and the Wool Hall.

8-10 MAY 1988 Home Entertainment Dealer Show, National
Exhibition Centre. Birmingham.
For details, contact Richard Bull
on 021-780 4171. ext. 710.
26-28 MAY 1988: ARSC Annual
Conference, Toronto, Canada.
Contact Philip Rochlin, Executive
Director. Association for
Recorded Sound Collections, PO
Box 10162, Silver Spring. Maryland 20904. USA. Tel: ( 301) 5936552.
22-24 JUNE 1988: APRS Annual
Exhibition, Olympia 2, London.
Contact Association of Professional Recording Studios. I63A
High Street. Rickmansworth.
Herts. WD3 I
AY. Tel: ( 0923)
772907.
26 AUGUST- 1 SEPTEMBER
1988: Dusseldorf Trade Fair
featuring AudioVideo 88. Contact Dusseldorfer Messegesellschaft mbH, NOWEA. Postfach
32 02 03. Stockumer Kirchstrasse
61, D-4000 Dusseldorf 30, West
Germany.
15-18 SEPTEMBER 1988: The
Hi Fi Show, sponsored by WWI
RR, Heathrow Penta Hotel, Bath
Road. Hounslow, Middlesex.
23-27 SEPTEMBER 1988 International Broadcasting Convention, Metropole Centre.
Brighton. Exhibition information
can be obtained from the IBC
Secretariat, Institute of Electrical
Engineers. Savoy Place. London
WC2R OBL. Tel: 01-240 1871.

EVENTS
5-8 APRIL 1988: Acoustics ' 88,
the Spring Conference of the
Institute of Acoustics, Cambridge. For details, contact Prof.
JE Ffowcs Williams, Dept. of
Engineering. University of Cambridge. Trumpington Street.
Cambridge CB2 I
PZ.
10-13 APRIL 1988: Salon International Son et Video. Hall 5, Porte
de Versailles Exhibition Centre,
Paris. Contact SDSA, 20 rue
Hamelin. F 75116, Paris, France.
18 APRIL 1988: Federation Of
British Audio Annual Awards
Dinner. London Inter- Continental Hotel. This charity dinner will
benefit the Nordoff-Robbins
Music Therapy Centre.

PEOPLE
Snooker ace STEVE DAVIS has
gone into concert promotion. The
first act in his stable is French
jazz-rock outfit, Magma.
ANDREW ROSE has been
appointed Financial Director of
Alba plc.
RICHARD ALLAN has been
appointed product manager at
Celestion International. He was
previously with Sansui UK.
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Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street, New Malden,

Surrey KT3 4BY.
Please send me your price list

If you

want to cut out the time and
fuss of searching for the right hi-fi
at the right price just cut the
coupon. We'll send you the
multi- page price list
packed with top brands.
Or call in and see for
yourself how well
__

SOUND ADVICE AT A BETTER PRICE

s6,

we shape up.
LICENSEE) CREDIT BROKER
WRITTEN DE TAILS
ON ;if QUEST

TECI INOLOGY•

R

EMEMBER Hugo Zuccarelli, who
re- invented dummy- head stereo and
called it Holophonics? Some people
believed he used areal corpse head,
embalmed presumably. He scored a lot of
publicity and then disappeared to America
where the real money is.
Well, not much has been heard of Mr
Zuccarelli since CBS issued arecord of sound
effects which sank without trace — once or
twice turning up in the comedy or humour
sections in record shops. But obviously our
Hugo has not yet given up. Two tracks on
Michael Jackson's carefully titled album Bad
apparently have holophonic sound effects
muddled in with the music.
Isay ' apparently' because when I asked
CBS in Britain the company knew nothing
about it. In fact, they flatly denied that
anyone called Zuccarelli had anything to do
with the disc and assured me that there was
nothing called holophonics on it. And, no.
they wouldn't send me areview copy. Finally.
in arecord shop. Ichecked the sleeve. There
among the track listings, were the magic
words ' Zuccarelli' and ' holophonics'. Itold
CBS but heard nothing more. CBS seldom
make pop CDs available for review, and not
even the pleasure of writing this column can
persuade me to spend £ 10 or more on a
Michael Jackson CD simply to listen to afew
dummy- head sound effects.
As anyone who knows anything about
dummy- head binaural stereo, the technique
is ideal for close-miked sound effects heard
through headphones. The system falls flat on
its face when you try to record music.
especially anything multi- tracked. But you
have to hand it to Mr Zuccarelli. He is still
singing the same tune he sang five years ago,
telling Billboard magazine in America that he
would like to see more artists use the device,
not just for sound effects but to ' spatially
enhance the music itself.
Zuccarelli is clearly on to agood thing. The
record industry has such afast churn-over of
executives that people who were around five
years ago. and swallowed the holophonics
hype first time around, have now long since
been replaced by anew generation of brighteyed youngsters who have never heard of
dummy- head stereo, holophonics or the
enterprising Mr Zuccarelli. In another five
years while we are still waiting for binaural
stereo to ' spatially enhance the music itself
there will be another new generation of
record industry execs ready to boggle at the
sound of sound effects through headphones.
This one could run for ever.

Pirate battles

A previous issue of HFNIRR carried aletter
from an un named writer, asking people to
write to the Department of Trade and Industry and their MPs, encouraging them to crack
down on the pirates who are broadcasting
pop radio on the VHF/FM band, especially in
the London area. As he points out, they
cause interference. Some of them have equipment confiscated up to thirty times a year.
Now. Idon't know who the writer is. or
why he should want to remain anonymous.
and Iam not advocating piracy. But there is
an interesting slant on this.
Yes, the VHF radio band in Britain's cities.
especially London. is crowded with pirate FM
stereo music stations. Yes, they are apain in
the neck, interfering with legitimate stations.
And yes. they all live in fear of being raided
by the DTI's gang of inspectors who have
power to confiscate everything from the
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transmitter down to the gramophone needle.
The point overlooked is that because the
pirates know they are likely to lose it, they
use the cheapest transmitter equipment available. That's why their broadcasts wander in
frequency and cause just the kind of interference which the DTI is pledged to prevent.
There is also intense rivalry between the
stations, who sometimes raid each other,
stealing equipment to replace what the DTI
has confiscated. So the pirates do everything
possible to keep their whereabouts secret.
But they also need to give out a telephone
number which the kids can call to request
records. Obviously, they cannot use an ordinary telephone. because the DTI would
immediately ask British Telecom for the
subscriber's address and raid it.
The pirates have now taken to using
cellular radio. The giveaway is that the
number given out over the air is along string
of digits beginning 0860 ( for Cellnet) or 0836
(for Vodafone). The pirates don't warn their
listeners, but British Telecom charges calls
into acellular phone at the M rate, which is
the same as for calls into the Irish Republic. It
works out at 38p per minute, even if the
pirate station is just down the road. This is
had news for parents with kids who like
listening to the pirates.

No wipe out

Last month we had a look at the Lyricdata
1X1 solid-state recording system, which
claimed to make credit card recording a
viable alternative to disc or tape for pop
singles. If the system is finally launched this
year, it will be aimed at broadcasters; the
machine will cost between £ 15.000 and
£20,000; the memory will be in large cartridges costing £ 000 each and recording time
will he five minutes per cart.
Now here's something to make those who
put £. 2 million into 1X1 a whiter shade of
green. Robert Maxwell. Chairman of the
Mirror Newspaper Group, has invested
exactly the same amount. £0.2 million, in a
Japanese system which is now available offthe- shelf and offers pretty much what IX1
promised.
Toshiba have developed a portable unit.
which looks like a Walkman cassette player.
It uses solid-state memory cards instead of
tapes. The system is called IC- Voice and
Maxwell is backing it through a venture
called International Learning Systems Japan
Ltd. ILS have ordered 50,000 IC- Voice units
over the next three years.
Initially it will be used for language tuition.
Language education courses, produced by
the BBC, are stored in memory cards. Each
card has a Read Only Memory chip with
capacity of up to 16 megabits, giving up to
480 seconds of prerecorded speech. Half the
memory is used for 80 master sentences in
one language (
eg. English) and the other half
for the same sentences in another language.
The pupil listens, compares and learns by
repeating key phrases into atemporary Random Access Memory store of 256 kilobit
capacity. This is enough to recall 32 seconds
of sound. Pupils compare their own pronounciation temporarily recorded in RAM with
the permanently stored example set in ROM
by the teacher.
Because it is being used for speech. the
Toshiba system is not of CD quality. Bandwidth is 16kHz with companded 8- bit digital
coding. Larger memory capacity \‘ ould
extend playing time and or impro\ c quality
for music. The fact that Toshiba have not vet
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proposed this clearly suggests that even the
Japanese, with factories over- producing
memory chips by the ton, regard solid-state
singles as too expensive to rival disc or tape.
The idea that kids go to ashop and sacrifice
one recording for another seems fallacious
anyway. Most record- buyers like to collect
and hoard. The video industry has found that
few people watch- and- wipe prerecorded
videocassettes. There would be equally little
enthusiasm for listen- and-wipe singles. Kids
can do that anyway, with a cassette radio
recorder tuned to a pop station.

CD fights back

While Sony were dithering on DAT, trying to
decide whether or not to launch in Europe. or
just in countries which already have atax on
tape to legitimize home taping. there were
still those who predicted that DAT would
take over from CD. Here's something for
them to think about.
Philips have now developed athird generation set of integrated circuits for Compact
Disc players. Just two ICs now do the job
previously done by four ICs — they are a
complete stereo decoding system. which run
from a single 5V supply. and work over a
temperature range from — 40°C to 85°C. This
makes the decoder stable for in-car use. One
chip, the SAA 7310 decoder. handles demodulation, error correction, interpolation.
shock protection, and has the added ability to
handle CD ROM and CD interactive discs as
well as music discs. So it makes in-car
navigation and Sony's Bookman idea ( a
portable player for CDI text discs) areality.
The second chip. the SAA 7320, handles
digital filtering. oversampling and analogue
post- filtering with operational amplifiers. It
also copes with muting and de- emphasis.
Only aturntable, laser arm, and servo control
are needed to complete a full CD player.
Together, the two chips will cost around
75HFL, which at today's appalling sterling
rate is around £20. The price will drop as
production ramps up.
It really is no exaggeration to predict that
by the 1990s. CD players will be popping off
the production line like calculators, and at a
price which the high precision mechanics of
DAT will never he able to match.
The cost of discs is dropping all the time.
too. Before Christmas, the Philips duPont
factories were quoting 94p per disc with 20r;
discount for orders over 100,000. That's 75p a
disc. Until then, a price of 90p per disc was
reckoned to be the threshold between slim
profit and loss leading.
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MORCH DP -6 - UNIQUE CONCEPT OF TONE ARM
The only tone arm allowing for optimum adaptation
to any standard cartridge
by the use of interchangeable arm tubes.

A

rm tubes of 4 different masses - from
ultra light to extra heavy - can be
supplied. The unavoidable fundamental
resonance is partly determined by the
compliance and the weight of the cartridge that is to be used and partly by the
weight of the tone arm ( known as the " effective mass"). However, the frequency.of
the fundamental resonance can be
moved up or down by altering the weight
of the tone arm. Thus simply by choosinc
an arm tube out of the 4masses available
the fundamental resonance can be
moved to a frequency, where it does no
harm.
With the lightest of the arm tubes
you get the 10/vest effective mass, and
with this arm tube the tone arm is the

lightest in the world. This is important
for cartridges using a ! ow tracking force,
as they have ahigh compliance. For cartridges using ahigh tracking force having
a low compliance, one of the heavy arm
tubes should be chosen. Users that own
more than one cartridge can mount each
of them in its own arm tube. Changing a
cartridge becomes a simple swap between arm tubes, and the mass of the
arm is always optimized for its cartridge.

See U.S. Magazine

The Absolute Sound
vol. 12, issue 49, fall 1987, p. 113/114

• The bearings are mounted so that they
are level with the record. Therefore in the
case of warped records the motion of the
stylus will be completely vertical when
bumps are negotiated, so that no warp
wow will be heard.
• Complete stability and freedom from any
tendency to resonate.
• New dual bearing concept combines a
silicone damped high precision ball bearing for the horizontal mode of motion
and two precision sapphire bearings for
the vertical mode of motion. Independent damping of the two modes of motion is possible.
• Especially developed internal silver wiring for perfect transmission of the tiny
signals.
• Supplied in 24 carat hard GOLD finish or
in Chromium finish.
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LAS VEGAS
THE DESERT SONG
Ken Kessler attends the Las Vegas Consumer Electronics Show; third time lucky?

T

WO KINDS OF PEOPLE go to
CES: those who like Vegas, and
those who prefer Chicago. The latter
is acivilised, cultured city, while the
former is aTemple of Tack. Considering the
nature of consumer electronics of the non-hifi variety, Las Vegas is a perfect venue for
showing new wares, but that doesn't make
me like the city any more than, say, the pier
at Southend. The more you think about the
acres of weird telephones, juke-boxshaped
cassette storage units, and Variations On A
Ghetto Blaster, the more you realise how
perfect a marriage is this desert town and
1400 or so exhibitors, so people like me just
have to learn to accept it.
To be absolutely fair. Ihad a far easier
time dealing with the sensory overload than I
did on previous visits. Could it be that the
mind and body build up immunity to the
effects of xbillion neon lights, too many
products and not enough sleep? Even though
it feels like the past four days were little more
than a performance of Disney's Fantasia
played at triple speed, I've managed to retain
enough of that memory to be faced with apile
of notes and brochures describing new products which could fill this entire issue twice
over. Using the finest- mesh s**t filter in the
business, I've selected a few dozen of the
most weird and/or wonderful for your amusement and edification, regretting only that I
haven't the space to do justice to everything.
The usual apologies to those I've missed, and
thank God for some that I'm not cruel
enough to tell you about the dumbest of the
more feathered offerings.
As it's impossible for me to be orderly with
this, the sixth CES report of my career, I'm
throwing the brochures in the air and regurgitating them in the order they land. Out of
deference to our more serious readers, I've
avoided the Front Page, ' Dateline: Las
Vegas' tone even though I'm writing this in
the bowels of the Convention Centre and
have every justification for pretending that
I'm a real journalist. Editor Harris is currently going through his Lou Grant phase and
I'm the closest he'll get to having his own
Rossi, so I'm humouring him at the cost of my
health and sanity. For the record, though, it's
10.30am on the last day of the Show, and the
Federal Express guys are getting ready to
pack up. Here's what they're waiting for me
to hand over.
Let me dispense with the biggest, or rather
two biggest disappointments so we can get
straight into the newest and most entertaining
of the hi-fi products of 1988. Having expected
this report to be dripping with DAT and
CD-Video lore, Iregret to inform you that
both formats were treated with the same
amount of publicity and exposure you'd give
to the news that your kid had been busted for
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but the bottom line is that the hardware boys
are letting the record companies have their
way, and more than one pundit was heard to
be praying that Sony's purchase of CBS will
change things for the better. And 'better' is
the right word, because everyone Ispoke to
about DAT seems to think that the format is
A Good Thing, with none of the anti-digital
venom reserved for CD entering the discussions. If you want me to make predictions on
the futures of either CDV or DAT based on
experiences at CES. I'd have to use the most
oft- heard words of all: ' No comment'.
Which leaves us with everything else, and
that's a considerable amount of new loudspeakers and amplifiers, some intriguing
'black boxes' a CD player or two, more
turntable news than Iexpected, some tempting new software and lots of novelties.
Yeah, we thought it WaA an art gallery too, hut those
Rather than keep you in darkness, let me
paintings make music
start out with the most talked- about products
in the high end sector, at least among the
possession of controlled substances. Damp
people with whom Ishared the odd cuppa.
squib? Non-starter? Lack of commitment?
Yes, folks, there was aturntable which had
Cowardice? Take your pick. The sum total of
all and sundry poised with dropped jaw.
CDV promotion consisted of afew manufacturers offering half-hearted demonstrations, a Clocking in at amere $ 10k, weighing enough
to add shape and form to your pectorals and
'CDV booth' with less hardware and fewer
covering enough space to justify a quantity
press handouts than you'd find at a convendiscount for Isoplats was the Nebula Ifrom
tion for High- But-ton Shoe Manufacturers
the Gold Aero Group. Described by one
and ageneral feeling that the manufacturers
observer as an Oracle on steroids, and by me
better get their act(s) together real soon
as Gaudi's Goldmund, the Nebula is athreebefore all of the momentum is lost. Without
point suspended subchassis design incorpornaming names, Iwent into one room where
ating exotic composite materials, various
the CD-V player wasn't even switched on, the
metals, the biggest suspension towers ( gascompany representative having a 36in monifilled) this side of the Basis, and an aerial
tor tuned into a local broadcast. Is it any
profile which looks like either Mickey Mouse
wonder that all of the jokes you hear at hi-fi
or Mae West depending on your sensibilities.
shows are about reps?
The thing is big enough to satisfy a Texan,
DAT didn't fare much better, with some
massive enough to defy the laws of turntable
Japanese manufacturers hiding their players
physics, and esoteric enough to guarantee
in rack systems, between the tuner and the
that its owner will be able to exploit it as a
CD player. Onkyo - who have been the most
conversation piece for the rest of this century.
adventurous of all when it comes to supportShould my photo prove unsuitable for pubing aDAT presence at CES - did their best at
the 'highend' hotel, the Riviera, and CD- lication, picture a jet-black Gyrodec magnified x2, resting on a Memphis impression
label DMP released a prerecorded DAT
of elephants' feet and with more lateral
containing selections from their catalogue,
curves than the top Scalextric set-up. As for
the sonics, well, Itry not to judge gear heard
in show conditions, but Iwill allow that the
bottom registers were as solid as the deck
itself, and the coherence from top to bottom
was impeccable.
Also providing tongue- wagging inspiration
were some exquisite speakers from the Mitek
Group. The ZSE ( Zone Stored Energy) is a
floor-standing design consisting of two shallow panels mounted on an easel-like support.
The system is tiny, standing only 34in high,
I7.5in wide and 27.5in deep, yet it behaved
like a large planar unit. Described as an
'electrodynamic' system, the drivers* appear
to be a new type too radical to allow for
In the groove -Sony alter their trays for 3inchers
detailed product description in the hand-out,
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but I'm sure we'll hear more from the
company. More than once Isaw some of the
European heavy mob — the globetrotting
high-end distributors who shape the course of
audio in the EEC — leaving the room with the
frenzied look which accompanies haggling for
distribution rights, so we could be witnessing
the birth of a new force and concept in
not- unaffordable high-end speakers. The
pair, including an active signal processing box
and the easels is under $2000. At today's
exchange rates, that's well below the price of
the Quad ' 63s.
Though they weren't on open display. I
was exposed to new panels from acompany
called Highwood Audio. The subject of
numerous patents, this new panel is a fullrange design containing a single thin
diaphragm driven across its entire surface.
The operation is said to he point-source in
nature, the point being behind the actual
drivers, and the operating principle is unlike
any current planar system. Having been
sworn to secrecy about much of the available
data, all Ican tell you is that these speakers
are set to revolutionise the pricing structure
of dipole systems, because the four models in
this as yet unnamed series might range in
price from as little as £300 per pair up to £800
per pair. Yes, those are sterling prices,
because plans are already underway for a
launch at the 1988 Hi Fi Show at Heathrow.
And, yes, Ihave secured the first review for
readers of HFNIRR.
Sticking with speakers for a while, other
notable launches included the Snell C Il
($1900 per pair), being the latest refinement
of this highly- acclaimed system. Designer
Kevin Voecks was all smiles, as well he might
be, because they sounded marvellous. The
system contains a 10in bass driver, 4.5in cone
in soft-dome tweeter made for
midrange and I
Snell by Vifa. Voecks has opted for cloth over
the currently fashionable metal dome types,
which shows that some still find it very easy to
resist flavours of the month.
Not just anew speaker but anew company
is NHT (
Now Hear This). Readers will
remember designer Ken Kantor for his work
with AR's MAGIC- 1of a few years back.
Kantor has since formed his own company,
introducing two new speakers incorporating
much of what he conceived during the
MAGIC project. The first models include a
small two-way design and a floorstanding
three-way, both notable for their slopedinward baffles, providing automatic toe- in
and exceptional dispersion. This technique,
used in less severe form by Tannoy and
others in the past, helps to simplify installation, and the stereo imaging and soundstage
were available well off-axis. Best news of all,
though, is the pricing. Kantor finds high
prices odious, so he's made these speakers
available for something like $300 and $700

The most talked-about product at CES, $ 10,000 worth
of Nebula turntable
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per pair respectively. Also on the cards is a
100W/channel power amp ( in a gorgeous,
unusual chassis), target price under $500.
At the other end of the spectrum were
some sub-woofers so totally devoid of compromise that I'd hate to imagine what life
would be like as next-door neighbour to their
owners. Dave Wilson showed the WATT's
subwoofer, a huge granite box which can
serve as a coffee table and housing an 18in
woofer. Looking not unlike a slab upon
which an Aztec might sacrifice his first-born,
the subwoofer adds enough in the low-end to
enable the WATTs to handle the HFNIRR
Test CD's garage door. To be powered by

The long-awaited Mk. Il version of Cambridge's highend C player

California Audio Lab's rempest 11: does the 1
lstand for
two boxes?

dedicated Krell- made amplification, this converts the WATT system into astate-of-the-art
contender. Price? Don't ask.
The other amazing woof-woof came from
Sound Labs, a manufacturer of highlyregarded curved electrostatics. The subwoofers ( yep, they're a pair) form a wall
between the main speakers standing some
81in tall and 88in (44in x2) wide, and manfully handled all the low- end information on a
frighteningly realistic recording of ahelicopter. Neighbouring exhibitors were heard to
mutter things like, ' If I wanted a role in
Apocalypse Now I'd have been an actor', and
Mordaunt-Short's ultra- civil Chris Short
proved time and again that there are no
better restrained individuals than British
gentlemen. Though he crossed the hall more
than once, Idon't think it was to offer the
necessary $ 10,5(X) to bring apair to the UK.
Speaking of British gentlemen, our lads
were there in force. Ross Walker, armed with
expensive stogie, held court in the Quad
room, proving that there's at least one
constant at CES's: no new Quad model. (The
other constant, of course, is nothing from
Finial.) Creek, Epos, Onix, Monitor Audio,
Beard, Roksan, KEF, Celestion, B&W, System-deck, Ariston, HFNIRR (US launch of
the January issue), JPW, the aforementioned
M-S, Proac, Exposure (
US launch), A&R,
Rogers, Cambridge, QED, Tannoy and probably some Imissed, all flew the flag, some
showing brand new ( to British observers)

products — like KEF's flush- mount speakers
for the installation market and two new
0- Deck based turntables from Ariston.
The Ariston Icon slots in above the QDeck, and is best described as aversion of its
baby brother but with suspension. Fitted with
an Ortofon 0M20, it features anew bearing
and outboard power supply. Price will be
£219. The new version of the 0- Deck, still at
£140, features the Icon's bearing and an
outboard power supply, so three cheers to a
company that can upgrade a model with no
price hike.
Vacuum Tube Logic, surely the UK's most
prolific tube amp manufacturer, launched still
more new product, which suggests that the
Japanese are prime customers. The ' Ichiban'
is apure Class- A triode design which looked
like a prop from Blade Runner. Minimum
feedback, separate power supplies for every
stage, warnings of lethal voltages and enough
non-styling to suggest ' no nonsense', these
throwbacks to the days of milk- bottle-sized
valves cost $8800. Back on earth, VTL also
launched the 45/45 stereo amp for $ 1300. I
swear, this firm is probably the most vehemently pro- tube company practicing today,
and their room showed two fingers to the
solid-state brigade. Back to the future!
One other notable British debut was the
slicker- looking replacement for the Cambridge CD1 CD player, The Series 2features
32x 16 bit oversampling, continuing the multiplation tables as taught by Stan Curtis. At
this rate, he may beat the French Lumitrac to
becoming the first to provide 32 x32 oversampiing. Oh, and Mrs Curtis also had arestyle,
the Mk II Angela now looking like the lead
singer from the Bangles ( just so you'll know,
Cambridge is now sharing distribution in the
USA with Celestion, thus eliminating availability problems in the world's largest market).
Back on the tube front, David Berning
showed the shop- ready version of his radical
TF-12 preamp, which features adigital controlled switching matrix for volume and
balance control. In the same room, you could
hear the delightful Milbert in-car valve amps
(which deserve more attention than they
seem to be getting), and the new Amethyst 30
speakers from Essence. Audio Research
announced a forthcoming amplifier, the
D125, which fits in between the D115 Mk Il
and the M-Series monoblocks. Set to retail
for around $4000, the new ARC amplifier is a
tube/FET hybrid.
Conrad-Johnson launched the PV8 preamplifier, the first product to benefit in trickledown manner from the design of the flagship
Premier 7. This $ 1695 unit features passive
RIAA circuitry and a power supply using
only film capacitors. Also launching new
preamps were Melos, whose CDT's CD stage
can replace the built-in analogue stages of
suitable players from Philips, Sony, Marantz
and others, and Quicksilver, who showed
their long-awaited preamp in prototype form.
Projected price for the latter is under $ 1100.
California Audio Labs, whose catalogue
now contains aline level preamp, asolid-state
CD player and a hybrid CD player, showed
the final version of the previously —
announced Tempest II. Thought to be a
refined version of the flagship Tempest, it is
in fact a completely new model, featuring
two- box construction, revised styling and
transport based on current-generation, faster- than- the- original Philips mechanism.
Gone are the nap-times between track selections, the need for ashave while waiting for
the tray to open and other manifestations of
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those nasty early transports. We'll have a
sample soon for an update to see and hear if
the widespread use of Tempest Ils around the
show was more than just mass- hypnosis.
The pile is still a few inches thick, so
forgive me if Iinsert amore human interlude;
too much hardware and the brain rots. Iwas
shocked to learn that there was another ' Ken
Kessler' running around Las Vegas, and
positively mortified to learn that he is the
President of — can you dig this? — Amstrad's
US operation. At least, that's what his Show
Pass said, and Ishould know: Ikept receiving
it each time I tried to register. If being
mistaken for the president of a firm at odds
with the high- end isn't bad enough, it pales
into insignificance with another event.
Forgive my paranoia, but the evidence
proves that Someone Up There either doesn't
like me, or thinks that I'd make agreat 20th
century Lot. Rather than turn me into apillar
of salt, He lets me fly to Japan without avisa
and be accosted by drunks in Denmark who
don't like my footwear. This latest manifestation of cosmic tomfoolery occurred during
the course of duty, when Itried to photograph some odd speakers in the Nosher or
Nesher or Neshin — or whatever it was —
Room. Having espied these clones of the old
and unloved Empire Grenadiers, which
looked like marble-topped end-tables, I
learned that the speakers popped up for use
and could be hidden away when not required.
I'll never know the full details, because Iwas
attacked by the exhibitor when Itried to snap
a few shots.
No. Iwasn't being rude. Gear at hi-fi shows
is there for the ( photo) taking, and the only
time one feels compelled to ask permission is
if a demonstration is underway. ( I usually
come back when it's over.) In this instance,
there was no demo, just a few people
standing around. As I poised to snap the
shutter, this hand shoves me BY THE
CAMERA — and nobody touches my camera
—telling me to desist. The individual went on
muttering something about Japanese spies
stealing his designs, which I thought was
pretty rich considering that these cabinet
designs were similar to awell-known speaker
of 1960s/1970s vintage. Now I'm not likely to
be mistaken for Jeremy Irons or Tom Selleck
or Harrison Ford, but I doubt that I'm a
ringer for Toshiro Mifune, either. So Isplit,
furious at having to get the guy's grubby
smears off my lens. I figure that if that
manufacturer thinks Ilook like aspy for the
Japanese hi-fi industry, then his attitude
toward sound must be just as suspect.
Back in more hospitable circumstances, I
found that Sumo have released an affordable
tuner to match their entry-level electronics,
while SOTA have introduced an upmarket
version of their turntable featuring a honeycomb construction subchassis and a top
plate which looks like inlaid ivory. Rowlands,
who make massive high-end amplifiers,
showed a prototype-cum-mock-up of their
exciting modular preamp. Dual mono
throughout and featuring balanced operation
(which is definitely the trend of the late
1980s), the modules consist of phono section,
preamp and power supply, and features
digital attenuation using discrete resistors.
It's yet to be decided if the black enclosures
will be made from acrylic or polycarbonates,
but aprice ( less phono stage) has been set at
$9950. Delivery should start in time for the
June CES.
Stan Klyne showed anew preamp, not yet
named, as well as aprototype of apower amp
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surprised the hell out of me by showing a
passive preamp, the KPC-1, which offers
seven inputs for audio, four for video, dual
mono construction, volume bypass, and I9in
rackmount capability. The company also
launched the KBA-202 power amplifier, a
2x200W beast with feedback restricted to the
output stage, fully cascaded JFET input
stage, DC servo control to eliminate gaps in
the original signal path and enough other
details to challenge the threat of the Editor's
pencil. Superphon launched the CD MAXX
line- level preamp ($329) and MAXX 80
power amp (
c. $350) which produces 2x 40W
and looks like it was designed for the British
audiophile. This baby can be bridged to yield
150W into any load, so get those Scintillas
ready, boys. Soundstream, best known for
high- end in car, have made the leap into
domestic hi-fi, with astylish system to sell for
under $3500. The look is unlike anything I've
seen before and the pre/tuner/power amp
stack is remote-controllable.
The clock is ticking and the people manning the CES press room are talking loudly
about how their cars are warming up. Without the help of anything other than some
heavy Columbian ( caffeine, you cynic), Ican
tell you that Amrita Audio showed agraniteenclosured speaker for around $2000, Avalon
Acoustics were knocking them dead with a
$10,500 speaker system called the Prism
(three-way, titanium dome tweeter, 3in soft
dome mid, 12in polypropylene woofer, tri wiring facility). Lexicon of studio mixer fame
showed an exceptional surround- sound
decoder which will give the Yamaha DSP1 a
run for the money, Dick Shahinian had anew
speaker which he describes as about as close
as you're gonna get to a pulsating sphere.
SpaceDrive introduced some sloped-baffle
speakers available in more colours than you'd
have seen at the Fillmore West, our friends
from EMC of audio mural persuasion showed
panels with an even wider array of artwork to
act as Lon Chaney-like disguises, and Stax
blew minds with a pair of binaural CDs
Shahinian's Obelisk:
omnis aren't dead!
(sourced from Stax, Germany) which
sounded positively scary over the latest
and two at the input or the phono stage.
Lambda Pro headphones.
Dolan eliminated the need for capacitors for
Which reminds me that the software boys
output blocking and DC stabilisation by using
weren't çxactly sleeping. I ' hung out with the
separate servo loops to control DC levels.
Cheskys at the nickel slots', which proved to
PS Audio introduced phase two of their
me that even classical music types can aspire
current generation preamps, the PS 5.5
to the low life, and heard their latest releases
($1195) and PS 4.6 ($659) which feature
in more than afew rooms. The Cheskys have
passive RIAA circuitry, JFET and MOSFET
just released Prokofiev: Lt. KijelStravinsky:
technology, discrete circuitry, and high-volSong of the Nightingale as conducted by
tage, high current ClassA performance.
Reiner ( RCIO) and The Reiner Sound
Considering the praise that was heaped upon
(RC11) on vinyl, as well as acouple of new
their predecessors, the 5.5 and 4.6 have alot
CDs, but there's no truth to the rumour that
of tradition to uphold. Also seen at PS were
they'll be doing the long-lost JGeils Sanctuthe PS200cx 200W/channel power amp and
ary despite my pleading and crawling. Tam
the M-500 power supply, which is an option
Henderson's Reference Recordings label
for the preamps.
released Three- Way Mirror (
RR24/RR24CD)
Though he's 6000 miles away, Ican feel SH
featuring Airto Moreira, Flora Purim and Joe
breathing down my neck. It's the fevered
Farrell, Nojima Plays Liszt (RR25/
exhalation of an editor who is not in the
RR25CD), a Vivaldi and Bach pairing with
mood for cutting out copy when the deadline
the flavour Tafelmusik (RR23/RR23CD) and
was a week before. Brevity, he's saying, be
Blazing Redheads (
RR26), while Dave Wilconcise. Run through the rest like you're
about to miss a flight.
son released Sonata For Violin and Piano
(DebussylBartoklBrahms) by David Abel
If you insist, then so be it.
and Julie Steinberg ( Wilson W8722).
Museatex have uprated the performance of
Dang. They're tearing this place down as I
the Meitner PA-6 and MTR-100 pre- and
sit here pecking away. The big guy is looking
power amp, resulting in the PA6i and
at his watch with more concentration than I
MTR-101. Improvements include new tranuse when reading Hustler. If they shut off that
sistors, improved isolation of the power
photocopier, I'm cooked. This is crazy. Hi-fi
supply, revised biasing arrangements, a new
m-cstage and other details. Hafler showed a is supposed to be fun. My neck hurts and my
new preamp, offering remote control and a back aches. It's a blur.
Yeah, so it is. But roll on Chicago.
price tag under four figures. Kinergetics

for those who have wondered how this
preamp wizard would address the rest of the
amplification stage. The 2x 125W design is
described as ' solid-state without sounding
solid-state', is dual-mono, and operates in
Class A/B. Expect it in time for Christmas
'88; knowing Klyne's existing products, it will
definitely be worth the wait.
Boulder also showed amodular preamp of
incredible versatility, its options and features
including a choice of transformer or prepreamp m-c stages, low-cut filter ( price:
$148), a balanced output, twoorfour- module chassis frames, and the overall capability
to please audiophiles of every political stripe.
New to me was Dolan Electronics from
Canada, who showed a handsome preamp,
the PMI ($2395), which sported front-panel
adjustments for cartridge matching, separately regulated power supplies, and capacitors limited to only two in the R1AA stage
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ALoudspeaker of Distinction
Ready for the World
B

ack in 1983, DALI engineers conceived an innovative
bass principle which would combine the unrivalled
transient response of a sealed enclosure with the extended low frequency response of abass reflex system.
In order to incorporate the hitherto mutually exclusive virtues of both these design principles, DALI set out
to engineer an all- new loudspeaker principle in ano- compromise system capable of:

But, despite its theoretical elegance, the L linkage
posed some serious problems when it came time to implement the theory in real loudspeakers. First of all, DALI
engineers had to develop a magnet assemply powerful
enough to drive a four- layer voice coil. This caused increased inductance, which was controlled by introducing
an inductance- cancelling aluminium ring to isolate the
voice coil and absorb eddy currents. Athin netting is used
to cover the coil area instead of the usual dust cver, because the woofer requires avery efficient "breathing" capacity, due to its extremely long cone excursion of 1" ( 2.5
cm).

1. Superior low frequency response characterized by extreme deep- bass extension and excellent transient response.
2. Natural and detailed reproduction throughout the entire audible frequency range.
3. Three-dimensional stereo imaging with awell-defined
sotindstage across awide listening area.

Smooth Sound Radiation
Having optimized the bass system, we turned our attention to other aspects of loudspeaker system response.
Our own research and that of other leading acoustical engineers had established the importance of radiation patterns to the overall sound quality of agiven speaker. Our
objective with the DALI 40 was wide, even sound radiation on the horizontal axis and limited, but well-defined,
dispersion throughout the vertical plane.
The desired horizontal pattern is achieved through
the use of drivers of the correct size with a crossover
whose asymmetrical performance matches the dispersion characteristics of the cones. Radiation on the vertical
axis is more complicated because avertical array of drivers is subjected to interactive effects which are dependent on wavelength and crossover typology. Therefore,
we opted for asymmetrical line source arrangement with
bass and midrange drivers above and below the centrally
positioned tweeter. This allows even dispersion withcontrolled coverage on the vertical axis. By limiting vertical
radiation, we minimize reflected sound from the ceiling
and floor. The much wider response in the horizontal
plane makes the system exceptionally "room-friendly",
with uniform dispersion across awide listening window.
The DALI 40 bears out Floyd E. bole's findings that the
best- sounding loudspeakers always have evenradiation
patterns, with no peaks or dips in the off-axis response.

Closed Versus Bass Reflex
A sealed enclosure constitutes asecond-order highpass
filter which may vary from afirst- order rollof to second
order Butterworth to second-order Chesbyshev The Q
value of the filter defines its type. The Q of a secondorder Butterworth system is 0.71, which provides ideal
impulse response. Systems with a Q lower than 0.71
exhibit overdamped response, while systems with a
higher Q are characterized by atendency toward overescursion.
Reflex- loaded enclosures constitute fourth-order
systems which Thiele ands Small analyzed thoroughly and
defined according to their analogue highpass function:
second-order sub-Chesbyshey third-order quasi- Butterworth, fourth-order Butterworth and fourth- order Chesbyshey
In terms of transient response, the best designed
bass reflex systems are comparable to sealed boxes with
Q's between 1.0 and 1.3. Unfortunately, the best systems
with regards to low frequency extension are the worst in
terms of transient response.

The LLinkage Circuit
After extended research, we decided im a dual driver
bass design featuring adirect - radiating woofer loaded in a
bass reflex enclosure, with a second woofer mounted
back-to-back in the same enclosure, but "looking into" a
sealed enclosure. The operating principle behind this
somewhat complicated design is as follows: the driver
mounted at the front of the bass reflex enclosure is actually in an oversized cabinet. This results in arolloff frequency before the resonance and afrequency peak at resonance. The response of acomplementary driver compensates for the frequency dip up to system Q and then
phases out the peak, while remaining in phase until the
upper cut-off. This provides asecond-order Butterworth
cut-off instead of afourth- order Butterworth.
The theory behind this system is fairly complex. Because of the large number of parameters to be taken into
account, we designed acomputer- modelling program to
enable us to predict limit frequency, rectilinearity and fil tyre type.
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Elimination of Phase Modulation
The proposed system offers an additional important adyantge: when mounted back-to-back the two drivers cancel vibrations caused by Newton's Third Law, " For every
action, there is an equal and opposite reaction". In conventional speakers designs this movement is the source
of cabinet resonances, which are transmitted to every
component in the system, causing phase modulation of
their response. This is especially true in the case of the
high frequency driven This measurable form of distortion
is one common cause of unstable stereo imaging and indistinct localization.
In the DALI design, counteractive vibrations are negated at the point of connection of the two woofers. The
two drivers are firmly connected to one another. thus cancelling out vibrations at the point of attachment. This prevents cabinet resonances and eliminates any possible.
phase modulation. DALI's I. linkage is amuch more elegant solution than concrete cabinets in the quest for nonresonant cabinets.
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The equivalent circuit of the DALI 40 woofer
system.
The system permits operation with considerably lower Q's than in a normal ported system.
This gives us a loudspeaker with excellent
transient response and very low cut-off
frequency.
In addition the phase angle of the input
impedance will be lower around the bass
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resonances, giving us an "amplifier friendly"
loudspeaker system.
The system canceled out the force transmitted
to the cabinet. This prevents phase distortion
of the tweeter signal as well as excessive
radiation from the cabinet panels. Both of
these phaenomena are well known limiting
factors of loudspeaker performance.

New Materials
in the Midrange Systems
Midrange response is the single most crucial aspect of
loudspeaker performance. If this section is not properly
designed, well-balanced sound is almost impossible to
achieve. In light of this fact, agreat deal of time and effort
was invested in the design of the DA1.140 midrange system. in order to match the superlative standard set by the
woofer section.
Midrange performance actually begins with the bass
drivers, which reproduce many of the musical fundamentals in asystem with acrossover frequencyof 45011z. For
this reason, we experimented with abroad assortment of
new materials for the woofer cones, including pulp cones
with various coatings and numerous polypropylene materials, before settling on a 1mm thin polypropylene. The
resulting driver has linear pistonic characteristics to 800
Hz with afirst break-up mode at about 1kHz, afull octave
above the crossover frequency.
In the selection of cone materials for the midrange
drivers, the crucial parameters were stiffness, density
and damping.
After auditioning a wide range of materials, we finaly
selected anew polymer called TPX. The advantages of
this new material are plain to see in the following diagram.

Material
Paper
Polypropylene
Titanium
TPX

Young's
Modulus

Mass

6.5E10 8

700

15.5E Ur
1100E10 5
32.0K1 5

890
4500
8:10

Inner
loss ( 1/Q)
0.05
0.09
0.002
0.29

The choise of the proper midrange cone material was
proceded by by careful consideration of the manner in
which this critical element reproduces sound. A driver
unit transduces electrical impulse, which become
mechanical energy at the cone connection. This energy is
transmitted to the air at the surface of the cone, becoming
sound waves in much the same way as moving arope back
and forth produces waves down its entire length. Cone oscillations run from the bottom of the cone to its terminationat the suspension and finally set air molecules inmotion. Ideally, the angular velocity of the cone should
match the velocity of the airwave to allow the propagation
of asmooth wavefront.
'l'I'X provides these ideal material characteristics.
with a sound velocity of approximately 650 meters per
second, which is essentially frequency- independent, unlike other materials. This helps minimize distortion and
since TPX is lighter than polypropylene, it has better impulse response and greater efficiency than other materials. 'lb return to the rope analogy. after the wave travels
down the rope, it produces asmall flick at the end. Something similar occurs in
loudspeaker response.
causing unwanted radiation from the edge of
the cone back through
the material or into the
air. In either case. thsi
causes distortion of the
primary signal.
To prevent these
effects, we discovered
asuperior suspension
material for the DALI
40, Norsorex, arubber
and oil compound.
which, in the proper
proportions, possesses
extraordinarydmaping
properties.

The midrange driver used in the DALI 40 also has an
uncoil% entional look, as seen in the illustration. Dispensing with the usual dust cover, the pole piece is extended
outward and tapers into a spike. Theoretically, an infinitely extended pole piece will provide aperfect radiation
pattern. Since this extension is impossible, we experimented until we found the ultimate design which emulates infinite extension and optimizes the ability of the
cone to " breathe" properly, unencumbered by air tapped
under adust cover.

The Tweeter
As the first step in the select ionof the tweeter, we sought
out units with low distortion, sufficient sensitivityand
wide dispersion which would be compatible with the system. Special emphasis on the distortion criterion reduced
the number of suitable candidates to eight. After protracted listening sessions - in both stereo and mono - we
selected a 1" dome from Audax. simply because of its
superior overall performance.
The diaphragm of the tweeter is athermically stable
fabric dome with excellent inner damping. These features
ensure consistent lyhigh performance regardless of sound
pressure level.

The Crossover Network
The crossover section of the I
M1.140 is the result of our
design goal of wide, even radiation patterns. In addition,
we also aimed for an even radiation pattern well off-axis.
This was achieved with asymmetrical crossover slopes to
complement the radiation patterns of each driver, allowing optimum dispersion throughout the entire operating
range of the system. It was also achieved with aminimum
of crossover ilements, since we found that the less complicated the crossover, the more accurate the sound. The
employment of an absolute minimum of components in
the crossover of the DALI 40 to achieve the desired response also enables us to closely control (eh quality of
each individual component. The components used in the
crossover are manufactured to extremely close tolerance
and are quite simply the finest available. Extensive listening tests also allowed us to ascertain the proper application of agiven type of component.

FACTS ABOUT BALI:
• DALI was founded in Denmark - in 1983
• DALI reinvests 75% of net income in
research and developement
• DALI speakers are produced in our own
large and modern factory
• DALI speakers must pass a stringent
final inspection
• DALI's research and developement
division experiments with dynamic
loudspeaker principles as well as
electrostatic and hybride ribbon
constructions
• DALI loudspeakers have been well
reviewed by the international hi-fi
press:
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The Cabinet
As with every design aspect of the I
MU 40, agreat deal
of experimentation and innovative thinking went into the
speaker enclosure. The cabinet is constructedas four
separate chambers, making it asimple matter to control
and minmize standing waves. The chambers also prevent
intermodulation distortion and improve the structural integrity of the entire cabinet. In addition, the rounded
aluminium corners make for arugged and durable enclosure, while contributing
substantially to the
elimination of superior
cabinet resonancse.
And. of course, the
bold combination of
anodized aluminium.
real wood veneer and
glass lends the DALI 40
astylish elegance which
makes it as impressive
to the eye as it is to the
ear.
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A BREATH OF FRESH SOUND

Heybrook brings abreath of fresh sound
to your listening environment with abrilliant
realism that's almost beyond belief.
Savour aural excellence from an award winning
range of audio products; contact your Heybrook
dealer listed opposite, or send the coupon today.
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The French hold avalve-gear-only hi-fi show;
Ken Kessler revels in the glow

E

XHIBITIONS RANGING FROM
the tiniest local hi-li shows to CES type galas have one thing in cornmm: they embrace all forms of hi- ti.
Imagine my glee upon learning that a hi-li
show in Paris would host exhibits dealing only
with valve components. both new and old. If
I've done anything worthwhile in my career
as ahi-li scribbler. it's been my championing
of both tube gear and anachrophilia': finding
out that these crusades are supported by so
many others was a real treat. Vindication? I
felt like a proud papa whose offspring had
just received their doctorates.
Paul Crook told me about the show.
immediately launching me into a state of
despair. knowing I'd miss it. Then. out of the
blue. Ireceived aphone call from distributor
Ricardo Franassovici suggesting that 1till the
fourth seat on his drive over to the show.
(Don't forget. Paris is a day trip when you
live in the south-east.) Out With your calcu lators: we made it from Calais to Paris in
one- and- a- half hours.
Permanence du Tube. Expo ' 87' ( which
shouldn't need translating). took place at the
Novotel Paris Bagnolet and was sponsored
by sister publications L'Audiophile and La
Nouvelle Revue du Son, the leading French
hi- Ii journals. Why they held it the week-end
before Christmas Idon't know, but attendance at this small, highly-specialised exhibition was still healthy enough to prove that the
French like hardware which glows in the
dark: the seminars Ipeered into were standing- room-only. Seven primary manufacturers
plus the magazines had decent-sized rooms
where hourly lectures and demonstrations
occurred, and the tight scheduling meant that
the doors were closed most of the time. With
this kind of aset-up, though, it was easy for

Eat your heart out, anachrophile%

visitors to see and hear everything without
any RAC- rally- type planning.
Supporting makes included Conrad-Johnson, Jadis, Luxman, Audio Innovations,
Beard. Audio Research and Lectron. the
latter being the line conceived by
L'Audiophile's legendary Jean Hiraga. Each
company had active demonstrations with alot
of ancillaries I'd never encountered, and I
soon learned that the French adore Japaneseaudiophile- level horn systems. Massive drivers in large. unadorned enclosures - do the
style-conscious, house-proud French really
allow lounge-space for such megaliths'?
Most readers will be familiar with the
various brands, so introductions for Luxman
(the only major Japanese company still mak-

ing tube gear), our own Beard and Audio
Innovations, America's C-J and ARC, and
France's premier tube line, Jadis, are
unnecessary, but Lectron does bear comment. The exquisite JH-50 Iexamined was a
50W/channel stereo unit designed by Hiraga
(and, yes, Ifinally got to meet this recipient
of our Lifetime Achievement Award), sporting a massive power supply. gorgeous construction, non-magnetic chassis, audio circuits mounted on suspended sub-chassis to
avoid microphony, UK- made Partridge transformers, auto-warm-up timer, and carefullymatched tubes.
One company new to me was ALE, but I
couldn't find out much without interrupting
an ongoing demo. Fortunately. I ran into
Audio Innovations' Peter Qvortrop, who

flu' oldest swinger in town, a Western Electric from the
1920s

gave me some info on these rather outré
items. What Isaw was a two-chassis stereo
amplifier, amp in one box and power supply
in the other, distinctive because of its huge
solid- timbre fascia. The colour was aperfect
match for the Klimo Merlin. so maybe
mahogany hues are the finishes of choice for
organic tube amp builders. Whatever. Peter
told me that the designs were utterly devoid
of compromise regarding parts selection, and
that the price was high for a2x I2W design.
All this new gear is fun, but what destroyed
me was the museum set up by the sponsors. I
wandered into the room to hear the lecture
from Audio Research's Rich Larson and
Terry Dorn, only to he confronted by sixty or
so of the most desirable collectors' items in all
of tube dom. The myriad McIntoshes and
Marantzes were enough to cause apoplexy in
even a jaded anachrophile. hut tubed Harman/Kardon Citations? A pre- 1930 Western
Electric? Telefunkens? Old Lux. Leak. Radford, Quad, Fisher, Hitone, Scott - Iwanted
to die right there. Then Isaw the crowning
glory, aperfect Audio Research D100 power
amp. Aaah...
Set up with an equally luscious ARC SP- 3
preamp. the D100 was installed in the demo
system and Iheard sounds from vintage kit
which confirmed everything I'd ever written
about the worth of antiques.
Ihope that the sponsors are brave enough
to repeat this in 1988. Maybe the other valve
manufacturers will support it. Until then a
slap on the wrist for Counterpoint, VTL,
Radford. CAL, Nestorovic, Air Tight, AIR,
Concordant, EAR, Klimo, Copland, Croft,
Quicksilver and any other absent valve vendors, and vive le tube! to the Magnificent
Seven.
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Introducing

established

SUMO:

internationally, and have received widespread

critical acclaim; for example:

affordable high- end,
from California.

"compelling musicality ... startling transparency"

(HiFi Heretic on the SUMO Polaris)

"A true superamp" ( High Fidelity on the SUMO Andromeda)

"a sensational buy" ( HiFi Heretic on SUMO's The Nine Plus)

1=1 Real high-end sound.

D

How SUMO gel the best out ofyour loudspeakers.

SUMO components are designed for enthusiasts, by enthu-

Sumo amplifiers are designed without current limiting or
siasts, to offer clear, transparent, open, yet warm and natural

invasive protection circuitry, and will drive the most difficult,
sound; a ' valve- like' sweetness and musicality, yet with solid

reactive loads. Choosing SUMO means both that you will
state reliability and control. Sound worthy of the fi nest com-

get better results from your current speakers, and that any
plementary high- end components.

future choice of speaker will not be restricted by amplifier

Affordable prices.

limitations.
SUMO

components'

comparable

high- end

with cost -no- object

sound

quality

is

directly

equipment costing

many'

thousands of pounds. You can spend mutt), much more with-

out musically significant gains in sound. ( You could also spend

less by opting for budget- price products, but the result will be

POLARIS, by SUMO .'Valve- like' sound with solid state control.

clearly audible compromise).
SUMO SPECIFICS

CI . damn good." The Absolute Sound.

Although

new

to

the

UK,

SUMO

components

are

well

ATHENA preamplifier 421;95.

4ohms. No current limiting. +/ — 40 amp

All discrete, Class A circuitry. Up to 20v

peak

output gives effortless headroom. Inputs

transformer.

for MM/MC,CD,Tape(2),Tuner,Video.

THE

Line Level 'direct' facility.

amplifier. . C1195.

NINE

per

PLUS

channel.
Class

A

1.1kW
power

)LA RIS power amplifier. 421;95.

2 x Ii5w into 8 ohms, 2 x I20w into

x 100w into 8 ohms, 2 x I75w into

4 ohms. Unique, patented

4 ohms.
active

mosrET

bias

output stage with

correction

for

transcren-

ductance error. No current limiting.

ATHENA, by SUMO. A high- end preamplifier at an affordable price.

capability

topology,

allows Class A operation without either
compromise or the usual cost penalty.
No current limiting.

ANDROMEDA power amplifier . 095.

Prices

2 x 200w into 8 ohms, 2 x 375w into

incl. VAT

quoted

are

suggested

retail

Acoustic Gold

SUMO: AFFORDABLE HIGH - END, FROM CALIFORNIA. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND THE NA M E OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITE OR PHONE:
ACOUSTIC GOLD LTD, I. 0 RsTo N LODGE, OLD FARM ROAD, HA !
Alm) N TWI2 3RQ. TEL: OI-94 1 6737 (24 FIRS)
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TECHNICS' LATEST CD PLAYER
Enter this competition and you stand to win Technics' sophisticated SL-P990.
Second prize is the SL-P770, third prize Technics' appealing SL-XP5 personal
player

S

INCE COMPACT DISC was introduced, just live years ago. players
have rapid4 improved. Drive
mechanisms, laser optics and servo
systems have all been refined.
Technics' latest generation of players, just
about to reach the shops. include four digitalto- analogue converters as part of Technics'
'18- bit High Resolution system'. The use of
two DACs per channel claims to eliminate
'Digital Crossover Distortion' at the zero
point of the alternating waveform.

FIRST PRIZE: TECHNICS
SL-P990

SECOND PRIZE: TECHNICS
SL-P770

IIMI BM MN MI Ma MU M

THE QUESTIONS
a

g
••
Along with this new converter configuration, •
'performance features' of the first- prize Tech- a
nics SL- P990 player include massive construe- 1

-41111

With only slightly less massive anti- vibration
construction and still with independent transformer windings for the analogue and digital
sections. the Technics SL- P770, our second
prize, shares almost all the convenience
features of the ' 99(1. It weighs 6.6kg and will
retail at £349.90.
=UM MI BM MI MI MI MR MI'
IM 1311 MI

1) Matsushita Electric. parent company of
Panasonic/Technics, is one of the oldest
Japanese corporations. In which year did
Konosuke Matsushita found the company?
a) 1946
b) 1930
c) 1939
d) 1918
e) 1952
2) What is Technics' (our- DAC
intended to prevent?
a) cross modulation
b) digital crossover distortion
c) oversampling
d) crosstalk

lion ( total weight 8.1kg). The SL- P990 will
retail at £449.90.

THIRD PRIZE: TECHNICS
SL-XP5
The ultra- slim Technics SL-XP5 personal CD
player, our third prize, offers up to live hours'
operation from its thin- profile battery pack,
which adds only 12mm to the thickness of the
player. Random access programming. repeat
facilities and two-speed cueing/search are
other important features. The SL-XP5's miniature LCD display is comprehensive and easy
to read.
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design

3) Technics ' 18- bit' system moves the MSB in
the data by two steps on low level signals. In
digital jargon. what does MSB stand for?
a) Multiplier Sampling Bridge
b) Most Significant Byte
c) Most Significant Bit
E
d) Matsushita Signal Bridge

Please send your entry, to arrive before
March 31 1988, to: Technics Competition,
HFN/RR Editorial, Link House, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 2TA.
The Rules:
I) All entries must be on the entry form
provided; only one entry per reader will be
considered.
2) There will be no cash or other alternatives
to the prizes offered.
3) The competition is open only to UK
readers of HFNIRR. Employees of Link
House Magazines and associated companies,
or of Panasonic/Technics, or their agents or
relatives, and overseas readers, are not eligible to enter the competition.
4) All entries must be received by first post on
March 31 1988, when the judging will be
carried out. The Editor's decision will be final
and binding; no correspondence will be
entered into, under any circumstances,
regarding the competition.
5) The prize winners will be notified by post
and the results will be published in the June
1988 issue of HFNIRR.
6) Entry to the competition is taken to
indicate acceptance of the rules.

4) Since each additional bit gives double the
number of possible quantisation levels. I8- bit
quantisation as against 16- bit, increases
amplitude resolving power by:
D Name ( caps)
a) 18 times
b) 16 times
Address
c) 8times
d) 4times

I5)

State what you feel to be the most
important convenience feature in a CD
player:

Daytime tel no:
15

HEARING IS BELIEVING.

.1/Nee

Introducing new audio wizardry
unlike any other system you have
heard before. Make sure to fly
along soon and ask your hifi
dealer for a demonstration.

For a free colour brochure ring
01-900 2866, 9am to 5pm, Mon Fri.

MUSICAL
FIDELITY

MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED.15/15 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE, FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY FIA9 GTF

THE DESIGNER SERIES
Touraj Moshaddam, designer of Roksan's established turntable, controversial
loudspeaker and soon-to-be-launched tonearm, talks to Steve Harris

ITTLE MORE THAN two years ago,
the Roksan Xerxes turntable made its
public debut at a London hi-fi show.
In the room were ahuge quantity of
records, a pair of Wharfedale Diamond
speakers entrapped in bizarre cage- like
stands, driven by a Naim NAIT amplifier,
Yet the choice of music was refreshing, the
sound was arresting, the room full of people,
and, in the middle of it all, radiating enthusiasm, was Roksan's co-founder and technical
director, Touraj Moshaddam.
Conventional enough externally, the
record player had a number of strange, if
seemingly minor, features. The top of the
spindle was removed before playing arecord;
the exceptionally small motor was allowed to
pivot about its axis, restrained by a small
tension spring; and the apparently unsuspended wooden top was perforated by a
U-shaped cut which almost encircled the arm
mounting and main bearing,
Touraj started working on the turntable
while studying for his PhD at Imperial College, University of London.
'The idea of the record player was to do
with some records Ihad. 1had ,
some records
of Thelonious Monk, which I quite liked,
And it wasn't until Isaw Monk playing on a
film that Isuddenly noticed that the system
sounded worse than this ( very primitive in
hi-fi terms) film! And you get worried,
especially if you've got five or six grands'
worth of hi-fi sitting in your room!
'The first thing you do is set up your
turntable again, and again, and again, and
you still don't get anywhere. You begin to
notice things like, the instruments are nut
actually in tune; it sounds as if the tune of the
instruments is changing with time. A piano,
or vibraphone for example, once it is tuned
and the pianist is playing, the notes don't
change. When you are in apub, for example,
and the guy in the corner is playing the piano,
he hits anote, goes down the scale and comes
back and hits the same note, you immediately
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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register it is the same note. In every system
I'd heard, you could hear that changing.
'So Ilooked at the design of the record
players around at the time, and what they
were trying to do and the philosophies behind
them. And it wasn't until about ayear after
that, when Iwas doing some work on my
PhD ( nothing to do with hi-fi!) and doing
some experiments which involved measurements in the lab, and none of the results
correlated with each other as they should. We
didn't know what the hell was going on. Why
is it we measure so and so, and this
experimental result is different? So you go
back to your books... but eventually, the
whole problem lay in the way we were
measuring. The equipment we were measuring with wasn't quite capable of measuring
those parameters without being affected by
some other parameters. We were doing
high- precision measurements using straingauges and so on; if you have parts of the
structure which move relative to each other,
you will get completely different results. If
the location of the strain-gauge is not perfect,
it may be adequate for the type of measurement you are doing but the stresses that you
calculate through that will be wrong. So you
have to go back and change the method. That
was the starting point for the Xerxes.
So Ithought, well, the whole function of a
record player ( turntable, arm and cartridge)
is to measure the groove, you're trying to
measure the amplitude and frequency of the
walls of this groove, as they go bobbing up
and down at 90 degrees to each other. It's a
mechanical measurement with respect to
time. Now, you can't measure something if
you don't know where it is. The whole
concept of aturntable is to rotate the record,
which means the groove is going all over the
place, you don't actually know where the
groove is. But what you can do is to know the
axis about which this record is rotating, and if
you have astructure that can index that axis
to a much bigger mass, like the earth, the

ground, and at the same time, you can index
in phase, with the same system, where the
arm is mounted to the ground, then you have
asystem by which you can define the position
of the record relative to where the arm is
mounted.
'So I then thought, well what are the
options you have? There are suspendedsubchassis record players, solid-plinth record
players... in every single one if you look at
where the axis of the record is, and where the
arm is mounted, they actually move relative
to one another by quite an appreciable
magnitude. Which can't be any good, because
basically you lose track of the groove; you
don't know where it is and so you can't
measure it. For instance, in a suspended
system, if you imagine the subchassis not
sitting on any springs at all, but an ideal
floating subchassis, and you have your subchassis as light as possible, and you have your
motor mounted on another separate struclure, as soon as you lower the stylus on to the
record, the drag force on the record will
actually cause the subchassis slowly to begin
to rotate, with the platter. And then, ultimately, you get no relative motion between
the stylus and the record. So you have to
restrain the subchassis somehow. Either you
increase its rotational inertia drastically,
which causes all sorts of problems, or you
have to have some sort of sprung mechanism
which effectively acts like awinding clock; it's
going backwards and forwards against the
spring, and it is excited by other frequencies
which are in the system, and so forth.
'In the Xerxes, the dynamic problem of the
platter is controlled by the platter. As you
know, the inner platter is in two pieces, and
the outer platter is in two pieces, each of
which has very light mass but very high
inertia, which means that once the system is
put into motion (and because the bearing is
designed the way it is, and has very low
friction levels) it is very easy to get it to a
certain speed, but it is quite hard to deviate it
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PAUL YOUNG DOESN'T
DORSE BEYER MICS.

1111/11/
Paul Young shown using the Beyer MCE 81 iburgroup Series nth -.

HE USES THEM.

Paul Young's singing achieves arare blend of classic soulfulness and modern energy. Matched to an explosive and
unusually mobile stage presence, this exciting combination has won the hearts of fans and critics all over the world.
Young's passion for excellence on stage places unusual demands on his microphone. That's why he depends on
Beyer Tourgroup Series mics. Their unmatched accuracy and transparent natural sound bring out the subtle
nuances that form the distinctive character of his sound like no other mics could. And their solid, road-proof
construction withstands any kind of punishment.
If performance means more to you than "endorsements," as it does to Paul, choose Beyer.
beyerdynamic, Ltd., Unit 14, Cliffe Industrial Estate, Lewes, Sussex BN86JL

TourGroup

Tel. 0273 479 411

beyerdynamie

Canada: ELNOVA Ltd. 4190 Rue Sere, St. Laurent, Quebec H4T 1A6
Tel. (514) 341 69 33 Telex 5824086
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THE DESIGNER SERIES
from that speed. So effectively, the energy in
the platter dictates what the speed of the
platter will be. At the end of the day, you are
extracting energy from this rotating mass.
and whether you like it or not you have
certain losses in the bearing and so forth, so
you have to supply a certain amount of
energy. What you don't want is to allow that
source of energy to dictate to the platter how
it should behave.
'Now, if you have a completely fixed
motor, you can only allow acertain elasticity
in the belt, which will then modify the action
of the motor, by virtue of the hysteresis in the
belt ( which is stretched and slackened,
stretched and slackened). But with low mass,
high inertia and low friction, you only need a
very small amount of energy to keep the
system going. In the Xerxes. because the
body of the motor is allowed to rotate about
its own stator, that will take up any oscillations between the rotating part of the motor
and the stationary part, and it also eliminates
the belt hysteresis. because if there is any
imperfection in the belt, or the belt wants to
stretch a little bit, the motor body will give
way.
'It's the same with the bearing: the reason
we went for this two-piece bearing ( introduced last year) was that although the friction
levels were already fairly low, compared to
any other design I've seen, we still wanted to
get it lower, so as to extract even less energy
from the platter ( the energy extracted by the
cartridge is substantially greater. and you
must try to keep it that way). In fact, if you
get the same cartridge and the same arm on a
Xerxes and on another deck, you can measure the output and separation and find that
they are much better on the Xerxes than on
the other! Which is odd, because the cartridge can't itself produce any power. All it
means is that the cartridge body is allowed is
allowed to move less relative to the mean line
of the groove, and the stylus is allowed to
move more. The mechanical integrity of the
system is higher.'
Roksan's tonearm is currently still at prototype stage. but will undoubtedly prove to
he an exciting introduction when it appears.
The entire main beam will be milled from a
solid 3in diameter aluminium bar, while the
bearings will be very special.
'The bearings are quite tricky to manufacture, but they are more or less aselfcentring,
selfaligning system, and they will have very
low friction. Not only low friction measured
statically; most people look at ahall- race, for
example. and they look at the friction by
seeing how much force you need to move it.
But the thing is that you have to know at what
frequencies what forces are required to move
the thing, because you will find that with
something like a ball race, the points of
contact are changing all the time and you
actually have afrequency response. It doesn't
necessarily have the same friction at every
frequency. The other thing is that it is going
backwards and forwards about a certain
point. SO it's moving and changing direction.
If you look at the friction on abearing, or any
surface that you're trying to move, once it's
moving you need a certain force to keep it
going but initially to start it, you need about
twice that force, or more, depending on the
surface. If you're changing the direction.
you're going through twice that cycle all the
time, and at different frequencies you get
different friction levels, so the cartridge body
is not allowed to follow the mean line of the
groove at all frequencies the same way.'
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Some people may be surprised to discover
that the conception of the Roksan speaker
actually pre-dates that of the turntable.
'The first time Ithought about the design of
the speakers was when Iwas working on a
pair of speakers Iowned. Iwas putting the
tweeters on the baffle, sealing them out.
making sure that the system didn't leak and
so forth, when Ibegan to think, well, what is
the job of the speaker? It was the time that
people were beginning to get into stands with
spikes and so on and you sat down and
thought, well, why does it make adifference?
With certain designs of spikes. you can
change the amount of energy and the frequencies that you're passing from one structure to another. If you want maximum
transfer of the energy. the smallest point
contact does the job, sure. But at the same
time you can hear the whole structure vibrating, the cones are moving and so forth, and
you go close to the tweeter and you see the
tweeter is vibrating in sympathy with the bass
unit. And you think, the whole function of
the speaker is that the diaphragm of the
different units, or the panels in a panel
speaker, is to transfer the momentum which
is given to them by the current of the
amplifier, into the air, so that you can hear it.
This transduction is basically a sinusoidal
function— it goes backwards and forwards
about acertain point. Now, if you can define
that point for each drive unit, and they are
the same point ( that is, they are in phase) and
they stay put with the ground that the listener
is sitting on and that the speaker is mounted
on, then you can actually oscillate the air
more or less the way the amplification dictates.
'I found that Icouldn't design stands and
the cabinet with such dimensions as would get
rid of all the structural problems and yet have
the system going very low; you have to start
slowly rolling it off about 65Hz. Also you
have to have it a certain distance from the
ground for the bass unit. So the stand came
about, holding the box at eight nodal points,
which then doesn't affect the box itself, hut
only indexes it to the greater structure, the
earth.
'Now, the tweeter cannot really be
mounted on the same structure, because it
starts vibrating in sympathy again, and the
amplitude of the diaphragm is so low that you
really have to be agenius to come up with a
solid structure that can mount it ( some
people have got somewhere by putting the
tweeter on nodal points of the cabinet). I
went for asprung tweeter, so that the tweeter
is mounted on a small, separate baffle, with
four springs that allow it to move independently in x. yand zdirections, with anatural
frequency of about 2Hz, which is at least
three orders of magnitude below its operating
point, and so it is effectively DC as far as the
tweeter is concerned.
'That was how the speaker came about. We
initially had just one, we were monitoring the
turntable and how the turntable functioned
and worked. The other thing was that when
some of our friends ( and future retailers)
heard the speaker, we had a grille on the
front, and we wouldn't allow anybody near it!
They were thinking, why not, what's in it, it's
just atwo-way system. Why can't Isee it? We
just didn't want anyone to see a tweeter
mounted on springs. Eventually, we showed
people the stand, and when we did our first
brochure we did aline drawing on the back of
the brochure. When the Cornflake Shop saw
this, they said will it work on Diamonds?

o

They made apair and they seemed to work
well enough. It was abit over the top, hut I
thought it did some good things!
'But when it came to the stereo system, the
whole thing changed. There is no point in
having astereo system if you are not going to
create athree-dimensional image. That is the
whole purpose of astereo signal. If you want
to do that, you have alot of problems. There
are a lot of speakers that do that very
well— they have depth, they have height and
so forth— but if you remember, most of the
retailers in this country were going for speakers against the wall, parallel- firing speakers.
It's like microphone techniques. If you use
parallel microphones six feet apart it will give
you a washingline image. but if you use a
crossed pair, or microphones about six inches
apart, located correctly within a confined
space, then you at least get affected by the
walls and ceiling of that particular room. You
can apply the same technique to a loudspeaker. because effectively it is amicrophone
working backwards. Instead of being excited
by the air, it is trying to excite the air. So by
looking at the harmonics of the room modes
(Wharfedale did some research on this) you
can locate the speakers so that there is the
least effect from the room. When you have a
listener sitting centre- line, you can get avery
good image, but you have to counteract the
problem that as soon as you move towards
one side or the other, the ear, which should
be hearing the signal from the nearer speaker
at alower volume, unfortunately hears it at a
louder volume, so the image starts shifting
towards the speaker that you're shifting
towards. So to get rid of this problem, you
want asystem where the crossing- point of the
loudspeaker axes is well in front of the
listener. So as you move towards one
speaker, you are more in line with the further
speaker and you are going off- axis from the
speaker you are getting closer to, and getting
the volume up on the speaker you are going
further away from, in which case the image
stays where it is. It's a quite revealing.
relatively unkind speaker; if there's something wrong in the system, it will tell you,
quite drastically. Perhaps it's a bit more
accurate...not necessarily in the drive units or
the electronic parts of the speaker, but
mechanically it's pretty accurate.'
Touraj always draws the distinction
between a fundamentally limited design and
the kind of design he aims for, compromised
only by necessary practicalities. As he
jokingly points out, it would be nice to build a
speaker with the bass unit on springs, but this
would take up the whole room. The turntable's felt mat is acompromise, but it is the
nearest practical approach to having the
record floating yet supported.
'Even at university, Ididn't like solutions
that just headed in one direction, you know. I
want to get this as big as possible, or Iwant to
get that as small as possible. You tend to
come up against alot of things that you never
looked into. You never find closed- loop
solutions. OK, Ihave acertain understanding
of mechanics, dynamics and so forth, so Ican
sit down and look at each problem. But each
solution in turn brings new problems; and I
get to a point where Ican't go on and on
diverging. Ihave to converge. And Ihave to
converge, ideally on a solution where the
problem it gives is the first problem. So it
works. It's like going round the world. It's no
good ending up on a desert island, thinking
what do Ido now? You have to book your
ticket such that you get back home!
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ProAc Loudspeakers.
Now hear what your front end
can really do.
An exceptional front end deserves exceptional
loudspeakers.
If you've carefully assembled aquality front
end and good amplification you owe it to yourself
to hear the difference apair of ProAcs can make.
From the bantamweight Super Tablette to the
mighty EBS monitor, ProAc loudspeakers are
virtually hand- built from the finest components
and materials available.
They are designed to excel in the areas
fundamental to the honest reproduction of
music. They blend exceptional detail with minimal colouration. And unbelievable transparency
with pinpoint imagery.
No buzz words, no gimmickry. Just pure,
accurate sound.
ProAc loudspeakers are now more widely
available at specialist dealers throughout the UK.
Contact us at the address below for specifications, rave reviews and dealer information.

CLEARLY MORE ACCURATE
II- r) The Studio 1, The EBS Monitor and the SuperTower. Sitting pretty
on the EBS, the Super Tablette.

130-132 THIRSK ROAD BOREHAMWOOD HERTFORDSHIRE WD6 5BA ENGLAND TELEPHONE 01-953-8933
ProAc

LOUDSPEAKERS ARE MANUFACTURED AND MARKETED BY CELEF AUDIO INTERNATIONAL LTD.

Stanley Kelly continues his history, with the arrival of the LP

p

RIOR TO 1925 all gramophone
turntables for domestic use were
spring driven. The premier manufacturer in the United Kingdom was
Garrard who, with their long tradition of
clock making, were ideally suited to produce
the precision type of motor required. The
prime mover consisted of a spring, usually
about 11
/ to 11
4
/in wide, and in the better
2
class of instrument, two, and sometimes
three, spring units were coupled together on a
common shaft; this enabled aconstant torque
to be applied for the full duration of the
record. The speed was regulated by acentrifugal governor operating with afriction pad.
This was under the control of the user
because in those days there was no absolute
standard for the rotational speed of the
recording, which varied between about 76
and 82 or 83rpm. Thus, anyone with a
sensitive ear would be able to adjust the
speed of the individual record until the pitch
was correct.
The first commercial electric turntable in
the United Kingdom was produced by BTH,
and consisted of acommutator type universal
motor with a nominal 100 volt input. A
variable series resistor was provided, calibrated in terms of voltage from 100 to 250
volts AC and DC. This was necessary because
at that time the electrical distribution ' grid'
system was non-existent and the electricity
generating stations associated with each of
the various towns had their own standard.
Although AC was nominally 501Iz the voltage was anywhere between 200 and 250
volts. A number of towns were supplied with
DC, again with a nominal voltage varying
between 200 and 240 volts. Whether the
nominal ' earth' was positive or negative was
immaterial and varied from town to town.
The question of variable mains voltage
could easily be taken care of on the AC' mains
wireless receivers and amplifiers by putting
taps on the primary of the mains transformer.
In the case of the DC operated receiver
another problem presented itself. The British
indirectly heated valves used on the mains
receivers had afilament of 4volts 1amp and
this would mean the DC set dissipating
something like 250 watts in order to heat the
filaments. ( The 4volt 1amp filaments would
be placed in series and a voltage dropping
resistance applied.) To this end, anew range
of valves was developed with a filament
current of 0.1 amp, the nominal voltage of
the filaments then being somewhere between
20 and 30 volts. These were placed in series
with an external resistance to drop the excess
of 1(10 to 120 volts ( the difference between
the voltage generated across the filaments in
series and the mains supply voltage) and
often this took the form of the mains cable
having one conductor of copper and the other
(live) conductor of resistance material with
the correct value to limit the current to 10(1
milliAmps.
The logical development of this was, of
course, the ' universal' receiver in which a
half-wave rectifier was placed in the positive
lead and after the necessary smoothing etc,
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about ISO to 190 volts was then available to
the anodes of the valves in the receiver.
There was a50% chance that the chassis was
live and the earth connection was therefore
via a0.1 mF capacitor, the aerial connection
being via a 500pF capacitor. Capacitances
had to be placed in series with the pickup to
isolate it from the mains, but if the receiver
was not adequately earthed there was always
the danger of a slight shock and sometimes
customers would complain at the local wireless shop about atingling sensation when they
placed the pickup on the record.
With the advent of the National Grid and a
nominal 240 volt 50Hz supply. it was possible
to design rationally both receivers and the
electric turntable. To this end the prime
mover was usually a two- pole induction
motor running at about 284Orpm; the necessary phase shift was obtained by ' shading' half
of the poles of the stator with ashort circuit to
give the required traction. With this system
governors were not required and the drive
from the motor to the turntable was usually
by means of an idler wheel. As virtually
unlimited amounts of constant power were
available to the turntable, it was natural that
the next logical step would be to produce an
automatic record changer so that the multiple
record albums could be played continuously
without the intervention of the user.

Record changers
Garrard developed the first record changer
with a capacity of about eight records, thus
enabling one to replay acomplete symphony
or short opera without any handling of the
records, except when the stack was lifted
from the turntable and then replaced ( upside
down). It should he noted that the discs were
not numbered serially - ie, disc number one
being sides 1and 2; disc number two being
sides 3and 4etc, but, say, on asix- record set
they could be numbered disc one. sides 1and
12; disc two, sides 2and 11, and so forth. This
did not matter when the records were being
played on arecord changer but some people
would get confused when trying to play such
records on asingle record player. The introduction of the record changer did materially
improve the listening pleasure but, at the
back of most people's minds was the thought
that the ideal solution would be a long
playing record, preferably with at least an
hour's playing time, hut certainly with a
minimum of half an hour per side.

Early LP records
The first serious attempt at long playing
records was actually connected with the early
sound motion pictures, in which the accompanying sound was recorded on disc, later to
be superseded by sound on film. The records
had a 16in diameter, revolving at 33 1
/rpm,
4
and they were cut with a nominal groove
spacing of 92 grooves/in and re- played with
steel needles. Unlike the commercial disc,
the groove started on the inside and moved
outward as the record progressed. The reason
for starting the recording on the inside and
progressing outwards was the fact that the

linear velocity of the needle in the groove was
lower for the inner portion of the record.
Consequently, the physical size of the needle
point could become comparable with the
wavelength of the higher recorded frequencies resulting in their attenuation. For a
needle which has been worn after several
minutes of play, the tip interface size
increases and the groove velocity becomes
important, therefore it is an advantage to
finish the record on the outside where the
groove velocity is higher and hence the
wavelength is longer. In order to compensate
for the effect of the needle wear the inside
diameter of the groove was a minimum Sin.
and the outer 16in. and at the beginning of
the record awider spiral (l/sin nominal) was
used for the first turns, separating the start of
the first groove from the body of the record.
so the operator in the theatre would have no
difficulty in placing the needle of the reproducer exactly on the starting point, which as
indicated by an arrow embossed in the
record. The film leader had a blank frame
with an ' S' printed on it and was placed at the
'start' position on the projector.
These developments took place during the
latter part of 1925 and showed fair promise.
but in January 1927 Fox showed greatly
improved sound recorded on film. which was
followed not long afterwards by the first
Movietone Newsreel. In October- 1927 -The
Jazz Singer', the first full-length sound film.
startled the world; it brought about arevolution in the film industry. Everything had to be
re-thought and sound stages built, and by
1928 Hollywood boasted 16 recording stages
in use. In 1929 there were 116! A sound
school was originated giving instruction to
9(X) men. By 1930, 2000 engineers, technicians etc, were being employed in the science
of recorded sound in the Hollywood Studios.
The significance of the long playing
33 1
/rpm record was not lost on the record
4
industry. RCA- Victor, late in 1931. demonstrated Beethoven's 5th Symphony, which was
played straight through without the usual
breaks every four minutes to mark the end of
a record side. It was enthusiastically written
up in the American Press and release of new
records was promised for sale by Christmas
1931. Unfortunately. in stead of making new
records, they merely ' dubbed' the existin
it
four minute 78rpm records on the 33 1
/rpin'.
4
The results were obviously secondhand
sound. To quote one critic: ' recording is
conspicuously lacking in colour, brilliancy
and character. It is thin, flabby, faded and
lustreless'. The factor that finally killed the
idea was that no-one had thought of producing asuitable record turntable at aprice the
public could afford. Additionally, there were
various technical shortcomings and the system died an early death.

'Modern' 33 1
2 rpm LPs
/
The Second World War of necessity brought
about a cessation of any development on
domestic reproducers. but immediately after
the war. CBS in the United States set up a
new laboratory to investigate the possibility
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RA820A

INTEGRATED
STEREO AMPLIFIER

Latest in the famous 820 series amplifiers from Rotel, offering dynamic power far in excess of its
conservative 30 watt rating. The RA820A has benefited substantially from Rotel's UK product
development programme with significant improvements to sound quality, useful features and
improved appearance design to match Rotel's new product line. First choice for many on the road to
serious sound reproduction.
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RT830AL STEREO TUNER
The thinking man's affordable tuner; where its modest looks and operating simplicity belie the
sophisticated circuitry employed to produce an unusually open and musical sound. In its latest guise,
the new appearance design RT830AL takes over from the critically acclaimed R18301. Also
available is the RT850AL offering digital tuning with 16 preset stations.

RCD820B

DIGITAL STEREO
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

The very latest 16 bit 4times oversampling technology combine with Rotel's own
UK product development expertise to provide aC.D. signal source of fine resolution,
definition and musical performance. With full numeric remote control, programming and full feature
display the RCD820B offers fine value and is easy to use. For the more adventurous the RCD820BX2
provides the music lover and enthusiast alike, with stunning performance whilst remaining eminently
affordable.

RL850/II

LOUDSPEAKERS

These modestly sized loudspeakers offer an unusually
high musical performance for their cost. In its latest form,
the R1850/II benefits from an improved tweeter and
crossover which have further refined its performance.
With black ash finish and complete with black cloth grills
(shown here without grills) they blend into any room
environment. Possibly the most acclaimed loudspeaker
in the UK today. (Recipient of Hi Fi Choice's Best Buy
Award for the last four years, as part of Rotel's Best
system Award from What Hi Fi? for the past four years,
and now winner of What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious award for
Best Loudspeaker of the Year for 1988.)

These fine components are but asmall selection from Rotel's award winning range of real Hi Fi
products which otter very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. All are
based upon Rotel's UK balanced design concept which ensures that within the resources available,
each aspect of the products design has been optimised. To find out why Rotel has now received
What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious awards for 1988 for Best Turntable, Best Radio Tuner, Best Loudspeaker
and Best Hi Fi System ( amplifier • Tuner • C.D. Player • Loudspeakers) call Rotel for details of your
nearest dealer.

UK DESIGN 8( DEVELOPMENT

Ft01-1E1-(5-„
25 HEATHFIELD, STACEY busrits, MILIUN KtYNtb MK IL elle. iL (
0908) 317707

THE ART OF DISCORD
of a long playing record. It was under the
direction of Peter Goldmark, and as a subsidiary, Columbia Records participated in its
programme. The aim was to develop a
practical slow-speed ` microgroove' record. In
1947 Goldmark's team had devised arecording head capable of cutting microgrooves
consistently, apickup that would track them
easily, and an electronic equalisation system
able to compensate for the recording characteristic, which had considerable HF preemphasis. The prototype microgroove record
played for 23 minutes per side, had between
224 and 300 grooves/in and was pressed in
Vinylite, an unbreakable plastic. The reproducer was provided with a turntable that
revolved steadily at 33 1
/rpm and a specially
2
designed pickup played at about 7 or 8gm
pressure. Parallel to the development of the
recording and replay equipment was the
preparation of new production plant: it must
be remembered that the 78rpm record was
produced from shellac on what were known
as ' book presses' in which the shellac was
pre- heated, made into a blob ( known as a
'biscuit') placed between the two shelves of
the book press, the press closed, cooled, and
the record came out. This was impractical
with vinyl which, like shellac, is another
thermo-plastic material, but must be injected
into the mould under pressure. Thus the
introduction of the vinyl LP was not just a
question of substituting one material for
another in existing plant. The problems of
moulding avery thin section over adiameter
of 12in were, and still are, considerable. It
must have been breathtaking! The original
vinyl records were about twice as thick as
present day ones.
Columbia teamed up with Philco, who
tooled up for the manufacture of new record
players. The secret of the LP record was kept
perfectly and it was not until April 1948, with
most of the production snags on both the
recording, record pressing, and amplifier,
turntable and pickup production solved, that
the time was considered correct for demonstrating the LP to Columbia's competitor,
RCA. The idea was to achieve asimultaneous
change-over from 78rpm to the LP across the
indusay. Columbia offered RCA all development rights, systems etc, and RCA nodded
approvingly and appeared to agree with
Columbia to implement the LP record system
as shown, but nothing happened. Some six
months later, Columbia determined to go
ahead and launch the LP by themselves,
without RCA.
Whilst this mêlée was proceeding in the
United States, Decca engineers in the United
Kingdom were not idle. They developed their
FFRR 78rpm system into the LP 33 1
/rpm and
2
began to market these records in the United

States under the ` London' label. Unfortunately, EMI did not follow suit and for more
than four years after the microgroove was
introduced in America, records bearing its
HMV and Columbia labels in England continued to be manufactured only at 78rpm.
When HMV/Columbia finally bowed to the
inevitable in October 1952, both its prestige
and business had suffered considerably.

45rpm records
In February 1949, RCA-Victor let the cat out
of the bag. The strange silence subsequent to
the Columbia private demonstration of the
LP in April 1948 was now explained. Victor
unveiled their contentious LP record. It was
7in in diameter and revolved at 45rpm. The
recording characteristic was substantially the
same as the Columbia 33 1
/rpm, but the
2
record could not be played on any standard
turntable. Apart from the speed of 45rpm,
the centre hole was 11
/in in diameter and it
2
had to be played on a special automatic
record changer in which the suspension of the
stacked records prior to playing was contained in the centre hole. It was claimed that
this was the fastest record changer in the
world and that under normal playing conditions it would be impossible to determine the
exact moment when the record was being
changed. This, of course, was a pipe dream
because several seconds did elapse between
the cessation of the first record, the swinging
back of the pickup, the dropping of the
record and entering the first groove of the
second record, but it was a good sales
gimmick. The record changer was sold at a
give-away price. Unfortunately, the playing
time was only about 41/2 minutes. RCA
explained this, saying that over 95% of all
music, whether sheet or recorded, was less
than five minutes in length and therefore it
was ridiculous to have a record which could
play for 30 minutes when the majority of the
music currently being produced would only
last for five minutes.
Unwittingly, they were probably right,
because if one looks at the popular music
which accounts for the majority of sales
worldwide, it is less than five minutes. They
were subsequently proved correct in their
prognostications because most of the records
sold today are, in point of fact, 45rpm singles.
The industry was not long in responding to
this requirement. The record changer only
needed an extra pulley on the motor to
accommodate the 45rpm and it was asimple
matter to make a moulding 11
/in external
2
diameter 1
/in internal diameter to tit the
4
45rpm record on to a standard machine.
Although the single took off at an alarming
rate, the special record changer mechanism
for playing it never really succeeded because

the turntable manufacturers quickly jumped
on the bandwagon, put in an extra pulley on
the turntable and supplied ' acentre boss' free
with the system.

Long LP records
Some time after this, an attempt was made to
inflict 16 2/
3rpm records on the unsuspecting
public. Pye in this country produced afew; I
remember one of them being Edgar Allan
Poe's Tales of Mystery and Imagination. The
quality was reasonable for speech, but
impossible for music and the system died a
fairly rapid death, although the turntable
manufacturers continued for years and years
to keep 16 2/
3rpm speed on their turntables.
God knows why, unless it was the cost of
re-tooling! [Vox also put some popular symphonies on 16 2/
3rpm LPs — Mus Ed]

Dual Standard/LP pickups
The advent of the vinyl LP placed a new
requirement on pickup manufacturers. In
point of fact it was not one requirement, but
many. The playing weight had to be considerably less than 10g, and the current 78rpm
transducers were nominally a minimum of
25g and anything up to 100gm. It required a
stylus tip mass of approximately optimally
less than 1
mg; this meant, of course, that it
had to be apermanent stylus, either sapphire
or diamond instead of the steel ploughshare
which had been used on 78s. It also required a
transducing system which would now perform
accurately to about 15kHz. The challenge
was formidable. Manufacturers rose to it;

The dual standard: sectional view of turnover-type
crystal cartridge for 78s and 1.Ps

also, whilst the 78 coarse groove records were
still in production, it was necessary to have
two pickup heads to play the two records
because the groove configurations were not
compatible. Several manufacturers attempted
to get over this by making a stylus of
intermediate dimensions. It did not work, so
the 'turnover' pickup was developed with two
styli, one for the 78rpm 'Standard' and the
other for the LP. The diagram shows atypical
Crystal cartridge.
Next month: microgroove problems and solutions. [ We apologise to those who await SK's
coverage of stereo; please be patient — Ed]

BOOKS
THE MUSIC OF EJ
MOERAN by Geoffrey
Self. 288pp. b&w photos,
Musical illustrations,
Appendices. Bibliography.
Index of Works. Hard covers.
Price £ 15. Published by
Toccata Press. 3Langley
Court. Covent Garden.
London WC2E 9.1Y.

The tragic life of Jack Moeran, dogged by the
alcoholism that was probably engendered by
head injuries received in World War I, is
already well documented; but his music,
apart from afew pieces, is little-known and
has not received afull length, in-depth study.
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This book goes some way towards redressing
the balance. Geoffrey Self systematically
wor k
s hi s wa yth
roug hM oeran '
s ou tp ut ,
ng bi ograph i
cal deta i
lwhere i
tserves to
gi
vi

description rather than analysis, and where
analysis occurs it is predominantly concerned
wi
thmot i
vi
c or th
emat i
cf
eatures — we are l
ef
t
with li
ttle discussion of Moeran '
s harmonic

elucidate certain of the main trends in
Moeran's life that influenced his music, and
explaining the major features of each work in
an intelligible and interesting way. Selfs
main theme — that the references Moeran
makes in his music to the music of others is a
purposeful and essential part of his style,
used to bring to the listener's mind awhole
welter of related emotional experiences — is
well developed and illustrated.
The musical commentary tends towards

idiom or the closer workings of structure, his
rhythmic technique or his orchestration. It is
well supplied with musical examples and
includes anumber of intriguing, often
amusing photographs. With agood classified
list of works, and abrief personalia and
bibliography, plus Moeran's own programme
notes on the Symphony in G- minor, it is well
enough furnished with reference materials to
make auseful addition to the bookshelves.
Doug Hammond
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LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE
A 8( R ARCAM

AUDIOLAB

BEYER

CREEK AUDIO

DENON

DUAL

GALE

AUDIO TECHNICA

CELESTION

EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS

GOLDBUG
KOETSU

GOLDRING

QUAD
ROGERS

NAKAMICHI

ONIX

PINK TRIANGLE
ROTEL

RATA.

LINX

MONITOR AUDIO

MYST

Q.E.D.

TARGET

FOUNDATION

HEYBROOK HI FI

LINN PRODUCTS

MICHELL ENGINEERING
MUSICAL FIDELITY

AIWA

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

PHILIPS

REVOX

S.M.E.

NAGAOKA

REGA RESEARCH

SYSTEMDEK

WHARFEDALE

SENNHEISER

YAMAHA

ZETA

STYLUS & RECORD (
inc. C.D.) CARE
hrom triscwashm. Sicomin. Hunt, Audio Technica, Nagaoka etc

INTERCONNECTS & SPEAKER CABLE
QED. Exposure. Van Den Hul, Chord Co,

Engineering etc

Keith Monks Record Cleaning Service

Delivery and installation and three years parts and labour guarantee on all major items
of huh except cassette decks and C.D. players

LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
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LET YOU!

• READING HI-FI CENTRE•

EAU DICID1

6 Harris Arcade, Friar Street, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 1DN, Tel: ( 0734) 585463
Opening Hours: Tuesday- Saturday: 9.30am to 5.30pm ( Lunch: 2to 3pm. Except Saturday)
•

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

•

b. DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED
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SPEAKER CABLe4%

WHY MONITOR PC ?..

Now you can improve your HiFi without
changing your system. MONITOR pc Speaker
Cables have arrived in the UK — bringing
fuller, purer transmission than any other
option.
Take advantage of the unique MONITOR pc
design, and you'll hear the difference:

Purer Sound
Stronger Highs
Protected Quality
Fuller Lows

Purer Sound: MONITOR pc cable strands
are made from 100% oxygen-free copper
(OFC) for maximum conductivity.

Unique Sheathing

Stronger Highs: With 1300 to over 2000
super-thin, woven strands in each cable,
you can boost highs with astronger signal.
Protected Quality: Strands in top models
are coated in pure silver, bringing even
more clarity to every sound.
Fuller Lows: Extra-thick cable diameter
improves low frequencies for aresonant,
rounder bass.
Unique Sheathing: A wide cable divider
eliminates interference, and square/round
ends make connection easy and error-free.

...THAT'S WHY

With accessories available too,
MONITOR pc is ideal for any use —
from Hi Fi to Professional Studios.
So send for your free MONITOR pc
leaflet — and make sure you choose
the best.

London SW19 8TP Tel: 01-543 3633

NMI BIM NM Mill 1111•1

MI MU Mil IMO
\

and tell me where my nearest MONITOR pc dealer is situated.

Name
Address

Tel
Post to:

Bandridge Ltd

1York Rd

London SW19 8TP

Dealer enquiries to: MONITOR pc Sales c/o Bandridge Ltd

LINK UP WITH THE BEST
IYork Road

IMP

Please send me my FREE MONITOR pc brochure

monitoi pc
Bandridge Ltd

r

Tel: 01-543 3633 Fax: 01-543 3300
Fax: 01-543 3300
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C.S. Audio Consultants are
now able to offer the new
and revolutionary

L

Hi-Fi Products
MA- 120
INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER

The PWB cartridges
Full range of accessories
Home polarisations By special appointment only

An integrated
amplifier combining high
sound quality with good clean
presentation.

Consultancy service

On demonstration'at the following dealers.
ANALOG AUDIO, Finchley, London 01 445 3267
FARNBOROUGH HI-FI, Farnborough, Hants. 0252 520146
FREETIME AUDIO, Portsmouth, Hants. 0705 752869
HASTINGS HI-FI, Hastings, E. Sussex. 0424 442975
PJ EQUIPMENT, Guildford, Surrey. 0483 504801
SALISBURY HI-FI, Salisbury, Wiltshire. 0722 22169
SUSSEX AUDIO, Burgess Hill, Sussex. 04446 42336

PETER BELT
POLARISATION
TECHNIQUES

ITL
of Portsmouth,
158 New Road,
Portsmouth,
Hants.,
P02 7RJ

Write or ring now for special
introductory offers to:
C.S. Audio Consultants, 27 Parkville Road,
Withirtgton, Manchester M20 9TX
Telephone: 061 445-6374.

AHome of their Own.

• •

An elegant concept in hi-fi storage by Martin Leighfield

We thought it was about time your sophisticated hi-fi equipment had aresidence to match.
So we set to work, combining traditional
skills with modern techniques, added a
generous measure of innovative design and
this magnificent piece was just one of the
results.
A complete and modular hi-fi storage
system.
Each unit can be used singly or in
connected units of two or three, with the
appropriate top and base. You can even
choose from aselection of tasteful finishes.
We anticipated your preference for a
sturdy construction with attention to detail
and ease of access to every item.
So we incorporated robust fittings and
hinges, smooth and strong drawer runners,
3-sinit system
finished in Cherry
adjustable shelving and aunique device in each
Patent pending 0 Martin Leighfield
drawer to keep CD's and cassettes upright.
In short, you're ensured alifetime's, troublefree operation.
We're sure you would like to know more, so please write, or
CABINET MAKER
telephone for all the information you'll need to give those hi-fi items a
'The Howe', Howe Road, Watlington, Oxon OX9
Home of their Own.

Martin Leighfield
SEX

Tel: (
049 161) 2697/2296
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ION RESOLUTION?
Loosely described as ' ionising' and ' polarising' devices, the products of
PWB Electronics are seen by some as aradical means of improving the
listening experience. Paul Miller attempts to resolve the contradictions . . .

S

OME YEARS AGO, PWB Electronics were engaged in the design and
development of some very interesting orthodynamic headphones and
active ( MosFet) orthodynamic loudspeakers.
More recently, having discontinued their
activities in the design of conventional products, PWB have been introducing (and
re-introducing) an array of devices that claim
to employ '
State of the Art Electrostatic
techniques . . . providing the solution to a
number of major audio equipment problems'.
Bold claim indeed, for the accompanying
rhetoric provides very little hard, objective
evidence in its support.
The conception of PWB's new line in
accessories appears to have followed their
earlier work with lead tubes and asubsequent
appreciation of the audible effects of electrostatic fields. By inserting these proprietary
lead tubes towards the end of various audio
cables, PWB had felt there was an improvement in sound quality, and this led to
analogous experiments with aTV set, whereupon the picture quality was also improved.
Subsequent research into what PWB term
'the electroionic environment' was then identified with any changes in both audio or video
quality. Eventually, this methodology was
tentatively linked with the human hearing
mechanism, based on recent evidence which
suggests that the outer auditory hairs are
responsive to changes in electrostatic fields.
This is not surprising when one considers the
potentially high static fields generated by the
brushing of hair with a plastic comb, for
instance.
PWB's ' electroionic environment' encompasses all the electrical activity associated
with audio-systems, TV sets, VCRs, computers and basically anything connected to the
mains supply (on or off) in or near the
listening environment. The subsequent
'adverse charge fields' are said to have a
dominant effect on the perceived sound,
rather than on the equipment itself, this
overriding any preconceptions about the
deleterious effects of vibration, for example.
A wedge of reports documenting the physiological side-effects of long-term exposure
to low-level non-ionising radiation is also
presented as evidence to substantiate PWB's
contentions. However, there remains a gulf
between any minute excess in the leukaemia
mortality rate amongst workers continually
exposed to electrical and magnetic fields, and
PWB's following observation that such fields
will impair one's ability to accurately perceive
reproduced sound. Equally, it is in my view
ridiculous to compare the fields ( and hence
the induced stress symptoms) associated with
individuals living or working near high-voltage overhead power cables with the analogous mains-related fields that permeate the
'average' domestic environment.
Two initial examples are cited by PWB.
Firstly, that after listening to apiece of music
without there being a light on, the performance was immediately degraded once the
scene was illuminated. This is not entirely
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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unusual in my experience, hut is more likely
to be associated with the psychoacoustics of
listening in the light or dark ( the dulling of
one sense partially enhancing the other)
rather than the proposed deleterious effects
of electromagnetic radiation impinging upon
the listener
Secondly, after removing the loudspeakers
(to prevent the ingress of vibration), PWB's
reporters were surprised to find the performance of their music centre ( via headphones)
improved by wiping the Perspex lid with a
chunk of foam; PWB infer from this that the
spurious mechanical energy produced by a
working loudspeaker is of no consequence.
PWB state that T̀he inadvertent discovery
that pointed metal spikes placed at the base of
a loudspeaker possessed the ability to change
the perceived sound, led to the mistaken
assumption that a vibrational path had been
modified. The path that had been modified
was electrical'. This same explanation has
been extended to the use of tight cartridge
bolts, which are said by PWB to alter the
electrical rather than mechanical condition of
the cartridge. Nevertheless, it is well
documented that sufficient static charge may
be built up on a turntable lid to affect the
cartridge's tracking force by ± 1g, and this
would certainly be audible. The secondary
interactions of electrostatic fields with nearby
circuitry is discussed further on, this also
having noted subjective effects.
Ultimately. PWB now identify the root
cause of audio distress as '
Leaked energy
from the AC mains supply', stating that such
leaked energy '
ionises the air . . . having a
serious adverse effect upon our sense of
hearing'. However, since the breakdown voltage of air is some 30,000V/cm, few electrical
appliances will 'leak' sufficient radiation to
overcome the forces that bind the electrons to
oxygen or nitrogen molecules. Such is the
background; now the specifics and to a
detailed analysis of some PWB accessories,
and their subjective effects under tightly
controlled conditions, carried out by the
writer over a period of 12 months. Laboratory tests were carried out by the writer to
determine, if possible, the materials and

processes used in the manufacture of a
number of PWB products.

Reactive Electret Foil
Three types have been made available over
the last year, known as red, white and black
foils — the latter being the most widely used.
Price is £20 per sheet of 50 lcm 1 sticky
squares. Their applications are myriad, the
instructions guiding the purchaser to stick
them on record labels (one), CD discs ( four).
loudspeaker stands, drive units and grille
cloths, interconnect, loudspeaker and mains
cables, pickup arms, cartridges, turntables
and lids, component cases, power transistors,
electrolytic cans. integrated circuits, fuses,
transformers and so on. Apparatus secondary
to the hi-fi system ( such as light bulbs.
fluorescent tubes, cassettes, floppy disks and
video tapes) is also included. One PWB
worker apparently benefited from the battery
of her hearing aid being 'treated'.
Intended to neutralise '
energy concentrations', the foils are specially 'processed' or
'treated' ( these rather vague terms used with
alarming regularity throughout PWB's literature) to ' Super Conduct' electrical charge
movement across its surface. The coloured
surface is apparently coated with '
complex
chemical compounds and the foil molecular
structure 'manipulated' to produce an '
active
surface energy charge'.
In the chemical laboratory, the black organic layer (paint) readily dissolved in standard
solvents such as acetone and ethanol. What
remained was asheet of thin, clear polyester
laminated with an equally thin layer of
aluminium, itself backed with an adhesive.
The adhesive was easily removed with acetone and the aluminium layer subsequently
reacted with 50% sodium hydroxide solution
to leave the central polymer sheet. ( Conventional aluminium- backed sticky labels,
readily available and also screen-printed,
reacted in a similar manner.) Employing a
gold- leaf electroscope, no residual electrostatic charge was detected on the surface of
brand-new black PWB foils.
By definition, an 'electret' is apermanently
polarised dielectric material, a non-conduct37

mg polymer that has been permanently
combination is available as an automotive
charged by the alignment of the semi- molten
lubricant, Ihave no doubts about it being
plastic in between two metal plates subject to
present.
a very high voltage. However, the point to
A liquid phase IR spectrum, fig. 2 reinbear in mind is that no dielectric will maintain 'forces the NMR results by showing the strong
an applied charge indefinitely without outside
aliphatic C- H bond stretching modes at
influence. A charged-up party balloon will
2924cm - ' and lower C- H in- plane deformaeventually fall from its position stuck on a tions consistent with a long-chain hydrocarwall, just as condenser microphones require
bon. With abit of imagination, the ester C=0
phantom power packs to provide the necesstretch from the impurity may just be seen at
sary polarising voltage. Even a (theoretical)
1700cm '. Furthermore, this oil was damp as
perfectly insulating polymer, placed in a shown by the broad O- H stretch at 3400cm -' ;
vacuum, would have amobile surface charge
no residual charge was measured on the oil,
due to dislocations at this surface, resulting in
for even if there had been any, the water
a leakage current that would dissipate any
would have aided its dissipation.
residual charge. In practice, asurface charge
Technically, aSol is acolloid with aliquid
will dissipate due to the inherent humidity of
continuous phase and solid dispersed phase,
the air. Furthermore, bearing in mind the
although as they are usually prepared by
foil's construction, while the aluminium layer
dispersion or condensation methods, a
is certainly conducting, and naturally more so
description which implies a process of dropthan the polyester, to describe it as 'Super
ping little balls in oil is stretching the point a
Conducting' is wholly incorrect.
bit. Lyophobic refers to the dispersed phase
(PTFE) which is either present as single
Sol Electret Oil
macromolecules or aggregates of small moleThis is a lyophobic colloid containing a cules attaining colloidal proportions.
special mixture of high grade lubricating oils
14 n
and billions of microscopic PTFE spheres'.
----...",
Unique electrical properties are claimed by
the use of aradical technique which imparts a
n
very high negative charge to the spheres.
Applied to a rotating surface, such as a
turntable bearing, or an electrical contact,
such as a phono plug, a 'high negative
electrical charge barrier' is apparently created
on
on both the material surfaces. Additionally,
the oil may be placed on turntable hinges,
mains pins, fuse caps, interconnect and loudnn
speaker terminals, CD- player transport
assemblies, removable knobs from audio
%II
equipment and telephones. Finally, some
us
no
IRO
Sol Electret may be '
folded' into a blob of
Fig
2.
PWB
SolElectret:
liquid-phase
infra-red spec
Blu-Tak and inserted inside a mains plug
trum, showing the presence of along-chain hydrocarbon
between the neutral and earth pins. Price of
and of water (around 3400cm " II
the Sol Electret fluid is £40 per syringe.
Fig. 1is aproton NMR ( Nuclear Magnetic
Electret Induction Brush and
Resonance) spectrum of SolElectret disElectret Enhancing Fluid
solved in deuterated-chloroform with tetPWB's plastic-handled brush is supplied for
the polarisation of vinyl records, compact
discs and loudspeaker cones. An '
electrical
charge within the electret brush will induce a
polarised electrical charge on the surface of all
materials' but care should be taken to determine that the article is polarised 'beneficially'
rather than ' adversely'. The Electret Enhancing Fluid is to be used in conjunction with the
brush, either applied to the playing surface of
a record where '
electrons are absorbed onto
the plastic' or spread over the TV screen
where a 'beneficial contra-charge' is subseFig I. PWB SolElectret fluid: NMR spectrum of
Sol- Electra Expanded-scale section shows an impurity
quently obtained. Price of the Brush and
leeched from the syringe material
Fluid together is £52.
Treated as an aqueous solution, 3m1 of the
ramethyl silane as reference at Oppm. The
broad peaks between 0.8-1.8ppm are indicafluid was freeze-dried until all the water had
evaporated; less than 2mg of residue
tive of an unsubstituted aliphatic long-chain
remained, a meaningless quantity of matehydrocarbon; the —( CH 2)„— function
appearing at 1.4ppm and the terminal — CI-1 3 rial. This indicates that if anything else is
present then it is more volatile than water, so
groups nearer the 0.9ppm region. In fact, this
appears to be ordinary grade mineral oil. An
expansion of the aromatic region revealed the
presence of aspurious impurity, just slightly
less polar than phenol on aTLC trace. In all
probability this is di- n- butyl phthalate
(C i6 H22 04,1,2-Benzenedicarboxylic Acid din-butyl ester), an inert compound mechanically incorporated into polymers to increase
their flexibility. It can be concluded that this
plasticiser has been leeched from the soft
syringe by the mineral oil inside! No fluorine
NMR was run to check the presence of PTFE
(Polytetrafluoro ethylene), although as this
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Fig 3. Electret Enhancing Fluid: infra-red spectrum,
with an absence of any peaks to reveal constituents other
than water (seen at 3512cm -1 )

once it evaporates from any surface nothing
substantial remains to exert any influence.
Furthermore, the IR spectrum, fig. 3, was
unable to detect any other constituent peak
than that of water, at 3512cm -l. No residual
charge was detected from the fluid or the
brush unless the latter had been drawn across
a pre-charged plastic rod. The bristles were
tentatively identified as nylon.

Reactive Electret Screen;
Reactive Electret Label Disc and
Electret Wind Screen
Combining many of PWB's ideologies, these
plastic sheets are to be placed under the
electrical equipment, on the record label or
strategically located on the turntable plinth.
The Reactive Electret Screen ( not illustrated)
is priced at £57; the Reactive Electret Label
Disc and Electret Wind Screen are £40.

These items appear to be composed of PVC
or some sort of acetate material with the
addition of various foils, like those discussed
earlier. No permanent charge was detected
but one could easily be developed by rubbing
with a soft cloth, in the manner of school
physics experiments.

Reactive Electret Barrier
Available in several sizes this treated nylon
clip '
interacts with the adverse electrical
charge' surrounding signal interconnects and
AC mains cables. The nylon band is '
electrostatically charged' with '
differently charged nut
and nylon washers'.
The construction was found to be as stated;
however, no residual electrostatic charge was
detected.

Garment Electret Pin; Reactive
Electret Washers
The Garment Electret Pin is an 'electrostatically charged' safety pin with nuts and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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washers to be attached to furniture fabric
curtains, and to ieplace any washer currently
is use. Price of the Pin is £25; the washers are
currently supplied free of charge.
The chrome- plated safety- pin appeared
ordinary enough and was ferromagnetic. The
nickel-plated brass washers were obviously
non-magnetic but neither did they carry any
detectable charge. Other washers, stamped
from steel, were magnetic.

SUBJECTIVE RESULTS
Carefully conducted listening tests, with individual listeners 'blind' to the sequence of
events, were carried out over a period to
assess the effects of the PWB items in use on
the writer's system.
Listening tests on the Electret Foils indicated that the black foils did effect small sonic
changes — but only with some pieces of
equipment. No change was recorded if the
foils were used directly, outside the domain
of the equipment. Out of 20 CD players, only
with three did the foils give an improvement,
which was generally in the area of detail
resolution at the frequency extremes and an
increased sense of ' space' about certain
recorded instruments. Nevertheless, similar
(but lesser) results were obtained from the
'control' which used small pieces of metallised wrapping paper, seemingly of asimilar
construction but naturally rather more
affordable. Negative results were also registered, concerning amild constriction of the
soundstage along with added hardness and
high frequency grain. However, the fact that
the change was described as positive or
negative is of little importance here; what is
important is that there was a change at all.
The use of afoil on records themselves was
sometimes audible, although results with foils
on the deck's plinth, platter or with the
'Electret Wind Screens' were less impressive.
PWB's brush did reduce the number of
static- induced pops on arecord, cleaning- up
the sound in terms of low-level ambient detail
and image stability. However, it was found
that an ordinary nylon-bristled touch-up
brush, sold for less than £ 1, effected much the
same change. As already mentioned, the
potentially large static fields surrounding the
lid of aturntable can affect the downforce on
the stylus, so using the nylon brush to either
pick-up or re-distribute some of this charge
could conceivably influence the performance
and the sound of the transducer. Also, if the
record has anon-linear surface charge (quite
possible with a vinyl insulator) then any
rotating electrostatic charge will generate an
electromagnetic field ( approximately 0.5Hz)
that will affect the normal operation of the
cartridge (see below).
Similarly, the use of the brush on unearthed metal cases also produced positive and
negative changes in perceived sound quality;
'spraying' the same cases with a Zerostat
pistol, however, also brought about changes
in sound quality.
The Sol Electret oil was introduced into
the bearings of several turntables. Such
changes as could be detected in their sound
quality were wholly consistent with the
change in kinematic viscosity of the lubricant.
Turntables with lightweight platters generally
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sounded worse, suffering a thick, muddy
coloration and blurring of fine detail and
transient edges. High- mass designs offered
little changes in overall sound quality.
SolElectret folded into Blu-Tak and then
squeezed between the neutral and earth
terminals of a mains plug produced a beneficial change in sound quality when used with
CD players, amplifiers and the pump for an
air-bearing tonearm. Overall, the soundstage
was heard to open up while there was a
noticeable reduction in coarseness at high
frequencies. Assuming that most neutral pins
are not at zero potential but are up to + 90V
relative to earth ( grounded at sub-station), I
would suggest that the non-linear characteristics of the PWB material successfully
mimicked the action of a VDR or small
capacitor in providing moderate RF filtering.
The 'washer electrets' were not found to
affect the sound quality other than in ways
that might have been expected from altering
the effective mass at the headshell, changing
from ferromagnetic to non-magnetic washers,
or generally tightening-up the nuts and bolts
of asystem. PWB's safety pins had no effect
at all in the context of the audio system,
although Iam led to believe that several have
been sold to people suffering from various
medical complaints. No change was recorded
with the nylon Electret Clip barrier, except
where the interconnect cable was one known
to be sensitive to being sharply bent or tied in
aknot. As expected, the Electret Enhancing
Fluid did nothing but increase the local
humidity.

AN INTERPRETATION
From the pool of data, the only real correlation to come from the tests concerned the
efficacy with which the 'treated' component
was grounded, be it amp, turntable or CD
player. Now, consider any piece of hi-fi
electronics containing an integral power
supply; its transformer will exhibit an associated low frequency field with supply harmonics stretching up at 50Hz intervals, 50, 100,
150, 200Hz, etc. These sidebands, together
with any radio-frequency noise, will be modulated by the power demand through the
transformer and are therefore signal dependent. Furthermore, most amplifiers with a
high input impedance are going to be sensitive to electrostatic and electromagnetic
fields, due to the physical presence of wires
and components. Nodal loops within the
circuit configuration will induce acurrent and
therefore a voltage ( due to the inherent
resistance) and evidence suggests that these
circulating, signal-dependent voltages may
well be audible.
Secondly, the circuit capacitance and
inductance will have a strictly defined RF
resonance structure while broad-band RF
noise is generated from any semi-conducting
device (transistor, for instance) from the
combination of ' holes' and electrons at the
p- njunction. CMOS or digital electronics can
produce marked levels of such RF noise.
If you have struggled this far, it should be
clear that each and every circuit configuration
—be it CD player, amplifier or whatever — will
have acharacteristic RF and LF ' signature'.
Any broad-band noise fed into this circuit will
excite particular resonant frequencies; the
mechanical analogy here is with Martin Colloms' work on the resonant structure of
tonearms, for instance.
Therefore, sticking any unearthed piece of
metal (such as foil) on to the unit's case or
circuit board will change its characteristic RF

signature, in turn disrupting the signal dependent and steady-state condition. Any change
in a product's RF or LF ( electromagnetic)
field will naturally change the conditions
prevailing upon the circuit and so influence
the final sound quality — for better or for
worse.
As pickup cartridges also act as efficient
'aerials' to broad- band noise, any attached
foil or unearthed metal will exert some
influence in the reception of a field and
therefore on the final sound quality — especially if the RIAA stage is not capacitor
coupled. As far as the rotating devices are
concerned ( CDs and records), Iwould suggest that the mobile unearthed foils will cut
lines of magnetic flux, probably exerting even
greater influence than static foils in respect of
altering the LF and RF fields. An arm moving
across a record deck constitutes much the
same effect.
In keeping with this rationale, Idid find
that unscreened or poorly-fabricated designs
were more susceptible to the effects of
altering the RF and LF fields. Many low cost
products are double-insulated rather than
permanently earthed while others employ
expanses of wood or worse still, plastic, in the
construction of facias and wraps. Certain
unscreened cables, particularly those with
flat, spaced conductors, further exacerbated
the problem.

CONCLUSION
Towards the end of the protracted evaluation
period, Iwas visited by Peter Belt of PWB
Electronics, who demonstrated a few of his
techniques. Only the Blu-Tak/Sol-Electret
accessory made any real difference to the
sound of the system on this occasion and
Peter Belt expressed no surprise at my being
unable to measure any residual charge on
various products. In fact he indicated that no
scientific method of evaluation currently
existed and further refused to entertain any
subsequent questions.
From my own research, Ican only disagree
with PWB's contention that the unmeasurable ' manipulation' of localised fields — electrostatic, electromagnetic or of PWB's own —
will immediately influence the state of mind
of the attendant listener(s). Rather, under
strict listening conditions, it seems more
likely that any sonic change is the direct result
of an alteration in the operation of the
equipment itself. In my opinion, the prices
charged for PWB's accessories are preposterous both in terms of the materials concerned
and their subjective relevance.
Colleagues in the scientific community
have even suggested that the effects produced
by PWB might constitute some form of
insidious hoax at the expense of unwitting
and gullible hi-fi enthusiasts. Ifor one am
distinctly concerned by the pseudo-scientific
nomenclature that passes for explanation,
and certainly by the suggestion, for example,
that drinking 'beneficially charged' tap water
is aprerequisite for ideal listening; this kind
of thing must undoubtedly deter potential
consumers from entering the world of serious
domestic hi-fi. Surely, this is quite opposed to
the intentions of anyone genuinely interested
in the furtherance of our industry and, more
important, the wider appreciation of highquality music reproduction in the home.
[For further information on PWB products,
readers should contact PWB Electronics, 18
Pasture Crescent, Leeds LS7 4QS. Tel: (0532)
682550.1
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QUALITY EQUIPMENT ON DEMONSTRATION
IN OUR SINGLE SPEAKER LOUNGE

KRELL
Come and join us at our Absolute Sounds musical evening on
Monday 28th March 1988 at 8.30pm
at
The

For your own hot seat contact Aston Audio
for afree entry ticket and receive details of aspecial
promotion on all Absolute Sounds high-end products.
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New Technology.
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THE PERFECT CONTACT
WITH LOCKABLE PLUGS

In the quiet of the countryside we've changed an
Old School house into aspecialist HiFi centre.
For friendly experienced service and
the finest U.K. separates call in
today ... Basically \
Sound- for a
better sound
in the home.

WET 0101 Plug

WET 0200 Chassis Socket
STOCKISTS OF: UR (CAMBRIDGE) • AUDIOLAB • EILO • CREEK • DENON • HARDEN • HEYBROOK KEF • UNN
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BASICALLY SOUN
OF NORFOLK
Old School,
School Road, Bracon Ash,
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Telephone (0508) 70829

WBT 0600 Banana Plug

Send SAE for catalogue and list of dealers.
Ads

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE ROAD, LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

For more than 60 years, Luxman has been dedicated to improving the
reproduction of sound. Producing hi-fi products of the highest quality, using
state-of-the-art technologies. Now, Luxman introduce the KD-I17 digital
audio tape player, arevolutionary machine that will bring professional
standards to the home hi-fi system. The KD-I17 provides unmatched
frequency response performance and incorporates the ultimate in user
features and facilities.
Luxman continue at the forefront of technology, and DAT is another first.
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ALSO: THE NEW GENERATION OF CYRUS 1 & CYRUS 2MISSION AMPLIFIERS
ALSO HEAR THE NEW 1988 LINE UP AT OUR STUDIOS

LINN: Nexus & Sara 9Speakers
ARCAM: Delta 90 Sjistem
HEYBROOK: C-P2 prelpou'er Amplifier
Point 5Speakers
DENON: DCD 8001900-1700-3300
CD PlaJers
AUDIO-TECH: ATOC7 Cartridges
ALPHASON: Sonata Turntable
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ROTEL: Amps & Tuners
CASTLE: Speakers
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RADFORD Hi -Fi
(BRISTOL)
52/54 GLOUCESTER ROAD
BRISTOL
TEL: (0272) 428247/8

RADFORD Hi Fi
(BATH)
12 JAMES STREET WEST
BATH
(NEW SHOP)
TEL: (0225) 446245

RADFORD Hi Fi
(WINDSOR)
43 KING EDWARD COURT
WINDSOR
TEL: (07535) 856931

RADFORD Hi Fi
(EXETER)
28 COWICK STREET
ST THOMAS
TEL: (0392) 218895

RADFORD Hi Fi
(BRISTOL)
36 UNION STREET
BRISTOL
TEL: (0272) 294183

PRIMARE SELECTION
Denmark enters the high-end race: Ken Kessler
experiences the Primare 928 amplification system

C

USTOMER MOTIVATION FOR HIGH- END
purchases has long been established. Not counting those
who buy simply for price- related prestige, these fortunate
music lovers fall into afew neat categories. Not hard and
fast, perhaps, but they are identifiable.
Concerning electronics, the two main camps are solid-state vs.
valve, and cross-pollination is usually limited to the mix of atube
preamp with asolid-state power amp. Recent developments with
hybrids have blurred the distinctions, but some solid-staters wouldn't
allow even one tube in the system. Other categories include, the
minimalists who go for sound at all costs — ergonomics, practicality
and aesthetics be damned — and those want the best of both worlds.
Until recently, much of what we regard as high-end has been
domestically unacceptable, but non-styling and mediocre finish just
don't wash even when you use the glib rationale that those who can
afford esoterica probably have aspare room to dedicate to the hi-fi
system. Imagine if the best performance cars, the Ferraris and the
Porsches, looked like lorries and came without windscreen wipers.
Why should mega-buck hi-fi look less appealing and offer less
'usability' than a £399 midi?
Hot on the heels of Naim and Goldmund ( manageable high-end
amplifiers), Krell (build quality), Meitner ( remote control with
manageable size) and others looking beyond the hair-shirt lunatic
fringe come Primare of Denmark. They've included more practical
and aesthetic touches in their recipe than any other manufacturer I
can name, and they've done this without sacrificing ' audiophile
credibility'. Tone controls— which few of us would miss— and arotary
balance control are the only common facilities not included.
Primare's preamp and monoblock power amps are identified as
System 928. Whether or not the chosen model number was
deliberately the same as the flagship Porsche, Idon't know, but it is
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perfectly apt. Like the German grand tourer, the Primare system is
conceived to deliver state-of-the-art performance without demanding
that its users be latent masochists. Just as the Porsche is attractive,
reliable and equipped with all manner of niceties not associated with
sportscar spartanism, so is the System 928 ahigh-roller's have-yourcake-and-eat-it-too package.
The 'system' tag is not amisnomer either. Unlike most pre- and
power amps, often purchased for use with other makes, the Primare
units are unlikely to be split. Various factors contribute to this, among
them remote control, unique styling and balanced operation.
Although Itried them with other separates, Icouldn't fault the
obvious synergy. As such, I — and no doubt the retailer and potential
customer — prefer to observe these products in tandem; splitting them
defeats the object.
The complete system, including the remote control which was only
just reaching shop-ready production as my deadline approached, is
£8750 including VAT. As an anti-high-end friend said, after one
glance, in this case it's high value for money. And that's from aguy
who thinks that bell-wire is ' adequate'.
Let me get the aesthetics out of the way, if our cover pic hasn't
already convinced you of Primare's styling skills. The units come in
identical 200x 200 x320mm (whd) boxes sporting immaculately
finished cast aluminium fascias. The size is hardly going to cause
domestic ructions; if forced, Isuppose the monoblocks could be
hidden behind the speakers. Additionally, square faceplates aren't all
that common, and the look is unbelievably refreshing after years of
rectangles. Because they resemble, or rather are, modern sculpture, I
think they'll earn pride-of-place with ease. Styled by Primare's Bo
Christensen — an architect, rather than ahi-fi nut who thinks he knows
about hardware aesthetics— the units present an elegant face to the
world, delicate gold toggles and awhacking great volume control on
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STATE OF THE ART
TURNTABLE/ARM DESIGN
ALPHASON SONATAIHR-100S-MCS COMBINA770N:
What do the experts think?
PAUL MILLER HI-FI NEWS-NOV. 87 Just afew seconds after the
stylus has entered the groove of the first record, it was becoming
clear that, subjectively, the Sonata was acut above the rest . . . il
is a remarkable piece of equipment, both technically and
subjectively.
JIMMY HUGHES NEW HI FI SOUND — OCT. 87 You should
certainly audition the Sonata if YOUre in the market for an
outstanding turntable.
RADFORD HI FI ,52-54 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL.
TEL: 0272 428248 in be ranked anunigst the
best.
FIVE WAYS HI FI LTD., 12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM. TEL: 021 455 0667 Congimulations Alphason.
The Sonata is asuperb product which we are pleased to stork and
recommend.
PHONOGRAPH LTD.,60A ERPINGHAM ROAD, PUTNEY,
LONDON. TEL: 01 789 2349 Anengineering compliment to one
of the finest tone arms available, the Sonata reproduces the full
potential of the vinyl disc.
STANDENS LTD., 92A HIGH STREET, TONBRIDGE,
TEL: 0732 353540 Hearing is believing.

KENT.

LISTEN HEAR! LTD., 1A REGENT STREET, ILKESTON,
DERBYSHIRE. TEL: 0602 304602 The Sonata must rank amongst
the finest sounding record players in the world.
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 12 PARK AVE, PALMERS GREEN,
LONDON. TEL: 01 886 2650 It is impossible to praise this
product too highly. From out of nowhere this highly professional
British Company have produced with their first turntable a
product which can easily justify its modest asking price when
compared to the best of the Worlds turntables. Congratulations!
BRENTWOOD MUSIC & Ht FI CENTRE, 2 INGRAVE ROAD,
BRENTWOOD, ESSEX. TEL: 0277 221210 Speed, liming, weight,
authority, neutrality, detail, separation, imagery — all one looks
for is there. Simply, the best for your money.
K J LEISURESOUND, 26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, LONDON,
TEL: 01 486 8262/3, At last — aBritish turntable with good bass
extension to rival the better American models.
M O'BRIEN HI FI LTD., 95 HIGH STREET, WIMBLEDON
VILLAGE, LONDON, TEL: 01 946 0331 A turntable to be
reckoned with — there is now an alternative.
SOUND SENSE, 350 EDGEWARE ROAD, LONDON W2,
TEL: 01 402 2100 n's so good kee took one home.
STEREO SHOWCASE, 98 BATH STREET, GLASGOW, TEL: 041
332 5012 A truly remarkable, well engineered product. Married
up to its own tone arm the HR- lOOS-MCS we are provided with
asuperb combination, that more than justifies the very reasonable
asking price, fias to be heard.
ZEUS AUDIO, UNIT 6, DONALDSON ik LITTLE'S SHOPPING
PRECINCT, HOPE ST., BELFAST, TEL: 0232-332522. Yet another
truly superb /umlaut Irom Alphason, the Sonata is comparable to
the -best turntables azwilable.

ZEUS AUDIO, 18, CASTLECAULFIELD RD., DONAGHMORE,
N. IRELAND. TEL: 086 87 67935.
AUDIO T, 190 WEST END LANE, LONDON. TEL: 01 794 7848
Forget that new ( I) player and truly discover your record
collection. The Sonata joins the on/ rank of coatendors far the
tide "finest turntable in the World -.
A T LABS, 442-444 CRANBROOK ROAD, GANTS HILL,
ILFORD, ESSEX. TEL: 01 518 0915
A T LABS., 159A CHASESIDE, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX. TEL: 01
367 3132
SOUND INFORMATION, 13 ST JOHNS HILL, LONDON. TEL:
01-228 7126 A1phason Sonata turntable the perfect compliment
to the till-IOUS-AU:S.
PAUL GREEN HI FI, C/O HARPER FURNISHINGS, KENSINGTON SHOW ROOMS, LONDON RD., BATH, TEL: 0225 316197.
The finest n, '
W Iturntable with after sales service to match.
HI FI EXPERIENCE, LYON HOUSE, 227 TOTTENHAM COURT
ROAD, LONDON, TEL: 01 580 3535. An Audiophile product in
the true sense of the word. Simply superb.
HI FI CORNER 1 HADDINGTON PLACE, EDINBURGH, EH7
4AE. TEL: 031 556 7901 A new rilerence turntable which proves
that designing and manufacturing top class recoud decks is not
purely the domain of the Scots.
ASTON AUDIO, 4 WEST STREET, ALDERLEY EDGE, CHESHIRE
SK9 7EG. TEL: 0625 582704 As/on Audio wew so stunned by th e
performance they were speechless.
IN HI FI, 63 GEORGE STREET, EDINBURGH EH2 2JG. TEL: 031
225 8854 The Alphason Sonata is outstanding.
SELECTIVE AUDIO, THE FORGE COTTAGE, 19 CROSSGATE,
OTLEY, W. YORKS, TEL: 0943 467689. Atm/her truly atria-jag
Bi IIis!, product.
SOUND APPROACH, 161 UNTHANK RD., NORWICH,
TEL: 0603 622833. Turntable and arm with a sound quality
even superun to their immaculate appearance.
DOUG BRADY HI FI, 18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT
GARDEN, LONDON WC2H 9HB, Stockists of the
Sonata1111?- IOUS - 1/CS
DOUG BRADY HI FI, KINGSWAY STUDIOS, KINGSWAY
NORTH, WARRINGTON, TEL: 0925 828009 Stockists of the
A1phason Sonatall1R-100S-MCS
VEK AUDIO, 41 ALBION STREET, RUGELEY STAFFS, WS15 2BY,
TEL: 08894-70461 The Alpluison turntable gives a true
rendition of the music being played. Detailed, clear and
relaxing to listen to. Qualities of which are hard to find in
any turntable design, or any CD either.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 1 CATHEDRAL STREET,
LONDON SE 19DE. TEL: 01 403 3088 Another fine product 4
Alphason. Stocked at The Sound Organisation.
HATV, 131 BARRACK ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH,
NR BOURNEMOUTH, DORSET. TEL: 0202 473901 British at its
best, unrivalled sound.

ALPHASON DESIGNS LTD, 190-192 WIGAN ROAD, EUXTON, NR.
CHORLEY, LANCS PR7 6.P.V, Tel. No. 02572 76626.
USA and CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR:
MAY AUDIO MARKETING LTD, 646 GUIMOND BLVD.,
LONGUEUIL EWE, CANADA, J4G 1P8. Tel. 514-6515 707.

PRIMARE SELECTION

the prearnp, nought but ared LED on the power amps. The units are
finished in black, with white to special order; as both finishes are
equally luscious, Ithink one's decor will determine the choice.
The preamp's 10 toggles are set into awedge-shaped recess, with a
coloured light below each to indicate operating status. The top four
select ( L- R) moving-coil phono, moving- magnet phono, CD and
tuner, the next row contains tape, auxiliary, low cut and phase
inversion, while the remaining pair offer mute and standby. The
legends are printed on the top of the case rather than below each
control; should you place the unit at eye height or on ashelf which
obscures the view, Primare provide aclear template with the labels on
it to slip over the controls until you've ' learned' them. Stacking
anything on top of the Primares is ano- no because of ventilation
requirements. The top of the preamp also has asmall red LED to
indicate power-on status; in standby mode, agreen LED glows.
The back of the preamp is fully packed, with the main power-on
switch ( Primare recommend leaving the unit in standby mode except
for long periods of disuse), an array of gold-plated phono sockets for
all inputs, gold-plated earthing post, user-accessible fuse holder, IEC
mains socket for the non-captive mains lead, sockets for either
balanced XLR or unbalanced phono connections, headphone socket
(usable only when the front panel mute is engaged) and user
adjustment switches.
Here's where Primare really show their stuff with flexibility, joining
the ranks of Klyne, Krell and others who don't want their preamps to
be the limiting factors in system matching. For CD level matching, the
company has fitted an easily reached toggle which attenuates the
signal by 6dB. Remove apanel held by two gold finger-pressure
screws and you expose DIP switches providing 10 settings for m-c
sensitivity (0.05 to 2.0mV) and 12 settings for m-cimpedance ( 7.5 to
2k-ohm). Remove another panel surrounding the m- m sockets, and
you find DIP switches offering phono channel balance settings in
0.5dB steps from 0to 2.0 dB; Primare feel that even the finest
cartridges can show mild imbalance and this compensates for such
cases. ( Isuppose this compensates in part for the lack of aproper
balance control, but then Idon't find myself using one when Ido have
the option. so forgive my non- aggressive reaction to that oversight.)
Another set of DIPs offers four settings for m- m sensitivity ( 2to
10mV). The only thing missing here is fully adjustable capacitance.
Primare having settled on anominal 100pF for both phono stages.
The owner's manual implores users to experiment with these
settings, the fine-tuning operation rewarding the listener with
optimised playback of just about any cartridge you can name. My
listening sessions included Audio-Technica and Ortofon m-cs as well
as abudget Grado m- m, and the few minutes of effort could transform
the sound. There's no magic here, nothing for the Old Guard to
dismiss as nonsense. We're talking about the correct settings for given
products, to be operated as the designer intended. I'm simply
remarking on the joy of having this built into apreamp, rather than
resorting to outboard devices which could compromise the sound.
All of the switches and the stepped volume control have the
requisite ' luxury feel', and are pretty much self-explanatory. Aside
from the need to know that mute must be activated for headphone use
the only other anomaly is the non-inclusion of tape monitoring facility
during record. Primare felt that it was important on sonic grounds to
isolate the tape loop from the signal path, suggesting that you monitor
using either the 928's or the tape deck's headphone outlet.
Iwouldn't carp about this if the loss of atape loop only meant
bye-bye to off-tape monitoring, but it also makes life difficult if you
use asurround-sound decoder for VCR sound enhancement or any
other device which may strike your fancy. This is the only truly
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irksome operational lapse in the 928's design, and Ithink that Primare
should seriously consider offering aversion of the preamp capable of
handling at least two tape sources in both directions.
The power amplifiers' rear panels contain IEC mains sockets,
power on/off switch, fuse holders, XLR and phono inputs, and a
switch to change the input sensitivity to either 1V or 2V (- 6dB) to
facilitate preamp matching. This is obviously system-dependent, and a
nice option despite my belief that the majority of 928 amps will only
ever taste the output of a928 pre. The last items on the power amps
are speaker terminals like I've never encountered before. Iadmit to a
preference for five-way binding posts ( Ihate chopping off beautifully
soldered bananas or spades), but these gold-plated, bare-wire-only
terminals are the fattest, most secure posts to grace any amp I've used.
The Primares were supplied with their own balanced cables; Ialso
asked for asecond pair of identical length with phonotophono
termination so Icould compare balanced and unbalanced modes. The
former is, without question, to be preferred, and Ican only liken its
superiority — especially in the removal of background hash and other
low level noise — as on apar with upgrading cables by afistful of
Martin Colloms' percentage points. While Iunderstand that running
balanced line is mainly apriority for long lengths of cable, even in the
three metre region an improvement could be gauged. Ally this to the
most blatant display of the effects of absolute polarity that I've ever
heard, and you can see that sonic features have played as great apart
in this system's conception as did the convenience features.
Hook-up is straightforward, and switch-on is accompanied by a
mini-light show, the red LEDs flickering until all is stable. ( These also

flicker when you switch off, indicating capacitor discharge.) As many
audiophiles leave their equipment on constantly unless they're
expecting protracted periods of silence, warm-up won't be an issue;
switching from standby meant instant bliss. Switch-on from absolute
cold required agood two hours before all was well.
While all of the trimmings — the aesthetics, the full complement of
facilities — make these more appealing than most exotics as far as real
world considerations are concerned, it's soothing to know that
designer Niels Larsen was just as concerned about what went on
inside. He's opted for afully symmetrical preamp design with star
earthing, parallel-decoupled every amplification stage with ceramic
capacitors, incorporated hermetically sealed relays for switching
(every contact in the Primares is gold-plated including the volume
control), used single-sided PC boards to control capacitance and
devised an RIAA network with 0.1dB accuracy. The full symmetry
extends all the way from the preamp's inputs to the power amp's
outputs.
Larsen avoided the easy path to hi-fi press acceptability, eschewing
'designer' labels by opting for components which suited each stage
according to electronic or sonic needs rather than reputation. Indeed,
he even produced atwo-page paper delineating the superiority of
Sanken power transistors to other, trendier options. Larsen avoided a
pure Class- A design on practical grounds (ameliorating Class-A/B
switching problems by employing ultra-fast devices) and FETs
because of their large internal capacitance. Igot the impression from
Larsen that he has no particular allegiance, politicakor otherwise, to
any of the various amplifier categories, preferring bipolar devices to
FETs and other alternatives for the simple reason that their
behavioural characteristics are well-known and therefore easier to
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PRIMARE SELECTION
employ for the best results. What Larsen does agree with quite
emphatically is the need for massive, eager-to-deliver power supplies
and for power amplifiers capable of dealing with any real-world load.
With the exception of the Apogee Scintilla, the 928 shouldn't have
difficulty managing any loudspeaker. The unit is capable of generating
40 amps, or lkW peak power into an 0.5 ohm load, though it's
specified as a100 watter ( 8ohm). Ididn't use the 928 with the
Apogees, accepting the company's word that it isn't asuitable match.
Still, Itried the system with the Wilson WATTs, which some argue
are just as vicious, but Iexperienced no problems whatsoever. I
should add that the Primares are well- protected against all manner of
faults, including thermal sensors and an HF detection circuit ( for
signals above 30kHz), but Icouldn't get the amps to misbehave. I
don't even think that the fans switched on during the time Iused the
system.
The 928 System was slotted in between the Alphason Sonata
turntable and 100HS arm, the aforementioned cartridges, Yamaha
and Sony CD players, Yamaha and Harman/Kardon tuners and
speakers including the WATTs, Celestion SL600s, Wharfedale Ritz
Diamonds and JBL's £6000 studio- monitorsin domestic-drag, the
awesome Everests. This gave me arange of speakers from the
WIMP.

IPWWWWW/WWWWill

cheap'n'cheerful up through acouple of not- too-easy-to-drive
audiophile darlings and on to apair of horn-loaded monsters capable
of disco destruction. Programme material ran the gamut from Virgil
Fox's organ extravaganzas to DMP jazz CDs to virtually unlistenable
Beatles bootlegs, as well as abrief burst of the Archers out of
deference to my colleague.
It's unavoidable: Ilet the Primares ensnare me, but — un Siren like
—they didn't lure me to my death on the rocks. Iadmit to being
predisposed towards these units, ever since that day at apast CES
when Iheard them making high-end sounds from decidedly unhighend cases. Maybe Iwanted them to sound as good as they looked; I
don't know. Whatever my preconceptions, the Primares definitely
delivered the goods.
Having heard them in others' systems ( including the best match I've
ever heard with the Martin- Logan CLS electrostatics), Iknew that
they were more than pretty faces; Ijust had to prove it to myself in my
own environment. Would the Primares be the units to bridge the gap
between highend austerity and low-end frills? Can this be the
acceptable face of high-end audio? Can your interior designer finally
stop wringing his or her hands when you say, 'Oh, and make room for
some serious hi-fi'?
You betcha.
Having gone to great lengths to cover the joyous styling and sheer
userfriendliness with which the Primares score 11 out of 10. Ican
relate that sonic disappointments proved few and far between. These
products, while most assuredly high-end performers, may not be the
absolute state-of-the-art, but then the normal rules do not apply. Way
back in the second paragraph. Imentioned consumers who go for the
ultimate sound regardless of the sacrifices; they'll find abit better bass
here, abit more power there. Tube lovers will prefer something more
romantic or warm, et cetera, et cetera as the King of Siam would say.
But for the cake-eaters — WOW!
The 928 System, first and foremost, is silky smooth, almost tube- like
in its freedom from nasties and about as unlikely to induce fatigue as
any solid-state system I've tried. With the exception of the very lowest
registers, it sounded absolutely consistent and evenhanded in its
treatment of the signal, with no single part of the spectrum from
mid bass on up standing out for criticism. The extreme bottom, as
revealed by the massive drivers of the Everests, was abit loose,
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lacking the authority of the 100W Krells, but that would simply
suggest their use with some speaker less in need of exception damping
via the amplifier. This was consistent from source to source, and about
the only serious sonic trait to consider when mating the Primares to
the rest of ahi-fi chain.
Detail was there a'plenty, and it was — mercifully — non aggressive
because of the inherent sweetness of the Primares. Though the sounds
were finely etched, edginess did not intrude unless the source material
was sub-standard. Neither was there asoftening to blunt the edges of
ultracrisp transients, especially those found on DMP CDs, so
suggestions that the Primares err one way or the other are misplaced.
Auditioned through the WATTs, where the mild bass aberrations
were 'filtered' out of harm's way, the Primares proved to be
exceptionally uncoloured on voice and acoustic recordings, surely the
toughest test material of all. Natural recordings had the body and the
ambience preserved and portrayed with afine sense of weight and
space, although the soundstage is not the largest I've encountered.
What was exceptional by any standards was image height, aminor
consideration perhaps, but still alaudable achievement.
Though the Primares displayed admirable attack — transient
recovery being especially good — they do not ' kick ass', as it were. Call
it power or energy ( and Idon't mean in terms of actual current yield),
there are better amplifiers one can employ for listening in aperpetual
fortissimo mode. Dynamics are there with absolutely positive
delineation, loud vs. soft being awellformed relationship, but the
system doesn't rock the rafters as is required by certain types of music,
like low-down heavy metal ( which, by the way, outsells classical on a
global scale). If it sounds to you that the Primares are abit effete,
you'll have to weigh that weakness against the obvious strengths.
Which are, to remind you yet again, the very reasons why these
components exist. If the Primares are 11 out of 10 for non-sonic
virtues, and only 9out of 10 for sheer sound quality, then that
averages out at 10 out of 10 when all things are considered. And when
you then accept that no other products combine major league sound
with anything even approaching the domestic mien of the Primares,
then these have to be regarded —for aspecific type of consumer — as
the perfect solution to the age-old problem of hi fiheaven tainted with
hi fihell. Would 1trade off the bottom few Hz and asense of slam for
the heart-throb looks, magnificent construction, and ' level of
equipment'? Yes, in the same way that I'd rather rely on aPorsche 928
than any supercar made in Italy. This is, as afriend pointed out, a
choice between Catherine Deneuve and Madonna. Yes, we're talking
about sex appeal, and if that doesn't matter to you, then the issue's
already decided.
Just like Isaid in paragraph 1.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
928 Preamp
Input Sensitivity

Signal to Noise Ratio

Maximum Input Voltage

Distortion
Frequency response, 101h- 1M/ Iz
50-50kHz
20-120kIlz
Channel balance
Maximum output
Output impedance

Power Amp
Output I00W
200W
300W
Input level/impedance
Frequency Response
Distortion
Signal to Noise ratio
Slew rate
Damping factor
Typical purchase price inc VAT

PRIMARE 928

0.05-2.0mV m-c ( 10 settings)
2-10mV m-m ( 4settings)
100 or 200mV CD
100mV Tuner/Tape/Aux
76dB m-m
67dB m-c
92dB Line
200mV m- m
5mV m-c
10V Line
0.001% All inputs
+0/-3dB line
±0.IdB m-m/m-c
+0,-1dB
>0.1dB
20V (via XLR)
10V ( Via phono)
100ohm tape
2.0ohm XLR
1.0ohm phono
8ohm
4ohm
2ohm
1or 2V phono, 10k-ohm
2or 4V XLR, 20k-ohm
1-200kHz + 0, - 3dB ( IW 8ohm)
0.08% THD 20-20kHz
>105dB
40V/microsecond

ao

£8750

Distributed by: Acoustic Gold Ltd. IOrston Lodge, Old Farm Road. Hampton.
Middlesex TiV12 3RQ Tel: 01-941 6737
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The world is full of products made
down to a price. To our customers,
music and Hi Fi are worth sacrificing
other purchases, and in the longterm accomplish more pleasure as
well as economy.
In the amplifier world, Audio
Research reigns sonically supreme,
and the SP-9 Pre-Amp at £ 1,695 will
make 1988 memorable for many
fortunate people. Now we are proud
to announce the forthcoming D-125,
a matching power amplifier to be
released later this year: so start
saving now! If you can't wait to
bring Audio Research into your life,
here is a bargain: we have a partexchanged SP-8at £995 and aD-701I
at £ 1,250; or £2,195 the pair, both
items guaranteed for 12 months
under the new Approved Used
Equipment Warranty Scheme.
The advanced use of hybrid
design has also been employed with
special merit by Counterpoint from
California, and The Music Room
stock the SA7 Mk.II Pre-Amp (£745)
and the SA- 12 (£ 1,250) and SA-20
(£2,350). Due to the favourable dollar rate, we are able to promote our
American High-end at 15% below
list during February only; further
arrangements will depend on
events, so ring for details. This
promotion will make Magneplanar
loudspeakers very attractive, especially the SMGa and the new 2.5,
and we have in our sale one pair of
MG 3a's at only £2,000, carriage &
insurance paid! Local customers
should see our exclusive Magneplanar feet which improve both sound
and appearance for only £99 per
pair.
Two further panel loudspeaker
bargains in the greatest sale we
have ever held is a pair of Apogee
Duettas at £ 1,700 per pair, used but
perfect, boxed ( owner moving to a
small flat.) We have a Krell KSA-50
in the sale, ex-dem at £2,140 ( a
saving of £400) and its matching
Pre-amp the as yet underrated PAM5 at only £ 1,189 a saving also of
£400. And we have for only £450 a
second-hand pair of Accoustat
Model- X in white ( passive version,
requiring power amplifier).
The ideal amplifiers for Apogee
loudspeakers are Krell and more
recently Meitner. The latter are
much more economic and compact,
but ashort audition (or acopy of the

The Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN
061-835 1366
(Now Open Six Days)

rave reviews from America) will
soon convince you that Meitners
Make Sense. For example, with the
currency discount of 15% the PA-6
Pre-Amp costs only £ 1,440 ( RRP
£1,695) and the 100W monoblocks
only £ 1,610.75 ( RRP £ 1,895). These
prices include vat, carriage UK and
of course our full two year guarantee. Send for literature and our
Information Sheet No.10. The STR50, the stereo 50 watt power amplifier, is reduced in February from
£970 to an incredible £825 so what
are you waiting for?
Bargain hunters at our shops will
also spot Beard — the best of British
valves, and Concordant Audio. We
have spoken before of the amazing
sonic quality and advanced simplicity of this cool- running four-valved
pre-amp with separate ( solid-state)
power supply: all for only £799.
Save £ 150 on two ( part-exchanged
back for an SP-9 and an SP- 11) but
be quick or you'll be too late.
In conclusion, the ABC of valves is
quite simple: Audio Research, Beard
and Concordant / Counterpoint. D is
for dunce, delay and digitally chopped music.
ANALOGUE
The market for LP records and turntables has suffered very little from
CD, and both markets had stabilised
alongside each other before the end
of last year. Again, both analogue
and CD products presented buyers
with high quality reasons to invest
their hard-earned cash and the
Canadian Oracle Delphi Mk. 3, with
or without the Air-Tangent tonearm
and Koetsu or Kiseki pick-up cartridge is aesthetically and sonically
stunning. Lend us an ear, and consider the optional Sicomin mat, also
from Absolute Sounds.
We also stock and recommend the
pick of the crop from Michell, the
Gyrodek a bargain at £595 and the
amazing Alphason Sonata, with or
without its own HR- 100 tonearm. At
mid-price, the Roksan Xerxes with
its latest super bearing fully
deserves all the status this young
and dedicated company has already
achieved. For economy try it with a
Rega arm, or for definitive status the
SME IV or V will cost £675 or £ 1,138
but last for life.
So will your records, if you use
LAST, and the good news is that it is

The Music Room
221 St, Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY
041-248 7221
(Open Six days)
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available again in the UK. If you are
serious about your records, you
need it. There are many copies of
LAST but LAST was first! Formula
One is the Power Record Cleaner,
which is applied only once per LP to
remove mold- release- agent and
other contamination to which dirt
adheres. Thanks to the unique LAST
hand applicator, the cost, noise and
time taken by record- cleaning
machines is no longer necessary.
Formula Two should then be
applied, again only once ( labels supplied): this is a preservative which
fills crevices and pitholes and
strengthens and lubricates the
groove surface (
around ten molecules deep — Last never leaves a
deposit). Formula Five is the famed
Stylast which lubricates the stylus
and extends its life up to ten times
the untreated norm. You can hear
that something amazing is taking
place, if you simply listen to an
untreated record, then again either
with Stylast alone, or better, with
Formulae 1 + 2and Ihave seen the
looks of amazement in peoples'
faces. For the sonic improvement
alone, LAST is truly value for
money; but the extension of stylus
and record life is also worth it alone.
LAST is for anyone who is serious
about sound, and new formulae
have now been developed by the
LAST Factory for the other media —
tape and CD.

COMPACT DISC
From Cambridge Audio, the amazing three-box CD- 1is on demonstration, but such is its quality that even
at £ 1500 it is still subject to awaiting
list. We are pleased to announce its
successor: so watch this space but if
you can't wait, the CD-2 with its
amazing 16X oversampling and
musical abilities plus a price tag of
over £599 makes it an obvious
investment: £30 off in our sale, and
ex-stock at the time of writing! Keep
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up the good work Mr Curtis. The
C75/P75 Pre-and Power amp costing
£575 per pair are also something of
a bargain. Compare them with the
Audiolab and Musical Fidelity and
enjoy our excellent coffee. Now for
de-luxe CD players at affordable
prices, how about a Nakamichi
OMS1E for £399? Compare it with
the Denon, Philips and Yamaha
models ( in alphabetical order).
LOUDSPEAKERS
This newsletter began with the
theme of no-compromise products.
Three loudspeakers of impeccable
quality quality in small bulk are the
£1195 Sonus Faber from Italy, the
£3000 Ensemble PA1 Reference
from Switzerland (see Hi Fi News
April 1988) and the recently
reviewed WATTs from USA costing
£5500. These loudspeakers (the
finest headphones on the planet,
according to Ken Kessler) only work
with the highest grade of ancillary
equipment, but they are capable of
stunning! In addition to the special
opportunities in loudspeakers at the
start of this Letter, we have the
Chairman's Infinity RS Ib's for
£3,750 ( as he has to keep up with the
Pearsons) and apair of ex-dem Gale
Chrome 402's — save £ 150 at £649 if
you'll tolerate a little scratch which
appeared overnight. Oh, and an exdem Dark Walnut Source turntable —
save £ 150 — only £ 700. There are so
many bargains that you had better
sent to Glasgow your self-addressed
envelope (we'll provide our own
stamp!) and we'll send you acurrent
list plus our new Accessory News
sheet.
THE LAST PARAGRAPH
As the Last UK Importers, we invite
Trade Inquiries, but if you are needing aquick fix, you can get it direct
from our shops or by post. Prices
include VAT and UK postage First
Class:-

: Power Cleaner for LP's
: LP Preservative
: LP Regular Cleaner
: Stylus Cleaner
: STYLAST
: CD Micro-Scratch protector
: Cassette heads & path cleaner

DESIGNER & LIFESTYLE
HI-FL TV & VIDEO:
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5012
(Now Open Six days)

IN CAR HI-FI &
AUTO-ELECTRONICS:
Mobile Fidelity
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5775
(Closed Tuesdays)

£12.50
16.95
7.95
6.25
19.95
13.95
12.95

AREALISTIC 'REFERENCE'?
Martin Colloms reviews the Goldmund ST4 integrated turntable

I

N AUDIOPHILE CIRCLES, products from the Swiss
manufacturer Goldmund enjoy ahigh reputation. HFNIRR
reviewed their Mimesis 3compact power amplifier last October,
and it provided afirst-class performance, while models such as
their fabulously expensive Reference turntable exert astrong
influence on audio thinking, despite the small numbers produced.
However, in recent years the mainstay for the company has been
provided by two products which, used together, comprise another
turntable model, the Studio. These are the motor unit of that name
and the parallel tracking T3(F) tonearm. Subject to some detail
refinement and evolutionary development, these have now been in
production for some seven or eight years; indeed, it is the same T3F
which is fitted to the top- price Reference turntable, although in this
location with some augmentation to its oversize acrylic mounting
plate.
An unquestionably high standard can thus be achieved, one which
reaches new limits for the vinyl disc and leaves even the best digital
replay some distance behind. This should not, however, be taken as a
specific condemnation of the CD medium, since the Goldmund
Reference also distances itself from all lesser analogue turntables. The
Reference is an experience that should not be missed, and while most
sensible readers would regard its £20,000 asking price as something of
an outrage, Ican reassure them that the product does constitute good
engineering value in aprofessional context, and is far from being some
sort of confidence trick. How can you put aprice on excellence?
However, all is not lost, as the company have now released amore
moderately priced turntable, the ST4. This £4000 integrated model
comprises aversion of the Studio fitted with aspecial T3 arm —
another parallel tracking device designated T4. Traditionally built as a
separate unit, the T3F arm evolved in conjunction with acomplex
electronic control section, the latter accommodated in aseparate box
which represents asignificant part of the total cost. The idea behind
the ST4 player was to integrate the tonearm ( now the T4) completely
with the turntable, including the arm control section, and to use a
common power supply to produce anew product at amuch lower
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price. To achieve such savings, some minor engineering economies
have been made in the arm ( see later), while the main deletions
concern elimination of the automatic functions.
Thus the ST4 is presented as alarge, manually operated turntable,
with a50x 50cm base requiring an overall depth of 62cm to allow for
lid elevation. Most turntable stands are too small and will require an
oversize top-plate cut to take the ST4. Thick black acrylic is used for
the lower section — both for the motor board chassis and plinth or base
—while the spring- loaded hinged cover comes in glassclear acrylic.
Both base and lid are handcrafted and are of sufficient thickness to
produce aheavy, acoustically dead structure. The appearance is
softened by agentle rounding of the polished edges of the base unit.
The Lurné Audiomeca showed where aturntable's controls should
logically be positioned: on the top-plate (
HFM RR Jan '88). However,
Goldmund are clearly traditionalists, and the ST4 control panel
continues to be placed in arecess on the front section of the base. It
looks neat enough, but cannot be seen when one stands near the deck
to operate it. As aresult, one soon learns to work the controls by
touch only, having memorised the position and order of the simple
array of just three lever-switches. The first is spring- biased and
controls the arm cueing. A downwards push sets the arm up or down,
the control signal operating asmall cueing motor fitted to the arm.
The second switch is power on-off ( the turntable is permanently
connected to the mains via asmall low- voltage transformer unit, using
aspecial plug on the rear of the turntable base). Speed selection from
achoice of 33 1
/ or 45rpm is set by the third lever.
4
The motor is adirect drive unit, selected for Goldmund and
produced by aspecialist Japanese manufacturer. Regardless of any
historic arguments about the merits of belt or direct drive systems, it
has proved reliable and free from hassle for dealer and customer alike.
It has the merits of true absolute speed (quartz servo-controlled), an
easy speed changeover, and excellent results for wow, flutter and
rumble. Goldmund have applied special design details to the use of
the motor, relating to the platter interface, the power supply, and
platter inertia, which are said to take its performance beyond the
49
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A REALISTIC REFERENCE 01>
usual expectations.
The T4 comprises agimbal arm with an effective length of 200mm,
suspended on aprecision four-roller carriage fitted with four
additional stabilisers which run on the rails of asturdy gantry. Angular
tracking error is detected optically and used to control amotor driving
the carriage, which thus accurately follows the groove spiral. It also
offers auto lift-off at end of side, sensed via the increased lateral drift
of the arm when traversing the runout groove. Cueing to the start of a
disc or aparticular place is accomplished by hand, sliding the carriage
as required. In the arm- up position, drive is released and the arm rolls
smoothly and easily; when cued down, the traverse servo is
automatically engaged.
Concerning cabling and location, the T4 is fitted with phonosockets
for use with any suitable cable, the latter led via ahole in the chassis
plate and out via asimilar hole in the plinth. Unfortunately, little
provision has been made for dressing the cable into any kind of loop to
avoid impeding subchassis movement; cable clamps are apparently
available, but the choice of cable may also prove important. In my
opinion, phonoplugs should be fitted to the turntable base, exploiting
the high flexibility of the pure silver internal wiring. Goldmund agree
in principle, but have adopted the present arrangement to allow for
their future product planning, which includes apreamplifier whereby
the moving-coil section is designed as aremote unit to be installed
directly into the turntable. This will reduce quality losses and improve
signal-to-noise ratios. A most laudable target; but for the present.
care must be taken with existing cables so as not to impede the
subchassis action.
The suspended mass is high, and the ST4 player sits quite stably on
its three adjustable feet. One of these is conical, to provide the main
transfer path for coupled vibrational energy. Its isolation factor is
high, allowing good results to be obtained on avariety of supports of
suitable size. The enthusiast can optimise the performance by using an
appropriately sized 30-40mm thick granite or similar panel on aspiked
frame/table, placing the Goldmund on that. If astand spike is located
over afloor joist, afurther improvement will result, and aposition as
near to afwall as possible is also asensible move in stability terms. A
concave surface is machined into the platter to provide adegree of
disc flattening and platter contact when used in conjunction with a
centre clamp. Sticky mats or vacuum systems are thus avoided.

Technical details
Made as asingle unit, the chassis-motorboard is cut from polished
black acrylic, 15mm thick, to which the motor and arm are directly
fixed. The chassis is very heavy, with inherently low selfresonance,
and is supported on three large coilsprings. Two rest on felt surfaces,
while the third contacts arigid washer to provide asingle dissipation
path. The spring heights may be adjusted easily for levelling purposes,
using ahex wrench via holes accessible from the upper surface. The
compliance of these coil springs acts as afused circuit in conjunction
with the high suspended mass to provide amechanical filter which
progressively attenuates external vibration above the system's
resonant frequency. In this case, it lies around 2.5Hz for the vertical
mode, leading to amaximum of 5Hz in the well-damped rocking and
rotational modes.
The highmass plinth is rigidly constructed from 15mm acrylic,
which provides additional filtering in conjunction with the tripod feet
and their fixing compliances. If amasonry slab plus spiked underframe were to be included, this would add athird filter system
specifically effective in the midrange.
Cylindrical lead weights are inserted into the periphery of the 20mm
thick acrylic platter to increase its rotational flywheel effect and
smooth out any residual power pulses which might be generated by
the motor. The platter is decoupled from the motorshaft by aPTFE
liner plus athree-point contact between the motor hub and the
platter, these two features serving to inhibit resonance and noise in
the motor/platter system.
The motor itself is ahigh-performance multipole direct drive unit
with amagnetically shielded hub and awell damped 2nd-order
servo-control. No contacts are employed, speed measurement being
achieved by amagnetically energised printedcircuit sensor winding.
The motor comes from Japan, and has aprecision-ground stainlesssteel shaft running in aclose-tolerance bronze sleeve. As such, it
shows low friction and no discernible play or float. Cogging is not a
feature of this unit except during start-up, and once rated speed is
attained it is stabilised by reference to an HF quartz oscillator, divided
down electronically. Appropriate division ratios provide for selection
of 33 1
/
3and 45rpm. The intrinsic rumble from ahigh quality bearing
such as here can be very low — down to — 80dB DIN B for example —
but with direct-drive motors there is obviously apotential for motor
vibration to be directly communicated to the platter, or to the
tonearm via the chassis. The flow of torque from the motor must
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therefore be very smooth, and some care was taken during
measurement to analyse motor noise levels.
Bolted directly to the motor board, the arm offers longitudinal
cartridge adjustment via slotted holes in the aluminium plate
headshell. The latter is grooved on the underside to improve contact
with the cartridge and with the fixing area where the headshell is
bolted to the arm beam. Four miniature socket-head bolts are used
here. Outwardly, the T4 appears quite conventional. For example, it
uses arigid aluminium alloy main beam, step-tapered, and is not
much shorter than aconventional pivoted design. A full gimbal
bearing assembly is used to give alimited degree of travel in all
required planes, with the precision Swiss ball-races pre- loaded to take
out any slack. This assembly is bolted to acarriage fitted with wheels
using PTFE-faced caged bearings running on rigid machined
aluminium rails. All surfaces but one are lined with avery thin layer of
felt, the one exposed face constituting the defined rattle-free
mechanical path from the suspended arm to the alloy gantry, and
thence to the chassis. A vane-and-trough arrangement provides for
viscous fluid damping, using an appropriate grade of silicone fluid. In
fact, the correct degree of damping results in superior stereo focus and
the control of arm energy in the upper frequency range.
Set alongside the main arm is asecondary beam carrying the optical
sensors. These operate in conjunction with alight vane fixed near to
the base of the headshell and responsive to shifts of 1-2mm, or around
30" of arc. The optical output directs the electronics to feed power
gently to the carriage motor until that minor error is removed.
Typically, when correctly set, the arm moves by increments of
approximately two groove widths. Rumble is avoided by using avery
small and highly geared precision motor, decoupled on arubber
bushing and linked by aresilient belt to the arm carriage. By
differentially adjusting the left and right height-fixing screws, some
control of cartridge azimuth is also possible. A conventional heavy
counterweight is fitted, set close to the pivot, and the effective mass at
the headshell is typically lOg inclusive of hardware. With damping,
cartridges in the 6-12g mass range are suitable, with LF stylus
compliances in the medium region of 8-16cu.
In comparison with the more costly T3F arm system, it is apparent
that some small compromises have been made; for example, the
torque/speed relationship for the traverse motor is not so good in the
T4, while the overall fit of the parts is to ahigher precision on the T3,
whose main housing is also more substantial. These factors may subtly
affect stereo image focus, mid coloration and treble purity, and
fortunately our critical judgement of such aspects were sharpened by
prior use of aStudio/T3F. However, in theory at least, the Goldmund
arm does avoid the pitfalls of many other parallel tracking devices,
ranging from imperfect bearings and loose mechanical structures, to
problems with large effective-mass differentials between the
horizontal and vertical planes of motion.

Sound quality
With aturntable such as this one cannot rush into auditioning. The
proper preparations have to be made, the matching system carefully
set up and arranged, and other good turntables made available for
comparison. Ancillaries such as pickup cartridges and cables also have
to be selected with care. Once such matters are settled, arm alignment
is afurther and critical factor. Designs such as the T4 can be most
revealing of both the quality of the cartridge and the state of tune of
the arm. When correctly and optimally set, the geometry of aparallel
tracking arm is so precise as to make lesser states of tune readily
obvious, so encouraging one to seek the best possible condition.
In the main, auditioning was carried out using my Koetsu Red
Signature, with further work including the use of avan den Hul MC
One and aKiseki Lapis Lazuli, the latter potentially beyond the
performance of the ST4 — though this Goldmund design certainly gave
it agood run for its money. The ST4 turntable proved to be relatively
uncritical of placement, in that its effective suspension and good
acoustic and vibration isolation allowed it to deliver afine result
whether it was placed on asmall steel table or awall unit. Conversely,
its obvious potential for ahigh performance indicated that care should
be taken with siting and that further sonic benefits could then accrue.
Given constant choice of turntable table support, those models which
provided timely reference points included the Pink Triangle PT
TOO/SME V, Audiomeca/SL5, and Goldmund Studio-T3F. In fact,
only afew months ago the Studio T3F had itself been thoroughly
compared with the Goldmund Reference system.
As fine-tuning proceeded it became blindingly obvious that the ST4
was afirst-rate turntable. Its sound characteristics can provide the
basis for an extended discussion of its strengths and weaknesses, but
the main point is simply that it sounds very well — although it was not
without some early minor mechanical teething problems. It was
tremendously easy to listen to, the sound flowing effortlessly from the
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unwinding groove spiral. Capturing some of the spirit of the
Reference, the ST4 appeared to make the mechanical aspects of vinyl
groove tracing less obvious, as if that hard-profiled diamond stylus
were gliding rather than scraping along the groove walls. Associated
extraneous noises such as surface ` ssh', ticks and pops, treble
distortion, and treble grain or grit, were either banished or at the very
least strongly ameliorated when compared with the usual experience.
Vinyl discs sounded exceptionally smooth played on the ST4, and
listening tests demonstrated from the start anoticeable lack of
emphasis or exaggeration which allowed each recording to make its
own impression.
The sound was excellently controlled right to the audible frequency
extremes, the turntable system making light work of records which on
lesser players could appear rather strained. In that sense this
Goldmund made it sound almost too easy, such was the unruffled
nature of its performance. Conversely, the more dramatic sections of
achosen programme were handled with an air of confident authority.
A revealing element was identified during quieter, slower passages,
where the music remained articulate, informative and interesting in
passages or musical items where lesser players often fail to hold one's
full attention.
In terms of the stereo images produced, the ST4 was placed in the
top class, even if it came second to the Reference and the Studio T3.
The sound-stage showed great width, while the player also allowed the
cartridge to recover agreat measure of the ambience and low-level
detail, endowing the stereo image with considerable depth and
atmosphere. Individual recordings clearly showed their own special
acoustics, whether false echo, studio space or concert-hall ambience.
Soloists were very well focused on the sound-stage, well separated
from each other and from the supporting performers. Fine
perspectives were shown, with good depth layering revealed on
appropriately recorded material.
In fact the rather laid-back presentation of the ST4 might prove too
relaxed for some tastes, although personally Ienjoyed its graceful,
easy performance. But that is not to say that it lacks good dynamics:
forceful tracks were expressed with drive and speed, bass lines were
unusually punchy and showed superbly consistent timing and rhythm.
Subjectively assessed, the pitch stability was excellent, this being a
Goldmund hallmark. No audible wow or flutter was discernible, and
even records which had shown mild wow on other players with radial
arms, sounded more stable on the Goldmund. This was believed to be
due to two factors: the inherently stable speed of the Studio and the
action of aparallel tracking arm. The latter's tracking geometry does
not exaggerate the speed variation component of amildly eccentric
disc, since its swing is essentially at right-angles to the forward groove
velocity ( the absolute pitch reference) and thus does not modify it at
the stylus. It was surprising just how much this high level of pitch
stability helped to underpin the scale and power of astereo
sound-stage — and make no mistake, this turntable produced well
founded stereo images on alarge scale.
In the bass the ST4 was impressive — fast and clean-edged, tuneful
and showing good power and extension. Just ahint of blurring and
overhang were present in the very low bass, perhaps in the 25-35Hz
range, filling out the balance of the smaller monitor speakers and
adding alittle excess on the largest and most full-bodied designs. The
midrange was gently shaded towards richness, with awarm cello
sound and well balanced vocals lacking either nasality or excessive
thinness, appearing rounded and well mannered. Some mild clouding
of detail and transparency were noted in the low midrange, only
detectable by close reference to the results for the same range as
portrayed by the Studio-T3F, though Ifancy that in comparison, this
latter player might have to concede something in its bass performance
to the ST4.
In the treble this Goldmund package was up with the best in its
class. To the best of my recollection, while it was not as airy as the
Audiomeca/SL5 or the Airtangent, the ST4 treble was finely detailed,
harmonically pure and free from 'zing' or 'sibilance': Such a
performance is indicative of afine tonearm design as well as excellent
bearings— afact Ican confirm directly from experience with my first
ST4 sample which was sent over for display and photography purposes
only. This unit had slack arm bearings, and when auditioned (for
interest's sake only) it turned out to have a ' hard', forward midrange
as well as abrash, grainy, sibilant and defocused treble. That audition
gave amost unpromising view of the ST4, one which the proper
production sample soon dispelled. However, this comparison was a
most convincing demonstration of the necessity for sound arm
bearings as well as giving aclear indication of good structural quality
for the arm as awhole.
Auditioning using the MC One revealed the full potential of the
arm, especially with some extra silicone damping, though the
combination proved to be so relaxed that some people might find it
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lacking in excitement. The Red Signature also matched it very well,
while the first trials with the Kiseki Lapis suggested that it could offer
something rather special in the way of the resolution of detail —
although its cost is phenomenal. The ST4 imposed very little of itself
on the final sound, and allowed the character of the cartridge used to
be fully expressed, which may well serve to widen the final choice of
cartridge. It proved to be aconsistently strong performer on both rock
and classical material, giving much satisfaction over very extended
periods of music listening and showing some justification for the
'audiophile' pricing.

Lab report
Although at 2.9kg static mass it is not particularly heavy, the platter
enjoys arather higher rotational moment due to the peripheral
distribution of its lead weights— at arough estimate, double that
suggested by the static measurement. But despite the high moment of
inertia, the motor reached full speed and locked-in' typically at 2.0
seconds, at which point the drive was synchronous and offered ahigh
locked torque. This meant that no speed change at all occurred under
load until ' lock' was broken, an impossibility under normal playing
conditions. It also means that in contrast to the belt-drive systems,
small movements of the sub-chassis due to vibration and/or LF
rocking are not reflected as speed changes on the platter except in the
case of sub-chassis rotation — an unlikely mode.
With zero speed error (due to the quartz oscillator reference) speed
does not change with time or loading variations, although avery small
momentary shift may be detected when the test-loading is first
applied. But this error quickly disappears, without overshoot, in
typically 0.2s, and amounts to around 0.1% of speed inaccuracy; load
removal results in atiny undershoot of similar timing and degree.
These fine results reflected the high power and good servo-control of
the motor, but would this be offset by motor pulse breakthrough or
increased rumble? Certainly if judged on the basis of the DIN
B-weighted figures the results were excellent, approaching — 80dB, a
level considered inaudible.
Analysing the rumble spectrograms ( Graph 1), the lower trace
shows the static electrical components for reference purposes, and the
upper plot the total rumble, where the arm cartridge resonance is the
first peak to appear at around I2Hz. Only two visible components
below 100Hz are not related to the 50Hz mains harmonics and thus
might be due to the motor. These are of very low amplitude and
appear at 30Hz and 40Hz. No significant frequency components are
visible, and this must be considered an excellent result, better than is
obtained from the majority of belt-drive systems. Tested for DIN
peak wow and flutter, 'sigma 2' weighted, the result was an
extraordinarily low 0.02%, at the master-lacquer limit. Individual
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Graph 2. ST4: Impulse response
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A REALISTIC REFERENCE
unweighted readings for wow gave an excellent 0.09% and flutter
0.07%. As used by Goldmund, this motor delivers aremarkably good
performance — echoing the Lentek subchassis turntable with its
Japanese direct-drive motor, amodel in some respects years ahead of
its time.
One moderate weakness was identified, namely the structural
rigidity of the motor assembly relative to platter and sub-chassis.
Control of platter rocking depends on this interface and it was
undeniably aweaker aspect of the Studio design. The disc impulse
response was extremely good at mid and high frequencies ( Graph 2),
showing excellent damping of the usual fast transient; but the time
response is then dominated by LF ringing. Spectral analysis of the
impuse tallied with the cyclic period in Graph 2to show apeak at
32.5Hz, and this was confirmed as aplatter rocking mode due to the
compliance of the motor chassis. Higher frequency modes were well
controlled, and judging from this analysis, ringing of the platter itself
was virtually non-existent.
The usual test for acoustic breakthrough gave the excellent result
shown in Graph 3, while the result for vibration isolation ( Graph 4)
was also very good, if not in the class of the Audiomeca JI reviewed in
January. Some harmonic suspension-spring resonances of small
amplitude can be seen up to 250Hz in the ST4 spectrum, but very good
shock resistance was shown, with no sign of acoustic feedbacklwhen
the arm cable is reasonably compliant.
Turning to the arm, the headplate join to the main beam was most
secure, while the cartridge pin tags are sensibly designed with
gold-plated spring contacts. Given its parallel tracking design, the arm
geometry was predicably excellent, and only dependent on the skill of
the installer. No slackness was detected in the gimbal bearings, while
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The new Goldmund ST4 is amost interesting product. Reviewed at a
time which sees CD powerfully established, it offers ( at an audiophile
price) audiophile sound quality of astandard which can turn heads
and embarrass the finest of today's CD players by anoticeable
margin! Although the T4 arm is derived from the T3F, it sounded
neither the same nor like acheaper version; the minor compromises
involved in any design at this level are simply seen to be differently
balanced in the ST4. Whatever one's opinion of the matter, the ST4,
with its simpler manually positioned T4 arm, is eminently successful;
its effective direct-drive motor may be unfashionable, hut it
dependably delivers perfect pitch, and essentially no wow, flutter or
rumble. Equipped with the well-established Goldmund acrylic platter
and subchassis system, the Studio does achieve aremarkably good
sound quality.
At present the tonearm does cue rather too fast, with the cartridge
in danger of bouncing on the record on first descent, and Ihope that
Goldmund will address this point without delay. In compensation, the
arm did deliver aperformance worthy of Goldmund, nicely balancing
the turntable's reputation and confirming the success of this well
integrated design. With the Studio-TM' something of areference in its
own right, the ST4 provides an ultimate performance little removed
from that combination but at asaving of some £2000 — not to be
sneezed at these days. Goldmund have succeeded in convincing me of
the merits of aproperly constructed parallel tracking arm, and this
turntable also has the benefits of easy levelling and alignment, with no
problems encountered with drive- belts and the like. It is amenable to
further improvement, for example the larger power supply and a
stone- topped, spiked supporting table; but in any case it deserves
careful siting and dedicated adjustment of the tonearm and cartridge
by askilled dealer. The performance sets the industry standard at this
price level, and demands afirm recommendation for this substantial
player.
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friction was held to asatisfactory 50mg or less in both planes. Lead
torque was present for larger arm deflections, but since these cannot
occur in practice due to the combination of arm servo-drive and the
platter clamp system, this was judged to be irrelevant. The cue
operated too quickly and was in danger of bouncing the stylus if used
to lower within amusic hand. Cue rate is bound up with the drive-cord
clamp action, and some further work might help matters here,
perhaps with aslower motor of higher torque.
Charted for arm resonances ( Graph 5), the arm proved to be
remarkably free from breakup modes. Good main- beam stiffness was
shown by the pair of resonances located above the I
kHz centre- line —
peaks of surprisingly low amplitude. Higher frequency modes were
weakly supported, with just one of any significance located at 19kHz,
on the edge of audibility. This graph was obtained with the
damping-well 1
/2
full of silicone fluid, and without damping the upper
frequency effects were marginally ' louder'. The arm performance was
clearly very good, brought about by acombination of good design and
build rather than by the application of any particular design
breakthrough.
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Graph 5. ST4: Arm resonances measured at headshell
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Effective mass (at stylus)
Adjustments
Friction ( lativert)
Cue drift
Cue rate ( ascent/descent)
Damping
Typical price ( inc VAT)
Distributed by

GOLDMUND ST4
trisprung motor/arm board, quartz-locked
direct-drive
acrylic with lead inserts, 2.9kg
33 1
//45rpm
2
0.02%
0.09/0.07%
zero
zero
2secs
—76/78dB (- 79dB L+R)
3-point: 2plastic, 1spike
hinge-mounted clear acrylic, finish less than
perfect
50.5 x50.5x 1lcm
parallel tracking, servo-controlled, plus gimbal
bearings
overhang, vert/lat angles
15/50mg
negligible
1.5/0.8secs ( latter too fast for safety)
silicone fluid well
£4000
Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple Road, London
SW20. Tel: 01-947 5047
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There's nowhere
like it for !
0 Huge selection of
products from the
world's leading names

O The largest selection of
CD players and discs
in the UK
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demonstration
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0 Home demonstration
service

0 Best price
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PERFECTIONISTS
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O Free life membership with each CD
payer - worth £ 50

O Open till 7.30prt
each weekday
and 6.00pm
on Saturday

FROM THE
IN SOUND, YOU COULD

0 Discount card
scheme to save you
big money on discs

0 Total after sales
care

C-40
GREATEST NAMES
IN SOUND ...

OWe guarantee
the best deal
in the UK on
any CD player
from stock

... and at Chew & Osborne, with the best part of 25 years in
catering to our customers' discriminating requirements, we
make certain that we only stock the names that will live up to
these demanding criteria.
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•

LOOK AT THE NAMES
In both our shops you'll find • A&R Arcam • AR • Bang &
Olufsen • BLQ • B&W • Cambridge Audio • Celestion •
Denon • Dual • Harman Kardon • Harman Kardon
Citation • K.E.F. • Kenwood • Logic • Marantz • Mission •
Mission Cyrus • Mordaunt Short • Musical Fidelity • NAD
•Nakarnichi • Pioneer • Quad • Ruark • Spendor • Tannoy
• Yamaha — Plus Accessories from • AK G • Audio
Technica • Glanz • MIT • Nagaoka • QED • Sennheiser •
Siltech • Stax • Target Audio • WBT

c-e
LOOK AT THE MUSIC ON
DISC AND TAPE
We've got everything you could ever need, including an
extensive range of compact discs at prices to suit everyone,
classical and popular naturally!

NOW YOU'VE
READ THE
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COME TO US
FOR THE BEST
DEAL

AND NOW AT SAFFRON WALDEN
THERE'S ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
As the only specialists in Essex appointed by Absolute
Sounds, you'll find it well worth avisit to see and hear this truly
outstanding equipment. In stock now, you'll find • Apogee
•Kinergetics • Krell and Sonus Faber - including cables
and interconnects.

LOOK AT THE SERVICE

PAUL ROBERTS

ci- Fi 1-Ii -Fi -at down to earth prices
OPENING HOURS MON - FRI 9.30am - 7.30pm. Sat 9.30am - 6.00pm

31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL (0272) 429370
32 NORTH STREET, TAUNTON (0823) 270000
203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE (0934) 414423
65 HIGH STREET, BRIDGWATER (0278) 421234

Professional, helpful, unbiased advice is only part of our
service, for true peace of mind we back it with after-sales
service which we believe is second to none.

Chew& Osborne

EPPING, ESSEX, 148 High Street ( 0378) 74242

SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX, 26 King Street ( 0799) 23728
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SONY IN SEASON
Though competitors follow in hot pursuit, the time is still
right for Sony's CDP333esD player. Chris Bryant reports

T

HERE APPEAR TO BE SOME simple rules for CD players
manufactured in Japan. As they get more expensive they get
heavier, they have more facilities, they measure better and on the whole - they sound rather better too. As the 333. the
latest player in Sony's esD range, looks very similar to the well liked
CDP555esD ( which is twice the price but weighing rather less) its
expected performance should lie somewhere betweeen the
aforementioned machine and more affordable offerings like the
CDP710.
The 333 actually weighs in at afairly reasonable 8.3kg which, while
no lightweight, is still easily managed without straining muscles.
Unlike some of its more expensive competitors ( and, recently. many
cheaper ones as well) no performance-sapping remote volume control
is included, although in every other respect the remote control
facilities are lavish.
Three separate play modes are available via three illuminating
buttons, red for programme, yellow for single play, and green for
continuous. There are the normal play. stop. pause, audible search
and track skip as well as a20-track key- pad select, with higher
numbers available via the + 10 key. The less important index search is
also provided. but as current CD users know. comparatively few CDs
are indexed. There are full programming facilities for up to 20 tracks.
which allow the user to stipulate any sequence of track playing. with
blank spaces ( three seconds) between sections as required. The
alternative shuffle play is included, which will play any disc in a
random order. The repeat facility can be programmed to repeat a
particular track up to nine times via the count button, and there is also
afacility which allows repeat play between defined positions as
TIME
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stipulated by the A- B button. Auto space and auto pause. when
selected, place either athree second space or apause after each track.
If an external timer is used, play can he initiated either in ordinary
mode or shuffle play mode. Almost all the front panel facilities are
available via the comprehensive remote control - the exceptions being
open/close and timer function set. The display is informative and
clear, showing both programming and track selection on amusic
calendar display. Track and index numbers are continuously displayed
as well as elapsed and playing time. The number of repeat plays
programmed is also displayed and there are flags for all other
functions. A variable headphone output is included providing decent
levels with the majority of headphones. Finally, aswitched digital
output ( coaxial only) is available should you want to use aseparate
digital processor.
The construction is solid, with interlinked damped panels forming
the case, and finish is to the high Sony standard expected at this price
level. The drawer loading mechanism is particularly smooth and fast
in operation. Internally there are good quality pchs interlinked with
neat wiring harnesses. The CD mechanism is solidly made with special
damping material, eg. a ' ceramic resin deadening chassis', which is
very smooth and quiet in operation.
Technically, the 333 uses aSony digital filter to drive aPhilips
TDA1541 DAC. This is run at 4x oversampling rate, interfaced
through the familiar NE5534 operational amplifiers and normal low
pass output filtering. Output muting and de- emphasis functions are
switched via relays rather than the more normal FETs or transistors.
and high grade audio components are used generally. In fact, good
quality capacitors, selected for their sound quality and performance.
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THE
AMPLIFI

THE
AMPLIFICATION.
With sensible partnering hardware
-loudspeakers up to £ 150 are probably
best suited, the PM635 is apeach.”
COMPACT DISC REVIEW June 1987

Following the well-received PM625
it has to sound good and it does.
The amp's attack is on apar with
Mission's Cyrus 1, and that's high
praise indeed.y,
HI-FI NEWS March 1987

661 have seldom been as impressed
with an integrated amplifier as Iwas
from the start with the PM655.
Sonically it does all the right things.”
GRAMOPHONE June 1987

Ili The PM655 is agem... the amplifier
is in aclass of its own when price and
performance are taken into account.”
WHICH COMPACT DISC August 1986

For information on harman/kardon products, write to:
Harman UK. 5Mill Street, Slough, Berks. SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 76911.

e

SONY IN SEASON
are used throughout and there is asizeable transformer supplying a
selection of regulated power supplies via generously-sized reservoir
capacitors.

control with fine air and sparkle. Taking into account the exceptional
focus and transparency few players in this region come close.

Sound quality

The lab tests were of great interest due to the unexpectedly fine
subjective performance that this player delivered. Experiments with
an Accuphase CD player ( see review by Martin Colloms, February)
showed the ultimate importance of low level linearity as far as imaging
and sound-stage are concerned. Obviously other criteria are also
important here, but as Philips DACs have not been renowned for
their low-level linearity the exceptional performance of the Sony in
this area requires some explanation.
The player is non- phase inverting and the impulse test showed
ringing to be well controlled. The frequency response was one of the
flattest Ihave ever measured — the Sony digital filter partnered with
the Philips DACs showed no sign of ripple. Channel balance was also
perfect with adeviation of less than 0.02dB over the entire audio
frequency spectrum. Separate DACs for each channel resulted in zero
phase shift and the channel separation was among the best Ihave
encountered — 120dB in the midband and still maintained at over
100dB at 20kHz.
The full level white noise test revealed no clipping, and total
harmonic distortion was also of the highest order at all output levels,
while intermodulation products were very well suppressed. The
output level at 2V met the CD standard exactly. and the output
impedance was afairly low 2(X)ohms. The de-emphasis circuits worked
correctly, track access time was fast and mechanical noise very low.
Error correction was faultless on all the standard tests, and the
signal-to-noise ratios were commendably low.
Spuriae were well suppressed and the low level linearity was very
good — the 15.8- bit resolution an indication that Sony have used
selected TDAI541s. The monotonicity test also bore this out as the
signal was reproduced fairly faithfully; aconsequence of this linearity.
coupled with the good noise performance. was that the — 90dB sine
wave was quite well produced too. Resistance to shock and vibration
was very good, and the headphone output had arelatively low output
impedance of 100ohms.

Lab report

It was immediately apparent that this player produced aquality sound
of avery high order. The sound-stage was portrayed with great
precision: very wide and showing considerable depth. Intricate
layering effects found on better recordings were surprisingly well
constructed, embarrassing Sonys' own more expensive units. Focus
was excellent, especially in the upper registers, and various strands of
music were separated with great ease: in this respect it is very like the
much more expensive Yamaha CDX-10000.
The bass was well extended, dynamic and tuneful, showing good
control — but compared with the best references available it was
slightly soft and lightweight, ultimately lacking in dynamics and sheer
slam. But this is only amild criticism and not thought at all serious.
The midrange was well balanced and articulate, delivering fine detail
with ease, thus making the sound very easy to listen to, without any
hint of hardness. The treble was also well liked, showing considerable
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Conclusion

Here we have further proof that low level linearity does affect some
aspects of CD player performance and is consequently of some
importance. In the case of this particular player. the measured results
certainly agreed with the subjective performance and both were of a
very high order.
This machine doesn't obey all the rules. It is the best sounding Sony
to date: having the ability to keep you listening, it provides some of
the senses of drama, excitement and realism that lesser machines
merely hint at. Certain other more expensive machines do some things
better, but these are few and far between, and the performance of the
CDP333esD is not far short of the 1987 Cambridge CD I ; at this price
level it is probably the best machine Ihave heard. If all current
production samples of this model are as good as this, and you are in
the market for a £5(X)plus player, then you should audition it
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TEST RESULTS
Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB
Total harmonic distortion, - Hk113
Total harmonic distortion, -(10dB
Total harmonic distortion. -80dB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kIlz,lidB
Intermodulation, 19kIlz/20kliz. - 10dB
Frequency response, left channel
Frequency response, right channel
Signal-to-noise, 2011z- 20k Hz unweighted
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/A RM. I
kHz ref
Output level, Ot1B
Output impedance
De-emphasis
Track access time
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriac up to I
00kIlz
Resolution at - 90dB, left/right
Headphone socket
Dimensions ( wdh)
Estimated typical purchase price

SONY CDP33esD
20Hz
IkHz
0.02dB ( 1.01dB
125dB
II9dB

20kHz
0.02dB
104dB
0°
-93dB - 88dB - 87.5dB
-82dB
-43dB
-27dB
-103dB
-89dB
+0 dB. - 0.0IdB
+0 dB. - 0.02dB
110dB ( 109dB• )
108dB ( 108dB1
2V
2(10 ohms
Correa

2 secs
gap >9001.4m; do( >800i.tm
low
-99dB
-2.02 dB/-1.78dB
yes, variable
43x11x33cm
£499

•with de-emphasis
Graph 5: Sony CDP333esD: Monotonicity performance at 10 levels
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FAST
EFFICIENT
MAIL
ORDER
ACCESSORY
SERVICE

STOCK ITEMS POSTED BY RETURN - CALLERS WELCOME- OVER 1000 ITEMS ON DISPLAY
INTERCONNECTS
Length

QED
INCON

QED
INCON
Screened

131414
Solid
Core

tSin
(175m
IOm
I5m
Om
cn

1:1 95

17 95

14 95
16.50
18D0
19.50
21.00
5in
22.50
Cable M
1.20

18.95
19.95
2195
23 95
25.95
27.95
1.75

22 91)
23 tei
25.00
27.25
2950
31 75
34.00
36.25
207

Stereo pair terminated gold plated
RCA phono pl
DELTEC
SLINK

MONSTER MONSTER VECTEUR
INTERINTERLINK 4 LINK CD
23 50
26 50
29.00
34.50
40(8)
45 50
51.(X)
56.50

24D0
25.00
27(X)
33 (X)
39 ( X)

31 00
37 50
441X)
57 00
70.00
83 (X)
9600
109 00

39 00
49 00
59 00
69.00
79 00

vdH
DI02
Mk 2
5:1 00
59 50
66 ( X)
79.0))
92.00
105 (X)
118.(X)
131.(X)
1295

NB Leads can be supplied at any chosen length with most terminations subject to quotation

SPEAKER CABLES Stereo pairs terminated 4mm plugs

(state if other termination required)

Description

2m

3m

QED 79 Strand
12 511
14 30
QED 79 Strand ( flat)
13 79
16 10
NAIM NACA 4
18 49
22.10
LINN LK20
18.')')
2290
DNM Solid Core
19.70
24.30
RS Solid Core
12 5i)
14.30
Supra 2.5mm
17 1)))
21.40
Supra 4 ((mm
21.9))
27.40
Supra 1()Omm
461X:
61.50
Van den Ifill C5122
373M
48(83
Van den Ilul C5352
67 06
93 00
Van den ilul 0300 Mk 2 79.91 ,
1)7.50
Vecteur 9040
351X1
45(X)
4 lengths required for stereo application

OED

4-

5-

7-

16.10
18.50
25.80
26.90
28.90
16.10
24.90
32.90
77.00
59.00
119.00
1350))
55.00

1790
2090
29.50
30.90
33.5(1
1790
28.40
:38.40
92.50
70.00
145.00
162 50
65 00

21.50
25.70
36.90
38.90
42.70
21.50
31.90
43.90
12350
92.00
197.00
217.50
85.00

COMPACT DISC UNITS
CD-P Passive preamp that enables
you to feed your CD signal straight
through the power amp and control
the level or switch to your preamp
for other inputs Best components
and gold sockets
t39.9s
CDS CD switch unit enables the
addition of a specially attenuated
CD eInopnuet to connects
amplifie s
to that don't
It
the tuner
hav
input and provide
switching
between "tuner or cn - £1$.95

That's,t,

MG- X90

WHAT HI-FI (
FEB'86
said of MRX PRO

"MR X Pro could well be the very best metal
tape currently on the market Ifs iertantly the
best I've heard'
AUDIO
BIAS
Price one
TX60
Normal
105
TX90
Normal
145
FX60
Normal
1.39
FX90
Normal
1.99
EX60
High
129
EX90
High
1.89
EMX60
High
1.79
EMX90
High
2.55
MGX60
Metal
229
MGX90
Metal
299
MRX PRO60
Metal
2.79
MRX P8090
Metal
3.69
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE ( DAT)
K2 60
7.60
82 90
9.30
K2 120
11.00

090
1.20
1.85
2.00
230
090
1.75
2.75
7.75
5.50
12 95

6.9o•
499

SPEAKER TRISTANDS
1512 ( 1.S tug),
£47 94
TS I7 118 - high)
£48 94
TS22 ( 23" high)
£49 94
LCI9 ( 20" high)
£38.95
WALLFIULME ( Shelf Size)
WEI ( 34 w X 29 dcm) £3595
WF2 14 ,,F w X 35 d) £3795
TORLYTE CD-T Platform
( CDT size as WEI) £ 3600

maxell.

'On"'

Cable
per metre

new BLACK
series

Cassette BIAS
Each
111)1 46
Norma
0.94
()1)1 60
Norma
0.99
(11)1 90
Norma
1.32
ttni 120 Norma
195
XI . 15 60'
Norma
1.46
X1.15 90'
Norma
1.88
(11)11 60
High
1.21
(11)11 90
High
132
XIII 60
High
1.36
XIII 90
I
iigh
1.68
X1.115 60' High
1.53
XLIIS 90' High
2.09
MX 60'
Metal
2.26
MX 90
Metal
3.32
Ierr rate applies to mixed quantities
Open reel
Length
Each
111)35 90
7" X 180(1'
4.47
111)35 180
leX 3600'
13.63
111)25-120
7" X 2400'
5.53
111)18-180
T x3600'
6.26
X1.1 35.90
7-x 1800'
5.74
XLI 35-180 10:.' x 3600'
16.58

Ten+
0.89
095
1.25
1R5
1.39
1.79
1.15
1.25
1.29
1.60
145
199
2.15
3.15

PICK-UP ARMS
ALPHASON

REMARKABLE NArn,1_1
HAND-BUILT
SOLID
BODY 'STILTON'
SERIES
the Milt) solid body is the best , arthtlyt. I
tai, ¡ funk td for 1:45"
IIt Ft Revy,
Solid Body Series
MPH) 513
MP1 I58
MP11 Boron 513
MP II Gold SIX
Standard Series
MPIO
MP11
MP II Boron
MP IIGold
MPrlat

1. -80)5
L 62 95 £23 95
£ 69 95 £27 9",
£
£
£
1.:

16.95
21 95
37 95
44 1/5

trY,

£ 9')
£23 9",
£27 95
£0,7

GOLD

Set if 4) II tld Plated
Speaker plug 4mm £995

LCIII

Set of 4
Speaker clip adaptors
1:6 95
Also available: amplifier and speaker terminals
(set of 4) Chassis Mounting £695

TENDEIIIFEEt
£L1.95
ow

MOT) I
SME
ZETA

Cartridge Stylus

J Vichell

£
Iligh

Free standing isolation feet that imprime
performance of speakers or other equipment
- similar properties to speaker spikes and
usable where spikes may be unacceptable excellent for CD players
Large ( high type)
£ 295 each
Small ( low type)
£ 195 each

audio-technica'
GOLD PHONO PLUGS
ATV 172 filet angled
(cables up to 8.6mm) each £7.95
ATV 173 (
cables up to 7111rn(
Regular style - per pair £9.95

Opal
£ 110 00
Delta
£ 165.00
Xenon
•
£210.00
Xenon MCS
£262.130
HR 1005
£359.00
HR 100 MCS
£412.00
(suits Rega fixings) £65.00
Series 4
£675.00
Series 5
£ 1138.50
£459.00
with vdH wiring £549 00

Cartridges Stylus
C77
£ 19 911 £950
1
177
£36.00 £24 50
P77
£46.(X) £34 50
C77 may' body £29.90 £950
E77 may: body £4750 £2450
P77 may' body £57 50 £34 50
AUDIO
AT95E £ 14.95 £8.95
TECHNICA AT110E £ 17.95 £ 11.95
AT115E £2795 £ 18.95
AT F3
£69.95
E
AT F5
£99.95
E
AT 007 £24995
E
DENON
IX.110 ( high) £59 95
F.
1)1.160 ( high) £ 7995
E
I.MPIRE
MC I(XX) vdll £310 00
E
GMC I
0E11 £49 90 £ 29 ( X)
GMCIOLX
1:7991) 1:49)8)
GMC20F. £ 129 90 £75110
tOLDBUG Full Range
P0 A
(i01.014180 Epic
1:1795 £ 12.5)
01010 £3395 £24 ( X)
G1020 £49.95 £31 50
01040 £ 74 95 £57 50
KISEKI
Full Range
Ring for Prices
KOETSU
Full Range
Ring for Prices
LINN
Basik £ 17.82 K9
£ 69.(X) £43.00
Asaka
1:249(83
F
Karma £399.(0
E
lroika £54625
E.
NAGAOAKAStee separate box
ORTOFON VMS 5E
£ 14.00 £ 11.00
VMS 10E £ 21.00 £ 16.00
VMS 20E £35.00 £24.00
MC10 Super £65.00
E
MC20 Super £ 179.00
E
FF15E Mk 2
£ 12.00
TK49S ( Dual) - £ 19.00
RATA
RP20
£22.(X) £ 15 75
RP4() £44.00 £30.75
Van den Hul MCIO
£599.00
E
MCI
1:799.(X)
A & 12

E indicates an exchange price can be quoted
SOPPI_IFT) POST FREE ( UK only)

RIM NM
IM
MI MIR
11
To KJ Leisuresound Ltd., Dept. 1IN
26 New Cavendish Street. London W1M 7LH
Ream send mat

Ten+
4.25
12.95
5.25
5.95
5.45
15.75

Quantity _l___Vabie I

POST de PACKING (delete it not &pp/kelpie)

1"

Total

4110
KJ WEST ONE

e NAGAOKA

A Sound Approach to Hi Fi

Ienclave my cheque/Postal Order for £
(includlug poet mad pacidag It applicable) or please debit my Access/Vies
account with the above amount.

Ill!

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET. LONDON W1M 7LH
Telephone: 01-486 8262/8263
Open: Monday- Saturday 10am-6pm Thurs until 7pm

signature

POST AND PACKING: £ 150 per order ( over £ 30 Post Free)
Overseas orders - £5handling charge irrespective of value

Addroa,

/AR( .( AAD

11

Expiry Date

Name

Daytime Tel No

Poet Coda

kg
« Val

Please sand your Speed of Sound Price List

D

I

TRANSMISSION
RESUMED....

Already successful in the export market, TDL are now reviving UK interest in
transmission-line speaker designs. Martin Colloms reviews the TDL Monitor

T

HE DESIGNER RESPONSIBLE for this recently launched
range of loudspeakers is the man who produced the original
IMF series over 20 years ago. John Wright stayed with the
company for anumber of years and the range gained awide
following, particularly in the USA. A few years ago IMF Electronics
(UK) ceased trading, but towards the end they had been using arange
of specially developed drive-units manufactured by the high quality
division of Elac (Electracoustic Industries) called TDL (Transducer
Developments Ltd). TDL chose to commission anew range of
speakers under their own logo, to fill the gap left by the demise of IMF
Electronics, and these systems now stand witness to their drive-unit
expertise.
The largest transmission-line model is the Reference — to be
evaluted by Ken Kessler in afuture issue. Our present review model is
the Monitor — one size down and comprising aclassic floor-standing
system designed to satisfy the oft-debased ' Monitor' label in terms of
frequency accuracy and low coloration. It stands 1.85m high,
excluding asmall additional elevation imparted by the spiked feet
provided for use on soft flooring. This substantial box is certainly
capable of dominating aroom, but to some extent is saved by its slim
aspect- ratio. It is only 30cm wide, though the depth is considerable at
47cm. Installation is really atwo-man job, with the gross weight
approaching 50kg per speaker.
Once installed, these Monitors are unlikely to be moved around
much, so agood position needs to be found in the listening room and
the speakers can then be left alone. However, the spiked feet should
not be installed until the best match with the room is obtained.
Designed to offer arelatively narrow frontal aspect, this speaker
aims to provide the bandwidth and dynamic range of alarge model
together with the good directivity and superior stereo performance of
smaller and narrower systems. Cabinet width has alot to do with
stereo focus and is also related to the perception of alively, open
sound in aroom.
John Wright was apioneer of transmission-line speakers, whose
theory is straightforward but whose execution in finite-sized boxes is
quite complicated. An ideal transmission-line enclosure provides a
true infinite- baffle loading for abass driver by presenting an
acoustically damped, unobstructed and sizeable duct to one side of the
unit. This duct should be sufficiently well damped to discourage
standing-wave modes, and also sufficiently long (this being the
`transmission line' aspect) ultimately to terminate and absorb all the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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energy fed into it. Thus the rear radiation from the driver, which is
out-of-phase and would largely cancel that from the front, is
harmlessly led away. In theory, the free-air resonance of the driver
then holds true and the speaker system response continues down to
this low frequency — typically 20-25Hz. In contrast, the so-called small
infinite-baffle speaker, more correctly the sealed-box or ` acoustic
suspension' system, traps all the rear energy in an enclosure and
attempts to control standing-wave resonances with heavy internal
absorption. The LF resonance of the driver then moves up to anew
frequency called the system resonance, due to the stiffness of the
added `spring' comprising the volume of air in the enclosure.
In theory, the complete termination offered by atrue transmission line means that no energy is present at the far end, ie, it can be open or
closed. In fact, no commercial transmission-line is closed, except
perhaps for afew odd ' labyrinth' designs; but such smaller examples
really belong to the sealed-box group. Why, then, are transmission lines open or ported in practice? The answer concerns the wide span
of sound wavelengths encompassed by audio, ranging from 17mm at
20kHz to 17m at 20Hz. A line effective down to 20Hz would start at
about 10m — impractical even in alarge domestic or studio enclosure
despite alabyrinthine internal construction. Even the TDL Monitor
can only encompass a2.5m line, effective to perhaps 50-70Hz.
One is naturally entitled to ask for more bass extension than that
from an enclosure of this size, and it can be provided by opening the
end of the line. But the theory now requires some adjustment, since
porting converts the enclosure into aphase-inverter or bass- reflex
type, this different action being effective over the lowest half-octave
of response.
Given that one starts with abig box, opening the end of the line
allows worthwhile tuning to quite low frequencies and permits the use
of large ports which are not subject to audible chuffing or windage
distortion. However, one could argue with some justification that such
asystem could have been designed as alarge bass- reflex from the
start! The phase-inverter part of the system concerns the mode of
action whereby atunnel port can phase-shift the rear radiation from
the driver by 180°, so that the port output is in phase with the desired
front radiation. This occurs over arelatively narrow range of typically
half an octave in well damped designs. Thus, an appropriate
sealed- box system which has afalling response below 50Hz may have
its output augmented to 37Hz by reflex loading. LF system design is
not quite as simple as this, but the basic principles are valid enough.
59

When David Hafler set about designing
the XL-280 amplifier,
here's what he had in mind:

Straight wire with gain
True linearity has always been the goal of
audio designers. The perfect amplifier
has been described as "astraight wire with
gain" having no distortion. How close we
come to zero distortion is ameasure of
how accurate the amplifier is, judged by
ear or measurement.

SWOT ( straight wire differential
test) Now we have alistening test for
audible accuracy which is extraordinarily sensitive, does not require
instruments, yet satisfies the engineers
demand fie logic. It is the straight wire
differential test — the SWDT — a
comparison of an
amplifier's output with
its input. The ideal
amplifier will have no
difference; subtracting
output from input will
give aperfect null.
Anything you hear in
the test will be distortion.
The XL- 280 has inaudible
distortion on this definitive test.

own loudspeakers. Every aspect of the
circuit has been refined to yield the lowest
SWDT null. And aperfectionist's touch
has been included — a 'tweaking'
adjustment for each channel which
maximizes the amplifier's linearity with
the chosen loudspeaker. This 'golden ear'
exclusive can make abarely perceptible
improvement — so small it defies
measurement — but the null test's
sensitivity and precision can define it.
The XL- 280 is factory set for the
typical speaker. And you can
improve on that, for your own

lixcelinearity

hag er

The XL280 has been designed
with the goal of excelinearity —
with the purpose of achieving
the best possible null — the least
audible distortion — using your

loudspeaker if you choose.

GRAMOPHONE March 1987
"The SW!)'!' test is very sensitive indeed
and the null which can be achieved with a
carefully aligned XL-280 is remarkable,
the more so when it is realized that all
that remains audible in this configuration
is the total of all distortions. A null level
of-40dB across the audio band represents
agood amplifier yet the fine-tuned
XL280 is capable of achieving 60dB,
which equates to 0. I% total ( linear
plus non-linear) distortion . . . the
Hafler XL-280 gave atruly
exemplary performance.
The bass was absolutely firm
and seemingly more
extended than Iam used
to hearing, despite the fact
that my preamplifier has a
built-in LF rolloff. The
treble was crystal clear and
wide open sounding, with
no trace of sibilant 'splash'
and the overall stereo sound
stage rock-solid regardless of
the dynamic activity of the
music used . . . there are very
few amplifiers on the market
today at any price which can
give the XL-280 aserious run
for its money"

Please send me full literature on the Haller XL-28071
Ntinc
Address

lost to: 11W International, 3-5 Eden Grove,
I
Áindon, N7 8F,(). Tel: 01-607 2717

TRANSMISSION RESUMED I>
The specification for this TDL speaker notes an overall frequency
range of 18Hz to 35kHz, but no decibel limits are given so the figures
as such are useless! Limits of - 6dB are likely.
Additional parameters influencing practical transmission line
theory include the mass ( due to the air in an open line) effective in the
transitional region down to the reflex frequency range. This air mass is
added to the driver and serves to lower its resonant frequency,
resulting in adeeper bass. In lines with afibrous filling, eg,
long-haired wool, the filling can move as the line transmits LF power,
thus adding still more effective mass. However, there is arisk of
impairing the transient response of the system, due to the semirandom movement of the filling. This particular phenomenon is
avoided in the TDL design by using astabilised, acoustically
absorbent foam firmly attached to the side walls. In the case of the
Monitor, the bass driver is mounted in the upper half of the cabinet,
its rear radiated energy flowing into alarge unobstructed chamber
which leads into the line. The latter is realised as aseries of folded
partitions which culminate in an exit port of 10x 24cm effective area
(see cutaway).
The bass unit looks like aKEF BI
39, and earlier IMF models did
use this driver. However, all the Monitor drive units come from TDL
themselves, and this unit is actually an advanced synthetic cone driver
which uses athick tapered cone of expanded polystyrene, in contrast
to the solid wedge used in the KEE l'he latter employs areinforcing
sheet of aluminium foil, while the TDL model has aglass- fibre
laminate reinforcement having superior damping properties. Its
overall cast alloy frame measures 30 x2Icm, and the effective
radiating area is 16x 25cm ( 400cm 2), equivalent to a22.6cm diameter
circular diaphragm - or roughly a10in framed driver. It has
considerable powerhandling and excursion ability, assured by its
50mm motor coil and deep half- roll surround.
A four-way system, the Monitor disposes its drivers in avertical line
for symmetrical offaxis output in the lateral plane. which tends to
optimise the stereo focus for agiven system. A 130mm steel- framed
midrange unit employs ahigh quality flared polypropylene cone with a
synthetic high loss surround, with 3INIHz defining the low transition
between this and the bass driver. The second crossover does not come
into operation until 3.5k Hz, giving the mid driver awide 31
/2
octave
coverage. A further TDL unit then takes over, featuring a
magnesium- aluminium alloy dome with a25mm radiating diameter.
This dome is suspended on ahigh- linearity surround, while cooling for
the all metal voice coil former is aided by conduction to the dome.
This driver is pretty sophisticated and includes ahollow centre- pole
leading to an acoustically damped rear chamber. Ferrofluid is used to
provide critical damping for the tweeter's fundamental resonance, and
thus provides an additional powerhandling margin. As this unit's
output begins to fall above 15kHz, afourth driver then supplements
the response. A nominal ' soft' crossover is placed at 13k Hz, gently
augmenting the range to aclaimed 35kHz. This fourth driver, a 19mm
hard dome in polyester foil, is also ferrofluid cooled.
As might be expected, the crossover network is substantial, using
transformer core inductors to maximise efficiency. For the LF
low-pass section it is 2nd-order, with acompensating Zobel network
placed across the input terminals. A 2nd order configuration is also
used for the midrange high-pass. while the upper low-pass section
comprises an equalised 3rd-order network. Another of the latter is
used for the tweeter circuit, which employs an air- core inductor and
polyester film capacitors, while afurther film capacitor supplies the
supertweeter - asimple I
st order component. The specification
quotes a4-8ohm impedance. typically 8ohms, with amodest
sensitivity of 87dB/W. No upper power limit is given.
A combination of semi-anechoic and nearfield measurement was
undertaken using the Hewlett Packard HP 356IA computing
spectrum analyser in both narrow band and 1
/2
octave modes, fed by
associated B&K microphones and other related equipment. The
auditioning involved several reference models, used with ahigh
quality system - Goldmund Mimesis- 3amplifiers, Cello Audio Suite
Premium preamplifier. Goldmund Studio fitted with aKoetsu Red
Signature cartridge. CD sources included the Cambridge Audio CD I
and the new Meridian 207. while both single and bi-wiring were tried
as well as hi-amping with double Mimesis 3s.

TDL
MONITOR
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Sound quality

It was so long since Ihad reviewed atransmission- line model that I
hardly knew what to expect. Many earlier such speakers had been
promoted on the basis of apowerful low bass, which by today's
standards this would be regarded as excessive, being reproduced
without sufficient speed or control. Some of these early lines also
suffered from pipe modes via their convoluted ducts, which resulted in
an uneven bass into the bargain. From the initial listening session it
was clear that the TDL Monitor had avoided this fate; indeed, its bass
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

was considered remarkably dry and the low bass was as it should be absent when none was scored and yet felt in good measure when
instruments correctly sounded in the lowest frequency range. This line
was well damped, well tuned and delivered the up-to-date bass
performance required of amodern system.
The Monitor proved surprisingly uncritical of position. and even
survived location near to the rear wall of the room. Optimum results
were obtained in my room with the front face 1.Im from the rear walls
and the centre I.3m from the side wall, turned in by 10-15°. For
normally seated listeners, the mid- treble tweeter axis was alittle
above head height. while the tonal quality was little affected by
moderate changes in elevation. suggesting good integration of the
drivers' acoustic outputs.
First impressions were of acoherent, smooth reproducer. slightly
light- textured but essentially neutral in terms of overall tonal balance
and in coloration. This largely confirmed the aptness of the ' Monitor'
title. Gainsaying its large size. the Monitor sounded agile throughout
the frequency range, the main treble register being rated as
exceptional. Slightly ' forward', the treble was excellent - free from
bias yet full of life and clarity, transparent and highly detailed. In
some respects the high performance in this band seemed in danger of
overshadowing the output in the rest of the frequency range.
The midrange ran the treble aclose second. Although imperfect in
an absolute sense ( no cone midrange can ever he totally free from
coloration or tonal inaccuracies given the present state of the art) it
did sound all of apiece. uniform and offering good clarity. With its
radiating source placed high in the enclosure it could, however, sound
atrifle light- weight and ' in the air'; more body would have been
preferred on vocal and cello passages. This light effect was noted in
comparisons made at both high and low listening levels. Played fairly
loud, the sound balance filled out somewhat, while at lower levels the
lower midrange appeared to step back apace. Over extended
listening, this was not considered serious; indeed, the Monitor settled
in very nicely during its review period.
The bass did not provide the full dynamic attack and piston- like
quality of alarge sealed box such as the NS I000, hut it nevertheless
attained ahigher rating than many of the larger reference models.
Distortion was low subjectively and high levels were effortlessly
reproduced, these results being obtained without descending to
over-dramatic thunderous boom. The worst that can be said of the
bass is that it was mildly wooden, asound kind to orchestral bass, but
one which slightly ' slows' the harder edges of synthesised and
direct- injection rock bass. That said, the Monitor could certainly do
justice to rock material by virtue of its fine transient response in the
mid and treble.
'Click clack' transients were excellently focused and reproduced.
helping to lock in' the stereo image. Indeed, stereo images in general
were reproduced with good focus, good stage- width. and afine sense
of scale and power. While some loss of clarity was apparent in the bass
and lower mid, holding back the sense of depth in this area, fine depth
and air were apparent from the mid upwards, and agood measure of
the hall acoustic was reproduced on appropriate recordings.
In some ways the Monitor was aquite restrained design; it did not
add much of its own, and generally allowed the music fed to it to get
on with the job. This self-effacing quality was important. since Ifelt it
to be akey factor in the settlingin process. The Monitor is not likely
to be bought for its excitement. but rather because if performs its
intended role without fuss, namely that of afull bandwidth system that
is capable of realistic orchestral sound levels.
Power testing showed that it could cope with 200W fed to each set
of terminals, and that only the most outrageous bass recordings could
bottom the LF driver at full power. The bass remained clean at full
power. and well differentiated from the mid and treble. Cathedral
organ could be reproduced at impressive levels, with fine weight
accorded to the pedal registration; but by contrast, its reggae
performance was not to be sneezed at.
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Graph I. TM. Monitor: Impedance plots taken at separate bass and treble terminals
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THE PINNACLES OF EXCELLENCE
GOLDMUND REFERENCE
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MICRO SEIKI CD- M2
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in the world

disc player

Whether your preference is for gramophone records or compact
discs, Pinewood Music has the best of both. The Goldmund
Reference and the Micro Seiki CD-M2 are superb pieces of
equipment capable of reproducing music to the satisfaction of those
whose only concern is excellence.
They are on permanent demonstration at The Pinewood Music
Company's new listening rooms in Andover, where you can hear
them along with the finest high fidelity equipment available in this
country, including the Audio Research range of preamplifiers, Krell
power amplifiers and the Apogee ribbon loudspeakers.
Brian Rivas will be pleased to arrange ademonstration at atime
most convenient to you — and that includes Saturdays and Sundays
as well as evenings. Telephone him at any time on 0264 57536 to
discuss your requirements.

'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford.
Andover, Hampshire SP11 7H L
Telephone Andover (0264) 57536
Agencies include:
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, Counterpoint, Koetsu,
Krell, Madrigal, MIT, Oracle, Randall Research, Sicomin, Siltech, Sonus Faber
Hear the ultimate power amplifiers —
the fabulous KRELL REFERENCE SERIES monoblocks

Th

Pinewood Music always has the best

TRANSMISSION RESUMED

Lab measurements
TDL indicate an average sensitivity of 87dB/W. which was agreed and
was not found to he unduly compromised by the load impedance. A
minimum power input of 5'0W/channel is advised, since good sound
levels are necessary to exploit this model's extended bandwidth.
Levels of up to 201W/channel were accepted with considerable grace.
allowing for arespectable maximum sound level of 105dBA in a
medium-sized room. Larger input powers can be tolerated, but would
not result in significantly higher sound levels. For example. 300W
provides only I . 5dB more than 200W, and for asignificant audible
increase an impractical 400W would be needed. Spot tests showed that
moderate distortion levels were maintained at high powers down to at
least 25Hz. as befits asystem of this size.
The load impedance was plotted in two graphs. one showing the
separate loads provided by the two sets of input terminals ( Graph I ).
and the other the overall impedance with the terminals strapped for
normal connection ( not shown, hut little different in effect). The bass
section illustrates the port resonance at alow 22Hz, and the associated
bass- driver resonance at 38Hz - low values, confirming the system
design. With the crossover point placed at about 300Hz. the LF
section impedance rises to level-out by 3k I
lz at aterminated 40ohms.
Leading in from ahigh value of 320ohms at I
0Hz. the upper or
high-pass section impedance falls to aworking value by 3(X)Hz and
does not dip below 5ohms over the range. The system falls just below
this level in the bass. at 70-100Hz. but with the terminals strapped or
unstrapped the values here were little different at around 4.5ohms,
which suggested a6- ohm overall rating for this model. Given the
speaker's reactive nature at lower frequencies. amplifiers with aweak
output current capability should be avoided.
TDL indicate ausable range down to 18Hz, and measurement of
the port output confirmed aspecific level of - 3dB at I6Hz - though
this was unrelated to the output of the speaker as awhole.
Measurement at the port alone gave ± 2dB 18-50Hz ( indicated in
rough by the stepped plot at left of Graph 2). while the bass unit alone
was - 3dB at 45Hz - areasonable match. Graph 3also shows aset of
forward responses in V3-octave resolution. The output is alittle
'forward' in the mid- bass around 80-10(1Hz, but has acommendably
linear overall characteristic. The data here and in the stepped
response of Graph 4indicate that ± 2.5dB limits are appropriate over
a35Hz-25kHz range. Above axis ( dotted line in Graph 3) the
response dips in the upper crossover region ( 3kHz or so). but such a
listening position is unlikely in view of this speaker's considerable
height. In the lateral plane. the 30° and 45° off- axis responses are
substantially good. as would he anticipated from the speaker's narrow
frontal aspect and modestly sized mid driver.
Turning to the RAR ( room averaged response. Graph 5). this
appears disappointing at first, with an obvious discrepancy at loss
frequencies. The mid- treble is nicely uniform, with good control at
crossover and asmooth upper range. where the ' corner' is actuall
above audibility at 25kHz, partly due to the super- tweeter. The
suckout in the low-mid/upper-bass is an inevitable consequence of the
floor mounting. and is something to which alistener will adapt. At
lower frequencies the bass stas within 3dB of the mid level until
60Hz, below which the output rises smoothly but excessively to a
maximum of + 8dB by 25Hz ( and 20Hz). Suc hmeasured lifts have
been criticised in other large speakers. but the TDL has escaped this
as in practice its overall bass- mid balance sounds pretty fine. It
certainly demonstrated arather healthy low end on appropriate
material, but was not felt to be seriously out of proportion or
excessive. Perhaps the smoothness of the LF extension had something
to do with this, as the oft- heard ' one- note' or lumpy quality was absent
from this design.
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The design of large 4-way speakers is not an easy task, but in this new
generation of transmission- line models John Wright has shown that
none of his skills have been lost. The TDL Monitor stands as afine
example of the craft. This generously- sized speaker combines asmall
floor footprint with avolume large enough to support the generation
of linear bass at high power. and to frequencies below audibility. The
narrow frontal aspect ensures ahigh standard of stereo focus as well as
overall image. while the intrinsic quality of the design has resulted in a
high level of transparency as well as good information retrieval.
Musically pleasing at low levels, it also possessed ahigh dynamic
power- handling and will accept upwards of 200W/channel to deliver
impressively unstrained full range orchestral fortissimos. Smooth in
character. wtih agenerally neutral tonal balance, its ' Monitor' title is
well supported by the quality of sound produced. which holds equally
true for classical and rock material.
The build and finish are superb. and this classic system should
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Graph 5. TIM Monitor: Room-averaged response ( RA R)

endure well. In context it delivers aconsiderable performance for its
price, and merits serious consideration as atop- end speaker which is
comparable with some of the best UK and international designs
available in the £ 1000-2500 range. In particular. if extended bass is
important to you. then you owe it to yourself to hear this speaker
63
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"We know a good thing when we hear it"

John Wright of TDL is arguably one of the finest
loudspeaker designers around and when he
appointed Acoustic Arts as his first UK dealer we
were very proud to accept this wonderful accolade.
It proved that John held us in the same high esteem
that we hold for his brilliant loudspeaker designs.
Those of you who remember John's inventive
Transmission Line speakers for IMF in the 70's will
have some idea of what to expect from this latest
TDL range. Frankly, it was with excited anticipation
that we sat down to listen to John's latest work - we
weren't disappointed.
The Transmission line principle still has awhole lot
to offer and together with the improvements to drive
unit technology and cabinet design this latest TDL
range is quite stunning. TDL loudspeakers are not
power hungry, in other words you don't require large
powerful amplifiers to drive them. The other
attractive characteristic feature is the marvellous
smooth bass extension which is aby-product of the
Transmission Line principle. You won't have to
mortgage the house to buy them either. The TDL
range encompasses awide selection of size and
price starting with the Compact model to the
Formidable Reference Standard Monitor at over
£2,000. There is amodel to suit most tastes
and pockets.
We at Acoustic Arts invite you to come along and
hear this marvellous range of loudspeakers. We are
sure you will be just as impressed as we were.

Our agency list includes:
A & R, Alphason, Audiolab, Carnegie, Castle, Celestion, Counterpoint, Crystal, Deltec, Denon, Duel, Elite, Gale,
Heybrook, Incatech, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Linx, Magneplanar, Manticore, Meridian, Monitor Audio, Musical
Fidelity, Pink Triangle, P.S. Audio, Quad, Quicksilver, Revolver, Revox, Robertson, Rogers, Rotel, SD Acoustics,
SME, Sonus Fabus, Spendor, Systemdek, Source, TDL, Tannoy, Thorens, YOH, WTA, Yamaha, etc.

101, St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts Telephone: Watford 245250
Open Monday- Saturdays 9.30am-5.30pm
VISA

THREE BETTER DECKS
Paul Miller tests the latest versions of the AR EB101 and
Systemdek IIX, along with the new Logic Cl turntable

T

HERE IS NOTHING quite like aconflict to advance the pace
of science. While an ever-increasing army of CD players
demand attention at £200, the consumer is also being offered
better engineering in analogue designs at this critical 'price
point'. Whether potential customers explore both analogue and digital
media will depend on his or her priorities, but spending £200 on anew
(and final) analogue front-end may not prove such ashort-lived
investment, as this fine trio of decks clearly demonstrates. All are
essentially refined versions of well established models.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH EB101
Having established the EB101 as something of abenchmark at the
price, AR have surreptitiously modified the design over the last few
months without actually telling anyone! Visually, though, some of the
revisions are quite obvious; the black vinyl-covered plinth is now
replaced by one fashioned from asingle sheet of high-density
chipboard, machined and ' folded' at the boundaries to improve both
the rigidity and visual continuity. A single die-cast zinc alloy top
platter now suffices, although asolid sub-platter remains underneath.
This machined flywheel is now tastefully finished with ablack edge
and rough matt top surface although the felt mat supplied will prevent
this abrasive texture from damaging the record surface.
With belt-drive from anew 12- pole 50Orpm synchronous motor,
speed change is obtained by manual shifting of the belt; the on/off
switch is suitably located at the front of the plinth. AR have specified
arelatively standard bearing, oil- loaded with acaptive ball and bronze
sleeves machined to close tolerances. This housing, along with the
integral alloy ' armboard', is bonded to alightweight steel T-bar
subchassis which has folded edges to improve its rigidity; the entire
suspended mass effectively sits on three conical springs of varying
tension. No foam dampers are used but strips of felt are included on
the subchassis which make contact with the central suspension
supports — alight brushing is audible if the platter is moved up and
down, attenuating both vertical and horizontal oscillations.
Sourced from Jelco, AR's partnering arm is arelatively
unpretentious affair with offset lateral bearings, adjustable headshell,
calibrated counterweight and spring- loaded bias. To complete the
package and get the purchaser 'up and running', AR have included a
low-cost Glanz MG-70R moving-magnet cartridge.

The standard disc impulse demonstrated the high amplitude shock
wave typical of a ' floating' felt mat system, with lower amplitude
transmission waves well attenuated within 25ms. However, the tight
bearing tolerance and damped lateral chassis movement was reflected
in the lack of subsequent rocking modes thereafter. Nevertheless,
some low frequency instability was indicated by the broadband
breakthrough test, which showed adominant high-Q resonance at
80Hz (- 27dB). This was thought to be avertical mode, due to the
combined compliances of the rubber feet and critically damped
suspension. The main chassis mode occured at 300Hz (- 36dB), with
complex low-Q resonances due to the PVC lid and hardboard base at
400Hz, 500Hz and 590Hz (- 61dB).
A complex break, centred on ahigh-Q peak at 810Hz (- 61dB)
represented the principal beam mode of the partnering tonearm,
showing agood mechanical coupling to the subchassis. Paralleling the
impulse trend for the tonearm, the headshell ' flapping' mode at
1150Hz (- 75dB) was also seen. The effective mass of the arm was
increased somewhat by the concentration of mass at the headshell
(alloy); the effective mass of 14g is best suited to low cartridge
compliances.

Sound quality
Auditioned with the integral cartridge, the AR combination sounded
relatively clear and detailed; however, it was only upon substituting
for this adecent moving-coil ( an Audio-Technica AT-F5) that the true
mettle of the deck could be assessed. Bass was free, quick and
weighty, allowing agreater perception of depth and general low
frequency ambience than one would normally credit at the price. This
was exemplified by the punchy, driving rhythm of the drums from
Laura Branigan's The Lucky One, which were surprisingly heavy
without actually hindering the release of her open and expressive
vocals. Nevertheless, there was aloss of focus at low frequencies
towards the left/right edges of the soundstage, perhaps due to the
vertical instability noted earlier.

Lab report
With aweighted rumble figure of — 78dB, the AR EB101 rivalled
costlier models, even though the unweighted result was compromised
slightly by the extended electrical spectrum, dominated by a100Hz
component. Drones at 15Hz and 21Hz were also observed. The main
component at 2Hz was reflected in asimilar wow modulation
frequency, leading to apeak reading of 0.08%. This excellent result
was hardly tainted by the addition of a0.019% fluctuation derived
from the rotational frequency and aslight eccentricity in the pulley.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CONSTRUCTOR SERIES SPEAKER KITS

Based on the famous Kef
Reference Series, these three
DIY designs give the home
constructor the
opportunity to own an
upmarket pair of
loudspeakers at a
very downto-earth price!
With a
Wilmslow Audio
Total Kit its easy
— no electronic
or woodworking skill is necessary. Each kit contains all the
cabinet components ( accurately machined from smooth
MDF for easy assembly), speaker drive units, crossover
networks, wadding, grille fabric, terminals, nuts, bolts etc.
Model CS1 is based on the Reference 101, CS3 is
equivalent to the Ref. 103.2 and CS9 is based on the
Reference 105.2 ( but in a conventionally styled encl.).

C.7?A/V7"/_/\1..)/
e
THE .. G1OOP PRE- AMPLIFIER
A new pre- amplifier from Grant Amplifiers giving outstanding
performance. Passive equalisation and six premium grade ECC88
valves are used in the design to achieve optimum sonic accuracy.
The GlOOP is supplied in either black or silver anodised finish to
order. Made to our usual high standard of mechanical construction
and finish the only compromise we admit is the price.

tar -

CS1 £ 117 pair inc. VAT plus carr/ins £6
CS3 £ 143 pair inc. VAT plus carr/ins £ 12
CS9 £ 393 pair inc. VAT plus carr/ins £ 18

Recommended Retail Price: £265.00p

We also offer a kit ( less cabinet) for Elector PL301

In

•

Send for details of this model and the rest of the Grant range of
state of the art valve equipment to:-

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35 39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 1AS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us for agreat deal on HiFi.
(Closed all day Mondays)

Grant Amplifiers,
145 Gladys Avenue, North End,
Portsmouth P02 9BD
Tel: ( 0705) 694347
Telex 86626
Trade & Overseas enquiries welcome.

DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50 post free ( export $6)

At Brady's we try to bring everyone pleasure.
The surprise bit is just how good real hi-fi can
be in your own home — not just in our
comfortable demonstration rooms. Of course if
you don't want to tell your wife or involve her in
the decision making that is up to you; but we
are happy to see you both. If you're single we'll
be pleased to help you reach adecision if you
want — without nagging. (That's sexist Roger.
Sorry Douglas)
We do offer flexible credit terms, home trial,
exchange of goods, 2-year guarantee; but
above all we take agenuine interest in our
client's needs. Afruitful long-term relationship
is our goal that can only be achieved by good
service — before and after sales!
We are enthusiasts but we won't talk technical
jargon at you. Our best advertisement is a
happy customer. Come and visit us at
Liverpool, Warrington or our new store in
Covent Garden.

BRADY'S — YOU CAN'T BEAT THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!
Doug Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth Street
Covent Garden
London WC2H 9HB
(01) 379 4010
Open six days
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THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

W.A. Brady & Son
401 Smithdown Road
Liverpool
115 31)
(051) 733 6859
Open six days

SONY

Awa

1986

Doug Brady Hi Fi
Kingsway Studios
Kingsway North
Warrington
(0925) 828 009
Open six days

We stock AR • MR • Absolute Sounds • Audiolab
•Beard • BM • Gelestion • Creek • DNM • Denon
•Dual • EAR • Foundation • Gale • Glanz •
Goldring • Heybrook • Set • Koetsu • Krell • Linn
•Marantz • Mission • Mordaunt-Short • NAD •
Naim • Ortoton • Philips • OED. Quad • Revolver
•Rogers• Rotel • SME • Spendor • Technics •
Tannoy • Thorens • Wharfedale • among others
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Logic Cl: breakthrough test

Most strong vocals were helped by asolid central image. and
backing instruments by the fine depth. The upper reaches were quiet
and unforced, often giving the impression of being very slightly muted
—they were certainly reticent compared with the up- front nature of
the Logic Cl for example. The delicate timbre of the vibraphone
towards the end of Andrew Hill's Cana (Bobby Hutcherson's
Dialogue) sounded both vibrant and full of rich, resonant detail;
however, the notes were slightly too fleeting, their trailing edges very
lightly quashed.
In many respects. this characteristic successfully counteracted the
colorations imposed by AR's tonearm which erred towards the
[ ' ragged' side of neutral! In addition, the inclusion of abudget
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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moving- magnet will tend to spruce- up the rendition of treble notes.
With agood cartridge, though. the AR displayed weight and poise. It
was alittle less refined at the periphery of the soundstage and lacked a
crystalline transparency at the very top end, nevertheless it was both
relaxing and informative in its presentation of music. and this alone is
more than sufficient to justify its continued recommendation.

LOGIC CI
Unmistakabl) of the Logic clan, the CI represents this company's
latest assault on the turntable scene. Clearly resembling their other
designs. the CI incorporates aone-piece platter fashioned from a
thermo-setting phenolic resin, thereby providing the optimum
67
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This early sample suffered from aslight bearing slackness — possibly
due to the relatively soft bushes — resulting in adominant 4Hz rumble
and wow modulation frequency, this related to the rotational
frequency of the motor and associated pulley eccentricity. Subsequent
drones compromised the unweighted rumble figure of — 51dB, those
at 10Hz and 11Hz being mirrored by the low-rate flutter modulation
energy at 11Hz (- 12dB and — 14dB). A further flutter band at 15Hz
(-32dB and — 34dB) brought the peak figure to 0.179%. Electrical
noise was extended to 400Hz (- 85dB), with 50Hz as the principal
component.
The disc impulse shows immediate termination of the primary
surface wave although the energy is expended in abearing jitter
centred on 2.8ms periodicity, or 360Hz. This frequency is also
highlighted as the primary resonance of this non-suspended deck in
the vibration test — 360Hz at — 21dB. 1am led to believe that the
bearing- related problems have all been addressed in current
production samples.
Poor rejection of the main chassis and lid modes was repesented by
the peaks at 490Hz (- 39dB.) and 590Hz (- 37dB) respectively. Band
energy above 1.2kHz fell noticeably, although the three peaks at
900Hz (- 68dB), 960Hz (- 65dB) and 990Hz (- 72dB) are the main
beam resonances (torsional and bending) of the Datum II arm.
Further impulse measurements ( arm) indicated alively HF character,
with subsequent high-C) breaks at 8kHz and 15kHz.

Sound quality
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System lek II X: breakthrough test

acoustic impedance match with the record vinyl. Two large holes are
drilled in its surface, however, to facilitate any adjustments to the
circular-section belt that runs around an integral inner hub.
No conventional sprung suspension is deemed necessary, although
the three sculpted feet offer an additional compliance. Logic's main
bearing is held in place with two huge surrounding locknuts and
includes PTFE bushes in addition to oil lubrication; the spindle,
permanently fixed to the underside of the platter, holds acaptive ball
which runs on ahardened steel thrust pad.
Any potential savings in cost through the omission of afull
suspension are balanced by Logic's inclusion of their high quality
Datum II tonearm. This immensely rigid device includes athick alloy
68

main beam, substantial 6mm/13mm gimbal ballraces and an alloy
headshell locked into place via three Allen bolts.

There proved to be sonic parallels between the two suspendedsubchassis models in this test, but the Logic Cl seemed to be awhole
new ball game! Counterpointing the relaxed ease of the Systemdek,
the Cl allowed most forms of music to burst, often with startling
ferocity, upon the scene. Possessing an explicit clarity throughout the
entire range, the Logic did err slightly on the lean side in tonal
balance, neither reaching the lowest octaves afforded by the AR nor
suffering the occasional softness of the Systemdek. Ifound that the
deepest rumbling undertones of bass and drums from Joe Chamber's
Idle While were glossed over, although the percussive elements —
including awonderfully rich vibraphone — were reproduced in ahighly
tactile, and above all believable, fashion.
Of course, this kind of tight and incisive presentation of the music is
associated with other Logic components, not least the Datum II
tonearm that comes fitted to the Cl! Because the bass, and
particularly the upper bass, always remained solid and coherent, the
deck seemed to provide aconcrete foundation for both complex and
simple rhythms, dynamic interplay and timing in general. Peter
Gabriel's slightly ' fuzzy' Solsbury Hill profited from this unerring
solidity, while his vocals were urged forward more fervently than is
usual, the tinsel-like percussion draped in aprecise fashion over the
background of electric guitars and drums.
This innate forwardness could conceivably become tiring with
repetitive or brash- sounding recordings, high-level brass from jazz or
even classical recordings, for example, though the gains in
transparency and general clarity would seem to be aworthwhile
trade-off. Overall, Iwas most impressed by the Cl.

SYSTEMDEK ID(
This austere-looking deck incorporates anumber of interesting
materials found separately in other turntable designs. For instance,
the platter is fabricated from asheet of plate glass with ahard plastic
insert provided for termination about the long steel spindle. A soft felt
mat supports the record while both the oval-shaped armboard and
drum- like sub-platter are cut from ahigh density Medite. Drive is
provided by an AC synchronous motor, which is further shielded by a
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THREE BETTER DECKS
metal plate and screening can before being bolted to the underside of
the chipboard top-plate.
An essentially symmetrical alloy subchassis is suspended via three
linear springs connected to strategically-placed outriggers. These
springs may be easily adjusted from above and their very 'free'
movement is barely restricted by the inclusion of cloth-type damping
material. The main bearing is of the type Systemdek have used for
some years now, and is interesting because it includes aspiral oil-track
cut into the verical surface of the main spindle — in some ways, this has
similarities with the hydrodynamic thrust and journal bearing
developed by Prof Jack Dinsdale at Cranfield Institute. In
Systemdek's bearing, though, the base of the spindle has been
machined out to accommodate asteel ball which is locked to the lower
thrust pad. At alate stage during this test, we were informed that
Systemdek have now discarded the spiral-cut spindle in favour of a
new closetolerance bearing, with claimed improvements to bass
'tightness' and overall sounds.
A relatively shallow lid composed of ahard tinted plastic is fitted,
while the integral arm is of Jelco origin, there being little or no
difference between this and the equivalent AR tonearm. Once again,
the high effective mass of this arm precludes the use of high
compliance magnetic cartridges.

flat on most low-cost decks. In this respect, the Systemdek IIX was
thought quite superior to the other two decks tested here, maintaining
the ghostlike imagery of the title track from Lars Erstrand and the
Four Brothers — the carefully miked piano seemingly yards from the
accompanying instruments. This particular strength was also brought
to the fore during Leave or Slay, by the Cars, whereupon the
deliberately open soundstage was matched by the contrived ' presence'
of the vocalist.
Nevertheless, the various low frequency instabilities noted above
may have contributed to the slight bass imprecision, or softness, which
was felt to accomràny maily recordings when played on the
Systemdek. Particularly potent bass lines, such as those running
through XTC's Grass or the Cars' Go Away, appeared to exacerbate
the problem; this would not impair the sense of rhythm or timing,
simply the speed of attack of bass transients, making them sound
cloudy rather than sharp and articulate. Furthermore, both the
midband and treble were extremely well controlled, encouraging
low-level notes to rise from inky silence on appropriate recordings. If,
on the odd occasion, there was ahint of graininess in the far treble,
then the ' lively' nature of the partnering tonearm would be the more

Lab report
On test, the Systemdek's suspension resonance was estimated at a
moderate 4-5Hz, while some rotational or lateral instability was
indicated by the disc impulse response, when run over 200ms. The
standard response, over 50ms ( illustrated), showed asimilar trend to
the AR deck but with improved attenuation of the initial surface wave
by the glass platter. The secondary ripples are also indicative of the
soft felt mat, but the controlled region from 25-50ms demonstrates the
rigidity of the bearing. Weighted rumble was exceptionally good
although the electrical breakthrough was very slightly worse than the
AR, despite the application of shielding.
The rumble spectrum reflected the main wow modulation
frequencies of 4Hz (0.119%) and 6Hz (0.082%), the former related to
the frequency of rotation; unfortunately the peak total was alittle high
at 0.2%. By contrast, the peak flutter energy was very low and
restricted to 21Hz — an area also highlighted by the rumble spectrum.
Compared with the other decks, the vibration spectrum was complex,
indicating both ahigh-Q suspension mode at 40Hz (- 32dB) and the
first structural mode at 295Hz (- 32dB). In agreement with the result
from the AR deck, the Systemdek vibration spectrum showed
evidence of an arm resonance at 800Hz (- 50dB), although this was
confused by both the lid resonance 850Hz (- 56dB) and flexure of the
long armboard at 620Hz (- 40dB). It appears that the broad cluster at
590Hz (- 32dB) was compounded by vinyl/glass reflections,
themselves aided by air trapped in the felt ' filling'. Removing the mat
resolved this cluster into two sharp peaks at 580Hz and 620Hz, also
lowering all peaks in the 200Hz-lkHz region by 5dB and peaks in the
1-2kHz region by 8dB! The peak at 1.4kHz was reduced from — 58dB
to — 70dB.

Sound quality
This deck excelled in the recreation of both subtle and complex spatial
elements, breathing life into recordings that would tend to sound very
TEST RESULTS

ikely culprit. Overall, the Systemdek IIX represents an exceptionally
well-balanced product for the price — if only they made as much noise
about their products as some other Scottish turntable manufacturers!

Conclusion
Admittedly chosen to represent the cream of the crop at this price
level, these decks all fully justified their inclusion in that category.
Each contender utilises quite different methods and materials in
achieving what is essentially the same goal — musical enjoyment. AR's
established EB101 has now been subject to anumber of ( nonretrofittable) upgrades, which have made their mark on the low
frequency performance. Turning to the other two decks, Systemdek's
current IIX deserves front- seat acclaim while Logic's new baby will
need little encouragement in making along-term impression on all
who hear it. [ Sadly, as we were about to go to press, we learned that
Logic have ceased turntable manufacture; we can only hope that
production may be resumed at some future time — Ed]
All three are thoroughly competent designs but each displays a
particular combination of strengths, so endowing it with adistinct
sonic character — in fact, these decks offer three very individual
characters which will continue to add spice to the consumer's choice

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH EB101

LOGIC Cl/DATUM II

SYSTEMDEK IIX

suspended-subehassis
1.8kg
33.46rpm (+ 0.38%)
—0.05%
0.099%
0.036%
—53dB
—65dB
—78dB
good/good

non-suspended
I
.4kg
33.30rpm — 0.09'? )
+0.12';
0.214';
0.179'7;
—51dB
—64dB
—74dB
fair/average

suspended subchassis
1.8kg
33.35rpm (+ 0.06%)
—0.12%
0.2%
0.082%
—53dB
—63dB
—79dB
average/fair

adjustable headshell
I4g
good
bias, downforce
3secs
45mg
25mg
13dB
—8%
calibrated spring
Tsuchiya E-41176/105pF
£219

fixed headshell
I5g
very good
height, bias. downforce
3.5 secs
15mg
15mg
IIdB
+6r4
graduated spring
detachable co-ax/1()OpF
£199

adjustable headshell
14g
good
bias, downforcc
3.5 secs
40mg
25mg
I3dB
—9%
calibrated spring
unmarked co-ax/100pi.
£199

Turntable section
TYPe
Platter mass
Absolute speed
Drift over Ihour
Peak wow ( 1-1011z)
Peak flutter ( 10-1(8Hz)
Electrical and mechanical rumble ( unwtd)
Electrical noise
Rumble ( DIN B wtd)
Shock/vibration sensitivity
Tonearm
Type
Effective mass ( inc I . 5g hardware)
Geometric alignment
Adjustments
Cue descent time
Lateral friction
Vertical friction
LF resonance rise ( 10Hz)
Downforce error
Bias method
Arm cable/capacitance
Typical purchase price
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Across the world the SME Series Vprecision
pick-up arm isnow the standard by which
other arms are judged.
Holder of Japan's coveted Hi Fi Component
of the Year Award its performance is not an
accident, its reputation not amarket whim,
but the predidable outcome of innovative
design allied with more than aquarter of a
century of high quality manufacturing
experience.
Ownership of aSeries Voffers the serious
audiophile or professional user deep and
lasting satisfaction. Its development and
many special features are described in a
four-page colour brochure which we shall
be happy to send you on request.

Among SME dealers specialising
in Series Vare:
Absolute Sound & Video
Acoustic Arts
Audiocraft
Audioscene
Audio Excellence
Audio T
Beechwood Audio
Doug Brady Hi Fi
The Cornflake Shop
Graham's Hi Fi
Hampshire Audio
Harrow Audio
Hi Fi Care
Hi Fi Corner
Hi Fi Experience
Horns of Oxford
Image Hi Fi
James Kerr & Co.
KJ Leisuresound
Lintone Audio
Midland HiFi Studio
The Music Room
Phonograph
The Pinewood Music Company
Radford Hi Fi
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Sound Organisation
Sounds Expensive
Spalding Electrical
Stafford Hi Fi Studio
Studio 99
Subjective Audio
Telesonic
Unilet Products
Wilmslow Audio
Zeus Audio

The best pick-up arm in the world

SME Limited
Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY
Telephone: (0903) 814321
Telex: 877808

ADEVEUIPM 'DL'
Martin Colloms reviews the completely redesigned Celestion DL8 Series 2

L

AST AUTUMN CELESTION launched the Mk II range of
their DL series of loudspeakers. This cost-effective group now
comprises four models — the DL4 II, DL6 II. DL8 II and the
lesser known and rather larger three-way DL 10. Some
editorial discussion ensued when the DL8 II review was initially
planned, since concern was expressed by both the Editor and the
manufacturer concerning the choice of reviewer. Ultimately Iwas
asked to undertake the task, notwithstanding some relevant design
history: no consultant links now pertain. but in the past Idid advise
Celestion concerning design of the original DL speakers. Thus my
proposed review of the DL8 II did raise some questions: would a
negative review be construed as dislike of an upgrade of previous
work, or apositive outcome indicate undiminished zeal for the origins
of the design. and for its manufacturer? However. Iintend the review
to speak for itself, and to deal with the evidence as it arises.
Hopefully. this may go some way towards determining whether a
committed consumerist reviewer can indulge in some consultancy
design and still remain objective.
Built on afine die-cast with anicely open rear section to reduce
frame reflections, the bass- mid driver employs avacuum formed
polymer cone with aclassic, near- exponential flare terminated in a
new synthetic rubber. Of necessity the latter has good midrange
absorption, but in contrast to the earlier driver this one is endowed
with areasonable mechanical Q or inherent flexibility, seen here as
part of the LF design. The Mk Iused apaper pulp cone, hut for the
Series 2the bass unit has been replaced with an altogether superior
animal, down to such details as thé ventilated, pressure- free motor
coil assembly. astandard 25mm pole, and arealistically-sized ferrite
magnet. The driver is along- throw, low- distortion design. and yet the
cone profile is clearly intended to provide an extended low-coloration
response right into the midrange.
While the Mk' was uniquely endowed with an advanced one-piece
aluminium alloy-dome 32mm tweeter, the DL8 II falls in with the rest
of the new DL range in using abrand new 25mm titanium dome. In
common with the bass driver, this new unit is made to an original
Celestion design and provides more extension in the upper treble than
before. It is also more efficient in its conversion of electrical to
acoustical power. As with other respectable metal-dome tweeters. the
idea is that the dome operates as apure piston free from breakup and
resonance over the whole of its required working range. in this case
3-20kHz. Not until 25kHz or more does the first breakup mode
appear, though it can be pretty large when it is reached. But so far
there have not been any reports of dogs or cats suffering from the use
of metal-dome HF units! If well designed. the benefits of apiston
performance are heard as agreater sweetness and clarity, and not as a
'metaliie sound.
The cabinet carcase is manufactured from ahigh-grade and
high- density particle board. 19mm thick, and it certainly feels solid
and heavy. Bracing in the earlier model was confined to the recessed
rear panel technique; but for the Mk II afull figure-of- 8brace is
incorporated, successfully locking all the side panels and producing a
strong low- resonance enclosure. The back is flush- mounted to
minimise the internal volume.

and the frequency balance was nicely judged if viewed over the whole
range. Moving the speaker nearer to the rear boundary wall should
help reinforce the lower midrange and provide an improved balance,
so the effect of near- to-wall spacing was investigated next, with some
40cm between wall and rear of the enclosure found to be asensible
optimum. In this position the midrange tonal balance was improved,
and although such positioning failed to provide acomplete solution to
the problem, auditioning could proceed over awide variety of
programme material. The DL8 II seemed to be in its element on rock
material, showing the high degree of power and control appropriate to
the pace and speed of the programme. Never confused, it consistently
delivered considerable detail, with instrumental lines and singers
separated out clearly.
Setting aside the matter of tonal balance for amoment, the
bass- mid driver was clearly ahigh-performance unit, free from most of
the usual cone coloration effects and capable of aclean and articulate
bass. In this sealed- box design the bass seemed well extended in the
listening room, with alevel of articulation and tunefulness rather
above its price range. In the treble it was judged very good. the
tweeter proving to be unobtrusive yet full of subtle detail and the
necessary harmonic information. However, in the near- to- wall
position alittle more treble power would have been welcome. But in
its price category it would be unfair to criticise this model severely on
grounds of tonal balance, since most speakers sold are worse than this;
yet Iam bound to report that the DL8 II thickened violin tone and
altered orchestral perspectives, lending atouch of boxiness, evident
for example on grand piano. This mild coloration may well not be due
to the enclosure, just to the tonal balance effect.
Stereo images were well defined, with above- average transparency
and depth, the latter mainly pertaining to the upper frequency range.
Stereo focus verged on the very good, with good stage width, the
boundary extending alittle beyond the speaker positions. The very
good musical dynamics were complemented by high power- handling.
and the speaker remained comfortable up to 125W input, at which
point extremely high sound levels were generated.

Test results
Looking at the forward responses ( Graph I), the off- axis curves are
quite well integrated with the main axial response. Don't he put off by
the peak at the extreme upper end of the treble range, which is due to
the tweeter dome resonance at 23.6k Hz, seen in ahigh- resolution
analysis to be some 10dB above the mean level. The majority of
metal-dome tweeters have asimilarly located resonance between 10
and 20dB high. with no untoward subjective effects discovered as yet.
The effect on the axial response is asmall 3dB uplift just as the 20kHz
point is reached, at the audible limit in any case.
On the forward responses taken in 1
/2
octave resolution ( Graph I)
the vertical marker is placed on the 20kHz band for visual reference.
On axis, the response showed aslightly falling characteristic through
the treble range, averaging — I . 5dB, while the off-axis curves show
that the midrange energy is strongly held to 800Hz or so before the
usual off- axis rolloff arises. Some loss is evident in the 3k Hz crossover
region, giving the impression of amodest step down between the mid

Sound quality

B;1. , 3 OCT

Paired with aMusical Fidelity B200 amplifier, the Series 2was first
tried in my usual free-space position, which resulted in aconflicting
series of impressions. Considering separate areas of the frequency
range, elements of astrong performance were immediately evident,
for example, in both the bass and treble, as well as mid clarity. From
the start it demonstrated afine dynamic quality underpinned by a
sense of power and drive, and sounded lively and fast.
However, it was apparent that open-space mounting did not really
suit this speaker due to its particular tonal balance, which sounded as
if the upper midrange had amild plateau boost. This lightened and
thinned vocal lines, admittedly sharpening up the definition but at the
expense of naturalness. Joe Cocker on Civilised Man, for example.
was projected with more authority and speed, but his voice had lost
some of its weight and natural roughness. The presentation of violins
was more forward on the sound-stage at the expense of cellos, which
appeared to have receded by comparison. But this imbalance did not
continue into the treble since the speaker was not excessively bright,
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Be the First
to Experience

The New Rotel
Amplifiers
RA 820 BX3 and RA 840 BX3*

at
HiFi Experience
Audition them at your nearest branch
Full range of Rotel amps, tuners, CD's,
speakers and turntables in stock.
HiFi Experience also stock: Linn • Musical Fidelity • Quad • KEF • Tannoy • Audiolab • Nakamichi
•Monster • B. W. Matrix • Onkyo • NAD • QED • Yamaha • Heybrook • A.R. • Alpha • Sound Organisation
•Revolver • Denon • Dual • Rotel • Ruark • Goodman's • Marantz • Castle • Gale • Spendor
•Beard • Audio Technica • Shure • Thorens • SME • Creek • Incatech
*RA 840 BX3 available early April.
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Aiwa's XD-001 DAT recorder is now available from specialist importers.
Francis Rumsey examines the practicalities of the new medium

p

ROFESSIONAL RECORDING engineers are quite excited
about their DAT machines at the moment, and in this
country at least, arecording studio is probably the most
likely place to find one. So far, aDAT machine represents a
large domestic investment, yet arelatively small professional one.
There are some nuisances for the professional users, though, the
main one being that the DAT sampling rate employed for domestic
recording purposes is 48kHz, so as to prevent the direct digital
copying of CDs. This rather turns the story on its head, because we
are now in the ridiculous situation where most professional recording
studios cannot use the ' domestic' DAT machine for making CD
masters because the sampling rate is wrong, leaving the option of
sending the tape for conversion to 44.1kHz by someone with a
standards converter, or copying the DAT tape via the analogue
domain to aCD mastering system, such as Sony's PCM-1630.
Sony have capitalised on this by bringing out the ' professionalised'
PCM-2500 already mentioned. A variant of the DTC-1000 DAT
machine ( reviewed by Martin Colloms in July '87), the '2500 has an
extra box of tricks built in underneath, fitted with XLR sockets rather
than phonos, and has anumber of digital interfaces to various
standards. More important, this machine is provided with aswitch to
change the record sampling rate to 44.1kHz, and contains software
which allows recording at this rate. The premium for these privileges
is about another £2400 on top of the price of the DTC-1000, puttisng it
safely out of the reach of all but the most determined of potential
pirates.
Lastly, the big problem for the professional is that you can't edit a
DAT tape, either by cutting or electronically, which immediately
leaves it out in the cold for many jobs. During the early days of DAT's
appearance, Sony had rumoured that editing would be possible but so
far nothing of this sort has materialised, which leaves DAT as a
welcome replacement for systems like the Sony PCM-F1 and
PCM-701 processors (which both make use of adomestic video
recorder to provide the tape transport) as asession recording device,
for mixdown and for the storage of edited masters. However, in
conjunction with some of the reasonably priced, random-access
editing systems that are beginning to appear, aDAT machine is avery
viable professional device.

The Aiwa is aSony
It is interesting to notice that the Aiwa XD-001 is aSony DTC-1000
with adifferent front panel. We can read what we like about Aiwa's
readiness to manufacture DAT machines into that! In any case. Aiwa
machines are now being supplied to the UK professional audio market
by Stirling ITA, 1Canfield Place, London NW6 3BT (Tel: 01-625
4575); they are also available from Playback, 15 Percy Street, London
W1P 9ED (01-631 0939).
Comparision with the Sony reveals afew other modifications, such
as the dual line inputs on the rear panel, with aswitch to select one or
the other, and the change in layout of some of the controls. Certainly
from the front it is not immediately obvious that this is aSony, as the
controls are different shapes, the LEDs are in different places, and the
writing is different, but the rest of the machine is the same as the
DTC-1000 and the boards inside say Sony on them.
Inoticed aslight difference between the way that this machine
handled the digital input signal and the way in which it was handled on
the very early DTC-1000 which Itried out last April, but Isuspect that
this is amodification to the system software, because Sony's
PCM-2500 acts just like the current Aiwa machine in this respect. The
later machines just click at you when you try to record a44.1kHz
input, producing no sound at all via the line outs, while the early
machine produced sound at the line out but stayed locked in ' Record
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Pause'.
The facility for marking cue locations on atape, either while
iecording or replaying music, is agreat plus for the busy recording
engineer. It means that he can zip around the tape locating takes on
session tapes, for example, which might have been areal fiddle in the
past. When it comes to auditioning different sections with aview to
editing, the speed of location and the ability to give each cue mark a
number is invaluable.
Cue marks are written by the rotary head in the subcode alongside
the digital audio, and can be read by the rotary head even at the high
wind speeds that are encountered with DAT. It is clear, nonetheless,
that the markers for the starts of tracks are written for more than one
scan of the head drum ( in fact, for anumber of seconds) to give the
machine abetter chance of detecting them at high speed. Because
subcode is separated from audio in the head scan, it can be recorded
separately, by turning on the record current for just that small portion
of the scan concerning the subcode area, which means that new start
marks and other information could be recorded after the original
recording was made.
The XD-001 allows for the marking of Start IDs and Skip IDs, the
latter being an indication to the machine to jump from that point to
the next Start point if the Skip mode is switched on. The unit has been
provided with acrafty device to get around the disadvantage that track
location on copied CDs would be difficult because the DAT machine
would not copy the index points from the CD's subcode, by
automatically writing new Start IDs when the audio level falls below
about — 45dB on the machine's internal meters for at least three
seconds and then rises above this level again. It is assumed that this
normally means the start of anew track, although Idid encounter a
number of occasions when bogus IDs were written after quiet passages
of classical music! This isn't really aproblem because you can erase
unwanted IDs subsequently, or you can turn the Auto mode off. Or
you can accept the fact that it might be agood idea to have acue point
marked at alull in the music.

Assembling tracks
One of the things that the PCM-F1 was not particularly good at was
giving silent joins where one recording was linked to another. Even
with the greatest of care in performing aback-space video edit by
playing to the end of the previous track, putting the machine into
pause, then pressing Record and releasing Pause, you always got a
little click or spit in the silence between tracks, albeit at very low level.
All sorts of tricks, most of them requiring re-copying in the analogue
domain with de-glitching or fading down at the join, were devised to
get around this problem, which was due to the fact that the EIAJ
format uses adata interleave pattern for recording which is
incomplete in one video frame, thus causing errors when two
unconnected sections of audio are joined together, and resulting in a
brief mute. This DAT machine had no problems that were obvious
when joining material in this manner, giving completely noise- free
joins between tracks: auseful feature when using this machine for
assembling an album, for example.
The digital input and output provided on the rear of the
machine conform to the Sony/Philips digital interface standard. They
are on phono connectors and might be used for interfacing digitally
between this machine and aseparate D/A converter, or to
professional equipment. This interface standard is very close to the
AES/EBU professional interface standard which uses XLR
connectors, and 1have had some success in connecting other devices
which use it ( such as the PCM-601) to professional devices such as the
PCM-1630 for copying recordings made in the EIAJ format to CD
mastering format at 44.1kHz. The main problem with the DAT
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At PLAYBACK we believe
experience counts. And
we believe no-one has
more experience selling
R-DAT machines than us.
In stock:
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Then hear some equipment that will outplay most of the well-known makes.
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•AUDIO INNOVATIONS, all- valve integrated amp. Series 300 from f299. Series
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500' - IINTI from £649. Series 800' - I
Pre/Pi from £899. Series 1000' - I
MiBLOCK I
from £ 1295. Series Triodes' I
Pre/P from f995.
'To say 1371 impressed with the performance of Series 300 is an understatement".
John Bamford - ' Hi- Fl Answers' March 87
•SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS. Superb range of speakers that would outplay most, if
not all, other speakers.

Audio Trade Centre
Trade centre means, simply put, that we sell all our
ex dem and part exchange equipment for what it
costs us to buy in the trade. These are real bargains.
We can't list what we have — it changes so readily. So
give us acall for the latest list.
The Audiocraft Trade Centre has over £48,000 of
ex-demonstration and part exchange equipment for
sale. All this equipment is in superb condition as
well as being extremely good value.
Marylebone to Denham Station is only twenty
minutes. We are also only one and ahalf miles from
Uxbridge tube station. Anybody visiting us can be
picked up from these stations.

e0895

- 53340

Export
Facilitys Available
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"Hear the Type K's for their remarkable openess lack of cabinate colouration,
excellent dynamics and absences of serious vices... You know you're listening to
real musicians performing". If. Kettle - New Hi Fi Sound I
"Everything from solo piano. group ¡azz, folk and chamber music, rock and full
orchestral pieces are handled in abelievable and enjoyable way". - Alan Bateman
- ' Hi Fi Answers"87.
•MARANTZ ISP. OFFER CD75 f299 - BRAND NEW I
Hear the superb AUDIOPHILE CD Players and the rest of the range.
•PINK TRIANGLE AND THE ROCK TURNTABLES ALWAYS ON DEM.
•REVOX
"Excellently made gear offering very good sound quality and probably the
ultimate in system programme ability."Il Seabury - What Hi Fil
Possible record cleaning service available.

Second hand equipment available
Ring for further details and e would prefer demonstrations to be by appointment.
Other fine equipment from Audionote. Beyer. BLO. Decca, Goldring. Helius.1131.. lecklin
Float.1PW. Marantz, Nakamichi. Ortofon, Pink Triangle. Revox. Rotel. Senheisser.
Sugden, Systemdek, The Rock. Torlyte Platforms. Valdi. Voyd etc. etc.

cARA
MEMBER

2mgg g3ge,Dh
5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY.
Tel: 0252-714555. MON SAT 10AM-6PM.
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Toshiba's UK-built budget speakers; Mod Squad passive pre;
Inca Tech's CD amplifier; and BBC LS3/5a update
TOSHIBA SS-33M LOUDSPEAKERS
Though bearing the brand of amajor Japanese supplier rather than
one of the old established names of the UK loudspeaker scene, the
Toshiba SS- 33M is in fact manufactured in the UK to Toshiba ( UK)'s
specification. A revised version of the well- liked SS-33ES, the '33M is
clearly aimed at the bottom end of the hi-fi market, as well as the
much larger rack and midi-systems purchasing sector.
Obviously, no manufacturer can afford to supply real wood finishes
at this price level, so '33Ms come in black veneer with wood- grain
effect on the sides and front baffle. They are designed for open stand
mounting away from walls, and proved to work at their best in this
position. ( Prospective purchasers should bear this in mind; when good
quality rigid stands are hard to find for less than £50 per pair.)
The ' 33Ms are an infinite- baffle design sporting two drive units in
vertical alignment. The tweeter is a19mm soft dome unit with a
substantial magnet, the dome set in asmall flared horn. This is flush
mounted for asmoother dispersion characteristic, and sealed with a
foam gasket: all nice details at so low aretail price. For bass and mid
Toshiba use aflared pulp paper cone unit of 150mm diameter, and
230mm diameter frame. The cone, which is treated with ablack
damping material, is supported by an inverted rolled PVC surround of
fairly high compliance on apressed alloy frame which, though thin, is
ribbed for added strength. The magnet is fairly small.
Under the veneer lies the 14mm thick high density chipboard that
could almost be described as standard' on speakers in the budget
price category. This is filled with several rolls of BAF wadding to a
moderate density, which is removable to reveal the crossover network
mounted on apcb just above the terminal plate. The crossover sports
three ALCAP reversible electrolytic capacitors and two inductors.
one air-cored for the tweeter and alarger ferrite-cored for the woofer.
This is hard-wired to the drive units and terminals by standard twin
core speaker flex of the hell-wire type. Happily, the plastic moulded
terminal panel is fitted with clip terminals large enough to take cables
and plugs up to 4mm in diameter and to provide apretty tight
connection.
Iused my usual wide range of music to give the '33Ms athorough
runthrough at differing levels. Experimenting with position confirmed
the recommendations given in the information sheet, je. placing them
about one metre from the side walls and 0.7 metres from the rear wall,
on spiked open frame stands. Iwas first reminded of their ES
predecessors by their good neutrality and evenness. They were free of
the gross departures from neutrality, and obvious aberrations, that
one frequently finds in budget loudspeakers.
Bass extension was alittle more restricted than one might have
expected. given the size of the cabinet, but there was no evidence of
boominess or lack of control. The bass performance was satisfactory,
with no major colorations and afair amount of detail — if alittle
lacking in weight and power on orchestral works. The upper bass was
well integrated with the mid, its dry character blending well with the
clear, even quality of the latter. The mid was good compared with
similarly priced units, sounding clear and informative on most
programme. If it did have ageneral character it was aslightly
recessed. ' dark' quality resulting in aslight loss of ultimate clarity and
openness. Referenced to more expensive designs there was aloss of
detail on complex material which would worsen with increasing levels.
The quality of singing voice was quite impressive, except on soprano
which could sound pinched and slightly hard.
The treble was the most disappointing element in the ' 33Ms. It was
fairly good in general terms but there was anoticeable soft tizziness
that became obvious on sibilants, which were somewhat exaggerated.
This tended to produce some loss of focus on delicate percussion,
although the focus at all frequencies was not impressive. Apart from
this the treble could also be alittle lispy. but not severely so.
On programme with alot of stereo information the '33Ms proved to
be rather restricted in depth although some sense of location was
portrayed — albeit without much solidity centre-stage. The separation
of voices on choral material was also weak. Dynamics were even, if a
trifle subdued, tending to compress at high levels. And there was a
loss of contrast with the silences between quieter sounds.
My judgements are fairly critical in absolute terms, but in
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comparison with equivalently priced units these fare pretty well:
certainly better than speakers supplied as part of arack system or
equivalent. On the positive side they are fairly neutral, balanced, and
controlled, with no major vices. The 'down' side is their belowaverage treble and lack of life and dynamic bite. Overall they
represent good value for money and fairly sound engineering. Worth
considering.
Paul Crook

MOD SQUAD LINE DRIVE PASSIVE PREAMP
Fashions come and fashions go, and it seems like alot of birds have
flown under the bridge since the hi-fi world was abuzzin' with chat
about passive control units. After the flirtation with passives in the
early days of CD, things cooled down, everyone went back to their
noisy old active devices and passive preamps were relegated to cult
status. A number of companies continue to produce these beasties,
with prices starting at something around £39, but the main impact has
been the incorporation of passive stages into active preamps. Usually
cloaked behind the legend 'CD Direct', such passive stages allow the
listener to hear what is hoped to be an unsullied signal with unity gain.
As more and more people turn their backs on LPs ( the fools),
line- level-only systems are becoming the norm. Remove the costly
RIAA stage, and you can offer decent preamps for seemingly silly
amounts. Take it astage further, and you're back at entirely passive
preamps, which is where the Mod Squad Line Drive comes in.
The Line Drive is to my knowledge the second- most expensive
all- passive preamp in the world, beaten only by the Cello passive
which costs athousand bucks in the USA. The Line Drive retails for a
mere £338 in the UK, which still ain't cheap for abox with no active
circuitry. But what abox!
Having tried at least six different passive preamps and owning three
which are in regular use. Ihave no hesitation is stressing that passive
preamps sound different from one another. What you're hearing is the
difference in the quality of the components, and you have every right
to expect apassive with a £2pot from Joe's Electrical Supply to sound
noisier/grungier/less transparent/less detailed than aunit sporting a
hand- made, resistor- laden work of art.
When it comes time to appoint the King of the Tweaks, Steve
McCormack will be in line for the title, because his tweaks work. A
maven when it comes to lateral hi-fi thinking and the selection of
premium parts, McCormack has produced apassive preamp designed
for the connoisseur. Knowing that circuit trickery doesn't exist in
passive line- level preamps, McCormack constructed his Line Drive
from the best components he could muster, without getting into the
realms of stupidity. The main ingredients of the Line Drive include
silky, gorgeous Noble film potentiometers. Lorlin selector switches,
Wonder Wire, Wonder Solder, Tiffany connectors and LC/OFC
Teflon insulated wires. Armani for audio, to be sure, but the stuff
does what it should.
The result is housed in a16 1
/ x10 1
2
/ x21
4
/in black box sporting ( L- R)
4
aselector for five sources, amode selector offering source, mute and
Tape 1or 2, abalance control with centre detent and avolume
control. The back houses the Tiffanys (gold for CD and Aux 2) and
facility to feed two pairs of power amps ( with one pair of gold-plated
outputs). Tape dubbing is no problem, but read the instructions about
accidentally dialling in the wrong source when recording; the feedback

LINE DRIVE -
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"The 503-1 is excellent in almost all
respects. Its excellent sound and build
quality should make Dual alot offriends."
lupun .%liuOw% • What Hi Fi? Pee 1987

Dual CS 503-1
“I'm enthusiastic about the sound achieved . . . it does apretty
damned good job.99
Jonathan Kettle. New Hi Fi Sound. Not. 1987.
44 In absolute terms it is agood turntable for the money, with few
rivals at the all- in price . . . Iwas impressed by the fine arm
and general finish.”
Hi Fi News. Dec 1987.
The 503 embodies all the good characteristics of its famous predecessor and
delivers even better sound quality in an elegant slimline package.
The end result, incredible analog sound quality at an affordable price.

*Carbon Fibre headshell * Ortofon cartridge * Damped platter * 33 & 45rpm
*Non resonant plinth * Auto stop and Lift *

Dual
Listen to the 503 at your Dual dealer
For your free colour catalogue write to:

Hayden Laboratories Ltd. FREEPOST. Chalfont St Peter. Bucks. SLY 9BS. or phone: ( 0753) 888447.

POT POURRI •
loop just has to be heard to be believed. ( You want buffering, go
active.)
Installation places only one demand on the user and that's cable
length between Line Drive and power amp — the shorter the better.
You'll soon know whether or not the Line Drive can goose the amps
to your preferred levels, so don't buy without trying.
I've been using the Line Drive for ayear, with both Moscode and
PS Audio phono amplifiers for LP duty. It is almost impossibly
neutral, intrinsically noise-free and about as musically satisfying as the
line stages of any high-end active preamp Ican name. It's cleaner than
any other passive I've tried, and it demonstrates absolutely no
congestive behaviour regarding dimensionality. What it does to
headroom depends entirely on its synergy with agiven system. But
before you all run out thinking that ashade under £350 is aticket to
preamp heaven, remember the practical considerations. My problem
is aneed to run long pre/power leads, which precludes the universal
use of any passive, and Iplay with so many amps the odd one comes
along that will barely squeak with even amere half-foot of cable
between. Sonically, Ican only find the tiniest nits to pick — matters of
the merest degree — and I'm not so sure that they undermine the
obvious benefits like zero noise, negligible distortion, rien de hum,
and so on. The only audible demerit Ihave been able to pinpoint with
any consistency is aslight touch of grain on unnaturally crystalline
material, but even that is masked most of the time by other
components.
If you have afine outboard phono stage ( Mod Squad's own Phono
Drive will soon reach these shores) and can operate asystem with
short phono leads, you'll probably fall in love with this baby. If the
price is too low, you can always order acustom version which will cost
even more than the Cello. WBT connectors, Penny and Giles pots —
sigh. Distribution is by Moth Marketing, 10 Dane Lane, Wilstead,
Bedford MK45 314T. Tel: (0234) 741152.
Ken Kessler

complexity of atraditional integrated amp, Inca Tech duly conceived
the ` Dirk'. Named after that hero of the Dungeons and Dragons video
game, the £215 Dirk comprises achunky volume control ( Alps), CD
or tape selector switch, and astiff on/off rocker; asmall green LED
indicates when the unit is fully powered up. The glossy black alloy
facia and gold silk-screen lettering mimic the styling of other Inca
Tech products although the simplicity of the design necessitates far
less space: the unit only measures 12x 10cm at the front, being the
usual 30cm deep ( including all controls).
At the rear Inca Tech have provided aset of closely spaced 4mm
sockets for the connection of loudspeaker cable, and three pairs of
nickel-plated phono sockets for CD/aux, tape in and tape out. Slots at
the back of the steel wrap-around case provide adequate ventilation
for the Airlink toroid and heatsinks beneath. Overall, the Dirk
represents minimalism taken to the extreme!
Despite the dominance of odd-order components in the distortion
spectra, this amplifier does not adopt the peculiar single-ended
topology of other Inca Tech amplifiers but uses aconventional
dual-complementary Mosfet ( Hitachi) power amplifier. The unit also
proved unusually sensitive, requiring 1.75dB less than most line stages
for full output to be achieved. Two 4700µF electrolytics are used in

BBC LS3/5A UPDATE
Mice and men and all that stuff can't hide the fact that I'm
disappointed by the realisation that the BBC has no plans whatsoever
to update the classic LS3/5A mini-monitor loudspeaker. We ( me and
the other three '3/5A fanatics) only wanted afew minor changes, little
things like abi-wiring option. Maybe atouch more headroom.
Perhaps better power handling. You know. Little things.
Despite whispers which suggested that an LS3/5B or ' 3/5A Mk II
might become areality in 1988, the BBC has decided not to change
the venerable box. The physical changes which warranted agettogether at Broadcasting House are designed to make the speaker
more like the original, guaranteeing better sample-to-sample
consistency, and the Beeb did explain quite convincingly why sonic
changes— no matter how much of an improvement they may afford —
would cause nothing but hardship for the speaker's prime consumer.
The BBC has something like 3000 of the little beauties in operation,
and the idea behind any BBC- licensed design is unit-to-unit
consistency whether the speaker is mere yards from Jimmy Young's
most oft-used studio or out in the boondocks. If one of apair blows
up, the Corporation's engineers have to be able to whip any unit out
of stock and replace the dead one knowing that the substitute will
match. As you can see, aredesigned LS3/5A would mean scrapping
the 3000 in use.
What necessitated changes was afinding that recent '3/5As were
suffering ahigher reject rate, far too many falling just outside the tight
specifications. The new LS3/5A sports anew bass driver, which
necessitated the design of anew crossover, calculated to make LS3/5A
production less hit-or-miss. If there are any sonic changes, it's likely
that KEF's new PVC surround will mean gentler clipping ( who hasn't
heard their originals make ashocking 'crack' when overdriven?) and
possibly go atad louder, neither of which concern the BBC who treat
them as what they are: small, near- field monitors used primarily for
speech in close quarters. The BBC spokespersons are amused and a
bit chuffed that such asingle-purpose design has found favour with
discerning hi-fi types, but they stress that it is atool for BBC use, and
they like it just the way it is. They simply want to make them more
uniform from unit to unit. Because of this, the new, easier-to- produce
version has to be asonic dead- ringer for the older version.
I'm wholly appreciative of the BBC's needs, and have no difficulty
in understanding their decision to do nothing more than assure the
consistency of the design. Ijust don't like being faced with yet another
'If only...' Maybe one day.
Ken Kessler

INCA TECH DIRK CD-ONLY AMPLIFIER
In utilising the high output of today's CD- players we have witnessed
the introducton of CD- Direct amplifier inputs and the eminently
simple 'passive pots'. Feeling the need for something alittle more
advanced than apassive pot, but not requiring the multi-way
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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he power supply, while fast blow 5A rail fuses offer adegree of
protection. A separate line stage also feeds the tape section with a
peak output of some I0.9V — more than sufficient.
As the name implies, Inca's Dirk sounded sharp and to the point!
Used with Tandberg's upmarket 30I5A CD player — an exceptionally
well-balanced product — alittle of the graceful poise of this unit was
diminished by the Dirk, but asurprising degree of transparency
remained intact. Initially imparting aslight sheen to the upper
frequencies, the Dirk became progressively sweeter after an hour or
so of warming up. Its midband clarity provided akeen insight into
vocal articulation and subtle timbral detail, but the bass was softened
and lacked definition by comparison. This last point was not thought
to be due to ahigh output impedance, the damping factor of 124 being
more than satisfactory.
It is not the most sharply etched or incisive of amplifiers but it
interprets and delivers most types of music in arelaxing and enjoyable
manner. A smooth and gentle performer overall, seemingly contrived
to avoid many of the unfortunate pitfalls of some CD players, it also
happens to be avery sensible idea and looks rather cute into the
bargain!
Paul Miller
TEST RESULTS
Maximum Power (< 1% dist).
8ohms
4ohms
2ohms
Input sensitivity ( for rated output)
THD ( Ikliz), OdBW
2
/
3 power
Peak tape output
Channel balance ( Ikliz)
Stereo separation (OdBW). 10011z
'kHz
20kHz
DC offset. UR
Output impedance/damping factor
Typical retail price inc VAT

INCA TECH DIRK
55.5W
83.3W (+ 1.76dB)
92.1W (+ 0.43dB)
99.66mV
0.02%
0.024%
10.85V
0.96dB
60dB
71dB
48dB
+7.90mV/+1.09mV
0.065ohms/I24
£15
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"Amongst the finest in its area of
the market

and an easy match for

some much
_

more costly
players. 55
(Alvin Gold — CD Review)
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DCD 1700 - 11649.
"... Both in terms of construction and sound quality, the
DCD-1700 represents excellent value for money ...
Definitely recommended." (Paul Miler. Which Compact Disc Sept 87)
DCD-1700 possessed a marvellous sense of
openness and immediacy that revealed the innermost
subtleties without stripping the music of its essential warmth
and delicate timbres." (Paul Miller. Which Compact Disc Sept 87)
" ... the

•Denon's 16 Bit 4 x oversampling • 2 x DA Converters
•Hi- speed linear transport • Digital output
•Absolute phase filtering • Hi- Mass construction

"A potent and thoroughly musical
device"
(Alvin Gold - CD Review)
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DCD 1500 MKII £499.
The DCD 1500 MKII is a new highly refined version of the
DCD 1500 and clearly improves upon the critically
acclaimed sound of its predecessor. Much of the
advanced technology developed for the DCD 3300/1700
has been incorporated and the result is an outstanding
CD player for the price.
•Double super linear converter • Denon's 16 Bit 4 x
oversampling • LC-OFC analog filter • Optical
isolator • 4independent power supplies • BMC
pickup chassis • Optical digital output terminal
For further information and your FREE Denon colour

catalogue write to: Hayden Laboratories Ltd,
FREEPOST, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks
SL9 9BS. Tel: (0753) 888447
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and treble. Above axis, some loss in the crossover range is seen. but
this does not approach the magnitude of adip. In consequence. the
driver integration was considered good in phase ternis.
Final confirmation of the midrange tonal character is provided by
the room averaged response or RAR ( Graph 3). Here, the bass/treble
balance is line, with the bass extended uniformly to desirably low
frequencies. ± 3.5dB 30Hz to 400Hz. But there it is. amid plateau
finally revealed as 2-3dB of excess power over an octave of the
midrange extending up from around 700Hz ( afrequency band
suggestive of ' boxiness' if it had been associated with panel resonance
coloration). Assuming that near- to- wall mounting will till in the lower
midrange by 2d13 or so. we would still be left with some deficiency in
treble output lending an over- rich effect. As regards the treble, aside
from ultrasonic peaks the audible range was correctly constructed.
with asmooth tapered rolloff — the right measurement for an
integrated averaged assessment such as this.

Conclusion
In many areas the Series II is clearly superior to its predecessor. The
new, smaller enclosure is quieter thanks to the incorporation of the
figure-of-eight brace, and offered notably low coloration in its class.
The new 2.2fimm bass- mid driver was clearer and cleaner than the pulp
cone driver it replaces, while the 25mm titanium tweeter provided
greater sensitivity and more response extension when compared with
the old 32min alloy- dome. Subjectively, the sound has been
considerably improved in all departments. save the mid tonality, and
even here it could he argued on the basis of an A/B that the Series II
still benefits by virtue of reduced box and cone coloration in the

—
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midrange. In its price class the bass wa.: rated highly, the treble was
exceptional, and the overall level of Cynamics, focus, clarity and drive
were all well above the norm. In fact, it is so good that one cannot help
but wish the mid could also be ' right', although some would accuse me
of being too perfectionist here. You must judge for yourself on
personal audition, but as it stands the DL8 II offers good value, and
certainly merits firm recommendation.
TEST RESULTS

CELESTION DL8 ( II)

Site ( histi. cm)

50x27.5x25

Recommended amplifier power per channel ( for
06d BA per pair at 2metres minimum)
Recommended placement
Frequene response within ± 3d13 ( 2m)
LF rolloff ( — 6dB) at I
m
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V, it% Iwatt in 8
ohms) at In)
Approximate maximum sound level ( pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristic ( ease of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Typical price per pair inc. VAT

20W •
On rigid stand 0.4m from
6.51 lz-20k1 Ii
601Iz

ill

89d11/W
10.5dBA
6.4ohm min ( v.good)
Good +
€200

R-DAT WORK
734

machine is the sampling rate employed, which means that you can
onl‘ really use this interface for transferring material to the DAT
machine at -18kHz. There seems to be no reason why you couldn't play
tapes made on aPCM-2500 at 44.1k on this machine and copy them
across via the digital interface to a 1630, hut if you had aPCM-2500
you wouldn't bo'ther, would you?
It is clear that DAT's error correction is anumber of generations
ahead of earlier systems. employing acombination of all the tricks
learnt in other formats. This makes it very bullet-proof. although it
has to he when one considers the small dimensions and short
wavelengths involved! The error correction is such that audible sound
will still be produced even in the situation when one of the two heads
on the drum is completely clogged (
je. inoperative to all intents and
purposes). just with reduced bandwidth as the system will be
interpolating between every other sample. This is perhaps an extreme
situation. although Ihave very recently heard areport that amajor
dealer is receiving asmall number of units back from customers who,
with heavy use, have encountered major head clogs and thus loss of
audio. Whether this is due to the infancy of the metal particle tape
used, or just that DAT systems were not intended for such heavy use.
it will be interesting to watch.
Whatever the outcome in the long-term. Ifound the Aiwa DAT
machine to be extremely reliable from adropout point of view, with
no problems at all during the review period. It is possible to be very
violent with the machine, and have it still show no audible problems: it
can he shaken, rotated vigorously, thumped and turned upside down
while playing with no problems. and in this respect it is more robust
than most CD players. For the professional engineer, reliability of
recordings is paramount: most people run two video recorders with a
PCM-F1 in parallel if they are recording important material because
there is no means of monitoring off- tape while recording, and it is
hard to say whether the same should be recommended for DAT.
The XD-001 is extremely well constructed, and for most people who
may consider it for mobile recording work Iwould say that it appears
capable of standing up to some abuse. A good metal case with
optional wooden end panels covers asturdy copper chassis, which
provides extra strength as well as audio shielding. Naturally the
interfaces and level control are to domestic standards, but many
Ni WS& RECORD REVIEW
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people will be prepared to accept this, and to use one of the various
professional interfaces such as the Audio and Design Propak to sort it
out. The metering is well presented. being ahorizontal white
fluorescent bargraph reading down to — 50dB with ' over' LEDs, and
in this respect is as good as many meters on professional recorders.
Ifound the buttons for controlling the transport and the cue point
location rather small and fiddly for serious work, and it was very easy
to hit the wrong button when in ahurry because they're very close
together and the legend on them is very faint. This could be a
problem. although the remote which is provided has larger buttons
laid out with more space between them.
Sound quality is exemplary, and many have said that it is superior to
any of the professional digital processors or recorders so far in use,
which must come as rather ablow to some people! Still, these
differences are minor, and in my view are far outweighed by
differences in loudspeakers and microphones.

Conclusion
DAT machines like this one will probably continue to trickle in to the
country by the ' back door', mainly for purchase by professionals who
see them as agood replacement for the PCM-F1, which has done good
service but suffers from the occasional mishap with the domestic video
recorders and tape used. It is said that the sales of DAT recorders.
even in Japan. have been under target for the first year, and we still
have no solution to the legal battle about copying, so Ifind it hard to
say whether DAT will die before it lives.
To make it live in abig way professionally it should perhaps be
given the facility for editing. although this may not prove to be such a
big problem if other editing systems become cheaper: and to make it
live domestically it needs to be an awful lot cheaper ( so do the tapes!).
It is unlikely that aDAT recorder could ever be made as cheaply as a
CD player because there is just more inside it: CD players are quite
simple by comparison, which leads me to suspect that DAT will
always remain amid- to- high-end hi-fi product. Still, the fact remains
that it is atriumph of engineering, and Ilike it very much: what apity
that DAT seems to be earning itself the dubious accolade of being the
product with the longest launch and, it may be feared, the shortest
lifespan ever.
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There's now afurther
refinement to our successful musical formula where ' E' is
pure musical enjoyment and ' MC' are our unique
dual moving microcoils, set at 45° to the
left and right in the same configuration
as the original record cutter head.
The AT- F3and AT- F5 are rapidly setting
new standards in affordable analog
listening with aspecification that's ideally
matched to the demands of modern
audiophile turntables and tonearms.
In addition, both models feature the latest
advance in electrical systems ... OCC internal
wiring ( Ohno Continuous Casting) which greatly
enhances signal transfer.
Recent press comments on the F3 have included
'to go one better in all respects you would be looking to spend agreat deal more'
(HI-FI ANSWERS) . . 'the AT-F3 remained perfectly ¿ri central, separating and presenting the
music's individual strands in apersuasive and believable way' (NEW HI-Fl SOUND) . . and on
our F5. '
there was atransparency of texture and champagne like quality on transients,
strings, brass and percussion' (GRAMOPHONE) . . 'digs out detail better than many cartridges
at twice the price' (HI-FI REVIEW) . .. 'the way the AT handles stereo is sure to become one of
it's recognised hallmarks. It's brilliant.' (HI-FI ANSWERS).
Please contact us for afull information pack and call in soon for apersonal audition at your
specialist hi-fi store or local BADA dealer.
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Technic, Houle. Lockwood Close. LEEDS LS11 SUIT let 0532 771441

The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST1
ST2

Holds 600 records
price £ 166.00

Holds 480 records

price £ 140.00

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.

Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is aunit just
right for you.

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £ 44 00

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in beer hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 or send coupon below to:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
Name
ST3
ST4
Holds 240 records
price £84.00

Holds 360
records
price £ 114.00

All prices are ex- works and inclusive of VAT.
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CLUB1 THE
This month, the Accessories Club offers
custom-designed software storage units.
Ken Kessler tries them on for size

UNIT TRI17

CLUB,

t se

this form to order any of the current
U:NYRR acceçsories'

Please indicate quantity required. All prices include post & packing.

• HFNIRR HFN 003 Test CD £ 11.95
Goldring Stylus Cleaner £ 14.95
El Mission Isoplat £ 19.50
Tweek £ 15.95
Ill Michell Banana plugs £9.50 per set of 4
• Audiophile Records

0 Cantate Domino £6.95 0 Saint-Saëns £6.95 D Close-ups £6.95
D Jazz at the Pawnshop (2LPs) £ 13.95 0 Dabs (45rpm) £ 12.95
Scheherazade ( RC4) £ 11.95 D Marni Nixon sings Gershwin ( RR- 19) £ 13.50
0 Appalachian Spring ( RR-22) £ 13.50 D Appassionata ( RCDE-4. 45rpm) £7.50
D Romance de Amor ( RCDE-8) £7.50 0 Vintage Tenor ( RCDE-11) £7.50

• HFNIRR Spikes £ 10 per set ( inc drill) Wood D Metal C
HFNIRR Flux Dumper £22
D Nagaoka record sleeves (pack of 50) £6.95
III High Performance Loudspeakers (
hardback) £ 14.95
• HFNIRR Black Head M-C Transformer £49.95
• HFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.95
D HFN DC1 Kit ( Minus Cabinet) £49.95
• Bassett Subwoofer Drive Unit £ 117.50
El Bassett Subwoofer Electronics (boards only) £39.95
fl Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( assembled) £ 139.95
• Allsop Cleaning Accessories
D Carbonoptic LP brush £5
D Cassette head cleaner £5
CD cleaner £ 19.50
nSpecial offer of all three £25.75
• Supercut Records £7.10 each ( or £6.50 each if ordering four or
more) Please indicate titles:

0 Randy Newman: Little Criminals 0 Santana: Borbo/elia 0 Weather Report:
Mysterious Traveller 0 Jackson Browne: Running on empty 0 Eagles: Desperado D
Earl Klugh: Living inside your love 0 Paul McCartney & Wings: Band on the run
Maus: Orchestral works D Elgar: Symphony No.2

p

lastic may be THE material of the 20th Century, but I've yet
to find it asuitable material for record, tape or CD storage
units. Most of the injectionmoulded atrocities I've seen
prove to be fragile, cracking under the not inconsiderable
weight, and they often have bizarre interlocking mechanisms to allow
for secure stacking. Others don't stack well at all, while anumber
incorporate the dumbest thing imagineable: individual slots for each
CD or LP or tape.
Think about it. If you're aserious collector - serious enough to
invest in storage units - the odds are that you keep your music in some
form of order, probably alphabetical by artist or grouped by genre.
Imagine you have 500 CDs slid into these precious slots and your next
purchase happens to be an ' A' title. Barn! out corne the 487 releases
from B-Z, each moved along one space so you can slot in the new one
Forget it.
Using apanel of hardcore collectors, we set about designing truly
practical and rugged storage systems for LPs, CDs, cassettes and
singles. They're made from Medite, finished in dark matt grey and of
uniform width. All have an internal width of 435mm, which yields
capacity of 120 single-sleeve LPs, 40 CDs, 25 cassettes and around 200
singles. The boxes are designed to enable you to get your fingers in to
withdraw the contents, and we've allowed for the majority of slipcases
and box sets which add afew millimetres to the sleeves or jewel boxes.
Additionally, as CDs and cassettes stand quite nicely on their own,
they require no dividers whatsoever. If you have to insert anew title
up in the ' A' section, you simply slide the rest along. The LP and
singles boxes are divided into thirds, to provide amethod of keeping
the discs upright. Each box has feet below which locate into the top of
another unit, and you can stack any units you like on top of the LP
box, CD or cassette units on the singles boxes, and cassettes on top of
the CD units. Oh, and the LP box can also be ordered without the two
dividers if you wish to use it for housing hi-fi up to 435mm wide and
330mm deep. Prices are: LP unit, £32.50; singles unit, £27.50;
CD/cassette unit, £ 14.50 each.
These units also work nicely with the HiFi NewsStand. If placed on
shelves behind the uprights, the full internal 435mm space is
accessible.
My pocket money for '88 has just been allocated...
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HFNIRR HMC phonotophono £29.95
HFNIRR Flutterbuster £79.95 ( state turntable)
• Decca tonearm £49
D Authenticity Mini-vac £8.95
• Michell Tenderfeet ( set of 3) small £5.45 D Large £8.45 0
D Cobra FM Aerial £34.95
D HFNIRR CD Carrydisc £ 10.95
HFNIRR Toolkit £32.50
12 Record Interface Mat £28.50
HFNIRR Headcase £79.95
▪ HFNIRR News- Stand D Top & bottom shelves only £ 125 D
3middle shelves £22.50 D Complete £ 139.95
D Onkyo Unifier £99.95
Sicomin CD Damper £27.50
Self-adhesive rings for Sicomin damper ( pack of 20) £ 1.75
D Audioquest vacuum tube dampers ( pack of 4) £ 11.95
D The Mushcrusher mains filter £24.95
• Storage units: LP £32.50 O Singles £27.50 D CD/cassettes
£14.50 D

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

CI Ienclose POIChequelMO"
Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex"
My card number is

'Please delete
as necessary.
Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature
Please send your orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1VH.
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.

Accessories Club hotline * 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE
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good dealer
good equipment
the foundation of agood music
system
from

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Kingfisher House
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford, Hants SO5 2FU
Tel: Southampton (0703) 252827 & 265232
I
We stock selected items for:
Aloi,
Audiolab,
A&R,
Audio Technica, B&W, Bowers,
Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek,
Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz,
Grado, Gyrodek, Heybrook,
Hunt, Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn
Isobarik, Linn Sondek, Marantz,
Mark Levinson, Maxell, Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Perreaux, QED, Quad, RATA,
Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Rotel,
Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Systemdek, Supex, Wharfedale,
Yamaha, and others. Active systems on demonstration.
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JEFFREY TATE
The principal conductor of the ECO and at the Royal
Opera House talks to Christopher Breunig

llurionlEMI

T

HIS MONTH Decca release Tate's
ROH Arabella — see p109. For
Philips he is recording Offenbach's
Contes d'Hoffmann, in Dresden,
using acompletely original edition. But his
principal commitment is to EMI, with whom
he has acontract to do 17 recordings over the
next three years. Most recently, Tate and the
ECO completed Britten's Nocturne, with
Robert Tear, the Beethoven Violin Concerto
with Frank Peter Zimmermann, and the
Mendelssohn and Bruch G- minor with Nigel
Kennedy. In April, Schoenberg's 2nd
Chamber Symphony is scheduled (to be
coupled with Verklarte Nacht), and the
Mozart/Haydn symphonies will continue. Big
future projects include the Beethoven Missa
Solemnis, aDresden Rosenkavalier, and
Hansel und Gretel with the Bavarian RSO.
'Sometimes, the happiest moments are
with the ECO in arecording studio, when
no-one's around, and you are just making
music. Ilike recording; Ienjoy it enormously
—Ifeel stimulated by it, in away.'
How did the ' Death and the Maiden'
[Mahler's string-orchestra transcription of the
D-minor Quartet] record come about? It's
not agap in the catalogue you would think
EMI were desperate to fill.
'They have been rather extraordinary,
actually, because they have almost been
prepared to say " we will do what you want to
do". It's been like that. . .'
But was that something which was working
well for the concert, and you said: we could
record this?
'No. Ithink they were interested even
before that. Quin [ Quintin Ballardie, the
ECO's Chairman] wanted to do it, and Iwas
very interested — I'm convinced Mahler did it
because he wanted to conduct the piece: he
only conducted the slow movement but
obviously he wanted to feel that music under
his. . . It's very much him, isn't it? So much
in the way of Mahlerian possibilities lurking
around in that piece. He must have been
fascinated by it. And there was no question of
EMI waiting to see how the concert was. To
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their eternal credit, if we've gone with an idea
that's remotely feasible . . . Imean, Iwon't
do, or Itry not to do, any repertory which I
haven't done in concert at least once or twice.
Ifind that most uncongenial.'
A big strain. The sad thing is, there are
conductors who have put things on record
then gone on to develop them, and their
concert performances are so much more
interesting, subsequently.
'That is very dangerous. One sees that as
one's own danger — you've got to do these
things when you have the opportunity, and
yet you'd like to say no, it's not the right time
to do this yet. Ithink in terms of the very
big-scale repertory that's fine, I've got all this
work with the English Chamber Orchestra,
all of which is our own repertory, which we
are going to be doing alot. That's very good,
and the big- scale pieces Iam not adding
massively to, not an enormous amount.'

The Dresden Staatskapelle
How did you become associated with the
Dresden Orchestra?
'It was HMV's idea: they wanted me to do
some work with amajor European orchestra
so that Ididn't get typecast as aconductor of
chamber orchestras, which is allegedly a
danger — that's the way people think.
Anyway, they wanted big symphonies, and
Dresden offers easier possibilities than, say,
Berlin, because the pressures on Berlin are
enormous.
'It's amajor orchestra with an enormously
long tradition, and the sound is wonderful;
the string sound is quite extraordinary. It's
halfway between Vienna and Berlin in away:
like it is geographically situated. There is
certain of that silveriness of Vienna, and
slightly less of that dark brown quality of the
Berlin orchestra; do you know what Iam
saying? A certain transparency to the sound,
as well as having alot of power behind it.
And an incredible discipline. It was very
exciting, but it was tricky because Ihad to do
these pieces [ Schubert 9and Beethoven 7]
without having done aconcert with them. But

they have four-hour sessions, which means
you can actually rehearse and record, rather
as you might in aBBC session. Iwas there for
aweek, and had basically more time than I
would have had here. Consecration of the
House takes alot of work; that's adifficult
piece because you have to balance the thing.'
It sounds wonderful, if Imight say?
'Thank you. But it was alot of hard work
because the recording engineers who did it [ a
co-production with VEB] used two
microphones only — there was no individual
miking in that — so all the balancing had to be
done by me, in the church.'
Its very resonant, isn't it?
'It's enormously resonant, which Isuppose
is not entirely suitable for those pieces. You
could say it's "old-fashioned"; it's like
listening to those prewar Vienna Phil
recordings with Bruno Walter.'
But we seem to be going back to that kind
of sound.
'What Ilike about it is: that sound is what
you would have heard, if you sat in the hall.
You don't get any false perspectives of
instruments, or balancing. It's all done by
me, for better or for worse!'
Well, for better. That's how music should
come across on records.
'I like that very much now. It's also done,
basically, in very long takes, which Ialso
like. . . The last movement of Beethoven is
virtually one take, give or take afew
corrections.'
The articulation there is so precise, it
creates afeeling of energy. It's not a
whirlwind speed.
'There are things that mitigate against that.
First of all, the seconds and the violas with all
this extremely detailed semiquaver work,
which has to be heard in absolute. . . There's
the offbeat fourth quaver woodwind accents.
If you go too fast you never hear them. As a
matter of fact, it was rather interesting: I
remember that Nicholas Kenyon, who
reviewed aperformance 1gave, complained
that he didn't hear that. Iwasn't doing it at a
different speed, but Irealized it was avery
83
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JEFFREY TATE
useful thing to have said — Ithought you were
hearing them, but you weren't. So it's avery
determining factor, these sort of things. And
they were interested, because they had
obviously done it at whirlwind speed before,
and were very grateful not to actually have to
play the notes, you see?'
There is awonderful set of Dresden
rehearsal records [ Orfeo] with Rudolf
Kempe.
'Well, that was very moving for me. The
first person who put abaton in my hand and
made me conduct aprofessional orchestra
was Kempe: the last ten minutes of Elekira,
because he wanted to go and hear the offstage
chorus. It was rather nerve-wracking, as Ihad
only conducted amateur orchestras before
that. He was enormously encouraging to me —
sadly it was just before he died. Iplayed for
his Elektra rehearsals at Covent Garden, then
we talked abit after that, and Iturned up at a
lot of his rehearsals. In fact, Iplayed the
harpsichord with him, when he did aconcerto
grosso with the RPO.
'And Ihad done some harpsichord work in
East Berlin with the Berlin Chamber
Orchestra. for Philips. and Vittorio Negri: a
whole set of Albinoni. Vivaldi, sorts of
things, and met there the producer Heinz
Wegner. who did all of those, and the HMV
Kempe Strauss series. And Kempe was agod:
the orchestra would have given their right
arm if he would come back — he couldn't, as a
West German. He was the most distinguished
conductor that Dresden produced of that
generation. And when Iwent back, the
person who was record producer for the
German side — it was David Groves for EMI —
was Heinz Wegner. He said " the last thing I
expected when you were playing the
harpsichord was that you would come back to
conduct the Staatskapelle in this repertory".
So he gave alittle speech to the orchestra
before, and said " Mr Tate will undoubtedly
. . . your view of him will undoubtedly
change when you realize that he was highly
favoured by Mr Kempe". And it was
noticeable: there was asort of warmth which
came into the atmosphere.
'Kempe was very undemonstrative. He
could be tough when he needed to be, but
that was not the way he worked at all.'
Iremember, with the BBC SO, Daphnis
and Chloe, Lin Heldenlehen. . .
'Quite extraordinary. It was all very
unassuming; there was no sort of " self" in
them. His scores are very interesting: the
least marked- up Ihave seen in my life. All
due to extraordinary intellectual control; but
at the same time enormous humility. And yet
awonderful stick technique: what he could
show with it . . . he would say very little, and
always to the point.'

Bruckner 9
Have you recorded Bruckner 9yet. or is that
aproject?
'It's aproject, but it's being prepared. I'm
programming that next season, three or four
times — well before Ido it.'
Is that the first Bruckner symphony'?
You've chosen acraggy kind of work.
'Yes. Craggy. That appeals to me. I'm in a
way that sort of person. The Eighth
Symphony too! Well, Isuppose it's the
Wagnerian in me, this vast scale. .
But they are questing works, aren't they'?
They don't have the rounded qualities of the
Seventh.
'No. The Seventh is the one Ihaven't . . .
the obvious one to have chosen. It doesn't
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speak to me in the same sort of way, it really
doesn't. Ilove listening to it, it's glorious to
hear — as you say, rounded, whereas Eight is
'dolomites', all those clichés of mountains.
And the Ninth is such awonderful, personal
sort of work.'
They're slightly ambiguous. because they
are ' nature works', and yet they're not. They
are struggle-pieces at one and the same time.
'The allusions to nature are Ithink there,
obviously. But they are intellectual pieces:
he's working out ideas, seeking for a
language — in away probably looking for a
new language, or working out the limits of the
language he had perfected in the Seventh.
That is avery perfect piece; enormous though
it is, it is entirely satisfying within its own
framework.'
Nine is truncated, anyway.
'Yes. Ilike that element of it also. Maybe it
couldn't have been finished — has anyone
tried to finish it? [ Tate recalls he has read
about William Carragan's completion, and
the Oslo PO/Chandos recording issued last
year.]
'In away Idon't want to hear it; I'm
perfectly happy that it finishes as it finishes.
But it would be quite interesting: like
listening to completions of the ' Unfinished'.
But after awhile you say " why?" The
[Schubert] ' Unfinished' is so satisfying, as a
piece, that it is difficult to programme
satisfactorily — Ialways want to do it, then
find myself not doing it.'
Iam surprised by the very slow speed at
which you take the scherzo in your recording
of Beethoven 7. It is exactly the same as in
Klemperer's third EMI version.
'Is it?'
Spot on. [Tate laughs.]
'Inadvertedly! Ihaven't listened to that in
years! There are things in it that Inow
remember. Itend not to listen to records — I
used to agreat deal, before Istarted
conducting seriously. And then Ibegan to
listen less and less. Iwould listen to specific
things, particularly archive recordings, old
conductors, or particular problem pieces
where it was interesting to know what
somebody might have done.
'I keep up with it. Iread more about it than
Ilisten: Ilike to keep atrack of who is doing
what, and the present trend. Ilike to try to do
things that aren't necessarily on the market:
there aren't that many Haydn symphonies
floating around. And Iwant to try and branch
out in the English music: that interests me.'
Are you an ambitious person?
'No. That's one thing Iam not,
particularly. Anything that has happened to
me, has usually happened in spite of me. I
mean, one is ambitious about one's own
music- making, the quality of what you do.
That's true. But position, in that sense, no.'
You are not setting out to capture New
York, or wherever.
`No. Idon't see why you should. How can
you do that? It's not what it's about — I'd
rather make good music unknown to
anybody, in the right sort of place, rather
than worry . . . I've been extremely lucky.
I've had opportunities which have given me
further possibilities as aresult. There is an
element of luck in this game. But I'm always
rather alarmed when people say you should
be doing this and that now, must talk to this
person or do this concert. Why?!'

The ECO
'What Ihope to do with the ECO is expand
their repertory. At the moment they have to

play, or have been forced to play, very much
the same sort of repertory. And they don't
think of themselves, quite rightly, as a
baroque orchestra, in that sense. They play
that extremely well, but Idon't think want to
specialize there, neither do they want to be
typecast as aMozart/Haydn orchestra.
Obviously, under Britten they didn't have
that, and EMI seem very happy for us to
record outside of the more obvious chamber
repertory. Iwould like them to do more from
the 20th century.'
Ithink you would do some very good
Stravinsky. [ Iwas later surprised to hear that
Jeffrey Tate, although he has given the work
in New York, finds little of interest in Le
Sacre, ònce you have actually mastered the
notes' — not, after all, his kind of piece.]
'Well, we are going to start doing that. And
the British commissions: we are planning a
Robert Saxton record. More Viennese
School: Schoenberg's 2nd Chamber
Symphony, that sort of thing. The great
danger is this terrible blinkered concert
programming.'
Because audiences would he too thin.
'I think if we could persuade . . . Ithink we
are going to have to be adventurous. It looks
quite good, Imust say.'
What other pieces are you looking at'?
'I am exploring early Dvorak: very
interesting.'
The tone-poems'?
'Absolutely. Idid acouple of those with
the Cologne Radio Orchestra, the Noonday
Witch, and the Water Goblin; and I'm doing
the Third Symphony next season: the E- flat,
which is lovely! Dvorak. Berwald with the
ECO: it doesn't turn up too often, does it'?'
Would that work with the small orchestra?
'I don't see why not. Same sort of effect as
Mendelssohn, early Schumann.
'I'm arelatively 19th century animal. And
Brahms Iam certainly beginning — Ifeel that I
need to do some Brahms. It's very much my
world. To tackle slowly, and all the
Bruckners, slowly.'
You seem to be diversifying to an amazing
degree. You used to be pigeon- holed as a
Haydn. Mozart conductor.
`No, not really. It all fits into an internal
pattern really. Iwanted to progress towards
the Germanic and middle- European
repertory of the 19th century . . . not the
Russian particularly. It's not so much of our
world, Idon't think. And not yet the French
Impressionist world. The small-scale pieces I
love; pieces like Ma mère L'oye Iadore. It is
just the big scale, Daphnis, Rapsodie
Espagnole. That's also not in my
temperament as aconductor, so much. It's
sound-world, and effect and all that, and it's
not the way Ithink. Ican't help that. Iwant
very much to do Pelléas, but that's because
it's associated with the words, you see?
Maybe the [ Piano] Concerto [ in G] is
somehow vocal, in away. Idistrust the
symphonic poem as aform, maybe. Idon't
schedule them in programmes, constantly: it's
my " classical" origins coming out!'
You conducted the ECO in Mendelssohn's
Scottish Symphony. There is only one
recording, and that's Neville Marriner's,
where asmallish orchestra is used. And yet
the whole cycle lends itself very well.
'Well. Ithink so. Ilove Mendelssohn
dearly, and the Italian is perfect for the
orchestra— it should always be done with a
small orchestra, because all the balance
problems, all the inner detail problems, solve
themselves. And the same is true of the
85
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JEFFREY TATE
as close as one could do to the sort of style
that you would expect. She has this
extraordinary détaché technique, which is
quite unbelievable. The distinction between
slur and articulation is so clear with her.
'A forte-piano is only relevant with period
instruments, the only way you can make it
work. You have great problems. For
instance, balancing certain woodwinds,
particularly bassoons, against modern strings
is very hard. Persuading modern strings to
play "thinly" to get the requisite degree of
transparency is sometimes quite difficult. I
think that is why the ECO winds have
developed their sort of thrusting, strong
sound. Despite the fact that we are not avery
large orchestra the strings can make avery
powerful sound. All very good players, of
course.'

Scottish: to balance the scherzo, with avery
large symphony orchestra, is very hard. With
the ECO so many of your problems are
solved before you start. Ican't help but think
he thought, aurally, in those terms. Even
with four horns Idon't think that
overbalances the string section at all. You
have to have fairly robust string playing, in
the outer movements.'
Watching the performance, there were
places where, say, both flutes would join in,
but you couldn't actually hear that. Iam sure
that if they didn't play, you would feel
something was missing.
'There are odd bits of orchestration like
that where. .
It's like the Beethoven Mass in D, where a
lot of the time it is just an aggregate sound.
[Tate sang in the Klemperer recording,
`amazingly enough. . . all those years ago.
It's apiece that has always been very close to
'Although, there again, if you do the Mass
in D if you reduce the numbers to asmall
orchestra it does make alot of those things
vanish.
'Some of the block woodwind writing that
began to creep in, in 1810, 1820, suddenly
beginning to write very thickly for the
woodwind, begins to mitigate against you
hearing individual instruments. It is not like
Mozart's writing where everything is crystalclear. With Mendelssohn himself, the
woodwind writing is very good: Mozartian in
the way he calculates the sounds, balances
one off against the other. But it is fair; the
Scottish lapses towards asort of thickness.
'The likeness between that and the
Schumann Spring Symphony, which we did
last year, is so close.'
There is anew record of the Spring in
Mahler's re-orchestration. It sounds very
odd!
'On our television " Workshop" Ihad the
Mahler annotation in front of me. In some
places, the differences are really
considerable, radical.'
He doesn't so much clarify as rethink.
'Rebalances alot of those chords,
certainly. You can do that; Ithink,
personally, you should try not to do it, and
see what happens. Szell redid some of it, and
in most recordings someone has done
something to them. You have to, literally, go
through the score with ared dynamic pencil
and completely add things to it to make sense
at all. When Ilooked at my score, and when I
looked at what Mahler had done in terms of
dynamics, it was very much the same. He
voiced it differently: the division of the
strings in the slow movement is completely
different. Fair enough. Iunderstand why he
wanted to do that. The effect is alittle bit
more glittery, more treble edge to the piece.
But it loses some of that lovely nut-brown
colour to the piece — it depends what you
really want.
'I want to do Schumann 4now, but in the
original orchestration, not the second
version. Idon't think we can do 2and 3, I
think both of those demand alittle more
sound — Idon't know. The Scottish gave me
slight hope, Imust say!
'If you are going to do Beethoven in 7in an
old-fashioned way, it is wonderful to have
eight or ten rattling good double- basses; you
can really make that last movement work.'
You say old-fashioned.
'Oh, I'm very conscious that that Seventh is
terribly old-fashioned. Iam very interested in
what Norrington is doing. Istill think the
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metronome markings are mad. Ithink
musically speaking they're mad. The soundworld is adifferent matter; it does make alot
of sense.'
It can be done with that orchestra, can't it?
'Yes. Faster speeds suit that style of
playing, undoubtedly. It may be that our ears
are so used to hearing them in acertain way,
it will take time for us to get used to it. Istill
think the two can coexist, as in Mozart. It is
now more difficult for me to listen to oldfashioned Bach. Even so, 1can still get
enormous pleasure from the Busch, in the
Brandenburg Concertos. It is avery difficult
decision for me, not having been brought up
as an academic musician — Ijust used to go to
concerts, you know. I've got, if you like, as
far as Ray [ Leppard], who was my mentor;
but it has gone further than that. Yet 1think
Mozart was close enough to us, and there was
enough of aperforming tradition handed
down, so why not have both? But you can't
do the metronome markings with abig
symphony orchestra. If you try, then you are
up the spout. It simply doesn't sound clear: I
think the determining factor is whether you
can hear the argument. With the Norrington
orchestra you certainly can: particularly in
the Beethoven Ninth. Ilook forward to
hearing them in the Seventh, because he will
get what Iwanted but at afaster speed.
'The interest in all this is so great, it will
influence symphony orchestras. And Ithink
for the better. Style is important. Ifeel rather
like doing what Simon Rattle did; Ifeel I'd
quite like to take off ayear and study again,
really study this time, properly. When it
comes to something as important as style,
changes in attitude to style, then Ithink one
should take that seriously. Istill think that
each person has the right to say it in their own
particular way. One does that with other
aspects of artistic repertory.'
Listening to Arrau in the Diabelli
Variations Iwas thinking: I'd hate to hear this
piece on aforte-piano!
'Again, it tells you what problems someone
playing on amodern grand has to cope with.
One of the main-springs of the music is the
articulation, your job is to make it audible. It
is very interesting to hear what it would have
been like, but Istill think Iwould much
rather hear Arrau playing — perhaps I
shouldn't say that. It is the same as Uchida,
who plays with amiraculous sense of style on
amodern instrument. She makes them sound

[After her concert series with the ECO,
Mitsuko Uchida is recording all the Mozart
Piano Concertos with Jeffrey Tate
conducting.]
'Mitsuko said, " Iknow I've done it, but I'm
not doing it without you! Irefuse to, because
Iwant to concentrate on my piano playing;
and Iwant someone outside of that, able to
control the orchestra for me, so that Ican
really feel relaxed within it. Ifeel that you are
me." And that's true. The pair of us don't
have any disagreements, and it's quite
remarkable that you can sit down with
someone and know that you are going to
think in exactly the same way about apiece.
It's so unlikely that you rejoice — obviously
we do have to sit down and talk; but it doesn't
take very long and if Iprepare apiece quite
independently of her it's amazing how we
come up with exactly the same solutions. And
Ithink she's right: Ithink it does bring asort
of cohesion to it, for her, anyway, which she
otherwise wouldn't have.'
And it gives much more character to the
orchestral parts.
'I hope so, that's also why we did it, I
suppose. I'm very pleased with K482 & 488.'
Well, Ilike the first record. [ K466, 467.1
'Yes. We were all abit less happy with that
record because of the sound. We recorded in
the Henry Wood, avery difficult hall to
achieve the precision of ensemble that you
really want: you have to work very hard,
because it's actually difficult to hear in. It is so
reverberant you find everyone glued only to
the stick, and there's none of that listening
process that is fundamental in Mozart — you
know, where an orchestra can hear what she
is doing, and respond to that as well. They
become alittle bit tighter, more rigid. So then
we changed to St. John's, where Ithink
Murray [ Perahia] did his, and it's easier. I
think Henry Wood is wonderful for solo
piano sound: solo works, absolutely fantastic;
but for our purposes we did better to go to
Smith Square. As you've seen, we've got this
very original setup whereby Mitsuko is stuck
into the orchestra. I'm also right inside. [ And
seated off-centre.] Like acircle. It's very
bizarre, but it works well for everyone. Now
we can all listen. I'm very happy with that.
And of course the quality, the individuality of
the woodwind is so remarkable. It's the only
orchestra Iknow that can play those pieces
like that.'
And it's great for you, because you are
doing this music!
'Yes, exactly. It's an enormous privilege.
'We've just done the B-flat, K595, and the
"Coronation". We did those in enormous
87
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JEFFREY TATE
takes, obviously with patches within it, hut
basically amovement. In afunny way it gets
easier and easier to do, for us.'
But she is quite tireless, isn't she?
'Oh, yes. You have to have someone with
that degree of concentration: she knows
those pieces so well.'
Would you like to record the Beethoven
Piano Concertos with the orchestra'? They've
never done them with anyone.
'We want to do the series. Mitsuko wants
to do them: and that's our next thought.
Obviously it's quite abig step for her: it
changes somebody's countenance when you
suddenly hear them playing the live
Beethoven Concertos. .
In 4she would be marvellous.
'In all of them; she would bring something
very special to all of those pieces. No, that's
mooted and will probably happen. She could
become typecast, in London especially, as a
Mozart pianist - she could obviously fill out
the house, playing Mozart concertos, without
turning ahair, but that's not agood idea.
That's why we did the Chopin [ in E-minorj in
concert, and we'd like to record both
Concertos.'
Do you lind those interesting from the
orchestral point of view?
'They're not. They have many felicities
and, again, benefit from the chamber
orchestra rather than the full symphony,
where they can sound turgid. But they're
divine works - and not just the slow
movements, either. It's avery special soundworld, there are no other piano concertos like
them: the atmosphere created by the slow
movements is quite special. Iheard both of
them, for the first time, in Edinburgh in the
'50s, with Arrau, and fell in love with them
totally then. Icouldn't understand why
everyone was scathing. Fair enough. the
orchestral tuttis are difficult. .
They used often to be cut.
'Ooh. No. no. I'm against cuts in principle
-you know, warts and all, they are there for a
purpose, like repeats. They're to be done, as
far as 1am concerned.'
Ithink Karl Böhm said he would never ask
an orchestra to do the repeats in the finale of
Beethoven's Seventh, because they would be
too tired.
'Well! You see, up till no I've not done in
concert the second repeat in the last
movement of Mozart 39, or the second repeat
in the Jupiter - which Iwould like to do. But
then the problem is that if you do them you
are morally obliged to do the repeats in the
slow movement, and of course you have an
enormous piece on your hands. It would be
interesting, but it's very demanding. With a
small orchestra it is worse, in away. But in
my Berlin Phil debut, in the Beethoven 7th. I
did all of them.'

The Berlin Philharmonic
[In February 1987 Jeffrey Tate Made his
Philharmonic concert debut with the Berlin
Philharmonic]
What did it feel like, to stand in front of
that orchestra? You'd worked with them
before, of course 'I knew them, because of my connection
with Karajan.'
You played the harpsichord on the Karajan
Don Giovanni recording.
'Yes, but that was physically separate. I
didn't see them at all, that was done
elsewhere.'
Oh! Perhaps you shouldn't have told me.
'No, no. That's the wizardries of modern
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science! It couldn't be done. physically. It
was rather touching in away: Karajan' rang
me up and said would I. as agreat favour to
him, do this. Iwas very moved by that, but he
particularly wanted it. It could only be
arranged when we were all in Salzburg two
years ago. Baltsa wasn't very well, so we did
all the recitatives in the studio, and then the
Baltsa ones Idid last year, this time in the
small Festival House, and the engineers had
to match the sound - Ithink there was atiny
bit of tracking which we needed to do.
'But my connection with the Berlin Phil of
course goes back to the days when Iwas
assistant to Karajan at the Salzburg Easter
Festival, and Iplayed the piano for some of
his rehearsals for the recordings of Tosca,
The Magic Flute, and the Mass in C- minor.
'They all knew me very well. But it isn't
quite the same thing. Iwas terrified, frankly,
because one just doesn't know how they are
going to react. And Ihad to decide what sort
of programme Iwas going to do. What do
you do? Do you take unknown pieces, then
you - you know - not pull the wool over their
eyes, but at least they'll be having to think
about new music. They are not going to judge
you as they might if you took absolutely
standard repertory. Iknow. That sounds a
little calculating but, after all, it matters how
an orchestra reacts to you, agood concert
comes not just from the concert itself but
from the rehearsals, obviously enormously
important, and the physical. and emotional
relationship with the orchestra, which you
can't calculate.
'You've got to. You have to make a
calculation: in what repertoire do you think
you and the orchestra have the best chance of
finding some sort of contact. Idecided I
wanted to go and conduct basically aclassical
programme: pieces Iwas very happy and
assured in. even if they knew the pieces
backwards. So Itook the Prague. And I
reduced them to an ECO size - which they
didn't seem to object to at all, although it's
more difficult to reduce amajor symphony
orchestra, they're not always used to playing
in small formation. As you can imagine. I
took my Barenreiter scores along, and had to
erase alot of rather strange articulations.
'Then Idecided to do Beethoven's
Seventh, which was very risky, because, after
all, it's such agreat party piece of Karajan's.
But Ifelt that my view of the piece was so
completely different from his, that Icould
offer them something legitimate. They could
have put up some opposition to it, but it was
worth. . .•
His Allegretto has got faster and faster, so
has the finale.
'It has. The Beethoven 7worked. Of
course it did take abit of time, especially the
last movement: to get used to the much more
craggy and difficult approach to it, and at the
dress rehearsal Iwondered, am Igoing to get
anywhere - Imean, they were wonderfully
cooperative, and they listened, and
everything was there, no problems of
communication, it was just that they couldn't
always do it, their reflexes were in another
direction. And in the first concert, it was
physically very hard to do the last movement:
it was like holding an enormous . . . like
Phaeton and the horses. And then, [ in the
second performance] they knew what to do,
and it was terribly exciting. A really
unbelievable sensation. It is like driving a
great Rolls. Marvellous musicians, with
incredible discipline. The sound- world, you
can play with it. It's having the possibility of

e

creating as you go along. You don't always
get that.'
And do you understand the mechanics of
that? Or is it amystery to you?
'You understand it while you are doing it.
I'm not sure that you could discuss it after the
event. And if you try and reproduce it the
next time around, it doesn't work. Do you
know what Imean? It's good: it's alittle
warning to you. You must use each moment
as it comes, and feel what that moment is.
But you just can't describe it.'
You once talked to an interviewer about a
Winterreise where you were sitting at the back
of the Festival Hall, feeling as if you were the
only person present in the audience. Is that
something you could feel, as aperformer that sort of concentration?
'I think so. When you are performing on
stage, your. . .•
Your commitment is to what you are
doing, isn't it?
'It is rather. Iforget the audience
completely: I'm unaware of them as amass of
2500 people. What you are aware of is a
massive amount of concentration,
particularly when it's going well. And that is a
great help: it focuses what you do, and what
the orchestra does, in an extraordinary way.
And you can detect differences in degrees of
concentration from an audience. A routine
night you know immediately. It's not amatter
of shuffling, or anything like that, but
something in the air. Iremember Iwas in
Japan, with Mitsuko, and the audience had a
sort of " oriental" degree of concentration
which was almost tangible. You could do
things in that which perhaps you couldn't do
here.'
JEFFREY TATE ON CD
Recordings for EMI
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7* 0 Consecration of the
I
louse*
CDC 747 8152
HAYDN: Symphony 10(1 ' Military' CI Symphon \ 11)3
'Drumroll'
CDC 747 6502
HAYDN: Symphony 1(120 Symphony 104 ' London'
CDC 747 4622
MOZART: Symphony 320 Symphony 35 ' Haffner Cl
Symphony 39
CDC 747 3272
MOZART: Symphony 36 ' Linz' D Symphony 38
'Prague'
CDC 747 4422
MOZART: Symphony 4(10 Symphony 41 Jupiter'
CDC 747 1472
MOZART: 4Horn Concertos D Concert Rondo ( with
Radovan Vlatkovic)
CDC 747 4532
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9. '
Great C major*
CDC 747 4782
SCHUBERT: '
Death and the Maiden' (Jeffrey Tate.
ptio/Ann Murray, mez-sop) 0 String Quartet D810
'Death and the Maiden' ( arr. Mahler)
CDC 747 3542
R STRAUSS: Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
Metamorphosen
CDC 747 9922
THE BANKS OF GREEN WILLOW —
BUTTERWORTH: The Banks of Green Willow D
Two English Idylls/BRIDGE: There is aWillow grows
aslant aBrook/MOERAN: 2Pieces for Small
Orchestra (with Ann Murray mez-sop)/BAX: 3Pieces
for Small Orchestra
CDC 747 9452
Recordings for Decca
CANTELOUBE: Songs of the Auvergne. Series 1-3
(with Kin iTe Kanawa, sop)
410 004-2
CANTELOUBE: Songs of the Auvergne. Series 4 &
5/VILLA-LOBOS: Bachianas Brasileiras 5 ( with Kini
Te Kanawa, sop)
411 730-2
Recordings for Philips
MOZART: Piano Concerto 20 in d921 in C ( with
Mitsuko Uchida)
416 381-2
MOZART: Piano Concerto 22 in El, CI 23 in A ( with
Mitsuko Uchida)
420 187-2
Recording for Hyperion
MOZART: Clarinet Concerto ( with Thca King) ID
Clarinet Quintet ( Thea King/Gabrieli Qt) CDA 66199
English Chamber Orchestra except * Dresden
Staatskapelle
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THE MICHELL CONNECTION
"The ultimate connectors for all quality speaker cables"

HEYBROOK
INFINITY
KEF
LOGIC
MYST
MORDAUNT SHORT
MUSICAL FIDELITY
PINK TRIANGLE
PROTON
VOYD
QUAD
REVOLVER

BANANA

Speaker

PLUG

f DIRECT SIGNAL TERMINALS

Amplifier

THE
GOLD
PLATED
CONNECTION

SPEAKER CLIP
ADAPTOR

You ain't heard nothin' yet, folks' GET THE CONNECTION'

For details please write:

J Vichell Engineering Ltd
Dept HFN, 2Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, England
Telephone 01-953 0771

eAmio

El IRRICEINIE
FILM MUSIC 1966-1987

Nearly two hours of Ennio Morricone's music,
from 'The Good, The Bad and The Ugly' through
'Once Upon A Time In The West' to 'The Mission'.
NOW AVAILABLE ON 33 — TRACK DOUBLE COMPACT DISC
AND

SPECIALLY — PACKAGED DOUBLE CASSETTE
(CDVD 2516 ,TCVD 2516)
Ennio Morricone is aname that is synonymous with film music. The Italian composer has written awealth of
material in his illustrious career, including over one hundred film scores. His acclaimed score for 'The Mission',
already released by Virgin, received aGolden Globe award and an Oscar nomination. Virgin is now proud to
release this collection of some of Morricone's best and most well-known work, running the gamut of styles from
classical to modern. Fans of both fine music and films are sure to welcome this extensive collection, much of
which has been unavailable for some time.

Also available — 26 Track Double Album (VD 2516)
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PROKOFI EV
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TELEMANN
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Treat yourself to Traditional Sound of Japan
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New from Orfeco
• BRUCKNER SYMPHONIE Nr. 9
WOLFCreG sMULISCH

SAWALLISCH CONDUCTS
BRUCKNER'S NINTH
This majesterial performance of Bruckner's
last great symphony continues Wolfgang
Sawallisch's highly-acclaimed cycle with
the Bavarian State Orchestra.

LP: S160 851A
MC: M160 851A
CD: C160 851A
ALSO AVAILABLE IN
THIS SERIES

B121 1(KNER-SYMPHONIE Nr.1
WOLFGANG SAWALLLSCH

ANTON BRUCKNER
wouxwm-si

BRUCKNER: SYMPHONY No.1
LP: S145 851A

MC: M145 851A

CD: C145 851A

BRUCKNER SYMPHONY No.6
LP: S024 821A

MC: M024 821A

CD: CO24 821A

JOSEPH HietYDN

Die Sehiipfung • The Creation • I ,aCreation
Margarel Mar ,hall Iuein Popp ( iuNnnt. Iknnoll Vin,on Coic Burnt' Wcikl
'hor und tisondbonivorchudet tic. navel...hen Rundlunlo.
MALI. Kt ; BI- lit:

KUBELIK CONDUCTS
HAYDN'S ' CREATION'
Haydn's much- loved masterpiece is brought vividly to life
under Rafael Kubelik's inspired direction. Soloists features
are Margaret Marshall. Lucia Popp, Gwynne Howell,
Vinson Cole and Bernd Weikl. with the Bavarian Radio
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus.
2LPs S150 852H
2CDs C150 852F1
Not available on cassette

NEW FROM
Exclusively marketed and
distributed by
Harmonia Mundi
rmonki
mundi

U.K.

I

LONDON
19/21 NILE STREET
LONDON N1 7LR
TEL.253 0863

I ARLES
MAS DE VERT
13200 FRANCE
TEL.9049 9049

BARCELONA
AVENIDA PLA DEL VENT, 24
SANT JOAN DESPI
TEL 373 10 58

LOS ANGELES
3364 STH ROBERTON BLRD
CA 90034 USA
TEL.559 08 02
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GRIEG: Peer Gynt- complete incidental
music D Sigurd Jorsalfar
Bonney1SandvelMalmberg1FossIMaurstadl
StokkelGothenburg SOIJiirvi
DG 423 079-2 (
2CDs, 123m 50s) digital
(2LPs: 423 079-1, 2MCs: 423 079-4)
With every fresh attempt to reconstruct
entire that unique collaboration of Norwegian genius, Grieg's roving rapscallion comes
closer to resembling lbsen's Faustian hellraiser and globetrotter. In 1977 Per Dreier
gave us the first recorded insight into the
fantastical atmospherics of Peer Gynt's
flaying under the mountain, and his ultimate
dark night of the soul battling with his
conscience on the heath; but he also compromised the terseness of the original with
the diversions of Halvorsen's 1902 additions.
Now, it isn't merely Neeme Jârvi's determined adherence to the sparser score of 1875
which makes this new issue so special, nor his
willingness to give his three fine actors their
head with long stretches of crucial drama
when the music's role becomes vitally supportive. The darker suffering of strings against
Solveig's plaintive oboe in the Weddingmusic, chilling stopped horns linking Peer's
wildness to those darker instinct-creatures
the trolls, bright baking sunshine bathing that

GEOFFREY MADGE, IN CONVERSATION
WITH MENNO FEENSTRA
'I think, in the years following his death, that
people were intrigued and interested in Busoni's theories. He was really a very prolific
essayist. writing about music, very very
interesting. 1 think that people knew his
theories and, of course, his opera Faustus,
but somehow the time just wasn't ripe for
performance of his works.'
He wasn't a fashionable composer, then?
'No. He certainly was more a fashionable
pianist, although there is also aquestion mark
- Idon't think he played at any stage of his
career for the public.'
His own works?
'Not just his own works, but even performances of other people's. He was as original a
performer as a composer. He really performed in a way like his compositions. I
think, making anew concept for every piece.
be it by Beethoven. Mozart, or whichever
composer. Ithink he was uniquely new in
that respect too. So to follow Busoni, you
really had to know quite alot about the music
you were listening to. And this also had
something to do with his reception as a
composer. Ithink that he came a little too
early.'
What made you so interested in his music?
'In fact, through his essays. to a certain
extent, but also because Ihad contact with
people who did know Busoni. Perhaps the
most important of those was the composer
Sorabji. who wrote this huge piano work,
Opus Clavicembalisticutn. My contact with
him certainly made me very interested in
Busoni, but of course that was only one or
two things. The other was ateacher whom I
had earlier in my life. in Australia, who also
had contact with Busoni.'
And she gave you apiece and said, 'This is
nice, you should study it'?
'She gave me a composition by Busoni,
which turned out to be one of the most
complicated that he wrote. It was the TocFI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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obstinately Nordic Arabian Dance: in every
number he realizes the kind of careful colouring which brings precise imagination to bear
on the situation. Grieg's detailed advice to
the conductor of the 1886 production has
been followed to the letter and beyond, with
the wide and open spaces of Gothenburg's
concert hall lending extraordinary vividness
to every detail, from the Trolls' terrifying
tongs and bones down to that single held note
of nothingness against which Peer desperately battles with the Boyg.

Still more remarkably, we feel all the
resonance and flow of lbsen's mighty drama,
however curtailed the excerpt; and even
overlong pauses between numbers can't
detract from the structural strength of Járvi's
choice. Áse's deathbed scene ( fast but
expressive) and Solveig's consolation ( fervently sung by Barbara Bonney - though
inevitably she sounds rather young for the
waiting lady) stand firm as reminders of the
women behind the rogue, while around them
his adventures chill and buffet: marvellous
indeed the suggestion of unseen years passing
in this ' morning mood', no lazy idyll. Many
listeners will want, all the same, to turn to
Michael Meyer's bracing, scabrous translation; this makes an imaginative and often
disturbing complement.
The music to Sigurd Jorsalfar, given in its
entirety, tells us only one thing more than we
already know from the three familiar
excerpts: that Ibsen was right to distrust the
breadth and depth of his contemporary
Bjfirnson's historical pageants. Grieg gives
the drama the kind of grainy, heart-ofNorwegian-oak gravity it deserves, and with
Jârvi once again finding the right bass- heavy
and brass-jubilant sound for such matter you
just might find this last half-hour worth the
occasional airing. ( A*: 1*/II
David Nice

cola, and anyone who knows the Toccata
would know what Imean when Isay that.'
So you received the first piece, a very
difficult piece by Busoni. Did you start
playing it straight away?
'Well, you know what happened? Iwas
only a boy of about 13. 12, maybe. When I
got the score Ithought, this is impossible for
me to play, so the best thing is that Iput it on
the table and learn it without playing it. So I
did just that. and I've been doing that ever
since! Itry to learn the pieces as well as Ican
without too much mechanical work.'
But how do you do that?
'Just by simply studying the score and
imagining the performance and the technique, imagining the whole idea of interpreting
the piece. And Idiscovered that that is avery
good way to practise.'
Are there differences between the works
he wrote early in his life and those from later
on?
'There is quite adifference between Busoni's various periods. His earlier pieces are
very spontaneous. very tuneful - I think
delightful to listen to, not pretentious, and
really quite interesting for the ear. His later
pieces become much more introspective: you
begin to sense the more complicated side of
Busoni's character, a type of conflict in his
character.
'There were very many sides to Busoni. It's
very difficult to say why, the only reason one
could give, Iwould say, is that he was born of
an Italian father and his mother was of
German origin. Maybe this way there is asort
of conflict, or personality battle. Not so much
a conflict as a personality situation.'
Do you hear amixture of the German and
Italian cultures in his pieces?
'Oh yes, certainly in the later pieces you
can hear this. There is acertain Latin element
in his pieces, hut avery formal element too.
So the balance between the two is quite
intriguing, and that reaches, perhaps, its
climax around 1907 in the Elegies, which I
think is one of the greatest cycles that he

wrote.'
Could one compare him with Liszt, for
example? A Liszt of the beginning of the
20th-century?
'I think you could. Ithink that Busoni is.
without any doubt, the next in line following
Liszt. He certainly has followed the great
piano tradition of Liszt. and Ithink that his
work as a composer certainly demands the
same amount of research and interest as the
works of Liszt have enjoyed. certainly during
the last few years.'
Well, of curse, Liszt played his own pieces,
whereas Busoni never played his own pieces.
'Busoni somehow didn't want to perform
his own works. He was really always busy
with other composers. He played works by
Bach, we know that, and Beethoven, Mozart
concertos, sometimes as many as six concertos in one evening: really tremendous programmes that he was making. He left his own
works mainly to Egon Petri, one of the
greatest pianists of the first half of the
century. And Ithink that Busoni was quite
happy with those performances.'
But obviously Petri did not get the audiences interested in Busoni's works?
'I think Petri was maybe in certain ways a
little too cool for a larger public; and also I
think that the number of pieces he performed
was too limited to acquire an understanding
for acomplete piano oeuvre by acomposer. It
needed more.'
How did you go -about studying all piano
pieces by Busoni? You must have had some
kind of feeling of what Busoni was like;
where did you find the clues to Busoni?
'Well, I was very fortunate in having
contact with these people Imentioned, and
certainly the contact with a man like Mr
Sorabji, who was himself avery good pianist.
and knew agreat deal about Busoni. and very
many aspects of performing his works. But of
course in the end you have to do it yourself,
and there is one discovery to be made when
any pianist approaches the works of Busoni,
and that is that the compositions are - in
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CLASSICAL
quite an intriguing way — extremely difficult.
Liszt is complicated and can sound bombastic
very quickly: you've got to know really how
to tone things down, and know what not to do
in Liszt. Busoni is in that sense similar, but
the difficulties are almost more elegant, more
complicated. Ithink there is only one way to
do it, when other people have not been
playing the the pieces; you have got to find
your own solutions, and that's why Imentioned myself — since learning to work away
from the instrument, Ispend at least half of
my time doing that, studying and working out
how to play the works.'
When did you feel ready to record the
pieces?
'Ten years ago Ifelt that Ineeded to record
the complete works.'
You needed it; why?
'Because IWas so close to these pieces. I
felt such a tremendously strong rapport and
empathy with this music, and Istill do. It
really became a part of me, and Iwas so
involved. I just thought: I want to record
them now, and see how they develop — how I
feel about them after several years. It was
very fortunate because in those days the NOS
(Dutch Radio) were very kind and offered to
record it for me; and you produced these
recordings, what was it in, twelve sessions?
About an hour-and-a- half including discussions and details about Busoni's background,
and the compositions, and these programmes
were, for me, very important. Because I
learned such a lot about myself, not only
about Busoni.
'This is what I've discovered with playing
works by Busoni ever since, in fact Iprobably
had discovered it before; that Ilearn not only
about this man, but I learn about myself,
about my playing, about the way we perform.
You learn such alot of things. So Iended up
by recording these complete, and I'll never
forget the experience.'
And did you learn that you were not yet
ready to record then for records?
'No, that would not be really correct. I
think Iwas very happy with those recordings,
and Istill am very happy. Ithink they were
very spontaneous. I listen to them sometimes, to see how they were done in those
days, but Ireally feel for recording that you
must sit on these pieces, everything, such a
long time. You've really got to reconsider
such a lot of things, because it's a lifetime's
work and you can't just put something down
and say, "that's it". You've got to give it alot
of considered thought, how you do it.'
What gave you the idea to record them
again, but now for records?
`Following those radio programmes, quite
JS BACH: Christmas Oratorio
Argentalvon Otter' Rolfe JohnsonlBlochwitzl
Bar/ Monteverdi Chl Eng Bar Sol/Gardiner
Archiv 423 232-2 (
2CDs, 140m 04s) digital
(3LPs: 423 232-1, 2MCs: 423 232-4)
No sooner had Iwritten a favourable, but
hardly rave, review for Peter Schreier's
recording of the Christmas Oratorio on three
Philips CDs than the new Archiv version
reached me. It strikes me as being an
outstanding performance; and it has the edge
over Schreier, and all the other four CD
versions, in being accommodated on only two
discs. This feat should not distract attention
from its musical and technical excellence —
John Eliot Gardiner favours fairly brisk
tempi, as a comparison of timings with the
Schreier (just over ten minutes longer)
implies, yet there is no sense of hurry, let
alone indecent haste; indeed, in the soprano
aria in Part VI his tempo is slower and more
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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a lot of interest had been created. Many
people were asking me if Iwould be doing
them on records, and Ihad several offers to
do that, and one offer from a firm that
actually resulted in the series of recordings
which have now been completed. I'm really
very glad it's taken so long, because Ifeel that
it's matured.'
24 Préludes D 2Tanzstücke D 4Ballett-Szene
Racconti Fantastici D Variationen & Fuge
(Chopin) D Macchiette Medioevali L Stücke
für Pianoforte ( Vol.1)
Elegien O Suite Campestre D 10 Variationen
(Chopin) D Fantasia Contrappuntistica
Choralvorspiel ( Bach) CI Nuit de Noël D
Indianisches Tagebuch 1D 4 Klavierstudien
D Fantasia ( Bach) (
Vol.2)
6Sonatinen D 3 Albumblütter D Notturni
Prologo El Perpetuum mobile L An die
Jugend El 7kurze Stücke D Prélude & Etude
en Arpèges CI Toccata D Preludio — Fantasia —
Ciaccona (
Vol.3)
Geoffrey Douglas Madge (pno)
Philips 420 740-2 (
6CDs, 385m 29s) digital
Ferruccio Busoni's name still lives in the
mind of the music- loving public as that of one
of the greatest of all pianists; some know of
him as asuperlative organist, and there is an
awareness that he was a fine arranger and a
leading figure of his time for the cause of new
music ( a major influence upon Varèse,
amongst others). Apart from a handful of
works, however, the main bulk of his own
output of original compositions lies unknown
to all but afew cognoscenti. To undertake to
prepare for performance and recording a
major part of his music for piano solo, given
that afair proportion of the best of it does not
have the immediate appeal to make it an
instant ' best-seller', requires qualities of
dedication, insight. courage, and stamina
beyond the normal. Those qualities of commitment from both Philips and the Australian-born composer and pianist, Geoffrey
Douglas Madge, have born fruit in this pack
of six CDs, issued in three volumes [ which
can also be purchased as separate 2CD sets]
that present the works in a very rough
chronological order of composition. All the
performances were recorded live at the Royal
Conservatorium in The Hague, where Madge
is senior lecturer in piano.
The earliest works are fascinating: that a
boy of fourteen could produce such aseries of
adroit miniatures as the Op.37 Préludes,
redolent of the styles of Bach, Mendelssohn,
Chopin, Brahms, etc, and yet maintain a
clear individual identity in each, and astrong
hold over the long-term structure, is amazing.
apt. He has not only his outstanding Monteverdi Choir and English Baroque Soloists
but a first-rate team of solo singers.
Anthony Rolfe Johnson makes a fine
evangelist, direct yet not uninvolved; Nancy
Argenta is pure-voiced and neat in the
soprano music; Anne Sofie von Otter the
light- toned yet firm contralto; while Hans
Peter Blochwitz and Olaf Bar are excellent in
the tenor and bass solos. The orchestral
playing is lithe and nicely shaped, with
obbligato instruments emerging from the
textures rather than being high- lighted.
Embellishment of the vocal line is modest ( at
times less elaborate than in the Schreier set) —
the emphasis is on vivid presentation of the
Christmas story, with drama and sentiment
both given their due in asuperbly integrated,
beautiful performance. The spacious recording conveys with equal fidelity the intimacy
and the grandeur of Bach's conception.
[A:11
Peter Branscombe

If these precocious pieces are not masterworks, they are at least well worth repeated
listening and should delight with their charm.
The later works, especially those inspired by
one of Busoni's great loves, the music of JS
Bach, often lack that charm but have in its
place a rugged. persistent intensity that
pushes the ideas to greater and greater
extremes of transformation, and tonal
remoteness and ambiguity. The Fantasia
Contrappuntistica, dating ( in this version)
from 1910, is one of the better known
examples of this intellectual drive striving
towards greater emotional expression. In
lighter mood, Busoni can be both impressionistically magical, as in Nuit de Noël of
1908, and vivaciously and brazenly virtuosic,
as in the spectacularly penetrating Sonatina
super Carmen' (1920), aLisztian paraphrase
more extreme in its musings upon the original
than anything that master produced on paper.
A feature that limits the general appreciation of most of these works is that they
demand of the performer not just abrilliant
technical facility but a transcendental ability
approaching that of their composer to make
them fully effective. Madge, for all the
excellence of his playing. does not always
reach that necessary extreme to lift the music
fully from the page. Lack of tonal shading
and dynamic contrast of voices, in Nuit de
Noël, for example, keeps it earthbound, and
although the Fantasia Contrappuntistica is
finely controlled to bring out its structural
integrity, not all of Busoni's pace and mood
indications are followed and, again, lack of
tonal differentiation between the fugal voices
limits the effectiveness of the performance. In
general, the piano used has mid- and bassranges that seem tonally ragged at times, and
a high treble that is not consistently welltuned. Madge does not always release the
sustaining pedal cleanly, leaving buzzing
reminders of chords, and all this restrains the
production of a beauty of tone that Busoni
himself was famous for. The recording is
generally full-bodied and clear, though on a
number of occasions towards climax points
the overall sound seems to recede and
become deprived of tonal body. An annoying
feature of presentation is the lack of track
reference numbers in the insert notes — only
the labels on the discs themselves show these,
and the discs themselves are not numbered in
accordance with the notes. However, with all
that said, this set is still aremarkable achievement and it makes available a body of
important and — with repeated listening —
affecting works that we would otherwise have
little opportunity to hear. 111:2/31
Doug Hammond
BARTOK: Divertimento LI Music for Strings,
Percussion & Celesta
English String OrchlMenuhin
Nimbus NI 5086 (
49m 52s) digital
It is twenty-two years since Menuhin last
recorded the Bartok Divertimento (
for
HMV). Recently his agreement to work with
the English String Orchestra for Nimbus was
announced — although these first couplings
were produced in the Great Hall Birmingham
University over a year ago.
Spirited in attack though the new performance is, there is a lack of the sweetness and
refinement of sound that characterized his
Bath Festival Orchestra version. Perhaps this
is in part due to the close balances, or to
something innate in digital recording. Still,
this is an authentic- voiced Divertimento:
rather serious though, in the finale, which has
its playful contrasts earnestly passed over in
pursuit of the fugato that yields to the
97
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CLASSICAL
zigeuner-like solo fiddler ( evidently well
coached under Menuhin). Menuhin now
takes the opening Allegro non troppo at a
much faster basic tempo than in 1966; his new
timing is only eight seconds less than Fricsay's
exemplary 8m 45s. yet the illusion is one of
far greater urgency.
In Music for Strings . . . the nightmarish
fugue is structured inexorably to, and away
from, its off-centre climax ( but various studio
knocks and flutters become almost distracting). The balances and levels are now all
completely changed - surely transfer levels
could have been better matched for continuous CD listening? The correct replay
setting for the Allegro ( ii) would make the
Divertimento far too aggressively unmusical.
Movements ( ii) ( iv) have the right Bartokian
sense of movement and colour, whilst the
Adagio ( iii) reverts to the nocturnal, an eerily
impersonal and unfriendly landscape. Menuhin is, like Boulez, aself-effacing interpreter
of this finely scaled masterpiece. where other
conductors have to add their personal gloss to
the score. Consequently, this Nimbus version
should prove durable, with its good perspectives and dynamic range - but according to
listeners' sensitivity to string intonation. It is
not always quite true here. [
A/B:1], Divertimento [
B:1/21.
Christopher Breunig
BAX: Cello Concerto E Northern Ballad 3 Li
Cortège D Mediterranean D Overture to a
Picaresque Comedy
Raphael Wallfisch (vIc)ILPOIThomson
Chandos CHAN 8494 (
63m 06s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1204, MC: ABTD 1204)
Although written in 1932 for Gasper Cassado, Bax's Cello Concerto was not much
promulgated by the Spanish cellist, and it was
left for many years to Beatrice Harrison to be
its chief champion. It often receives scant
attention amongst the pantheon of his major
works, yet it is written with the composer's
customary degree of craftsmanship and ingenuity, and is certainly not lacking in lyrical
charm. Bax's orchestrational skill allows the
soloist to be clearly heard through the texture
of the smallish orchestra, and his original
approach to traditional formal structures
provides constant refreshment for the ideas.
Raphael Wallfisch is asplendid proponent of
this piece, never allowing the smallest phrase
to become unshapely or the significance of
the melodic transformations to pass
unnoticed. As you would expect, Bryden
Thompson is his equal in this, and an ideal
partner in an idiom that he has made one of
his specialities.
In the shorter tonal miniatures. Northern
Ballade 3 (' Prelude for a Solemn Occasion')
and Cortège, the moods suggested by the
titles are far from inherent in the music, but
the LPO attack the scores with gusto and
understanding, though they do not, perhaps,
quite equal the enthusiasm of some of their
other performances of such tone-poems on
record. Bax in his more popularist vein, is
well represented by Mediterranean and the
Overture to a Picaresque Comedy, and here
the orchestra responds with a touch more
conviction. All is recorded with agood sense
of space, some stuffiness in the middle
textures above forte, and a vivid dynamic
range. This is perhaps not the best sounding
of this Chandos series, then, but it is still very
pleasing. [ A:1*/ 11
Doug Hammond
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique 111 Le
Corsaire D Le Carnaval Romain
RPOIBátiz
ASV CD DCA 590 (
73m 02s) digital ( LP:
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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DCA 590, MC: ZC DCA 590)
There's nothing to add to my LP review ( Dec
'87, p121) except to note that ASV's fine
recording sounds even better against silver
silence. But Bátiz's somewhat over-cautious
handling of the symphony still disappoints,
especially as this CD offers more music than
all its rivals by including two Berlioz overtures. [A*/A:2]
John Crabbe
.1111.•••••••
BERLIOZ: ,Les Nuits d'Été/DEBUSSY: La
Demoiselle Elue
von Stade/Mentzer/ Tanglewood Fest Ch/Boston SOlOzawa
CBS MK 39098 (
51m 47s) C) 1985
Although my enthusiasm for the LP ( March
'85, p107) was not shared by everyone. Istill
find Frederica von Stade's rendering of the
Berlioz songs powerfully expressive, in places
outstanding, while the various key transpositions will surely pass unnoticed by most
listeners, a mere workaday routine. In the
Debussy, the pleasantly balanced recording
might with advantage have placed the Narrator (Susanne Mentzer) further from the
Blessed Damozel ( von Stade). But that's my
only quibble, and if this quaint Rossettibased cantata fails to evoke quite the
intensity of feeling elicited by Berlioz's
Gautier-based songs, that is surely ameasure
of the two works' differing powers, not of
performing deficiencies. In any event, Ishall
return with warm appreçiation to this mellifluously sung Nuits d'Eté now that it's on
silent silver, and will probably always be
brought near to tears by von Stade's heartrending lament in ' Sur les Lagunes'. [ A:1/11
John Crabbe
BRITTEN: Phaedra Cl Les Illuminations D
Five French Folksongs
Felicity Palmer/Jill GomezlEndymion Ensemble/John Whitfield
EMI EL27 0654 1 • digital ( CD: CDC 749
2592, MC: EL27 0654 4)
Now this is what Icall big- company enterprise: two of our most distinguished vocal
artists, neither of them major international
recording stars, cast to perfection and teamed
up with one of our youngest and brightest
(and hitherto unrecorded) instrumental
ensembles. Happily, EMI's confidence in all
concerned has been amply rewarded. I'm so
glad Jill Gomez is back in the swim of things
again; she really is a very gifted singer, and
the wonderful Rimbaud settings which make
up Britten's Les Illuminations might have
been created especially for her. She positively
relishes the weird and wonderful verbal
imagery, the sheer sound and sensuality of
the words. To my mind the voice has never
sounded better - and with what imagination
she uses it. Here is rapture, lots of it ( a
gorgeously heady octave-glissando, from high
B-flat on the last word, ` danse', of Phrase);
here is irony ( awry smile in the voice with the
closing line of Antique), here is brilliance ( the
glinting coloratura of Seascape). Ilove, too,
the refinement and sensitivity of John Whitfield's work with the Endymions - the sense
of near- intangibility that they bring to this,
the most resourceful of all Britten's writing
for strings. The opening is wonderfully fragile, dream-like, the clarion fanfares a sudden and surprising call to attention. This is
very much achamber sonority and the gains
in terms of unanimity ( the brilliant rhythms
of Villes so -iisply and deftly articulated) and
intimacy ( the cello sound in Being Beauteous
radiates enormous warmth) are considerable.

Phaedra is most accomplished too. Ipersonally find it hard to erase the distinctive
'colour' of dedicatee Dame Janet's voice
from my mind ( she is simply unforgettable in
the last and most inspired section of the piece
- the address to Theseus. with its moving
lamentation for the strings and percussion
ensemble - so resourcefully used throughout). But it almost goes without saying that
Felicity Palmer gratefully seizes this redbloodedly melodramatic text ( Robert Lowell
after Racine), spitting out lines like '
Iwant
your sword's spasmodic final inch' (
what
would Mrs Whitehouse say?) with all her
customary zeal. Operatic isn't the word. But
then, as John Evans points out in his sleeve
note, in asense this is Britten's last opera. All
16 minutes of it. And after so concentrated a
dose of Greek mythological angst, you can
relax with the Five French Folksong settings Britten's answer to Canteloube. A lovely
record, warmly. sympathetically recorded.
[A:1*/1]
Edward Seckerson
BRITTEN: Frank Bridge Variations D Simple Symphony Ill Prelude and Fugue, Op.29
Northern SinfIllickox
ASV DCA 591 • digital ( CD: CD DCA 591,
MC: ZC DCA 591)
Icome away from this disc with rather mixed
feelings. There is certainly some fine playing
here, with demonstrable vigour and impact
where needed, some excellently still pianissimos and subtle shading of tone
phrasing.
Yet there are moments when the quality and
unanimity of the string tone is not of the first
order and the onward intellectual drive of the
music seems to flag alittle. Hickox comes to
the works with freshness and originality, not
always following interpretative precedence
yet generally putting forward his own view of
the music in a convincing manner - that he
does not over- milk the Mahlerian 'Sentimental Sarabande' in what is a Simple
Symphony is refreshing, for example. Yet at
moments when the music is allowed to go its
own way, a little too much slackness creeps
into, especially, the Bridge Variations, letting
tension drop and disturbing the long-term
shaping of the piece. All three works require
avibrant ambience to lend weight and space,
but that is a little overdone in this instance.
and some tightening there could have made
the basses more telling. Some harshness and
edge at if, noticeably in the Bridge March, is
not too limiting and the total result, whilst
not ideal, is nevertheless very likeable, and
well worth hearing. [
A/B:1/2] Doug Hammond
CARISSIMI: Jephte Judicium Salomonis
Jonas ,
Gabrieli Consort/Paul McCreesh
Meridian CUE 84132 (
53m 29s)
No Latin texts, but never mind. It is good to
have these three works, representing the
beginnings of the form of dramatic sacred
music that culminated in Handel's oratorios,
on disc together. All of them include artful
music that depicts emotions with affecting
simplicity of means, succeeding in bringing
these Old Testament stories back to life. Paul
McCreesh's Gabrieli Consort performs them
one voice to a part, even in the choruses, a
ploy that fits well with the use of the solo
voice to sing some of the descriptive texts, as
well as dialogues; though the characters are
also strictly assigned to soloists.
The singing team is excellent, delivering
idiomatic performances. Tessa Bonner, Janet
Croxwell and Susan Hemington Jones, the
sopranos, combine well in chorus, yet for all
99

the purity of their voices are able to charge
individual characters with real personality:
while Alan Ewing sings Solomon in Judicium
Salomonis and God in Jonas with all due
authority, though he is carefully balanced
with his colleagues. Angus Smith's Jonah and
Jephtha are cleverly invested with affecting
faith and tragedy.
McCreesh assigns his instrumentation sensitively in the face of conflicting evidence
from non-contemporaneous sources, and his
team is always alert to the minutest freedom
of the singers' rhythm, while the basic tempos
are chosen well. The range of continuo
instruments includes chamber organ, harp.
chitarrone, bass violin ( in Jonas), and
archlute; while the violins of Helen Orsler
and Roy Mowatt take responsibility for the
obbligati in Judicium .S
.
alomonis and Jonas
with eloquent sweetness. IA:II Stephen Pettit(

DAVIES: Miss Donnithorne's Maggot D
Eight Songs for a Mad King
Mary Thomas (sop)1Julius Eastman (bar)1
Fires of London/Maxwell Davies
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP(CD)9052 (
66m 54s)
part C)
To set the record straight (!) this recording of
Peter Maxwell Davies's Eight Songs for a
Mad King is resurrected from a 1970 analogue LP ( UNS 261), but Miss Donnithorne's
Maggot, recorded in 1984, is newly available.
It seems to me that these two music- theatre
pieces are living their third lives. Their first
was when they were really new, when their
brutality and garishness hit one between the
eyes, making any objective view of them next
to impossible. Then came anatural reaction,
when both pieces had been around for awhile
and began to seem suspiciously gratuitous.
Now, in their third age, with their musical
gestures more deeply ingrained into our
sensibilities, we can see them as the
psychoanalytical studies they are intended to
be ( even though their manners are still as
rudely theatrical as they ever were — and,
especially in Miss Donnithorne. there are still
too many obvious sensationalisms).
It is splendid that Unicorn-Kanchana have
managed to put together both works on one
Compact Disc. Mary Thomas, as Miss Donnithorne, and Julius Eastman, as King
George III, are undoubtedly the stars of each
floor-show, and they reproduce their justly
famed interpretations in the studio with
frightening conviction, while the Fires of
London, lately lamented, play exactly as one
would expect under the composer's invigorating direction. [ A:I]
Stephen Pettitt
DEBUSSY: Preludes, Book IID Images, Book
1
Yukie Nagai (pno)
BIS CD-371 (
62m 12s) digital
Yukie Nagai. in her third recording for BIS.
turns to acomposer whose piano works won
her a special prize for interpretation in the
1977 Geneva Piano Competition. Although
critical of some of her tempi in her Beethoven
Sonatas coupling, Ihave returned to that disc
from time to time, and Iam confident that I
shall find this First Book of Preludes almost
as pleasurable. and instructive, in its way. as
either Michelangeli's ( DG: no coupling), or
Arrau's ( Philips: with both the Images/1 and
Estampes). High praise indeed — although in
Debussy Arrau's deliberation is not wholly
attractive, it must be said.
Nagai, this time, enjoys the more agreeable
acoustic of aschool in Sweden ( she now lives
in Munich). and the first thing to strike one is

Robert Bahr's fine realisation of the tonal
qualities of the Steinway D. The sound is
natural, if close-caught. full-bodied. And,
again from the beginning, the thoughtfulness
and poetry of these readings is established.
Sometimes speeds are slower than the ideal —
for sheer acuity the performances recorded
for DG by the late Dino Ciani have never
been equalled — and ` La fille aux cheveux de
lin' is an example where ( especially for those
brought up on Gieseking's set!) she picks her
way too stealthily, and where something
more explicit, less lingering, is required. But
Irather enjoy her gentle individuality in the
'Serenade interrompue', and the capricious
'Danse de Puck'. Nor does she fail in the
mysteries of the ' cathedrale engloutie'
(involving and imaginative) or the churning
'Vent d'ouest', its splurging outbursts well
controlled. The general character of these
readings is one of intimacy, ie, if the classical
detachment of Michelangeli is your ideal,
then Nagai's conceptions will seem earthbound and small-scale, the technique insufficiently developed for it to be a total irrelevance to the listener ( with Michelangeli's
'Vent d'ouest' you never catch yourself thinking ' what difficulties this must present' — and
yet, paradoxically, the execution can seem
'all' with the Italian master).
Nagai can be heard at her best in the sad
'pas sur la neige', in the refinement and
songful characterization of ' à Rameau'. The
circulating currents of ' Movement' ( Images)
are certainly warmer than in Michelangeli's
incredible DG recording — Debussy become
Reich! — and some may even find the clumsier
clutching of the melodic fragments more
comforting. Arrau is excellent here — better
still, try to hear Gilels's live performance on
Supraphon.
(My copy of the CD revolves afull 34s after
the end of the last track.) [ A:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig
DVORAK: Violin Concerto Li Romance
Op.11
lizhak Perlman IvIn11 LP01 Barenboim
EMI CDC 747 1682 (
44m 3(s) C)1975
This is a fine, full-bodied version of the
Concerto, and a warm if slightly indulgent
one of the Romance. It is difficult-to imagine
the solo part sounding more lyrical, though
the youthful Menuhin keview«ed February]
manages to make it so. Perlman's conviction
of the inherent romanticism of the score sets
aside any misgivings one may harbour about
the concerto's structural shortcomings. and
he sweeps us along uncomplaining.
Barehboim, in total accord with his view of
the work, persuades the LP() to total support. The sound is considerably refreshed in
its new digital form, and the issue may he
warmly recommended. IA: 11
Kenneth Dommett
FERGUSON: Amore langueo* El Concerto
for piano and string orchestra/FINZI:Eclogue
Martyn Hill (ten) lHoward Shelley (pno)ILS
Chorus/City of Lond Sinfotzia
EMI EL 749 6271 • digital ( CD: CDC 749
6272, MC: EL 749 6274)
Howard Ferguson's little concerto of 1951 for
piano and strings is a charming. lightweight
work that does not attempt to overtax the
performers with technical pyrotechnics. or
the listener with searing emotions or intricate
intellectual argument. It may seem tame to
those who know Ferguson's splendid F- minor
Piano Sonata, but that should not deny it a
hearing, and the performance here does the

work full justice. Amore langueo is in a
different league. plumbing much deeper feelings and creating many more intrinsically
beautiful and flowing melodic ideas, and
more carefully balanced and interesting textures. It is a setting for tenor, semi-chorus.
chorus, and orchestra of a 14th-century
poem, ' Christ's Complaint to Man', in which
spiritual love is expressed in terms of the
temporal variety. The work was in the composer's mind in 1930, but he did not complete
it until 1956, the year of Gerald Finzi's death
— it is dedicated to Finzi and his wife. The
work receives here a loving, and affecting
performance: Martyn Hill is the clean-voiced
soloist, finding in his vocal timbre the unifying link between temporal and spiritual; the
London Symphony Chorus sound particularly
fine, managing the large tracts of hushed
singing without a falling- away of tonal quality; Hickox directs with an evident awareness
of the work's worth, not trying to disguise its
allusions to Elgar. Rachmaninov. Mahler etc,
nor over-emphasizing them. Ferguson had a
hand in editing Finzi's Eclogue after his
death, so it is a fitting addition to the
programme, and it too benefits from a
committed reading. As in the other works
there are one or two less secure moments
from the orchestra, but they are unimportant
in the general flow of this empathetic performance. The recording is spacious. clearly
defined, and full-bodied, benefiting from
careful volume- setting at a relatively high
level. All in all, aprime production. IA:1*/11
Doug Hammond

GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue D An American in Paris D Broadway Overtures
George Gershwin (pno roll) ¡ Columbia Jazz
BandINYPOIBuffalo POITilson Thomas
CBS MK 42240 (
70m 52s) C)1976-7
The welding together of Gershwin's own 1925
Duo- Art piano roll of the Rhapsody and an
accompaniment corresponding to that of the
Whiteman band which gave the work its first
performance in 1924. was something of an
engineering triumph. Even under the normally revealing light of CD, one would be
hard put to it to spot the joins. Gershwin
clearly played the piece very much faster than
is now common, and the superb quality of the
Duo- Art mechanism, which allowed for most
of the flexibility of alive performance, gives
us a pretty good impression of his style.
Naturally this set the benchmark for the
band, and Tilson Thomas's lively direction
imparts a genuinely period ' jazzy' quality to
their contribution. He also has the ' feel' for
An American in Paris, but the piece itself is
beginning to wear thin. More enjoyable are
the show overtures — Oh, Kav!, Funny Face,
Girl Crazy, Strike up the Band, Of Thee I
Sing and Let 'em eat Cake — which make up
the rest of this amply- stocked issue. The
sound, however, glares. There is plenty of
presence. but the two major works sound
clattery and insistent, and continuous listening is hard on the ear. The Rhapsody,
though. is a fascinating experiment that
deserves to be heard. [ B:1] Kenneth Dommett
HANDEL: Aci, Galatea ePolifemo Ill 3Sonatas for recorder & continuo
Kirkby (sop)lWatkinson ( tnez-sop)1Thomas
(bass//London BaroquelMedlam (dir & v/c)
Piguet (rcdr)1Toll (hpd)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901253/4 (
2CDs.
106m 14s) ( 2LPs: HMC1253/4. 2MCs: HMC
401253/4)
This characteristic Neopolitan ' serenade for
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three' of 1708 bears almost no resemblence
whatever to the English pastoral Acis and
Galatea of Handel's Cannons period adecade
later, and this fact in itself is tribute to the
composer's capacity to assimilate local traditions and styles.
Yet, like so many of Handel's works from
the formative Italian journeys of 1708 — 1711,
Aci, Galatea e Polifemo was a substantial
deposit in what Ilike to call the composer's
'melody bank', the tunes he invested with all
of his youthful imagination and withdrew in
later years with the interest of his maturity
and experience.
But in this work (surely his first large-scale
masterpiece), we hear the well- spring of his
fantasy in pristine state. Polifemos aria
'Sibilar l'angui d'Aletto' — which foretells the
spirit if not the letter of Acis's ' Love sounds
th'alarm' — reappeared in the Venetian opera
Agrippina of 1710, out of the mouth of the
Emperor Claudio, and again the following
year in Handel's first triumphant offering to
London audiences, Rinaldo.
The fertility of Handel's musical imagination, irrigated by the Italian style of Scarlatti
and Corelli, even at this early stage in his
career continues to surprise and astonish. Aci
Galatea ePolifemo largely follows the pattern
of the Scarlattian secular cantata with its
typical juxtaposition of a high soprano male
character ( Aci is acastrato part) with the low,
voluptuous mezzo heroine. In his later operas
Handel tended to prefer low voices for male
parts, high ones for their female counterparts.
The performance recorded here by Harmonia Mundi is extremely fine. Carolyn Watkinson sings Galatea's exquisitely soulful arias
with an almost androgynous beauty. Occasionally intonation falters, and one or two
runs press her breath control, but she sounds
well on the way to vocal recovery after a
period of instability. Try her mostly glorious
singing of 'S'agita in mezzo all'onde' ( with
delectable recorder obbligato), the highlight
of her lyrical performance.
Ironically, Emma Kirkby seems to have
discovered a new-found feminine warmth in
her usually boyish tones for the ardent Aci;
but the singing as recorded here has a
thrilling edge — listen to her top line in the trio
`Provera losdegno mio' — and she is technically and stylistically faultless.
Regular readers will know of my distaste
for the ' art' of David Thomas, but here, in
the cavernous role of Polifemo, he gives one
of his finest recorded pieces of singing.
Intonation is under control, there is little of
the tonal squeezing which mars some of his
work for Hogwood, and the sepulchral low
notes — in the lugubrious Fra l'ombre e
gl'orrori' — suggest he may have an ' authentic'
Osmin in him at a future date. His brilliant
account of Polifemo's above- mentioned entrance aria — with brazen trumpets — is worth
the price of the discs alone. And Charles
Medlam's direction of his London Baroque
ensemble conveys asense of wonderment in
the variety of Handel's music. The recorder
sonatas are brightly done by Michel Piguet,
Medlam, and John Toll, but the Serenata is
the thing here, acollector's item to be sure. I
have played it umpteen times already! [
A*:1]
Hugh Canning
HAYDN: Symphonies 6-8, ` Le Matin', ' Le
Midi' & ` Le Soir'
English ConcertlPinnock
DG 423 098-2 (
64m 34s) digital ( LP: 423
098-1, MC: 423 089-4)
Here is adelightful issue of that marvellous
trio of symphonies with which Haydn ( preHI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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sumably) introduced himself to his new patron and orchestra when he entered Prince
Esterházy's service in 1761. He writes
enchantingly for virtually everybody in the
orchestra, from flute down to doublebass —
and Trevor Pinnock and his highly talented
little band ( numbering twenty), with their
period instruments. may well come closer to
Haydn's intentions in these lively yet relaxed
readings than anyone since Haydn's day (and
were his virtuosi as good, one may ask —
though they did not have the possibility of
re-takes?).
The recording is of a piece with the
performances — intimate, well-balanced,
beautifully clear in texture, with arefreshing
spontaneity and directness. Detail is practically always exact, and the dynamic range is
broad without exaggeration. Treasurable.
[A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto E Organ Concerto Hob.XV111:1 Ill Horn Concerto
Hob.V1Id:3
Friedmann Immer (tp1)1Christopher Hogwood (oreTimothy Brown (hrtz)1AA MI Hogwood
OiseauLyre 417 610-2 (
53m 04s) digital ( LP:
417 610-1, MC: 417 610-4)
Here is afascinating and convincing demonstration of the efficacy of performing early
classical concertos on authentic instruments.
If the Trumpet Concerto makes aparticularly
strong impression ( despite an outsized
cadenza), it is because of Friedemann
timer's skill and daring in his choice of a
modern imitation of an early 19th-century
keyed trumpet. Its sounds are as fresh and
bold to modern ears as Anton Weidinger's
must have been to the Viennese, when he
unveiled the specially commissioned Haydn
concerto. The unevenness in tone-quality and
the pleasing reticence in volume are positively brought out in this nicely balanced
account.
The Organ Concerto emerges spick and
span on a lovely chamber organ, the spare
scoring fleshed out with plausible contemporary trumpet parts, and a timpani part supplied by the soloist-conductor. The Horn
Concerto ( the famous one with Haydn's
confusion of staves in his score explained by
his joking comment ' written in my sleep')
makes a felicitous impression, too, with
Timothy Brown's nimble and eloquent performance on a Parisian natural horn c.1830.
The AAM is in top form, the recording
(Walthamstow Assembly Hall) has plenty of
presence and natural warmth, textures
beautifully clear and precisely weighted. [
A:1
Peter Branscombe

Aimme "gwe
HONEGGER: Une Cantate de Noel/
POULENC: Mass in G D Quatre motets pour
le temps de Noel
Winchester Cathedral Choirl ECOINeary
EMI HMV EL 749 5591 • digital ( CD: CDC
749 5592, MC:EL 749 5594)
Only a black disc as yet, and that hardly in
time for the Christmas number. But with
what must be the most kitschy record sleeve
of the year — aphoto of two choirboys gazing
at amodel crib — this issue would sell with or
without reviews, and probably in June as
well!
Don't let it put you off, however. Honegger's Cantate de Noel was effectively his last
piece, and it is not all celebration. In fact, the
work begins on a mystic note, and the first
words are from the Psalm De profundis
clamavi. The fact that much of the rest of the

cantata is a macaronic combination of carol
tunes also says little about its spiritual and
musical qualities; and anybody, Christian or
not, who wants to know what Christmas
ought to be about will, I'm sure, be enlightened by it. The performance is a fine one,
sensitive and statuesque, though even EMI's
engineers can't altogether overcome the
problems of balance which the cathedral's
acoustic presents. The atmosphere is right,
though.
On the other side of the LP. those problems are removed simply because all the
music is sung, as they say, a capella. Ilike
Poulenc's sacred works. However sanctimonious in the sentiments they convey, they do
at least lend his music purpose, and the
colour of his choral writing, both in the Mass
in G and in the exquisite four Christmas
Motets, is marvellous. Marvellously and confidently realised, too, in this case. Taking
circumstances into consideration [ A:1*].
Stephen Pettitt
KODALY: Cello Sonata Op.8 O Duo Op.'?
Yuli Turovsky (vIc)1Eleonora Turovsky ( vin)
Chandos CHAN 8427 (
58m I6s) ® 1984
One wonders why Kodaly's solo cello sonata
is not heard more often, it is such a marvellous work. Turovsky's performance is almost
the equal, in its virtuosity and passion. of
Starker's — an old Saga LP — but the sound is
infinitely more natural. The husband- andwife team make an equally good impression
in the lighter and more immediately ingratiating Duo.
Good as the LP is [ ABRD 1102], the CD
version has the edge in presence and clarity.
IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
MAHLER: Symphony 1
Israel POIMehta
EMI CDC 747 0442 (
62m 45s) digital ( LP:
EL27 0618 1, MC: EL27 0618 4)
So far, only Wyn Morris has given us Blumine
in its proper context, ie, using Mahler's
texturally sparer original version of this score.
Mehta does an Ozawa and Ormandy on us,
offering the standard revised text with the
extra movement thrown in for good measure.
A pleasing enough diversion in itself ( Itoo
like that nostalgic old trumpet tune) — but I
still don't believe that Blumine does anything
for the overall coherence of the symphony.
On the contrary. Notwithstanding its muchvaunted cross-reference with the great second
subject of the finale, I personally would
sooner be without it.
With or without it, Mehta's new recording
is a considerable advance on his somewhat
vulgar, over-pressed New York account for
CBS. [ And his earlier Israel PO/Decca.] He
has a good nose for atmosphere ( the early
morning distillations are atmospherically
evoked, trumpets magically far off), an ' honest' turn of Mahlerian phrase. His tempi are
all well chosen, the colour and cast of his
reading, stylistically speaking, is generally
most convincing. The third movement is
always auseful pointer in this respect. Here
we've suitably tawdry 'cafe music' ( reedy
clarinets, sour oboes, anice line in parodistic
schmaltz) and an eminently home-spun trio.
This may not be the greatest orchestra in the
world, but they play, here at any rate, as
though they really meant it. The finale fair
bristles with determination, its hard-earned
triumph excitingly uninhibited at the close,
brazen trumpets to the fore.
Nothing special to report on the recording.
It struck me as generally dryish in complex101
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MAHLER: Symphony 6 D Symphony 10 —
Adagio
PhilharmonialSinopoli
DG 423 002-2 (
2CDs, 126m 05s) digital
(2LPs: 423 002-1. 2MCs: 423 002-4)
The arri‘ al of ' Alma's theme' ( first movement exposition of 6). and most especially the
moment where ecstatic strings and descanting
horns take wing in the reprise, tell me that
this is not the work of a natural, an instinctive, Mahlerian. Take Tennstedt, take Bernstein — utterly distinct from one another in the
same passage ( how differently they confront
the trenchant march rhythm of the opening
page, for instance) but in both instances the
sense of an echt-Mahlerian in full cry is
umistakable. It's in the colour, in the nature
of the rubato. Alongside them. Sinop°li
sounds decidedly counterfeit. He works the
mechanics of the 6th very exhaustively; I
don't much like his expressive point- making
in ( i) ( one or two fussy unsolicited ruhatos;
the odd agogic comma; a horribly conspicuous dim.lcresc leading us into remote
mountainous regions at the heart of the
movement). but the instrumental texture ( not
least the percussion — rattling side-drum,
xylophone et al) is laid bare often to startling
effect ( DG's vivid recording is spacious and
strong with splendidly forthright woodwind
voices) — 'effect', of course, being the operative word.
For this very reason, the grisly second
movement finds Sinop°li at his best. Sonic
and expressive exaggeration is the key here
and he siezes his opportunities with relish.
The lame, disjointed waltzes, the distorted
Iândlers, the flaring horns, the outsized tuba.
all ' things that go bump in the night': the
'effects. the weird and wonderful
instrumental pyrotechnics. the ' mechanics'.
are enough in themselves. And there's my
point. Elsewhere they are not. One is all too
conscious of the mechanics at work — one is
all too conscious of Sinopoli. Everything is so
audibly calculated, manufactured. Take the
magical episode at the heart of ( i). cowbells
and pastoral woodwinds transporting us
briefly from the path of the relentless march
rhythms. In Sinopoli's hands, the entire
episode ( or should Isay set-piece) somehow
loses all sense of proportion in relation to the
rest of the movement: he lingers — and how
he lingers — self-consiously with far too little
regard for the wider context. Similarly. his
theatrical response ( suddenly very slow
indeed) to the hushed return of the opening
march rhythm ( just prior to the coda —
grim- faced string basses and ominous timpani) emerges as nothing more than yet
another dramatic effect because again Sinopoli fails to relate the tempo and characterisation of the moment to what surrounds it. And
this whole question of context, of sustained
symphonic thought, is still more pronounced
in his performance of the Adagio from the
10th Symphony — as sprawling and aimless an
account of this great movement as I've ever
encountered. An interminable 32m 40s.
But enough. The pity is that the Philharmonia play so marvellously throughout these
performances. John Wallace's searing first
trumpet is little short of miraculous in 6, the
horns likewise. But Isay again: spiritually
and emotionally this is not the Mahler Iknow
and love. Idon't think Ihave ever felt so far
removed from the 6th, so unaffected by it.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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There are moments where Ican only describe
it as dead behind the eyes. Ask your dealer to
play the opening page of Sinopoli's finale.
That extraordinary questing C-minor melody
in the violins at the outset is so much more
than just an interesting row of notes. But you
must turn to Tennstedt. Bernstein, and others
to know why. [
A:2/31
Edward Seckerson
MAHLER: Symphony 6 D Lieder emes
fahrenden Gesellen
Hermann Prey (bar)1Concertgebouw1Haitink
Philips 420 138-2 (
2CDs, 97m 50s)(1)1969-70
Everything fits, in Haitink's firm evenhanded Mahler 6: the mountain- idyll of ( i),
with little slackening of tension, the marchrhythms dimly insistent beneath the haze, and
ready to spring to the fore; the respective
horn- carolling and misterioso episodes of a
serenely sustained Andante ( only Karajan is
loftier in seamlessness, and he spoils everything in amassively overladen finale); and the
broadly blazing hell- fire in the wake of the
second hammer- blow. The Concertgebouw
players may be a little cautious thereafter,
with no perceptible extra urgency for the
promise of avictory that comes so close, but
at least we have just enough energy left to
absorb it, since Haitink keeps the central
torrents invigoratingly clear and trenchant;
and arecording that sometimes over-favours
the strings certainly does them aservice here
(you may well find its fierceness needs drastic
taming on CD). I could have dispensed
entirely with the filler, needing a good few
minutes' restorative silence after the last
funereal bars of the symphony, but it's a
reliable, sorrow- and-cold- laden telling of the
Wayfarer's woes we get from Hermann Prey
— short on ' ring' in the voice for brief
jubilation, impressive all the same in the vast
vocal range the songs demand. Be warned:
tape hiss is unusually obtrusive for this 1970
recording. 1A/13:11
David Nice
MENDELSSOHN: Elijah
Soloists/ Leipzig Rad ChlGewandhaus Orchl
Sawallisch
Philips 420 106-2 (
2CDs, 131m I8s) ® 1969
When this Elijah first came out it had to
compete with versions under Sargent, Krips,
and Frühbeck; on CD it now has the field to
itself — though the Frühbeck, along with two
more recent sets, survives on LP. Sawallisch,
unlike Frühbeck, opts for the original German text. His soloists are rather stronger ' on
paper' than on disc, with neither Ameling nor
Schreier in finest form; Theo Adam makes a
sonorous and impressive prophet, and some
of the minor roles are very well taken.
Chorus and orchestra are good, and Sawallisch's direct, expressive control makes for a
definitely pleasing performance; some of the
more dramatic moments ( such as the ' mighty
wind' and ' fiery chariot' choruses) are thrilling in their impact. The recording is clean and
ample, though in some of the early concerted
numbers the balance favours voices more
than orchestra. Iconsider this no more than
an acceptable interim offering despite its
several positive features. [ 13:2]
Peter Branscombe
MONIUSZKO: Halka
WoytowczlOchman1LadyszlHiolski etc/Cracow RTV Ch/Polish Nat RSOISemkow
Chant du Monde LCD 278 889/90 (
2CDs,
141m 11s)
This recording of Moniuszko's first great

success in the realm of serious opera emanated from Nagrania during the 1970s but has
not. I think, appeared here before.
Moniuszko wrote Halka as a two-acter in
1847. Following its first public performance
in 1854 it was recast in four acts, the role of
Jontek was revised and expanded, and a set
of dances added to Act 3. This is the opera as
we have it here, the landmark in Polish
nationalism which promoted its author into
the company of Erkel, Glinka. and the young
Verdi. The plot is not particularly original, or
Polish, and the music only intermittently so —
much of the latter in fact calls to mind Weber,
and Italian opera of the period. The heroine,
Halka ( Stefania Woytowicz), has had achild
by Janusz ( Andrzej Hiolski), the lord of the
village and her 'eagle'. He, however, plans to
marry arich bride. Halka will not believe it.
Jontek (Wieslaw Ochman), a village youth
who loves her and has been rejected by her,
tries to reason with her but fails. In afrenzy
of grief and forgiveness Halka finally throws
herself into the river while the wedding
festivities proceed nearby.
Moniuszko's music for this melodrama is
melodious but now seems rather light-weight,
reminding us that he was first a successful
composer of operetta. In Halka's and Jontek's big arias, however, he does rise to the
occasion, creating music of emotional depth
and lyric power; but the Mountain Dances
which he incorporated into Act 3 ( band 2 in
CD 2) give a better general idea of the
flavour of his music. The performances are
good without being outstanding. Woytowicz
tends to wobble slightly under pressure, but
the rest are secure enough, and Semkow
directs his forces with conviction. The recording is admirably clear and well balanced,
better on the whole than that for Moniuszko's
other great success, Le manoir hanté which
appeared on the Rodolphe label some time
back. The English translations of the notes
and libretto are admirable, incidentally. [ A:1/
21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concertos 1-4
ECOIBarenboim (pno, dir)
EMI CDC 747 9872 (
57m 45s) ® 1975
One cannot make great claims for these four
little concertos, which the eleven-year-old
prodigy arranged from solo keyboard music
by several of the composers he became
acquainted with during his first visit to Paris,
but one can relish the sense of enjoyment that
they convey, and may marvel at the idea that
the young Mozart probably played them with
as much virtuosity as Barenboim — though he
probably did not play them as fast. Nor, one
suspects, did his orchestra have the unanimity
and sensibility of the ECO. The music does
not admit so many of the idiosyncracies of
interpretation that some have discerned in
Barenboim's performances of the later concertos, and the vitality which infuses these
delightful little works is impossible to resist.
[A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concerto in d, K466 Din C,
K467
Malcolm Bilson (fpno)1Eng Bar Sol/Gardiner
Archly 419 609-2 (
57m 38s) digital
With this issue the Bilson/Gardiner complete
series of the Mozart concertos reaches 1785
and the great masterpieces in the genre — and,
with the last six concertos, the multiplekeyboard works, and the other earlier concertos still to come, it moves triumphantly
beyond the half-way point. The pairing of
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CLASSICAL
K466/467 seems to me the most exciting
product of the series yet. Not simply because
these are even more marvellous concertos
than their predecessors, but also because the
partnership of Malcolm Bilson, John Eliot
Gardiner and the English Baroque Soloists
has continued to grow in authority and skill.
The drama of both opening movements is
excitingly realized, with bold precision of
attack and deft wind coloration in the minorkey work, and eager grandeur in the one in C
major. The slow movements are both eloquent and poised, with the bare keyboard
textures discreetly embellished. The finales
are appropriately spirited — chattering woodwind and ringing trumpets as well as brilliant
(if not consistently easeful) pianism. Rapport
is admirable, the relationship between fortepiano as solo and as accompanying instrument unusally well realised.
Despite the criticisms that have been levelled against some of the earlier issues in the
series, Ishall eagerly continue to buy them as
they appear. With their crisp sonorities and
clear textures, intimate yet reverberant
acoustic, above all with their attempt to
recreate these works in their original freshness, the Bilson/Gardiner recorded performances win my deepest gratitude. [A:1]
Peter Branscombe
MOZART: Piano Concertos in Eb, K271 CI in
C, K467
Stephen Hough (pno)IHallélThomson
Classics for Pleasure CD-CFP 9016 (
58m 38s)
(LP: CFP 4531, MC: TC-CFP 4531)
Having won high praise for his coupling of
Hummel concertos last year, Stephen Hough
— still with Bryden Thomson, but now with
the Hallé, and on the CFP label — moves back
three or four decades to couple concertos by
Hummels's one-time teacher. In Mozart of
course he is up against infinitely stronger
opposition, both numerically (in fact only
Perahia is currently on offer in this pairing)
and qualitatively. Hough need not fear comparisons. In both works he plays with great
distinction, making his points deftly and
without exaggeration, always putting the
grand design first. The passage-work is
delightfully even and unhurried when the
tempo is fast, and the phrasing is eloquent
and restrained in the slow movements. In the
E-flat Concerto Ithought the rondo's minuet
was taken ashade too slowly, but the whole
work comes over with refreshing directness.
The grander scope and scale of the C major
Concerto is nicely realized, with the maestoso
element given proper prominence in the first
movement. The Andante can profit from
rather bolder decoration than Hough allows
himself (though his lead-ins and cadenzas
show he has abundant imagination, as well as
impeccable taste). The finale is a tour de
force. In both works the orchestral playing
and Thomson's direction are excellent,
though the recording — spacious and well
balanced as it is — lacks some degree of
definition: violin-tone can be sibilant above
the stave ( but is more mellow on the Compact Disc), and once or twice timpani and
horns struck me as spongy in impact. Nevertheless avery desirable issue. [
A/13:1]
Peter Branscombe
MOZART: Serenade K361 'Gran Partita'
Orpheus CO
DG 423 061-2 (
50m 52s) digital ( LP: 423
061-1, MC: 423 061-4)
The Mozart wind serenades are providing a
honey-pot for CD. Ensembles seem to be
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falling over one another to put them on disc,
and the market must be in danger of aglut. In
January we had alively version of the 'Gran
Partita' from Marriner/ASM which, on my
admittedly artificial 'chamber' vs. '
orchestra'
classification, leaned firmly towards the former. The Orpheus have proved themselves a
highly disciplined ensemble, and their version
goes even further in that direction. It has all
the qualities of good chamber music. The
playing sparkles, and is rich and full of light
and air. All the repeats are observed; the
inner tensions of the music are sensitively
handled and the slow movements, the touchstones by which performances of this work
may be measured, are eloquently lyrical. The
recording is naturally spacious and generally
well balanced, though the double-bass could
have been a shade more prominent. In an
increasingly crowded market, choice is made
more and more difficult by the number of
good versions now available but, whatever
one's criteria, this latest one must come very
high up on the list. [ A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Divertimenti K213, 240, 252, 253,
& 270
BP° Winds
Orfeo C 152 861A (
61m 22s) ® 1986
The warmth of the LP sound (Jul '87 p96)
seems cooler in the clear air of CD; but the
playing remains just as persuasive. The small
exchange in temperature is scarcely amatter
of concern, since both versions present a
clear and immaculate impression of this
charming occasional music. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Sonatas & Variations
Jean-Pierre Rampal (flt)IJohn Steel Ritter
(pno)
CBS MK 42142 (
59m 04s)
The sonatas are three violin sonatas, 1(301,
305 and 403, and the variations those which
Mozart composed in Paris, also for violin,
1(359 and K360. Though contemporary practice decreed the violin and flute to be
interchangeable, Mozart conceived the sonatas primarily as keyboard works with accompaniment, and it is reasonably certain that, in
view of his reputed dislike of the flute, he had
the violin rather than the flute in mind.
Whatever the rights and wrongs of the
business, performances on the flute are infrequent and seldom sound comfortable. A
recent 'period-style' recording by Linde and
Nicholson ( not of the same pieces) was not an
unqualified success, but Rampal is better. He
is arguably the better player, though Linde is
hampered somewhat by his antique flute. Its
reedy sound, in spite of Linda Nicholson's
able fortepiano playing, gave the music an
unnecessarily ricketty effect. Good as Rampal's ( and Ritter's) performances are though,
the ear tends to become saturated sooner
than it would with the stringed instrument,
and listening to the whole record at asitting
can be somewhat daunting despite well
balanced natural sound. [ Issued on CD only]
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Idomeneo
RinaldilTinsley1Davies1Shirley1TearIBBC SO
& Ch/Davis
Philips 420 130-2 (
3 CDs, 167m 12s) ® 1969
Despite the minor cuts and atenor Idamante
(Ryland Davies), there has never been a
more dramatic account of this great opera on
record than Sir Colin Davis's — his first opera

set for Philips, Ithink. The storm music, and
the tempestuous arias for Elettra and
Idomeneo have an elemental power none of
Davis's rivals on disc have managed to
emulate, let alone surpass, and the cast holds
up surprisingly well, when you consider that
Philips in those days took considerable commercial risks ( remember the Davis Figaro
with the then unknown Jessye Norman and
Ingvar Wixell?). The joy of the set is Margherita Rinaldi's lyrical and glowing Ilia, and
one wonders why it did not presage a major
recording career. It's atreasurable performance, as is that of Pauline Tinsley's Elettra,
vocally harsh and shrewish but avivid theatrical presence, spitting out her manic coloraturas in 'Tune nel cor vi sento' and ' D'Oresto
e d'Aiace' with a vehemence unequalled on
record. And George Shirley is still the darkest, noblest, most suffering Idomeneo on
record. The sound is uncommonly life-like
and ' present', too. [ A/B:1*]
Hugh Canning
MOZART: Requiem
Yvonne Kenny/Sarah Walker/William Kendall/David Wilson-Johnson/St John's College
Ch/ECO/Guest
Chandos CHAN 8574 (
54m 18s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1269, MC: ABTD 1269)
This is Mozart-Süssmayr unadorned. As a
performance it commands much respect,
having a fine and well matched quartet of
soloists, the rich sound of St John's Choir,
and the yeoman support of the ECO under
the direction of aconductor of great experience and achievement. Guest's tempi are
nicely judged and he recreates the impression
of areligious event. Some conductors tend to
over-draw the Dies irae, Rex tremendae and
Confutatis in an effort to underline the
dramatic effects of the Sequence, while
others languish over the Lachrymosa and
Recordare. There is nothing phlegmatic
about this version though, the tensions are
there, the supplication and anguish clearly
defined. St John's Chapel, the venue for the
recording, has a lively ambience and the
reasonable reverberation adds a desirable
richness to the performance. The production
team has done askilful job in contriving to let
us hear the choral contributions — it is areal
pleasure for once to be able to follow the
varying threads of the choral writing — though
they have not managed to hold on to the
basset horns all the time. On balance though,
avery successful issue. [ A/B:11
Kenneth Dommett
POULENC: Concerto in g, for organ, strings
& timpani O Gloria ( 1959) El Quatre motets
pour un temps de penitence
Maurice Duruflé (org)IRosanna Cartel (sop)/
RTF ChlOrch ¡' ORTF/Ch Réné Duclos/
Prêtre
EMI CDC 747 7232 (
62m 32s) ® 1961, ' 63
The Salle Wagram recording of the Gloria, a
Koussevitzky commission, was commenced,
with the composer supervising, the day after
the 1961 European premiere. Coupled with
the Organ Concerto ( 1938) it was first listed
as a French Columbia import ( later
SAX2445, then ASD2835); the CD adds the
four Motets, also dating from 1938-9, decoupled from Poulenc's Stabat Mater (
ASD583).
Duruflé plays the instrument at St Etiennedu-Mont — there's ahuge reverberant spread,
weighty and reedy in the bass, with brilliance
and sensitivity in the Andate moderato. The
dizzy finale (which ultimately returns to the
opening theme of the work) seems to tie in
perfectly with the electric bright prelude to
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CLASSICAL
Poulenc's popular choral score, here not just
definitive in a literal sence, but white-hot in
its inspirational attack. The tapes betray
some congestion, and the cutoff of ambience
at the end of ( i) seems more abrupt than on
LP. The Motets, if light, are devotedly sung;
the sopranos' entries in high contrasting
register are sometimes strained, and the
general quality is musty (listening to the
Easter & Christmas Motets on the modern
recording ZRG720 does suggest that this is
partly due to the way Poulenc wrote for
voices). In essence, aclassic transferred with
bonus to Compact Disc. [
B/C:1*/1]
Frances Handford

11111111K'

*
V

PROKOFIEV: Romeo & Juliet — complete
ballet
Boston SO/Ozawa
DG 423 268-2 (
2CDs, 144m 22s) digital
(2LPs: 423 268-1, 2MCs: 423 268-4)
If you took my advice and invested in the
Maazel/Cleveland CD transfer ( Decca), rest
content. Ozawa and his cultured Bostonians
conjure up some lovely images: there is
luminosity and areal sense of physical ardour
in the love scenes ( the ' Balcony' pas de deux
has great virility, the central variations properly exultant), grace and wit in the folksy
dance numbers (star-quality woodwinds —
pert, fruity bassoons outstanding), and the
appropriate tragic grandeur ( he opens out
magnificently for that most heart- breaking of
the score's lyric melodies in the dying
moments of the final scene). But Ozawa
never quite matches Maazel's theatrical élan,
the sheer swagger he brings to the big
set-pieces. The Death of Tybalt, for instance,
is a little deliberate, a little score-bound,
despite the exciting directness of such details
as the con legno effects in the strings, the
sudden flashes of bare steel in stratospheric
violins and shrill woodwinds.
Certain shifts of perspective bother me in
the recording. The horns, for instance, suddenly loom into prominence for their
extended solo bars at the start of the processional leading us into Scene 2; 'featured'
instruments ( mandolin, celeste) are a little
overdone, as is the tight balancing of the
percussion and other brass. The immediacy
can be stimulating, but you must accept the
glare along with the excitement, and passages
like the great mounting dissonance of the
'rivalry' motif are to some extent robbed of
depth and breadth. I'd generally liked to have
heard alittle more of Boston Symphony Hall.
Incidently, one small point: the street-band in
Dance of the five couples from Act 2, emerges
'off-left' from a rather artificial and tinny
acoustic, and does not traverse the soundstage as it does so effectively in the Maazel
version. Yes, that's definitely the one to
have. EA/C:1/21
Edward Seckerson
PUCCINI: La Bohème
ScottolNeblettl KrauslMilnes1 Nat POI Levine
Classics for Pleasure CFPD 4708 • (
2LPs)
(2MCs: TC-CFPD 4708) (:) 1980
Stiff competition, not least from the EMI
camp, has sent this most recent of EMI's
Bohèmes plummeting into the bargain basement — acruel fate, perhaps, for arecording
with so carefully chosen acast and aconductor of broad Puccinian experience in the
theatre. Unfortunately, it is Levine's at once
highly sophisticated and blatant handling of a
score, over which Toscanini ( RCA),
Beecham (EMI), and Serafin ( Decca) have
cast such potent and enduring spells on
record, which puts this issue out of the
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running for the serious collector. A pity, since
I would unwillingly forgo Renata Scotto's
heart-rending Mimi, the equal of De los
Angeles's and the peer, in my book, of
Tebaldi's, Freni's and even Callas's. Kraus is
not really an authentic Rodolfo, but there is
no other weak link down the line of Bohemians, and the two character bass parts,
Alcindoro and Benoit, are exquisitely
observed by the old hands Capecchi and
Tajo. At this price, of course, it is asnip, a
bargain introduction to Bohème — even «if
Levine is far from the ideal introducer — and
collectable, above all for Scotto's memorable
Mimi. She's worth afiver any day. [
A:2]
Hugh Canning
PURCELL: The Fairy Queen
Soloists/Monteverdi Chl Eng Bar Sols/Gardiner
Archiv 419 221-2 (
2CDs, 137m 04s) ® 1982
Now generously repackaged onto only two
CDs ( from 3LPs), Gardiner's Fairy Queen is
the first of his pre silver Archiv issues to
arrive on the new medium. Apart from the
convenience of the . format for easy internal
access to the most delicious numbers, it
allows for uninterrupted listening of Purcell's
richest theatre music at virtually 70 minutes a
stretch. And the performance approaches my
ideal: it may have been preferable to have the
rich-voiced and stylistically memorable Eiddwen Harrhy in the most profound music, the
famous Plaint, which is alittle wanly sung by
Jennifer Smith, but otherwise the singing is
marvellous and Gardiner breathes vivid
theatrical life onto the pages of the score with
the help of his brilliant choir and orchestra. A
modern classic, no doubt, superbly recorded.
[A*:1*1
Hugh Canning
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 1
Paganini Rhapsody
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)IConcertgebouwl
Philharmonial Haitink
Decca 417 613-2 (
52m 13s) digital (LP: 417
613-1, MC: 417 613-4)
Rachmaninov's first and last concerted
works: the final instalment in Ashkenazy's
and Haitink's complete cycle, and for contractual reasons the Concertgebouw pass up
the Paganini Rhapsody to our own Philharmonia. Imust say that Decca's production
team have done a good job in matching up
the overall character and complexion of the
sound in two very different acoustics. Once
again, in both instances, we've everything
here that aconcerto recording should be: in
terms of focus, balance, integration, one
really couldn't ask for more.
Ashkenazy is at his best in the youthful
First Concerto: areal sense of enjoyment and
exhilaration is conveyed in the devil-may-care
passage-work, and flamboyant theatrical gestures, of the outer movements; then again, he
and Haitink make something really memorable of the lovely shadowy nocturne in D,
(ii). Iconfess I've heard wittier, more quixotic, less predictable readings of the Rhapsody's many- faceted solo part ( the quieter
variations tend to come off better here), but
Ashkenazy's unfussy, clean-cut approach has
much to commend it and the Philharmonia
are certainly not short on character. If you've
been collecting this series, you won't need
any further endorsement from me. [
A*: 1/2]
Edward Seckerson
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 3
Andrei Gavrilov (pno)I Philadelphia' Muti

EMI CDC 749 0492 (
45m 36s) digital ( LP:
EL27 06231, MC: EL27 06234)
I first played this immediately after the
Ashkenazy Paganini Rhapsodyllst Concerto
coupling on Decca, which was perhaps alittle
unfair. Admittedly, EMI don't have the
in-built advantages of that magnificently
accommodating Concertgebouw acoustic.
And make no mistake, it is amajor advantage
for Decca. But even so, the finished effect of
this Memorial Hall production is disconcertingly synthetic. On the surface, a cosmetic
gloss, but beyond that the texture never
really breathes, there is little or no illusion, at
least, of natural expansion in the big tuttis;
instead an uncomfortable sense of overworked microphones at the overcrowded
heart of the sound.
forThe
me,performance
either. Againdoesn't
the surface
do ai
great
simpressdeal
ive: Muti a predictably fine collaborator,
setting great store by the tensions within each
movement, relishing the sheer luxuriance of
Rachmaninov's multi-layered string lines and
cool luminous woodwinds ( fine solo flute
throughout); Gavrilov, every inch the Slav
virtuoso — aperformance of enormous natural
elan, precisioned, dashing. He's on his best
behaviour: no ungainly, untoward rubatos,
time taken for repose and contemplation ( his
ruminative, laid-back delivery of the opening
page is taken almost too far). Istill don't find
a great deal that is absorbing in his playing
between the reposefully poetic and the feverishly dramatic (very quiet or very loud) — the
great first movement cadenza, for instance, is
all alittle on one level of thunder. There isn't
the range of creative imagination. It's all
there technically, but I. for one, just wasn't
drawn in. [
B/C:2]
Edward Seckerson
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
LSO/Mauceri
IMP PCD 880 (
47m 18s) digital
Now at the Scottish Opera, Mr Mauceri
bounced into our ken with the LSO's 1986,
Bernstein Festival. He looks set to make his
mark here, eg, the Decca ' My Fair Lady', and
this is the best LSO Scheherazade we have
had since the less well disciplined but far
subtler Monteux, of 1959. As might be
expected with this orchestra, there are notable contributions from the principal cellist.
oboe ( elegant, fastidious phrasing), timpanist, and clarinet — over thrumming strings in
(ii). Only the bassoon solo near the beginning
of the second movement disappointed me
momentarily. The leader, Michael Davis, is
refined but never bland: admirable in all his
solos, he rounds off the whole work most
beautifully.
Idon't think Mauceri has anything disturbingly original to say about the piece, and at
times the weaknesses show, eg, the metronomic insistence of cymbal clashes in ( iv), or the
string passages near the beginning of ( i).
sounding rather blowsy where the more
experienced Monteux coaxed greater
expressive variety, at a gentler level of
pressure; Mauceri doesn't quite avoid the
trap of the music's sluggishness in ( ii). He is
unashamedly heart on sleeve in the string
melody beginning ( iii) — where Beecham
magically, mysteriously, perfumed the writing yet somehow managed to stay discreet at
the same time. ( Reiner here is almost too
slow and mannered: throughout his Chicago
Scheherazade, now on Chesky ( LP), one is
very aware of the rigid control.) In the finale
there's plenty of attack and brilliance, after
the violin solo is heard, and the movement
ends with satisfying excitement.
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In the CD catalogue — and this is abargain
issue — this stands much as Kletzki's did, in
the days of LP, in the ranking of recommendations. I've enjoyed it greatly, and the
Abbey Road production engineered by Mark
Vigars is quite splendid and true. [
A/A*:1]
Christopher Breunig

SAINT-SAENS: Piano Concerto 2/SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto
Israela Margalit (pno)ILPOIThomson
Chandos CHAN 8546 (
58m 35s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1254, MC: ABTD 1254)
With so many other versions of both works
already obtainable, one cannot see much
point to this issue. Israela Margalit was
always askilled pianist, yet she does nothing
particularly notable here. The andante espressivo section of Schumann's first movement,
for instance, is sensitively played but in a
routine way, and her account of the cadenza
is not distinguished. The balance between
piano and orchestra is variable — woodwind
soloists, and even the violins when they have
the melody, sometimes being less prominent
than they should be. Everything is rather
better in the Saint-Saëns, however, and this
is, to be frank, a piece that Ienjoy more.
The assertion that it goes ' from Bach to
Offenbach' is an exaggeration, yet this concerto's rather considerable stylistic diversity
suits Miss Margalit better than the more
homogeneous Schumann. And this at the
technical as well as the interpretative level.
Such comments also apply to Bryden Thomson; and it must be added that there are no
problems of recording balance here. Yet it
still is not a distinctive performance —
although Saint-Saëns's finale, which here has
both weight and vivacity, is the most enjoyable part of thi ,,CD. [ B:21
Max Harrison
111111111it
SCHUBERT: Smnph(al 9, ' Great C major'
VPOIMuti
EMI EL 27 0562 I • digital ( CD: CDC 747
6972, MC: EL 27 0562 4)
Whilst one can understand the desire of most
conductors to record amajor masterpiece like
the ' Great C major' Symphony there comes a
point at which the critic, and perhaps the
record-buying public too, wonders whether
yet another version is needed. Muti has made
some splendid recordings, and Iwould have
been delighted if he had now offered us a
symphony by Ries, say, or one of Schubert's
other neglected contemporaries. For this
strikes me as an uncompelling, even unloving
account of Schubert's last symphony. From
the rather portentous opening Andante
through to afussy, even crude reading of the
finale, my pleasure was limited. There is fine
detail from the woodwinds in the slow movement, and abusy, deft scherzo and trio, hut in
the outer movements there is abrashness that
is not mitigated by plushy string-tone. The
recording has a sponginess of texture that I
do not associate with the Musikvereinssaal, a
brashness of attack that is sadly of a piece
with the conductor's liking for now holding
back, now urging his forces on, in an exaggerated fashion that I can only call unSchuhertian. 1C:31
Peter Branscombe
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SCHUBERT: String Quartet in E I., D87171 in
B
D112
Takács Qt
Hungaroton HCD 12390-2 (
52m 57s) C) 1982
Icannot trace an earlier UK issue for this
recording, which is an analogue original of
considerable character, digitally edited and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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mastered to avery high standard. It presents
Schubert's first two quartets of true quality,
written when he was sixteen and seventeen —
works of astonishing achievement. The
Takács Quartet play them with a degree of
sophistication as well as tonal beauty and
poise that Schubert can hardly have dreamed
of. Vitality is finely set against inwardness,
power against elegance; the contrasting qualities are nicely brought out in the tiny,
scurrying Scherzo of the E- flat work and the
rustic dance minuet of the one in B- flat. But
the riches here will repay repeated hearings,
and the pleasantly resonant, well-balanced
recording adds to the pleasure. D112 is not
otherwise on CD. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe
11111.111.11.18..11.1.11iinalMinal
SCHUBERT: Sonata in B 1., D960
Paul Berkowitz (pno)
Meridian CDE 84104 (
45m 48s) digital ( MC:
KE 77104)
This issue worthily completes Paul Berkowitz's series ' Schubert: The Last Three Sonatas' — penetrative readings, backed by a
powerful but not virtuosic technique, and
clear, rounded recording quality. The piano
here has an almost bell-like tone, even if
there is the occasional blurred or jangly note.
The calm, poignant unfolding of Schubert's
extended thought-sequences is an impressive
feature; yet the emphasis on structure does
not preclude delicate shadings or sparklingly
precise leaps and runs. Accompanimental
figures are brought out strongly, though
never exaggerated. Accentuation and dynamic shading are felicitous. This disc, like its
predecessors, can be confidently recommended. Unlike the C- minor and A-major
sonatas, the B-flat is generously represented
in the catalogue, yet Paul Berkowitz can
stand comparison with his more famous
rivals. [ A:1]
Peter Branscombe
111.10111.11.111.11M.111111111111111Mai
SMETANA: Ma Vlast/DVORAK: In Nature's
Realm
ConcertgebouwIDorati
Philips 420 607-2 (
2CDs, 94m 09s) digital
(2LPs: 420 607-1, 2MCs: 420 607-4)
Levine's Ma Vlast is a hard act to follow.
Some undoubtedly find DG's sound too
analytical, and Philips's smoother, plushier
Concertgebouw sound has many admirers.
They will undoubtedly enjoy this aspect of
Dorati's recording. Whether the performance
will arouse equal enthusiasm is problematic,
though there is much to relish in it. The
conductor, in a preface to the notes, has
expounded some views which undoubtedly
coloured his approach to the score. He is of
course quite right to exploit the music's sense
of ' belonging', and in this sense his opinion
that the Dvorak overture may be seen as an
extension of the Smetana may be acceptable,
if arguable. In performance though, one
becomes aware of the shapes of the pieces
more than the shape of the mosaic. A check
on the score reveals that the shapes exist, but
not how they fit into an overall view of the
musical landscape; and as things progress the
ear gets hooked on detail while the mind
threatens to lose sight of the pattern — the
trees for the wood in fact. This is particularly
noticeable in Vltava and Bohemia's Fields,
also in Vysehrad (
where the harps seem to
jump about abit) and Sarka, but less so in the
last two poems, which are in any case largely
monothematic. Initially one has a feeling of
discovery which turns slowly to doubt. The
commitment of the conductor, triumphantly
vindicated in the Dvorak performance, is
never in question, nor is the virtuosity of the
orchestra, but in this very individual reading

one misses the comprehensiveness ot Kubelik, or Bergland, and the sheer vitality of
Levine. [
A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
SPONTINI: Olympie
VaradylToczyskalTagliavinilFischer-Dieskaul
Fortune/Berlin RSOIAlbrecht
Orfeo C 137 862 (
2CDs, 122m 35s) ( 3LPs:
S 137 862)
My LP review ( Dec '87, p139) covers most of
the points, but failed — Ican't think why — to
mention Spontini's, at times, startling preechoes of Berlioz. CD adds a touch more
presence and spaciousness to the recording
which, however, is excellent in either format.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
R STRAUSS: Horn Concertos 1 & 2
17 Andante for horn and piano/SCHUMANN:
Adagio and Allegro
Michael Thompson (hrn)IBBC PO/Downes/
Catherine Dubois (pno)
BBC CD 641 (
49m 55s) ( LP: REN 641, MC:
ZCN 641)
A hero without a grin is the subject here,
since Thompson treats the opening flourishes
of the 21-year-old's bold venture with
unashamed arrogance, revelling in the fullness of his tone, and his rounded, soaring
legato finds every indulgence from Edward
Downes. So much so that the affecting little
central movement becomes agrandly inflated
romantic adagio — and if you care enough
about the glory of this instrument, it won't
worry you too much. But it's the affection of
Dennis Brain that I miss (just that, since
no-one would be presumptuous enough
merely to imitate him in other respects), and I
miss it sorely in that unmistakably vocal
Second Concerto from the composer's second
spring. This horn certainly knows how to sing
those cantabile phrases, but it doesn't
chuckle; and it doesn't have much to say to a
questioning flute and oboe, either. Downes
and his northern players make the most of
their chance to record, rightly assertive
against their slightly backward placing — rich
cello in the first concerto, less radiant strings
in the second. The pieces for horn and piano
are less carefully done — and listed on the
cover, incidentally, in microscopically small
lettering. But at least there's been an attempt
at artwork — it's of acurious order, but Ithink
Ilike it! [
A/B:1/2]
David Nice
R STRAUSS: Arabella
Te KanawalGrundheberlFontanalDerneschl
SeiffertlGutsteinIROH Orch & Chaim'
Decca 417 623-2 (
3CDs, 157m 44s) ( 3LPs: 417
623-1, 417 623-4)
Some 30 years have passed since Solti made
his Strauss debut on Decca in this opera, and
it's surely apt that his one-time assistant
should give us the new Arabella. The two
stand worlds apart: in contrast to Solti's
bubbling, super-subtle operetta, Tate's scrupulous sense of balance, and skill in bringing
out chattering counterpoint, delve more
deeply into the inner lives of the characters.
Where the 1958 recording excelled in the
hotel- room bustle of Act 1, careering pellmell up to Arabella's final scene, the more
reflective moments are what count here: the
sepia portraits of Arabella forlorn as the
stranger in the street turns away. Waldner
alone and impecunious, Mandryka rapt over
the photograph. Solti, allowing more flexibility within and between sections, manages the
stagecraft of this superbly structured act
109

rather better, and papers over the cracks in
its successors where Tate is apt to linger over,
say, Arabella's farewell to Dlominik or her
touching tribute to Zdenka. But the playing
of the Royal Opera House Orchestra, already
trained to Straussian perfection of an extraordinary order under Haitink, never sounds less
than gorgeous, with particularly outstanding
contributions from oboe, first horn and bassclarinet — and, given a balance which gives
the singers priority, the credit for letting all
the notes register must again be Tate's.
He has, besides, an expert and by no
means predictable cast, with afair spicing of
Viennese authenticity to match Solti s. Dame
Kin's Arabella is without a doubt the right
one for me, so glowingly assured in those
upper reaches, so warm, witty and tender to
her hapless suitors that ashade of Marschallin-like maturity in the Act 2 duet doesn't
bother me for long; Grundherber's Mandryka, both ardent and capable of reflection
despite occasional worries with long phrases,
makes a perfect match. Gabriele Fontana
gives adistinctly darker, older and sometimes
unsteadier Zdenka than we're accustomed to
hear, Peter Seiffert abright lieutenant with a
quick vibrato ( though I wouldn't have
thought him an ideal Parsifal: time will tell).
And, of course, those unscrupulous Waldners
have much to tell us about the shady background of 1860s' Vienna: they're a grandly
funny couple here, Dernesch's powerful
Herodias with aheart magnificently fulsome
in the slightly exaggerated vocal spotlight
Decca seem to favour these days. Whatever
your feelings about it, it captures Dame Kini
in all the creamy glory of one of her most
celebrated and detailed roles. [ A/B 1*/2]
David Nice
STRAVINSKY: Petrouchka ( 1911) 0 Symphony in Three Movements
LSOIRozhdestvensky
Nimbus NI 5088 (
59m 57s) digital
Nimbus, with their ' as live, minimal editing'
policy, would doubtless argue that the technical blemishes don't matter. Petrouchka, in
particular, is littered with them: sluggish
entries, flaccid articulation, uncoordinated
ensemble, suspect intonation. I cannot
imagine that the LSO are terribly happy with
the results. For amajor international orchestra the playing here is frankly adisgrace. But
wait. Much of the blame must be laid at
Rozhestvensky's door, for this is quite simply
as lazy and spiritless an account of this
exhilarating score as I've ever encountered. It
isn't just the heavy, laboured tempi, though
goodness knows they are a considerable
liability where rhythm is concerned. It's all so
charmless, lacklustre; the colours have faded;
not even the gaudy revelries of the final
tableau come off the page. And that's pretty
unique in my experience. Then again, does
the recorded balance help? Iapplaud Nimbus's natural, open- hall policy to apoint, but
in a score such as this you really cannot
expect miracles. Some discreet internal focuspulling is absolutely vital in abig acoustic like
Watford Town Hall. As it is here, you might
just as well forget those hard-worked woodwind voices in the busy tuttis of the first and
last tableaux. Look no further than the
opening. The middle of the texture is a
complete 'no-no', a muddle. Or the Russian
Dance shortly after. The first oboe is absolutely critical there. He sounds amillion miles
away in his brief exchange with the solo
fiddle. Sorry, but this is the 'natural, concert
hall perspective' taken to absurd lengths.
Tonally the sound is first-class, but may I
respectfully refer the Nimbus team (and any
110

prospective purchasers) to Decca's recent
Dutoit account.
Artistically speaking, Symphony in Three
Movments is better, but not much. Again it is
afflicted by Rozhdestvensky's overly ponderous tempi and a general lack of impetus,
particularly in the first movement, where he
does rather lose his way. The music of the
outer movements, after all, is possessed of a
taut, angular muscularity. Rhythmic tension
is paramount. I'm afraid there are just afew
too many slack bars here. I'm not going to
attempt a sound rating. I've said my piece:
tonal quality excellent, but the balance just
doesn't work for me. Ineed to hear more
from the woodwind desks. Petrouchka [
4],
Symphony [
3/21.
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY:
1812 Overture
D Francesca da Rimini El Romeo and Juliet
Oslo PO/Jansons
EMI CDC 749 141-2 (
55m 50s) digital ( LP:
EL 749 141-1, MC: EL 749 141-4)
What's this? An unwritten tam-tam stroke
added to the dramatic timpani roll which
ushers in the Romeo and Juliet coda; sidedrum and timpani carried right through the
final chord of 1812, where Tchaikovsky far
more subtly leaves us with brass alone?
Shame on Jansons. He's normally such a
stickler for the letter of his scores. But these
are anyway the least of my reservations.
Anyone who experienced Janson's recent UK
performances of Francesca with the Leningrad Philharmonic ( and I'm thinking particularly of his scorching Festival Hall account)
will be wondering where all the fire went.
Certainly this is perceptively, finely detailed,
well played, musicianly. But what happened
to the real performance? What happened to
that inexorable tide of intensity which, in the
hands of aBernstein or aStokowski (still by
head and shoulders the finest recorded performances), can lift you from your seat —
come, for instance, the forbidden passions of
the great central climax (Janson's Oslo strings
simply fail to sustain the ecstasy of those key
pages). Romeo & Juliet, outwardly impressive ( the fight tableaux cleanly, vigorously
articulated, the big tune nobly sounded) is
ultimately rather bloodless, too. Jansons, a
thoroughbred among musicians, is on occasions simply too fastidious for his own good
(the atmosphere of the introduction, for
instance, is marred for me by one or two
unnecessariy fussy accenting details). And
1812? Undeniably spirited, but a bit of a
wash-out on the cannon stakes.
Which brings me to perhaps the biggest
disappointment of all — the recording. Admittedly, Chandos are ahard act to follow, but I
had hoped that EMI would at least give them
agood run for their money. Not so. There is
something fundamentally lifeless about this
sound. The big open Oslo acoustic registers
truthfully enough, but I am particularly
bothered here by the dull, colourless top,
especially where the upper strings are concerned. The winds, too, don't have the
presence and clear-cut focus so much
admired in those Chandos recordings. It may
be just a question of the EMI team getting
used to a new recording venue. But they
haven't got it right yet. [
11/C:2/31
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Sleeping Beauty —
excerpts O Swan Lake — excerpts
RPOIMackerras
Telarc CD 80151 (
65m 31s)
How many minutes make avalue- for-money

CD? Well, the issue is obviously complicated
by the nature of the subject- matter, and
though Iwouldn't usually insist on fillers for
fillers' sake, here's acase where Telarc might
have packed every spare minute with any
extra variation, national dance or Pas d'action Mackerras was willing to find. His
manner with these scores is so spontaneous
and alive, indeed, that it's a pity he didn't
record the ballets complete, after the success
of his Nutcracker. He does, at least, give us
more than just the suites: the brilliant
Polacca, with splendid galumphing of Perrault's ark in the central section, and the
frisky Ivans from Beauty; and the Act 1Pas
de Deux of Swan Lake usually transplanted to
suit the scheming Odile in Act 3 (that violin
solo definitely needs to wheedle; and it's a
pity Barry Griffiths, after his lakeside soulfulness, doesn't characterize so surely here).
This is without doubt the authentic RPO
sound, with no recording cosmetics to make it
any more spectacular than it so obviously is —
lucid and forward, with precise colouring of
lower instruments in chords of Lilac Fairy,
Rose Adagio and the final swan-drama.
Mackerras prefers brisk buoyancy to Slavic
expansiveness, which you may not warm to at
the undeniably speedy dramatic high-points;
but he certainly lifts the rhythms of the two
main waltzes, nicely distinguishing between
the feminine tribute of Aurora's birthday and
the masculine vigour for the Prince's 21st.
And I'm still left wondering at the ease with
which the engineers have handled those
brassy, cymbal-crashing climaxes: there's not
the slightest hint of the harsh edge which CD
sometimes leads one to expect at such
moments. [ A*: I*/ 1]
David Nice
,:v1116111111101111111
TELEMANN: Twelve Fantasias for Flute Solo
Jean-Pierre Rampal (fit)
Denon 33C0-1790 (
49m 17s) digital
This record, not evidently issued before now,
at least in Britain, was made as long ago as
October 1972. The Fantaisies (
Telemann
and/or his original publisher in 1732/3 preferred the French spelling) are asplendid series
of studies, each in two or three tiny movements, ascending the ( incomplete) scale from
A-major to G-minor. There is depth as well
as wit and elegance here — anice challenge to
the flautist. Rampal performs them with
vibrant panache and ringing tone. In some of
the slow, reflective movements Iwould have
welcomed a more relaxed, intimate
approach; and there is little dynamic contrast.
The transfer was made at ahigh level having
quite a bit of ambient noise ( from an actual
concert, Iwould guess), and with the microphone close enough to pick up Rampal's
breathing. Holliger has recorded these
pieces, but Ithink Iwould recommend the
prospective purchaser to try Kuijken first
(Accent). [
B:2]
Peter Branscombe
VAN DE VATE: Distant Worlds El Dark
Nebulae CI Journeys D Concertpiece for cello
and small orchestra
Janusz Mirynsky (v1n)1Zdislaw Lapinski
(vIc)1Polish RT SOISzymon Kawalla
Conifer CDCF 147 (
51m 55s)
Nancy van de Vate, in case you ( like me)
didn't know, is a much travelled American
composer now resident in Vienna. This disc
of her highly attractive music shows us that
she has an individual, fluent, and fertile
imagination and apenchant for the epic. She
is liable, perhaps, to write in what at first
hearing seems to be a superficially effective
vein, but the veneer of wide-ranging eclecticHI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ism conceals music of real substance.
There are two pieces which involve
soloists. In Distant worlds, composed in 1985,
it is aviolin, though Van de Vate is at pains to
stress that the work is not aconcerto, and that
the soloist's role is more akin to that, say, in
Berlióz's Harold in Italy. So it is, and the
music succeeds in its intention of evoking an
atmosphere of remoteness, as does Dark
Nebulae (1981), equally poetic and fluent.
Journeys, completed in 1984, is the most
extended piece on the disc, ahighly complex
score that functions also as a demanding
display piece for the orchestra, but whose
music is deeply atmospheric. The other concertante piece, the Concertpiece for cello and
small orchestra, which was composed in 1976
(if you prefer to believe Van de Vate's note in
preference to the CD cover, which gives 1985
as the date), seems a more dilute work,
attempting to pit lyrical stylo writing against
'more modernistic' orchestral scoring. Idon't
think the experiment works completely successfully, but the insights offered by this
excellent disc are not less welcome for that.
[A:11
Stephen Pettit

VIVALDI: Cello Sonatas, Vols. 1&2
-in B4, RV47 D in F, RV41 D in a, RV43 C
in B ( Vol.')
- in e, RV40 0 in B RV46 D in a, RV44 C
in g, RV42 C in E
RV39 (
Vol.2)
Susan Sheppard ( vIc)IL'école d'Orphée
CRD CRD 3440 (
49m 35s), CRD 3441 (
58m
40s)
Iexpect that some of my critical colleagues
will find this recording unbalanced, since the
harpsichord - very tellingly played, as we
have come to expect from Lucy Carolan - is
set well behind the two cellists; the continuo
cellist, also a very effective player, is Jane
Coe. However, Ilike this arrangement. since
it results in greater clarity, and the highlighting of the complementary nature of bassline
and melody in Sonatas of this type. The
recording is also very clear and revealing in
other respects. For example, Susan Sheppard
uses a considerable quantity of vibrato in
comparison with some of her baroque-cello
colleagues; however, this is used in such a
stylish way that Ibegan to feel that it was
appropriate almost as soon as Ihad noticed
it. ( Of course, nobody can be sure how these
Sonatas were expected to be played.)
The music proved to be wonderful, and it is
most beautifully played: the humour, the life,
the pathos. the tragedy and the philosophical
depth of Vivaldi all find their way into this
music, and all are readily apparent in these
performances. My favourite new recordings
for over a year - and it's been a good year!
(A:11
Stephen Daw
VIVALDI: Concertos - for violin in e, RV278
C for bassoon in a, RV498 C for Strings in A.
RV158 D for cello in c, RV401 C for oboe in
F, RV455 D for 2 violins, 2cellos & strings,
RV575
Camerata Bern/Thomas Fiiri
Novalis 150 016-2 (
63m 15s) digital ( LP: 150
016-1, MC: 150 016-4)
The Concertos selected for this anthology
form an attractive programme, and the
soloists all give agood account of themselves.
However, the Bern orchestra are rather
indistinctly recorded, and they sound somewhat unsuited to this kind of repertoire. This
is partly the fault of those responsible for the
recording, who seem to have thought that
Vivaldi's music called for adistant, somewhat
misty impression. The documentation 111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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which takes the form of a general essay on
Vivaldi by Uwe Kraemer - is interesting and
informative in ageneral sort of way; but both
the performers and the recording team could
have made a much better job of this. Ifeel.
[B/C:2/3]
Stephen Daw
VIVALDI: Concerti for Bassoon, Vol. 1
Concertos in C, RV4671J in F, RV491 CI in a,
RV500 C in a, RV499 D in C, RV466 C in F,
RV486
Daniel Smith (bsn)IECOILedger
ASV CD DCA 565 (
53m 34s) ( digital)
VIVALDI: Concerti for Bassoon, Vol. 2
Concertos in C, RV474 C in F, RV487 D in
C, RV476 D in C, RV469 C in G, RV494
C in C, RV470
Daniel Smith ( bsn)IECOILedger
ASV CD DCA 571 (
57m IIs) digital
These CDs present recordings already issued
on LP, which Ihave reviewed unfavourably,
regarding both style and ensemble, in comparison with recordings of similar repertoire
by Klaus Thunemann on Philips. The transfers have been well managed: the recordings
remain clear and realistic. and I have no
serious quibbles regarding balance, acoustic
quality or setting. Some collectors ( including
bassoonists) whom Iknow are very impressed
by Smith's style, and by the recent ' baroque'
playing of the ECO. But Iremain lukewarm
concerning each. Ihope that, as the project
continues ( apparently. to record all of Vivaldi's 40-or-so solo bassoon concertos), greater
care will be taken to convey the diversity of
expression as well as the profundity of this
most beautiful music. [
A:21
Stephen Daw

VIVALDI: Cantatas - ' In turhata mare
irato', RV627 E ' I.ungi dal vago volto',
RV680 E Concerto for strings in d, ' La
Madrigalesco', RV 129 E in g, RV157
Concerto in G ' alla rustica', RVI51 E Magnificat in g, RV6I0/610a*
Emma Kirkby ( sop)/Suzette Leblanc,
Daniek Forget (sops/Richard Cunningham
(c-ien)Illenry Ingram ( len)Inifelmusik Baroque Orch l Cham Chlean Lamon
Hyperion CDA 66247 (
55m I2s) ( LP: A66247)
This is a splendid mixed bag of Vivaldi's
music which contains some exemplary musicmaking and some good work. but just fails to
be consistently excellent. In the two virtuoso
Cantatas. Emma Kirkby sings with poise.
style and flair, and is vers' well accompanied.
The instrumental Concertos seem to me to
lack the authority of the Cantatas: Ifeel that
Vivaldi deserves a more involved. spirited
style here. The Magnificar. which in this
performance is based on the double-chorus
version of the work ( RV6101). but freely
adapted. goes very well - but is oddly
undramatic in comparison with other performances that I have heard.
The recording ' done in Toronto] though
good did not strike me as quite up to the level
1have come to expect of Hyperion: it all
sounds alittle far back on the ' stage'. and is
narrow and slightly indistinct directionally ,a
little shallow- tonally, as well. 113:1/2]
Stephen Daw

VIVALDI: Laudate Pueri, RV600 C Nisi
Dominus, RV608
Lynne Dawson (sop)/( hrisropher Robson ( cre)
Consort/Robert King
Meridian CUE 84129 (
47m 36s)
These are.

respectively, one of Vivaldi's

•

three preserved settings of Psalm 112. for
soprano and strings, and his only setting of
Psalm 126, sung here by solo counter- tenor,
with similar accompaniment. The works are
extremely beautiful, and they are warmly
performed by The King's Con-sort, which is
habitually making highly expressive recordings of newly discovered repertoire. They
play the music fairly straight. but with an
affectionate warmth and good humour, and
there are always some excellent solo
moments - here it is the tender evocation of
Jonathan Morgan's transverse flute playing
that captures my favourable comment.
The soloists are both also highly expressive
and stylish, and are fortunate in that John
Shuttleworth and Paul Spicer have combined
to give the sound just the right generosity of
space and timbre; as a result , these very
personal settings appeal directly to us in an
inobtrusive but telling way. Surely that must
have been Vivaldi's original intention:
perhaps they were composed for connoisseur
audiences at the Ottoboni palace in Rome. or
at court in Mantua. Certainly they are a
delight for us today. lit*:1*/11 -Stephen Daw

WAGNER: Gütterdiimmerung - Brunnhilde's
Immolation* D Siegfried's Funeral Music E
Rhine Journey D Tannhauser - Overture and
Bacchanale
Anne Evans (sop) * lPhilharmonialFrancesco
D'Avalos
ASV CD DCA 595 (
68m 36s) digital ( LP:
DCA 595, MC: ZC DCA 595)
ASV's unforgivable sin is to present this
particular selection of Wagnerian ' bleeding
chunks' in an entirely inappropriate order.
The running times may dictate this for the LP
side- breaks, but eve n there couldn't the
funeral music be included before the Immolation scene? In this programme Brunnhilde
and Siegfried are already dead by the time
they journey down the Rhine! Unforgivable
too-is the alarm bell ringing for what seems
like an eternity behind the quiet timpani
introduction to the Funeral Music - how was
this missed in editing? This apart the recording has a pleasingly spacious character.
Anne Evans's voice is light , clear and
youthful. but her performance here lacks bite
and drama seeming entirely dictated by the
tempo and phrasing idiosyncrasies of the
conductor - to my ear all meaning and line
are lost. The pace throughout the Immolation
scene is tardy. with the melodic flesh falling
from the rhythmic bones. The orchestra)
excerpts are less beset by annoying ' interpretive' ritards and accelerinuli: the Philharmonia plays with some relish, the first desk
violins in the Venusberg music in particular.
When the conducting is not eccentric it is
merely routine. [
A/D:31
David Prakel

W LLOYD WEBBER: Missa Sanctae Mariae
Magdalenae C 2 Arias for tenor & organ n
2pieces for cello & piano E 6pieces for piano
C 5 songs for tenor & piano*
John Graham- Hall ( liu) Julian Lloyd Webber
(ve)/John Lill (prio), Philip Ledger (pno*
oreRichard Hicko.v SingersIllicko.v
ASV CD DCA 584 (
48m 46s) digital ( LP:
DCA 584, MC: ZC DCA 584)
What differences there are between the LP
(Dec p1421 and CD versions of this issue CD cooler, clearer, atouch more recessed are not significant enough to alter the rating
of this generally agreeable collection of
pleasant pieces from acomposer as vet more
widely known as the father of Andrew and
[A/B/C:1*/2/31
Doug Hammond
Ill
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CHARING CROSS ROAD
HOME OF

CO ETG RDb RECORDS
A COMPLETE SERVICE TO MUSIC LOVERS

LONDON'S FINEST
COMPACT DISC CENTRE

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
AND QUALITY AUDIO

Classical full price new releases only £9.95 and mid
price £6.95 per CD for the first 30 days after issue:
Decca, DG, Philips, EMI, CBS, RCA and selected others.
Personal callers only.

With over 45 CD players and an outstanding choice of
speakers, amplifiers, tuners and other audio equipment.

All back catalogue releases from EMI, DG, DECCA PHILIPS
at the exceptionally low price of £ 10.95 per CD.

Two private demonstration rooms, one bookable, Yamaha
surround sound DSP1 fitted.

We provide expert unhurried advice in a pleasant environment.

Unique scheme of one token for each CD when you buy
(value £ 10.95 and over) entitles you to a free CD when
you've collected ten to the value of £ 10.95.
Secondhand CD's bought and sold. ON SALE FROM £ 5.99.
INDIVIDUAL LISTENING AVAILABLE. HEAR ANY CD BEFORE YOU BUY.
Mail Order Service - all goods from stock sent same day
1st class mail. Phone or mail orders welcomed by Visa,
Access, Diners Club and Amex. £ 1.50 P&P on orders under
£30. Post free over £ 30.

We stock an excellent range of quality hi-fi equipment and
loudspeakers from B&W, Quad, Meridian, Mission, Cyrus,
A&R Cambridge, Rogers, Monitor Audio, Wharfedale,
Sony, Philips, Nakamichi, Yamaha, AKG, Sennheiser,
Kenwood, Rotel, Marantz, Pioneer, Revox, Monster Cable,
and more.
Free installation service in M25 area for systems and
selected components. Ask for details.
Over 6,000 CD titles to test equipment on.

ALL THIS AND A STOCK OF OVER
6,000 TITLES OF CLASSICAL, JAZZ
AND POPULAR COMPACT DISCS.

"Service Department and CD Player upgrading."

MISSION
1
ELECTRONICS
THE NEW PCM 2CD PLAYER
AND
CYRUS 1AND 2AMPLIFIERS
NOW IN STOCK AND ON
DEMONSTRATION
ALONG WITH MISSION
LOUDSPEAKERS

SAVE MONEY
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EXCELLENT ALL ROUND
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e
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R0 CK/P 0P/JAZZ
SILVER SOUNDTRACKS
BERNARD HERRN1ANN: MUSIC FROM
THE GREAT HITCHCOCK MOVIE THRILLERS
Decca/London 820 277-2 ( 46m 39s) CD
ENNIO MORRICONE: FILM MUSIC 19661987
Virgin CDVD2516 (
60m 21s/61m 00s) CD
OST:
URICE
RCA Red Seal BD866I8 (
39m 27s) CD
VARIOUS: CLASSICS ON THE SCREEN
(PLATOON)
Denon 3000-1850 (
73m 34s) CD
I HMO

VARIOUS: CLASSICS ON THE SCREEN
(ORDINARY PEOPLE)
Denon 3000-1851 (
73m 23s) CD
As I'm tiring of soundtracks assembled for
the potential hit singles they'll yield. I'm
pleased to find a fistful ‘% hich suggest that
someone created music for the film rather
than vice versa. Both Morricone and Herr-

1,1

mann are among the giants of post-war film
scoring, and these discs are welcome if only to
keep the record ( groan . .) straight. The
Herrmann set is a 1969 Phase 4 job. and it
makes the move to digital with grace. As for
the material, well, this stuff is so good
(especially if you're aHitchcock buff) that it
would still work through a TV speaker.

Which we all know it does. P.‘yeho, tertigo
it's gotta be [
A*:1*1. Morricone is an
acquired taste, his penchant for odd sounds
alienating more than a few listeners. The
material, though, is perfect for the task, even
if you sometimes think you're listening to
music for a spaghetti western, only to find
that it's for something entirely different.
Virgin have done a marvellous job with the
packaging, so Morricone fans have been
well-served. Plenty of Clint Eastwood here,
along with some surprises. lA:11 Maurice is
your standard mood music, in this case
providing the ambience for an Edwardian
setting and trouble among the students. This
doesn't quite stand on its own, so see the
film, then decide. [
A:11 Denon's pair ( 14
tracks per) shows how existing classical pieces
can be used to set the stage for films as
diverse as Zardoz (
sicence fiction). Platoon
(war), Being There (
tragi-comedy) and Hannah and Her Sisters (
crap). Composers run
from Chopin to Vivaldi to Bizet. with performances from Japanese and Western
artists. 1A:11 for both, unless your classical
library is so large that these collections are
redundant.
Ken Kessler
•••• *44fielie.

RAN BLAKE: SUFFIELD GOTHIC
Soul Note SN1077
A remarkably individual pianist. Blake seems
to he well known everywhere except in
Britain. He long has appeared regularly on
the Continent as well as around the States.
but is never invited here. Luckily, some of his
considerable output of LPs gets through. and
the above, recorded in 1983. is particularly
good. A committed improvisor. Blake synthesises awide variety of American musics and
besides an extraordinarily imaginative treatment of ' Old Man River' he makes ' The Stars
and Stripes' sound as if it had been recomposed by Charles Ives. Houston Person, a
forthright, melodically inventive tenor saxophonist. joins Blake on three tracks besides
playing the pianist's ' Vanguard' unaccompanied. Person sounds more intelligent and
musical here than on his own Muse LPs.
Besides the above pieces there are gospel
melodies, several of them woven into a
tribute to Mahalia Jackson. and, perhaps
most rewarding of all, several of Blake's own
compositions. Especially enjoyable are the
lyricism of ' Indian Winter' and the evocations
of ' Midnight Local To Tate County'. Blake's
sometimes explosive music is full, too, of
glancing allusions, such as the reference.
unnoticed by both sleevenote writers, to
Ellington's ' Come Sunday' at the start of
'There's Been A Change'. a gospel piece.
[A:I]
Max Harrison
CONTE CANDOLI: FINE AND DANDY
Affinity AFF173
Candoli is abrilliant post- Gillespie trumpeter
who never received his due, except from
connoisseurs. Here are nine quartet tracks
from 195,4 and five quintets from ' 55. these
latter having already appeared on Candoli's
Grooving Higher (Affinity AFF92). The
quartet has the best drummer, Stan Levey.
the quintet the best pianist. Lou Levy, yet
both rhythm sections are highly propulsive.
this being crucial if Candoli is to maintain the
rapid-fire invention we hear on. for instance,
'Fine and Dandy'. His tone is at once full and
rather cool, and this in acurious way heightens the stabbing rhythmic assertion of his
up-tempo lines, as on
Remember April'.
Indeed, Candoli sounds both immaculate and
spontaneous. well able to think several moves
HITI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ahead, to plan and carry out along solo, as in
the superb ' Toot Suite'. The fifth man on the
quintet titles is Bill Holman, whose chief
reputation is as an arranger % et who in those
days was an excellent tenor saxophonist.
Having greatly enjoyed this issue. Ilooked up
Candoli. Holman. Lesv and Levey in the
recently published Jazz: The Essential Companion, only to find them all ignored.
Perhaps it was something the said. lA:11
Max Harrison
BELINDA CARLISLE:
EARTH
Virgin V2496

HEAVEN

ON

One of the most puzzling things of recent
times was the failure of the Go-Gos to make
any impact at all in this country. With their
spruced- up brand of girlie pop. the group
conquered America with embarrassing ease.
yet failed to find an ear cocked in their
direction from this side of the pond. Whereas
the Bangles . . Erstwhile Go- Go Belinda
Carlisle has now adjusted the imbalance with
the smasheroo success of ' Heaven Is A Place
On Earth' in the singles chart, a slice of
utterly convincing American pop pie. The LP
features alot more of the same, which is not
meant, necessarily, as a criticism — it just
depends on how you like your formulae
cooked up. Here and there are custom-built
surprises, a flash of feral guitar or a hint of
something sexy stirring in the candyfloss. hut
the overall effect is of a very expensive
haircut: layers of perfection covering an
expanse of baldness. I'd take this over
Starship. but in aperfect world, would opt for
Wendy n' Lisa. [
13:21
Pete Clark

THE CONTROLLERS: FOR THE LOVE OF
MY WOMAN
MCA MCF 3404
THE CONTROLLERS:
LERS
Timeless TRP1. 106

THE CONTROL-

The Controllers are one of those black vocal
quartets who still believe that the sounds
made by The Detroit Spinners, Blue Magic.
The Chi Lites and The Stylistics were the
most romantic noises to he heard outside a
Mills & Boon soundtrack. Could be that

they're right, for this Alabama- based group
breathe and sigh magnificently, providing a
series of highly melodic songs with the sort of
harmony vocal wrap-arounds that tend to get
soul wiseacres chatting about ' classic sounds'
whenever they meet for achampers or two.
Of the two albums, the MCA is the one which
should receive instant credit card action,
because it's recent, more cohesive in terms of
content and is better recorded. But the
Timeless release, which ventures little in the
way of sleeve info apart from the fact that the
cuts ( presumably from various sessions
recorded during the late ' 70s) were produced
by Frederick Knight, is still a good example
of soul, the way-she-was. and comes fractionally tougher. However, despite the fact
that it's a direct metal mastering job, the
sound varies greatly from track to track.
Which is why the MCA is preferable. [
A:1*1
and [
Et: I] respectively.
Fred Dellar
ELTON DEAN QUINTET: WELCOMET —
LIVE IN BRAZIL 1986
Impetus IMP 18612
The British Council — bless them — sent this
quintet to Brazil to wave the flag. They made
good representatives, with Dean on reeds,
Harry Beckett, trumpet, Paul Rutherford,
trombone, Liam Genockey, drums and Marcio Mattos, on bass. Just to complicate
matters. Mattos is a Brazilian who has been
living round the corner from me in South
London for the past 17 years or so. Dean has
established himself as one of the leaders of
the freebop school of playing in Britain.
Basically, it involves improvising the whole
music from scratch — but with an ear for form.
So what comes out are spontaneous melodies
and structures. Because they are invented on
the spot they are imbued with an edge often
missing from preordained pieces of music. Of
course, that's the way it should happen. It
depends on the skill of the performers. And
this quintet is one of the best in this particular
game. They sound like they went all the way
to South America to play — rather than have a
holiday. Lively stuff. [
B:1/2]
Ken Hyder

THE DBS: THE SOUND OF MUSIC
MIRS 1031
You can't accuse this group of having made
115

Aworld of difference.
1115SIDn PCM 4000 AND PCM 7000
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
things easy for themselves. Their first LP
went virtually umpromoted. The second was
available here but not in their native USA.
The third was available in the USA, but not
here, where there's aloyal following. So, we
come to the fourth, universally available to
cheer up turntables everywhere. The dBs are
now minus the songwriting talents of midget
genius Chris Stamey, but Peter Holsapple has
expanded his repertoire to the extent that the
former is not so sorely missed. So, what do
these unsung supermen sing? Well, they're
firmly in the pop/rock tradition pioneered by
such seventies luminaris as Big Star and the
Raspberries, although they have veered away
from their pronounced anglophile tendencies
of earlier records. But whether the songs are
wrapped in country or r'n'b trimmings, the
main point as ever is the melodies: ' Never Say
When', ' 1 Lie', ' Bonneville' — all of them
make the transition from new acquaintance
to old friend within the space of aline. There
are far too few fun options around for you to
overlook this one. [
A:1]
Pete Clark

CRYSTAL CLEARER?
LAURINDO ALMEIDA: NEW DIRECTIONS
OF VIRTUOSO GUITAR
Teldec/Crystal Clear 8.26517 (60m 04s) CD
CHARLIE BYRD: DIRECT TO DISC
Teldec/Crystal Clear 8.26516 (33m 07s) CD
WRGIL FOX: THE FOX TOUCH VOLS. I
AND 2
Teldec/Crystal Clear 8.26515 (64m 21s) CD
TAJ MAHAL: LIVE AND DIRECT
Teldec/Crystal Clear 8.26519 (
39m 56s) CD

Think back about 10 years, when audiophile
LPs really started to grab our attention. One
buzz-word was '
direct-to-disc', and it meant
that there were fewer intrusions between
artist and vinyl. One of the seminal labels was
Crystal Clear, and they came to embody all
that was good and bad about ' audiophile'
discs: great sound, shame about the music.
It's not that the music was truly yawn
v4eieeeenewiaillill11111111
inspiring, the above four artists hardly being
undistinguished (although Ihave heard clasDISSIDENTEN: SAHARA ELEKTRIKILIFE
sical buffs berate Fox). What caused the
AT THE PYRAMIDS
limpness was the cautious, one-take paraExil 05508 CD 25 (70m 05s) CD Compilation
noia, the artists' awareness that there would
be no creative surgery to salvage the session.
DISSIDENTEN: LIFE AT THE PYRAMIDS
Whatever, these long-deleted titles are now
Exil 5506
available on CD, and the verdict hasn't
changed much. Without exception these discs
DISSIDENTEN: GERMANISTAN
sound terrific, but the artists have been heard
Exil 5500 (
Distributed by Impetus)
to better effect. If you're unfamiliar with any
of the above, they measure up as follows:
Ifirst came across this remarkable German
Almeida is a peerless Brazilian (acoustic of
group through their Sahara Elektrik album on
course) guitarist, Byrd an equally impressive
GlobeStyle. Now the band's own label is
jazz guitarist, Fox a master of bombastic
being distributed here through Impetus. The
organ playing and Taj aroots (as opposed to
CD compilation is an excellent way into their
wholly electric) blues player whose praises
music. The Berliners have teamed up with
I've sung before in these pages. None of these
North African musicians to produce a music
titles will change anyone's mind about
which uses the electric sounds of modern pop
audiophile recordings as agenre despite the
and the traditional rhythms of Arabic music.
It sounds bizarre on paper, but on CD it's a impressive sound, and the only thing that will
make you think of them as more than sonic
knockout. There are all sorts of sub-influspectaculars is if you happen to be afan of the
ences going on, from jazz to James Brown,
artist. I adore Taj Mahal, enjoy Byrd,
but the end result is unique. They sound like
appreciate Almeida and get akick out of Fox,
no other band in the world, and if they have
so I'm prepared to offer respectively [
A/B:1],
plundered world music, they've plundered
A*:2], [A:1/2] and [A*:2] but be warned: I
the best qualities. Germanistan surprisingly
refuse to pay for your caffeine/methedrine if
dates from 1981 — they were at the World
these put you to sleep. Oh, and. yes, the vinyl
Music Game long before its recent popularity
sounds 'warmer', 'less clinical and ' more
— and it features the Karnataka College of
involving' if nowhere near as punchy. Then
Percussion. This South Indian team has also
again, if Iwant punch I'll buy a bowl and
collaborated with a number of other musisome fruit juice.
Ken Kessler
cians, including jazzer Charlie Mariano.
Indeed, this album is jazzier than the others
British jazz in the '70s, but there is also an
and, perhaps because it was recorded earlier,
inclusion of set pieces like the opening chant.
it's less polished, and the cultural joins are
'Ke A Rona'. which could conceivably be a
more noticable. It can only be a matter of
single. And surprisingly, perhaps, for what is
time before more people flock to this music,
essentially an instrumental band, there are
but in the meantime I'd thoroughly recompieces with formidable singing of the straight
mend the sampler CD as a bargain entry to
ahead variety. It's astrange album because of
their exotic world [A*: II
Ken Hyder
the amazing diversity, but the warmth and
galialreffl.181111111111111.1.111.1Millte
humanity of the performers cut through all
the styles to grab the listener. [ A*:1/2]
DISTRICT SIX: TO BE FREE
Ken Hyder
Editions EG EEGCD 53 (
57m 27s) CD
Editions EGED 53 LP
District Six come out of atradition of South
African jazz which combines the fiery spark
of jazz improvisation with the richness of
South African music. Often popping up as an
ingredient in this mixture is aEuropean, even
Scottish churchiness. It's all here on this
release, and the band is also blessed with one
of the stalwarts of the South African jazz
scene, Chris McGregor, a pianist perhaps
best known for his rumbustious big band, the
Brotherhood of Breath. The music on this set
is varied. Some of it is the loose freeboppy
jazz which provided the mainstay of so much
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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DUMPTRUCK: FOR THE COUNTRY
Big Time 6051-1-B
It was inevitable, in the light of their commercial success, that REM would influence anew
wave of 'ethno-guitar and fractured melody'
bands. Miracle Legion, for one, used the
territory before effortlessly transcending it.
Now, along rumble Dumptruck on anew ( to
me) label, with a record which has been
touched by the hand of the Georgian gods.
The secret to Dumptruck's successful variant
on the genre is a sense of spaciousness and

unpredictability which infuses the songs. All
songs are composed by Seth Tiven and are
split fairly evenly between mid- paced rockers
and what used to be called ballads. While
no-one is claiming genius status for the group
(at least, not yet), their sound makes a
welcome change from the pre-cooked microwave trash that predominates today. Sample
'Island', 50 Miles', or ' Hung Out On A Line'
for a feisty taste. If you need a British
connection, then the whole LP was recorded
at the mighty Rockfield studios and acouple
of tracks feature the peerless pedal steel
guitar of our very own BJ Coles. [
B:2]
Pete Clark
ROY FOX AND HIS BAND: I'LL STRING
ALONG WITH YOU
Saville SVLD 004
CARROLL GIBBONS AND THE SAVOY
HOTEL ORPHEANS: I SAW STARS
Saville SVLD 001
JACK HYLTON AND HIS ORCHESTRA:
SONG OF HAPPINESS
Saville SVL 187
Saville's latest batch from the archives, marketed by Conifer, includes two double
albums, and the Fox and Gibbons sets total
40 tracks each to give afair cross-section of
the routine dance music of the mid- 1930s.
Hylton's, however, was always astage band,
and the style of these 1931-33 arrangements is
usually pseudo-Whiteman. Pat O'Malley, singer on every track, was presumably popular;
he cannot impress many listeners now. Tony
Clarke's sleeve re-tells the familar story of
how Lew Stone took over the original Roy
Fox band, leaving Fox to re-form with men
who stayed with him for many years, and the
main impression left by the recordings of
'commercial' numbers here is that Fox then
had the best singers in the business. None of
the rival bands had such an effective harmony
trip as the Cubs, whom Iremember well as a
slick part of the Fox stage show.
The Savoy band was much smaller, and
though the musicians were stars ( also busy as
session men) they must often have been
bored playing the unexciting arrangements
heard here. Nine tracks have another session
man as guest: Al Bowlly — but he couldn't
make much of most of these songs, which
were far from being big hits of the time,
decidedly the second-line stuff serving as
foxtrot fodder for the Savoy dancers.
It's easy to dismiss those three albums as of
interest only to Dance Band Days fans, but
there seems to be no end to the trawling
through the archives; many of the Fox tunes
have already been in Decca collections. The
feeling that collections are being recycled
applies even more to ' Puffin' On The Ritz'.
The title track is Astaire, of course, and
among the other 19 singers are Cantor,
Vallée, Jessie Matthews and Dick Powell in
good form. Some of the others are awful —
Noel Coward singing Crosby's ' Love In
Bloom', for example. And, on the evidence
here, how on earth did Buddy Rogers and
John Boles get away with singing roles in such
famous early musicals as Follow Thru' and
King of Jazz? All mono, of course: [
H]
Denis Argent
d'41081 *
Ns:
ANSON FUNDERBURGH & THE ROCKETS: SINS
Demon Fiend 104 TFWD
Hot on the heels of Barrence Whitfield &
The Savages come Anson Funderburgh &
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
The Rockets (don't you just love the return
to proper group names?) with a thunderous
set of r'n'b — and like everything else which
hails from Texas, the sound is big. Over a
solid base of excellent bass/drums/piano;
tower the mighty guitar of Anson himself and
the bluesy vocals and harmonica of Sam
Myers. Extra punch comes courtesy of the
baritone and tenor saxes of Kaz Kazanoff, Mr
Excell and Saxy Boy (can these be their real
names, one wonders?). The set is evenly
divided between originals and judicious covers: particularly noteworthy are the first pair
on side 1, ' A Man Needs His Loving' and ' I'll
Be True' together with side 2's tribute to
Albert Collins, ' Chill Out'. [
B:2]
Pete Clark
.• • ' • ›.e
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JOHN GRAAS: WEST COAST WORKSHOP
MCA Coral 622 188AK
Besides being Vol.19 of the Jazz Lab series,
an impressive thought in itself, this is vintage
West Coast jazz of 1955-6, all the arrangements and most of the themes being by Graas
himself. All I1tracks are tellingly scored and.
as usual with this school of jazzmen. everything is excellently performed. The recordin«g,
is very good for its time. Even in this fast
company Graas is an outstanding soloist
throughout. the more so as he plays the
french horn, which might almost seem an
anti-jazz instrument. In fact, contrary to the
reputation of West Coast music of that time,
there is fine improvisation all through. and
much rhythmic vitality. Hear Don Fagerguises trumpet on ' Softly The Horn Blows'.
Bob Enevoldsen's valve trombone on ' La
Chasse'. And there is particularly beautiful
alto work from Herb Geller on ' Andante'.
This last is one of two extracts from Graas's
Jazz Symphony No.1 which has lately reappeared in its complete form on Andex A3003.
'Mozartesque' is an amusing stylistic exercise
even if it has nothing to do with Mozart, and
'Friar Truck's' deft contrapuntal wit is entertaining also. 1A:11
Max Harrison
ED HALL: THIS IS JAZZ
Storyville SIP 4069
Here are more broadcasts, excellently
recorded for their period, from the 1947 This
is Jazz programmes. It was Hall's turn to be
leader, and he had Wild Bill Davison on
cornet, James Archey on trombone, Ralph
Sutton at the piano. Baby Dodds behind the
drums. etc. As noted in reviews of earlier LPs
in this series, traditional jazz was then far
from the exhausted idiom that it is now and
these men could improvise with inspiration
on arepertoire that has since become unbearably hackneyed. Try. for example. the solo
sequence on ' Muskrat Ramble' or the lucid
ensembles of ' Indiana'. This traditional context serves to heighten the originality of
Hall's clarinet playing, which is based on the
style of New Orleans. where he was born, yet
is also influenced by Benny Goodman. ' Jada'.
taken at an unusually slow pace. is a fine
instance of his work, although the more
lyrical side of his music is evident in ' Georgia
On My Mind' or " I'm Coming. Virginia'.
Perhaps his major statement here is on ' Ed's
Blues', taken at two tempos. though ' Sensation Rag' offers a vivid, and very different,
illustration of the energy that flows through
Hall's best solos. [
1.1:2)
Max Harrison

THE HOOTERS: ONE WAY HOME
CBS 450851 1
Ialways thought this band was Australian.
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Probably because Inoticed their name turning up in the Oz charts. And now I've heard
them, they even sound Australian — possessing that brand of quirkiness that's the
hallmark of outfits like Men At Work and
Redgum. But Australian they are not. The\
come from Philadelphia with abanjo on their
knee. At least, somebody's got abanjo on his
knee. And the others delight in parading the
sounds of mandolins, accordions and melodicas over the sort of heavy, guitar-strewn
backgrounds that'd delight the crowds at
Reading any day of a festival weekend. The
result is sorta Big Country, Springsteen meets
Burns Night at the OK Corral. There's also a
lot of death in there somewhere, with songs
about waltzing across graveyards. Arlington
cemetary, civil war battlefields and suchlike.
Well, it's different . . . and I've always been
willing to hear something that juts out from
the rest. But I forgot. you've heard The
Hooters, haven't you? You caught them
playing ' Satellite' on either Top Of The Pops
or The Boxy. In that case. you know what
they're like. Now explain it to me! IB:1/21
Fred Dellar

ALED JONES: SAILING
10 Records AJCD (
36m I9s) CD
What astrange selection of songs some A &
R man or producer chose for him! And
'Sailing', of all things as the title track — surely
Aled moves in a different world from Rod
Stewart, and instead of stormy water his cool
version sounds more like distilled water. And
when in ' Sea Fever' Aled sings of ' a merry
yarn with alaughing fellow rover' the picture
conjured up is quite ludicrous. The mixed bag
also includes 'Trees', two folk songs in
Welsh, Schubert's An die Musik sung in
English, and ends on the bathetic note of
Christoher Robin saying his prayers. Aled
Jones is aonce- in- a- lifetime phenomenon; his
voice is precise and pure- toned, yet occasional high notes sound strained. Iwon't join
those who pillory him ( as some BBC satire
shows do) simply because he is successful —
and rich. But will his records still be
requested in 50 years' time the way Deanna
Durbin's still are? [
A/B:2]
Denis Argent
TOM KIMMEL: 5 TO I
Vertigo VERH 52
Kimmel's one of those guitar- playing singer/
songwriters whose voice slots into that grey
area to the right of Springsteen and left of
Billy Joel. Bruce Hornsby might be the next
in ashoulder to shoulder line-up, if you need
any model to hang a role on. His voice is
abrasive enough but not too swarf-swathed to

upset the AOR.market, while his lyrics are as
streetwise as the next roadwise son of
Kerouac — ' Well the Greyhound Station is the
place to eat/And new shops open up and
down the street/But just around the corner
it's a loaded gun/And bums over hookers
maybe 5 to 1'. He insists, too, that he's no
hi-tech rocker, maintaining ' Well havin' all
the latest stuff is overrated/If you think you
gotta imitate Duran Duran to make it'. Even
so, Kimmel is more Easy Street than Mean
Streets and not quite my cup of sanka. [
B:2]
Fred Dellar

MATT MOLLOY: STONY STEPS
Claddagh CCF 18
Matt Molloy is one of the better Irish
flautists, and this album is adelicious touch of
class. Whether he's playing it straight, or
bringing in non- folksy instruments like electric keyboards, or attempting the very
demanding pieces. Molloy plays his roots.
And that means that it's always down home,
always warm, always human, and always full
of affection. He's been part of other people's
music — like Planxty, The Chieftains, and the
premier Irish band, the Bothy Band — usually
enriching it with his self-effacing contributions. Here, there's a chance to savour his
flute playing to a fuller extent. When he
tackles the faster pieces, his flute bubbles like
broth on an open fire. And when he plays the
airs, his fluffy tone and fluid slides can bring
you to tears. It's good to remember that
there's such atreasure trove of roots music in
these islands. [ A:I*1
Ken Hyder
ELAINE PAIGE: BEST OF ELAINE PAIGE
Telstar STAR 2313 ( CD TCD 2313)
These are, heaven help us. the best that a
recognised big star of the 1980s can offer us.
The choice is not even some producer's; these
are her own ' personal favourites' with her
signature at the end of the blurb, which gives
no clue of the dates of recordings, and the
composers get no credit on the sleeve. Naturally there are four of the best-known Andrew
Lloyd Webber songs, and they serve to show
up the tuneless and featureless nullity of most
of the remaining twelve tracks. There are two
exceptions: I suppose ' Windmills Of Your
Mind' and 'The Way We Were' rank as
modern classics, but Miss Paige barely does
them justice, and she murders 'Tomorrow'
from Annie. Most of the accompaniments are
heavy with thumping bass and pop clichés.
One consolation is the possibility that the tide
may be turning against the auditorium- inmotion musical whose spectacle and
choreography are far more important than
the music. Of 14 musicals now running or
about to open in London, half are revivals
featuring real songs — and if Miss Paige wants
to recruit me to her fan club ( address on this
album) she might try her hand at Bitter Sweet
just to prove that her best voice can master
the Master's masterpiece as well as the works
of Andrew Lloyd Webber. [
11:2] Denis Argent
GARY PEACOCK: GUAMBA
ECM 1352
MARC JOHNSON'S
SECOND SIGHT
ECM 1351

BASS

DESIRES:

ECM label-chief, Manfred Eicher. was once
a bassist, and his affinity for the instrument
shows itself in the roster of artists he supports. In neither of these albums. though,
119
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Building acollection of CDs costs alot of money. And if you
buy CDs and find, after all, you don't like them you're really
throwing money away. The WSL CD Services knocks
pounds off the cost of CDs. And since you can try them
before you buy, you needn't make any mistakes when you
do buy.
Here's exactly what vou get from our services.
Compact Disc Library
Now you can have immediate access to acompact disc
collection most people only dream of. Classical, Rock, Jazz,
Opera, Pop - you can enjoy the lot. Don't make expensive
mistakes when you buy compact discs. Use the WSL
Compact Disc Library and try before you buy.
Discount Buying Service
Save 20°/,, 30%, 40% or even 50% off our Standard Retail
Price of compact discs. These savings are made possible
because of our size and purchasing power.
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We're here to put it right.
ASA Lid • t)ept. Y. Brook House.Torrington Place. London WCIE 7HN

'High quality capacitors manufactured by us in the UK to
the highest standards.
*Polypropylene axial and radial capacitors for use in audio
applications.
'Wide range of standard products including polyester and
polycarbonate.
'Design and development service for customised
capacitors to meet individual specifications.
*Write or call for catalogue.
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The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd
54 Sea Road, Bexhill, East Sussex TN-10 1JP
I Tel. ( 0424) 221028

I 24- hr Answering Service

Please send me full details ut
I all WSL CD Services and 'The
I Best 100 CDs', free of charge.

UR

MA/ CAPACITORS

QUALITY IS THE KEYWORD
INDUSTRIAL CAPACITORS (WREXHAM) LTD.
MINERS ROAD, LLAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
NR. WREXHAM, CLWYD LL12 OPJ

2. You can explore awhole new world of music - with no
commitment to buy.
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The Advertising Standards Authority. /

I. You can listen to all the CDs you want in your own home
and then decide to buy' or not to buy.

Return the coupon below now or give us aring and we'll
rush you our WSL information pack and our newest booklet
'The Best 100 CDs', free of charge.
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Aci”ertisements are expected to conlorni to rules arid standards
A laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do.
The few that don't we'd like you to write in about.
And if you'd like acopy of these rules for press. poster and
cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free.

3reasons for joining Britain's fastest growing CD Club

3. You're spoiled for choice. We have the widest range of
CDs and the collection grows bigger every day.
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
does the bassist get into wild bassistics. Each
is in the ECM house style - which means they
are pleasant rather than powerful, tasteful
not tempestuous. The sound is of course
exquisite, if a trifle cold and clinical. The
bassists under discussion each played - at
different periods - with Bill Evans. the
pianist who proved it was possible to play
deep and light at the same time. Peacock has
played deep and heavy in his time, both with
Evans and with Albert Ayler. But not here.
Has the fire gone out - or is it what they call
'maturity'? Contributing to the moody atmospheres are Jan Garbarek. Palle Mikkelborg.
and Peter Erskine. [
A*:2]
Erskine is also on the Johnson album.
along with a brace of guitarists: Bill Frisell
and John Scofield. Both are among the more
interesting and rewarding of current jazz
guitarists. Scofield is the more biting, direct
and incisive of the pair. while Frisell wraps his
ideas in a soft focus sound. inviting you to
peer through to decipher the message. Frisell
is probably the more original of the two.
There's more bottle in this album, and you
are less likely to drop off while listening.
[A*:2]
Ken Hyder

•
WILSON PICKETT:
MAN
Motown ZL 72615

AMERICAN SOUL

The wicked one's returned to the fray once
more, this time placing his trust in the
capable controlling hands of Robert Margouleff, one half of the Tonto Expanding
Head Band team that shaped Stevie Wonder's early ' 70s masterpieces. Margouleff
hasn't achieved the same degree of success in
his dealings with Pickett. Nevertheless.
American Soul Man is aworthy release with
more than its share of good things going for
it. If you believe that one track alone can
make an album then that sort of track is
present in ' A Thing Called Love'. an interpretation of a Swamp Dogg song that has
Pickett sounding like aChicago blueshound,
while the backdrop is filled by the sound of
Robert A Martin's tenor- sax, some cut-throat
guitar and the wail of a gospel-choir. ' I've
made my share of dumb mistakes - and I
admit I've had some unlucky breaks' sings
Pickett on ' Love Never Let Me Down,
perhaps explaining his dodgy career moves
since those heady days at Atlantic. But he
hasn't made too many mistakes here although I could have done without the
couple of Caribbean-oriented items, more
suitable perhaps for the likes of Jimmy Cliff.
And yes. he does re- work ' In The Midnight
Hour ready for the ' 80s. But that's really not
surprising. IA:2I
Fred Dellar
11111111.111111=te,

HARRY ROY: HARRY ROY BAND
ASV AJA 5050
It must have been Harry Roy's awful showoff personality that made those Friday night
broadcasts from the May Fair Hotel so
missable, for on the evidence of Colin
Brown's 1934-6 collection here he did have a
crisp band and, in Bill Currie, abetter singer
than some of those who crooned in other
hotel bands of the era. Half the 28 titles
(some in medleys) are jazz standards, but the
playing is too routine to be interesting. The
typical Roy vocals are matched by John
Tracy's sleevenote, laced with clichés of 1930s
music journalism - yes, he even writes of
Roy's liquorice stick. As followers of Alan
Dell's Dance Band Days know, there is still
much affection for Roy and his Tigerragamuffins, but today's listeners need to be
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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reminded that in 1936 we had better music
than this from British dance band musicians those who had their chance to shine as
soloists in the hand Benny Carter assembled
over here, for example. Mono, of course. [ H]
Denis Argent
THE TEMPTATIONS: TOGETHER AGAIN
Motown ZL 72616
Isuppose that, in a quiet way. the Tempts
have been picking up a few points here and
there in recent times. First, they helped make
Hall and Oates feel at home at The Apollo.
Then they gave Bruce Willis ahelpful nudge
toward the boardwalk. Both moves that
provided the Motowners with an opportunity
to make friends with adifferent generation of
pop fans. Now comes more happy news in
that Dennis Edwards. the group's lead vocalist during their ground- breaking ' Masterpiece' and ' Papa Was A Rolling Stone' era, is
back in harness and ready to scream defiance
at adisco world set on emasculating the gritty
world of true black music. So what else is
worthy of an appreciative thumbs- up? Well,
the songs - especially those on the album's
first side - are quality filled, and if ' IWonder
Who She's Seeing Now', agorgeous chunk of
romanticism that benefits from afew toots for
Stevie Wonder's harmonica, isn't turned into
a hit. then there's something wrong either
with the Motown singles selection board or
with the hearing of the entire pop population.
The Tempts performance? If you have to
make such enquiries then you've obviously
picked up the wrong magazine. Try Kerning!
IA:11
Fred Dellar

TRADITIONAL SOUND OF JAPAN: ETENRAKU
Denon 38C33-7274 (
44m I2s) CD
Confusing sleevenotes may put you off, but
never mind the cover and get right into one of
the most unusual musics of the world.
Gagaku is Japanese Imperial Court music
and it will come as aculture shock to you if
you've not experienced it before. Followers
of modern classical composers like Xenakis
and Scelsi will not find it so strange, however.
The elements which hit you straight away are
the slowness of the pieces, marked every now
and again with thunderous bass drum beats:
the way they gradually speed up; the dramatic
use of dynamic contrasts: the unusual combination of very high-pitched wind instruments. plucked strings and oriental mouth
organs. This is big music. It's a music which
demands years of training in order to play
simply. It's the exact opposite of guitar- heromusic- as-sport genres. There's an edge and
stateliness throughout the music that's present in only a handful of musics throughout
the world. On CD, the sound is fantastic and
overwhelming. The silences and spaces are
heavy. Denon have this CD hidden away in
the back of their catalogue, yet it's probably
the strongest, most valuable music they have.
Seek it out and treat yourself to something
very, very special. [ A*: 11
Ken Hyder

LENNIE TRISTANO:
KEYNOTE RECORDINGS
Mercury 830 921-2 CD

COMPLETE

Hitherto unsuspected riches continue to pour
out on CD: there are 11 previously unissued
takes here! His two trio dates for keynote in
October 1946 and May ' 47 were long thought
to be Tristano's first, but in fact there was a
V- Disc session slightly ahead of them and the

1945 band date led by Emmett Caris ( Jazz
Guild 1008). With all the new material,
however, this is the earliest substantial body
of music under Tristano's name, and it is
extremely revealing. First, all those alternative takes really do count, because he comes
up with new ideas every time, even on the six
versions of ' Interlude' ( alias ' Night In Tunisia'). In the same way. his three readings of
'Out On A Limb' are not merely different in
detail for each is planned on substantially
different lines. ( Incidentally .. this piece is
based not on ' You Can Depend On Me', as
suggested in Dan Morgenstern's otherwise
excellent booklet. but on chords of ' Honeysuckle Rose'.) Other points are the unflagging communicative fire of Tristano's improvising and his exultant, and highly original.
mastery of the piano. There are some passages here which, even after many plays. I
still find hard to believe. IA:11 Max Harrison
VARIOUS: SILLY SONGS 1922-34
BBC REB 652 ( CI) 652)
Robert Parker's pleasant and persuasive
voice as he introduces his ' digital stereo'
reconstructions of old jazz doesn't suggest a
man with, as he admits on this sleeve, asilly
sense of humour. Does he have no qualms in
applying his techniques to give a 1988 sound
to such songs as ' When It's Night Time In
Italy. It's Wednesday Over Here' or ' We All
Scream For Ice Cream'? Idon't know if he
was living here in the period this album
covers, or whether these songs ( in Strine
versions!) were popular down under - but I
feel Parker's choice may have been dictated
by what he found in junkshops in good
enough condition to be worth processing.
Most of these songs Inever knew and unless
he is ( as with his jazz series) avoiding the
'Best Of' approach, it's hard to understand
the absence of the real hits we Isovs san g in
the 1920s, such silly songs as ' It Ain't Gonna
Rain No Mo' or ' Yes, We Have No Bananas'.
And surely ' Mad Dogs And Englishmen'
doesn't belong in the company of silly songs:
it's wily. Idon't know whether sound huffs
will buy this out of loyalty to the Parker
concept; my view is that the songs weren't
worth his trouble, and Idecline to give a
rating.
Denis Argent

BOBBY WOMACK: THE LAST SOUL MAN
MCA MCF 3408
The last soul man? Well, maybe not, though
there are times when you can nod your head
in agreement. Certainly Womack can
toughen up the unlikeliest material and turn it
into the sort of song that has you dreaming
about Volt-Stax. A case in point is ' Living In
A Box', a recent relic of the Roxy romper
room, but here turned into something fierce,
aggressive and breathing fire. In some ways.
this is a patchy album. It contains three
songs, When The Weekend Comes*. ' Outside Myself' and The Things We Do ( When
We're Lonely)* salvaged from the quickly
deleted Womagic album, plus a couple of
others where the mix is so bad you wonder if
the engineer had been either drinking something strong or merely pouring it over the
control panel. But Womack throughout is a
gritty, kick- for- touch, down- homey joy. Consistently ear-worthy throughout, the one-time
Valentino even takes a 2am love- song.
sprinkled with stardust piano and ' 50s vocal
chorus and turns it into something memorable and ready- to- hold. The last soul man
then? Could be, could be. ( 11/C:11 Fred Dellar
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An ideal investment for 1988
asubscription to SQUIRES GATE CD

Compact Discs, the BBC LS3/5A Loudspeakers.
the Audio Pro B1-45 Soh- Woofer

• • •

As areader of HiFi News and adiscerning collector of CDs you may
already have experienced the disappointment of a purchase not
coming up to your expectations. If you use our service this need
never happen again. You can listen to a continuing selection of
classical CDs of your own choice, at home on your own equipment,
and buy only those that give complete satisfaction ( at agenerously
discounted price).
Compact discs remain in pristine condition so it is entirely practical
for us to provide a sophisticated postal service to make available
your choice of CDs to enjoy at home - the ideal place to make value
judgements about different recordings. You are under no obligation
to buy any disc, but if you do make apurchase, there is an immediate
saving of at least 10% (and usually more) on the normal retail price,
and the loan fee for that particular CD is cancelled.
Our 1988 Catalogue Request List will have nearly 3000 listings,
including the prime recommended CDs in the PENGUIN COMPACT
DISC GUIDE. For the serious collector the opportunity to sample and explore
offered by an inexpensive 'try-before-you-buy' loan service is indispensable.
This service offers access to virtually every important classic CD now
available. Because we specialise in classical music, our resources are
concentrated in this area and the choice of CDs at SQUIRES GATE is the
widest available (
by far).

WHAT OUR BORROWERS SAY
SQUIRES GATE CD Library appeals to me because the staff are well
organised efficient people who really care about the individual members
tastes.
G. Sheldon, Mickleover, Derby.
D COST: Registration fee of £7.50 ( incl VAT). Each CD sent on approval on a
weekly basis costs 50p ( incl VAT) - refundable if purchased - plus postage
and packing surcharge ( non-refundable). 3CDs are normally sent together to
make an economical consignment.
SPEED:Our specially designed re- usable lightweight packaging means that
discs reach you economically in 24 hours by first-class post. Send 1x 18p
stamp ( no envelope) for details to:

SQUIRES GATES CD, DEPT HFN, LPRL,
Squires Gate, Station Approach, Blackpool, Lancs, FY8 2SP

THE PERFECT MATCH
Although Compact Discs were developed in Holland by Philips,
the remarkable little LS3/5A loudspeaker was designed by BBC
engineers and the Audio Pro Sub-Woofer comes from Sweden,
they might have been ' made for each other', so perfectly do they
complement one another.
With Compact Discs setting fresh standards for the domestic
reproduction of beautiful music, it is the loudspeaker system
which, more than ever, determines the final outcome. Those who
can afford as well as accommodate apair of QUAD ESL 63 units
should be more than satisfied with the outcome, but if you are
looking for a system at less than half their cost, the three-way
combination of apair of BBC LS3/5A speakers plus the Audio Pro
B1-45 Sub-Woofer offers truly stunning, large-scale sound
featuring a superbly crisp middle and upper range allied to an
extended bass reponse which has to be heard to be believed.
What makes this system especially enticing is that, in visual
terms, it fits effortlessly into any drawing room. Only the little
BBC speakers ( 12 x 71
/ x 61/2 in.) need to be seen; the
2
Sub-Woofer, an unobstrusively pleasant cube in black or walnut
finish ( 14 3
/ in. sq. x21 in.) may be placed anywhere in the room,
4
'out of sight, out of mind', because the frequencies which it
contributes are too low to offer any directional information. As a
result, even the lowest sounds such as organ pedals or the bass
drum appear to emanate from the little speakers and, if you so
wish, the Sub- Woofer may be covered with acloth and used as a
coffee-table!
Whet you visit our studio and listen to this combination, you will
begin to understand what joy CD has brought to our lives. And,
added to the fact that our equipment customers enjoy the benefit
of a permanent 20% discount on all Compact Disc purchases,
1987 has already witnessed the launching of several mid- price
CD labels. From now on, a large number of compact discs are
available from us at prices from £5.50 to to £7.50!

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I: Fri. 9.30 to
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7Day Exchange
Part Exchange
Home demonstrations
Service Facilities
Expert installations

MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE
EXPORT SERVICES
Turntable set up facility

SELECTED PRODUCTS TO DEMONSTRATE FROM
Aiwa. AKG. Alphason. Audio Technica ICD Players al.l. ADC. AR. A&R. Beard. Boston. BLO. ast Iv.
Celestion. Drawn. Diesis. Dual. Exposure. Gale. Goldbug. Crabbing. Grado. Gyrodek. Heyhrook. Flarmon
Kind.). REF. Logic. Linn Arms. Mondor Audio. Michell. Magnum. Mantra. Musical Fidelity. Meridian.
Mission. Mordaunt-Short. Maranta. Massie, Myst. Nakamichi. Nagaoka. NAD. Onolon. Paragon. Philips
(CD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Rata. Hotel. Renos. Revolver. Roark. Sennheiser. Something
Solid. Sondes. Stand & Deliver. Spendor. Systemdek. Tannoy. Target. Teas CD. Thorens. Trice CD. Walker.
Whatledale. Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks

(0296) 28790
OPEN 10am-6pm Mond,,,, r•lUrr 30am-5 30 Saturday
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ

C

A

P

BREAD AND DAVID GATES: THE COLLECTION
Telstar STAR 2303
Sixteen tracks from a schmaltz outfit which
sold millions in the 1970s. Never to be
forgiven for the wetter- than-wet ' If', Bread
did to music what Erich Segal did to fiction;
for some, that's therapeutic. [
A:I]
CANNED HEAT: LIVE IN AUSTRALIA
Bedrock BEDLP5
Caught live Downunder in 1985, and sporting
only one original member. But don't let that
deter you: the material consists entirely of the
band's greatest successes. performed with the
sound and spirit intact. American rhythm'n%
boogie which has yet to he equalled for
growl, for looseness or for just plain pleasure.
[ A/B: I]
PAUL CARRACK: ACE MECHANIC
Demon FIEND 83
Fourteen- track curriculum vitae reminding us
that this underrated pop wizard worked with
Ace. Squeeze and Mike & The Mechanics.
Gorgeous material, evocative pipes — like
Nick Lowe with a shave and a shampoo.
IA:11
FRANK CHACKSFIELD & HIS ORCHESTRA & CHORUS: THE GLORY THAT WAS
GERSHWIN
London/Decca 820 284-2 ( 41 m 32s) CD
Pleasant e.1973 tribute to Gershwin including
the most famous material, with superb Phase
4 sound. [
A/A":21 Nice mid- price bargain.
CHIC AND SISTER SLEDGE: FREAK OUT
— THE GREATEST HITS OF
Telstar STAR 2319
The cream of this funk/soul axis, not inaccurately subtitled ' The Ultimate Dance Album'.
Non-stop rutting music, and adamned sight
better than most that have followed in their
wake. [ A:I]
THE FALL: IN: PALACE OF SWORDS
REVERSED
COG-Sinister CD COG I (
52m 42s) CD
Subtitled Compilation 1980-1983'. this contains 14 artefacts including alternate takes
and rare singles. As the package isn't annotated, collectors will he driven up the
all.
Considering the post- punk thrash material, it
might drive everybody else up the wall, too.
1A:1] or 1D:41 depending on your threshold of
pain.
MARIANNE FAITHFULL: THE VERY
BEST OF
London/Decca 820 482-2 (
45m 57s) CD
Brilliant I
6- track . pre- Broken English collection. The sound is much better than anticipated. and Faithful' deserved better than she
got. ( At least she made the most of her
return.) ' As Tears Go By' and more. Quite
simply. delicious. [
A:11
FRENCH, FRITH, KAISER, THOMPSON:
LIVE, LOVE, 1ARF & LOAF
Rhino/Demon FIEND 102
Weird get-together most notable for guitar
hero Richard Thompson and ( former?) space
cadet Fred Frith. Loose-ish jam mainly of
interest to Beefheart completists who'll know
the name John French. Amidst the tasteful
originals comes a screaming version of
'Surfin' USA' — right after a tune sung in
Okinawa: this is abuffet for the bizarre. [ A:1]
nonetheless.
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AL GREEN: TAKE ME TO THE RIVER
(GREATEST HITS VOL 2)
Hi HI UK LP 438
Hi HI UK CD 438 (
50m 00s) CD
No, they're not stretching the point. Enough
people still consider Green to be the World's
Greatest Living Soul/Gospel Singer, so more
is definitely in order. ` ShaLa- La ( Make Me
Happy)', ' Belle', the title cut and II others
make this [
A:I/11.
JOHN HAMMOND: NOBODY BUT YOU
Demon FIEND 107
Long overdue studio LP from one of the most
consistent of the white bluesmen. Eschewing
the more well-trodden Chicago path. Hammond forces you to think rural even when
he's electric. Great songs, a one-off voice,
and more emotion than most can handle.
EA:I*1
ERIK HOKKANEN & THE OFEBEATS:
ERIK HOKKAN'EN & THE (»TREATS
Heartland HID 002
What Randy Erwin did for yodelling, these
guys do for country swing. True, Asleep At
The Wheel and Dan Hicks have been here
before, hut this crowd is even more convincing. Yahoo? You betcha'. [ A:11
IMAGINATION: CLOSER
RCA PD7I508 (
69m 57s) CD
Latest release from a dance/funk/soul conglomeration that looked unlikely to survive
Leee ( with three ' e's) John's omnipresence.
Having proven that he's not as had [ you don't
mean bad? — Ed1 as Mr D'Arbv. the band is
ready to recapture the singles market. Great
party choice, enabling you to boogie for 70
minutes without interruption. [ A:I]
PHIL LYNOTT AND THIN LIZZY: SOLDIER OF FORTUNE — THE BEST OF
Telstar STAR 2300
Lynotes decade- plus, reviewed through 16
well-chosen selections. It's a long way from
the ethnicity of ' Whiskey In The Jar' to the
later heavy metal:power rock, but it does
point out the waste of yet another fine talent.
[A/B:1/21
JOHN MAYALL & THE BLUESBREAKERS: CRUSADE
London/Decca 820 537-2 (
45m 48s) CD
Mayan e.1967, with aline-up including Keef
Hartley, John McVie and Mick Taylor.
Ample proof that Mayall was the seminal
force in British blues, Crusade is also interesting in that it reveals Mick Taylor's debt to his
one of predecessors, namely one Eric Clapton. [
B:11

LES
ALAN PARSONS PROJECT: TALES OF
MYSTERY AND IMAGINATION
Mercury LONLP 48
Digitally remastered reissue of Parsons'
impression of Edgar Allen Poe. Spooky, and
one of the better things Orson Welles worked
on in later life. [ A:1] if you like storytelling on
vinyl.
DOC POWELL: LOVE IS WHERE IT'S AT
Polygram JABII 28
Luther Vandross' guitarist steps out. Classy
late- night soul album which will charm both
Luther's fans and those who like George
Benson-esque mood- making. There is one
minor duff note, though: Powell should know
better than to touch a Marvin Gaye masterpiece. [ A:11
OHIO PLAYERS: GOLD
Club/Phonogram JABB 26
Still state-of-the-art disco/funk, despite the
passage of adecade. Sexy, sassy, high-energy
stuff, without any princely posturing. [ A:1]
THOM ROTELLA BAND: THOM ROTELLA
BAND
DMP CD-460 (
63m 56s) CD
Bit of a departure for DMP, this release
leaning more towards the rocking than the
previous jazz-uber-alles titles. As ever, the
sound is simply breathtaking. [
A*:1]
RICHARD THOME'SON AND PETER FILLEUL: THE MARKSMAN
BBC REB660
Superb soundtrack to the TV drama of the
same name. Moody and bleak, just like the
series it supports. [
A:11 and shame on you if
you missed it.
2AM: WHEN EVERY SECOND COUNTS
RCA PD 71400 (
40m 43s) CD
Yet more flawless pop in the Cutting Crew/
Fra Lippo Lippi league, and just as anonymous. It's like dating someone so perfect that
she/he's unreal. Soul-free, so perfect for
people who put mayo on pastrami. [ A:I/2]
VARIOUS: ALWAYS AND FOREVER — THE
LOVE ALBUM
Telstar STAR 2301
Or, Mush Of ' 87._ Sixteen recently mined
tearjerkers from the likes of Moyet. Rea and
Benson. Our resident cynic reckons that this
rash of romance is aresponse to the call for
safe sex. But safe sex is more fun than safe
music. ( A/A*:2]
VARIOUS: NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL
MUSIC 10
EMI/Virgin/Polygram NOW 10

MONTY PYTHON: THE FINAL RIP OFF
Virgin CD MPI (
58m 44s/58m 15s) 2CDs
Double Python hest-of. with enough songs to
allow us to review it in a music mag. If you
don't know who Monty Python are ( not is),
then you won't he converted by this set. If
you recall them with fondness, then this will
make you laugh all over again. [
B:11

VARIOUS: THE GREATEST HITS OF 1987
Telstar STAR 2309
Two more double LPs giving you the chart
fillers before they slip out of the Top 40. Both
notable for the minimal representation of
American acts — despite the Yanks having a
particularly good year. [ A:1] each.

STEVE NIEVE: PLAYBOY
Demon FIEND 109
Second LP's worth of keyboard instrumentals
from Costello sideman and Jonathan Ross'
bandleader. If somebody decides to remake
Casablanca in the 1990s, this will do. Nightclub versions of Bowie's ' Life On Mars',
Whanes ' Careless Whisper' and numerous
Nieve originals. [ A:11

VARIOUS: LIVE FOR IRELAND
MCA Records MCG 6027
Not your standard compilation-for-charity,
this one is alive recording including powerful
performances from Van Morrison, U2, Elvis
Costello and others. The proceeds of this
album will go to Self- Aid to help the unemployed in Ireland — reason enough to dig into
your pocket. [
B:11
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FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
A&R, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technic,i
B&W Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle
Celestion. Creek, Denon, Dua'
Elite ( Inc. Rock), Hunt-EDA,
KEF, Michell, Mon,to ,
Audio Musical Fideli4
Naka
Nagaoka.
in•chi
Ortolon, Philips
(C.D. only), QED
Quad, Revox, Rogers
Sansui,Sennheiser, Shure
Sondes, Spendor, TDK, Thorens,
Tannoy, Wharfedale "Diamond"

Bath Compact Discs
6Broad Street,

Bath, BA1 5LJ
ROCK, POP, JAZZ,
AND THE CLASSICS,
OVER 12,000 DISCS IN STOCK

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd . 12 Islington Row.
Edgbaston. BormIngharn BI5 110
Telephone 021455 0667
Demonstrations by appointment

Personal shoppers or post free mail order

TEL. 0225- 464766
Access & Barclaycard
We also post CD's, POST FREE

9.30-6.00 Tuesday— Saturday
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IN PLYMOUTH
visit
peter russells's hi•fi attic
for musical sounds from
superior high fidelity equipment by
QUAD
LINN
K.E.F.
DUAL
BEYER
HEYBROOK
DENON
Q.E.D.
INCA TECH
STAX

MORDAUNT-SHORT
A&R CAMBRIDGE
REVOLVER
MONITOR AUDIO
SENNHEISER
NAGAOKA
HARMON-KARDON
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
THORENS
and others

Phone or write for free 8- page price list

- 11

We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street ( 0752-669511)

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DIALER

HOPKINS HI-FI

the
sound gallery

THE SPECIALIST
THE No. 1Dealer IN SE HANTS
Clued • Dual • Onkyo Technics NAD Trio.Kentsotto
Cambridge Audio Acoustic Research Bose • BINW Celestion
Denon KEF Maranta Mosel Mordaunt-Short Nagaoka
Onofon OED • Tannoy • Yamaha AR Electronics heybrook •
-JAIL • Sennheiser Ruark
-DEMONSTRATION ROOM

A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION,
CREEK, DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC, HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK, REGA, REVOLVER, NAKAMICHI,
KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ, NAIM
AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA.

38-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX TEL ( 0705) 822155

UMBER SIDE

H1-F1 BARGAINS

NAIM AUDIO • REGA RESEARCH-LINN

FOR CASH

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-FI.

NE%

PRODUCTS- CREEK AUDIO. BLO

ISED EQUIPMENT 'FAKES

ARCAM - GALE- ROYO MONITOR AUDIO

IN l'ART EXCHANGE.

Philip March

The Hi Fi Centre, Green Lane,

65 CAME STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS
MUnEEII:Z) 31682

Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 11W.

audio sstems

Phone 0625 524766
Closed

Wednesdays except by appointment

103a Beverley Road. Hull Entrance Wellington Lane

TEL: 0482 227867

ID

ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
HI Fl SPECIALISTS

•u':.

THE HI FI SHOP
4 RUABON ROAD. WREXHAM. CLWYD
TEL: 0978-364500
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94 Bristol Street
Birmingham 85 1AH
Phone: 021-692 1359
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CLONE?
55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
Agents include
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Audio Lab, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm
Major credit cards welcome
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• A & R Cambridge
• B & 0 MIES&W
• Castle • Celestion
• Denon U DualU Marantz
al Mission U Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short U Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi U Pioneer II Philips CD
Quad • Rogers • Rotél U Revox
Sony U Spendor U Tannoy • Technics
Thorens U Trio IN Yamaha etc
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-688 2599 EXT: 469.
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SPEC! • LIST GUIDE
NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO

ANALOG AUDIO
¿HI-FI Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12

I, Itt

Tel: 01 445 3267
Proton, Finchley's NAD, Celestion, Denon,
Dual, Yamaha, Marantz, Pioneer, Rotel, Onkyo.

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

'HIFI MARKETS'

\

m•,I1,•. hi

Ha5tIllg5

(32 W7.8711111 ROAD. 8T.L.ZONAILD8. ( 0484) 441978.

Selected
from

EAPOSURE, MUSICAL EIDELIII,
QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMA!. ! ARDO'
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TAIINOY, CYRUS.
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, IlEYBKOOK,
& Many more.
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»771 MON-SAT 9.00-0.00
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LINN PRODUCTS •CROF I
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
•
MONITOR AUDIO • 1NCATECH
HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURE
ald/0
ELECTRONICS • QUAD
•R ATA. JPW • ION • SENNHEISER.
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
•CREEK AUDIO* CELESTICIN •
HoursdfOpentng
Mon ries Wed Sat 10am-fpm
Thurs rIl :
0am-9pm

W.R.B.I.

Home Demonstrations
THE CONSULTANCY THAT BRINGS
THE SHOP INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM
-Covering London 8 Home Counties
* Also Advisory Service Available

DEMONSTRATIONS - tri STORE Er IN HOME

jj

ADVICE. SERVICE, MUSIC
all at:
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ne for full details - 24hr Answering Sen.,.

YOUR HIFI CHOICE IS ON
DEMONSTRATION, CHOOSE FROM:
Anta AR. A • R Exposure Eke tttt nu, Dual. Denon. Marantr.
Mission. Kul. Halter. Lueman. JBL. Ianno. PItia hi. Nakannehi. H m
Monitor Audio. Sansui. QED. Quail. Thorons. Resolver. IMimes
Dernomirarion fol'olisin. Node
if gin
ttttttt

NOTICE TO AUDIO MANUFACTURERS
ROLLS ROYCE A FINE MECHANICAL MACHINE
POSSIBLY THE BEST CAR MONEY CAN BUY.
COMPARE YOUR AUDIO EQUIPMENT.

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM A8tR
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH SENNHEISER NIARANIZ LOGIC EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday
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,
N • KI,NWU(l1) •
ROTT:It • QED • NAI) • SONDL:x •
MARANTZ • KENVVOOD • IIARMAN
KARDON • TEAC • ONKYO • PROTON
TI fORENS • DUAL • JBL • KU' • TANN( 1Y •
CELESTION • I1EYBROOK • SPLNDON •
MoRDAUNT SI fORT • GOODMAN' •
All! V TI — IINICA • SENNIIEM I- •
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53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing ( 09031 206820
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HAVE YOU LOOKED AT YOUR FINISH LATELY.

OR RING 01-876 9044
STOVE ENAMELLERS TO THE AUDIO TRADES

H!,

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE

H
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lresti'ood& Mason ( Oxford) Ltd

A FINE PIECE OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
THE ROLLS STILL REQUIRES A FIRST CLASS
FINISH TO SELL IT, A STANDARD
COMMERCIAL FINISH JUST WON'T DO.
IF YOU REQUIRE QUALITY FINISHES CONTACT
FINISHING COATINGS LTD.
REAR OFF/ 26-28 PRIESTS BRIDGE, SHEEN. SW14 8TA

u,

(-1 () SF» MONDAN

SOUTH LONDON HI-Fl AND VIDEO
FOR AUDIO VIDEO & HI-FI SALES & SERVICI:
210 BRIXTON HILL. LONDON SW2 1HE
Telephone 01- 6744433/01-6742033
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Jeffries

S4a Wasstoaes Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wohrediamptee 345114

01-228 7126

HI F I
CONSULTANTS

Yeovil Audio

e DOWN LANDS

,ce>oee

THE SONY ard PpONEER

QUAD
Melt CAMBRIDGE
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
MUSICAL FIDELITY

PROTON

CENTRE
Also Denon. Dual. Ferguson, Kef,
Koss, Quad, Sennheiser, Aiwa,
Mordaunt-Short, Orlofon, OED
accessories.
1Glovers Walk,
YEOVIL BA20 1LH
(0935) 25430
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Littlehampton Road

Tel Worthing 64141

Cs 1
Clf1

ESTIEU
IIDELITY

Retailers of quality audio equipment
I 40 Little London. Chichester. West Sussex P019 1PL

i

Telephone 0243 776402

Closed Mondays
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89/Lines Road Headingley.leeds 156 3/iX
k/ephone(CM2)789374

Meridian

-

Stu( kisis ol loos) of flu.

(Dual

‘Vullk k'a(ling IIi -Fi Produ( is
I/Nunn/meta, plia ii

Audio Projects

RING NICK ON 0788-79736
AGENTS FOR

45 Headingley Lane,

A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celest ion - Dual - Denon - G•ado - Goldring Helms - Heybrook - Marantz - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortoton - QED - Quad - Rotel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.

ddvurtisumunts
re legal, decent.
honest and truthful. Afew
are not, and, like you, we
want them stopped.
If you would like to
know more about how to
make complaints, please
send for our booklet:
'The Do's and Don'ts of
Complaining'. It's free.

M

Leeds

LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.3G-6.00.
Sat. 2.30— 5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.
•

ILES HI-FI
affordable esoterica"

GEle W ILEY
. I!
64 & 85 BF ANCROFT ROAD
CASTL EF ORD

I
rom Tube Tcchnolom;, Concordant Audio,

VVF ST YORKSHIRF WI - 10 bBS

M.R.M. Audio Prod uc ts. Nestorovich Labs,

Stockist for All Leading
M. oiutacture rs
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

Phone Rugby, Works 0788 72983

or Baryvell, Leics, 0455 43752 anytime.

A T Labs Ltd
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Gold Ltd
Alphason Designs Ltd
Alternative Audio
AR Jay Interiors
Ariston Acoustics
Aston Audio Ltd
Audio Excellence
Audio File
Audio South
Audio-Technica Ltd
Audiocraft of Denham
Audiokits
Aylesbury Ili Fi Consultants
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96, 109
6,41
24
44
106
80
IBC
40
84
98
74
80
74
106
12/

JBL, Harman UK

46

4

K.J. Leisuresound

58

B&W Loudspeakers
Bandridge Ltd
Bartletts Ili Fi
Basically Sound
Bever Dynamic Ltd
Brady & Son.W.A

118
41
28
66

Cambridge Systems Technology
Chew & Osborne
Complete C D Collection
Cosmic Eli Fi
Covent Garden Records
C.S. Audio Consultants

16
64
120
116
114
36

Dali Ili Fidelity
Denon
Dual

The Advertising

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774

Vriplaner Series It Source. odyssey. Spica, etc.

20,21
78
76

FBA Awards

104

Grant Amplifiers

66

Haller 11W hit.
Ilampshire Audio Ltd
'human Kardon
Harmonia Mundi
Ilevbrook Ili Fi Ltd
Experience PL('

60
82
66
94

I.T.L.
ICW Capacitors

11:13

72.88
36
120

Luxman IIW Int.

40.41

Martin Leighfield
Mission Electronics
JA Michell Engineering
Monitor Audio
Minch 1111
Music Room
Musical Fidelity

36
OBC
92
IFC
16
48
26

Standards Authority/
.\sAI

Id

IWO

Ik ! lutist'
711\

Ii itiiittoli Plait. 1ondon \‘( II

Philips
Pinewood Music
Playback Studios
Primare Systems
ProAc Loudspeakers

90,91
6/
74
10
30

Radford Electronics
Radford Ili Fi
Radlett Audio
Reading Ili Fi Centre
Rotel Iii Fi

120
42
86
34

S.M.E. Ltd
Salisbury Ili Fi
Sevenoaks Iii Fi Centre
Sony ( UK) Ltd
Squires Gate
Standens
Stereophile
Supraphon Gems
Sussex Audio
T.D.L. Acoustic Arts
Thomas Ileinitz
Top Tape

70
106
112.113
8
1/,
9/
127
102
12'
64
122
86

Untlet

14

Virgin

92

Nakamichi

50

O'Brien Ili Fi

40

Wilmslow Audio
Wilson Stereo Library

Paul Roberts Hi Fi

54

Yamaha
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It seems these days that many of us Audiophiles have become so
preoccupied with the minutiae of sound reproduction that we
haven't even noticed that it doesn't sound like music anymore. We
marvel at the sound stage presentation, lose our continence over the
detail, and climax over our systems ability to rattle the lighting
fixtures and scramble our otoliths. But ask your average
audiophile if his super system reproduces instrumental
sounds realistically and he'll give you ablank stare, or
worse, tell you that it must because it's so accurate.
What makes it accurate? Well, listen to that
spaciousness, that detail, that seismic bass! How can
you doubt?! (How realistic is it? Whaddya mean how
realistic? What's that got to do with anything?)
Somewhere along the line we lost track of what Audio is
all about: The Reproduction of Music. I. Gordon Holt,
Stereophile. Vol.8 No.7 December 1985.
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Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 42p per word ( private), minimum £ 10.75 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Trade rates 51p per word, minimum £ 13.75 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in May issue must reach these
offices by 17th March addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey. CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
I'm sorry Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone!
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
1 The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
2 It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
3 It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FO' SALE -Private
COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEM FOR SALE, due
to death of owner. Used afew times only. Cost
£4966. Offers in region £3000. Includes Shure
Ultra 500, SME series 5arm, Source turntable,
Yamaha T85 Tuner, Yamaha C85 pre-amp,
Yamaha M85 power-amp, Yamaha K1020 Cassette, Yamaha CD2()00 CD Player, pair KEF
Speakers 103/3 with WA Super Cable. Tel:
(Cumbria) 065-76-578. ( C)
MISSION PCM 7000, CYRUS 2 AMPLIFIER,
PSX Power Supply, Mission 737 Renaissance
Loudspeakers, 737 Stands, Mission Isoplats.
Seven months old, boxed, immaculate, £ 1255.
Tel: ( 0603) 51552. ( C)
HIGH END BARGAINS: Apogee Duetta Mk 1
ribbon loudspeakers, £ 1,800. Celestion System
60(10, £995. Biwireci Celestion SL600s, £595.
Quad ESL 63s, black, £995. Robertson FortyTen power amplifier, £650. Roksan Xerxes
fitted with SME Series V Tonearm, £ 1,100. All
these items are in excellent condition and, with
the exception of the Duettas, in their original
boxes. Tel: ( 0264) 62425 any time. ( C)

MARTIN-LOGAN CLS's and Apogee Calipers.
Designer selling, both new. Unused in boxes
£2395 and £ 1995 ono. Oracle Alexandria/Prelude, Onix pow/sply. £595 ono. Tannoy Devons,
used £ 175. JBL99's ( 14" Woofers) £ 295.
Wanted. McIntosh MR78/80 Tuner. Tel: 01-722
9504. ( C)
AUDIO RESEARCH SP 10Mk II PREAMP.
Serviced new valves (£3989) £2350. Mentmore
TVA 10() Power Amp. KT88s user adjustable
bias standby switch, two months old, hardly
used (£ 1250) £850. Conrad-Johnson Sonographe
CD Player. Seven months old (£850) £525. Items
mint boxed guaranteed. Reason - Venture
capital required. Tel: 061-775 0481. ( C)
SONY TCK 81 Cassette Deck £ 130. Logic
DMI01 electronic turntable. SYRINX PU3 Arm
£350. Tel: ( 04862) 60691 ( Woking). ( C)
B & W DM70C LOUDSPEAKERS. White/
Black. Electrostatics with real bass! Will demonstrate on your CDs or records if you like. £280
ono. Tel: Guildford 64327. ( C)
BOUND EDITIONS HI-FI NEWS 1964 - 1984.
Good condition. Sell for £50. Buyer collects.
Tel: (0902) 712919 evenings. ( C)

AUDIO RESEARCH D115 AMPLIFIER and
Audio Research SP IIPre Amp 10 Hrs use 6
months old must sell Amp £2600. Pre Amp
£4000. Ring Evenings 01-679-6801. (C)

AMAZING BASS, KEF R107, Six months old,
mint, offers around £ 1350. Goldring Eroica £50
20m Nahri Speaker Cable. Tel: 089283 3484
(Kent) ( C)

FERROGRAPH STEREO TAPE DECK 702
Series Seven 1
/"De Fluxer, ten tapes, little used
4
£200. Buyer collects. Mansfield 22918. ( C)

PERREAUX Award Winning 2150B power
amplifier and SM2 pre-amplifier, as new, £ 1000.
Tel: 01-589 8879. ( C)

MERIDIAN MCD PRO £300 ono Tel: ( 04427)
74844 ( Herts) evenings/weekends. ( C)
REVOX A77 31
4 /7 1
/
2 IPS VGC £285 ono. 2 x
/
SME 52 Headshells offers. Tel: 01-8643790. ( C)
MERIDIAN 207 CD. Latest sixteen bit model as
reviewed Colloms January edition. Hardly used
and as new. Save £300 at £650. Fully guaranteed. Tel: 01-482-3255. (C)
SNELL ill's £ 400. Audio Innovations 800 Prepower plus power supply £550. Tel: 0323 34625
any time before 7.30pm. East Sussex. Everything £900. ( C)
ROKSAN XERXES latest bearing with Mission
mechanic and Monster Signal lead £749. Mission
PCM7(X)0 CD Player £299. Mission Argonaut
Speakers, grey, £399. All excellent condition.
Tel: ( 0836) 256277. ( C)
MUSICAL FIDELITY A100 AMPLIFIER. One
month old. Mint condition, boxed. Will demonstrate. £325. Tel: Guildford 38224 or Guildford
64587. Harry, ( D)
128

FOR RADFORD ENTHUSIASTS - PRE AMP
SC22, Power Amp STA25, Tuner FMT2 Pair
Monitor Speakers. Garrard 401 Turntable, SME
Arm Series II, Shure Cartridge V-15. Light Oak
Cabinet with Record Storage. All instruction
books. Can be boxed - offers. Tel: (05827) 2366.
(C)
DNM PRE-AMP, 2A. Excellent condition £350,
NAD Tuner 4155, top model £ 120 as new, cost
£240. Randall TX Flex Lead £30. All boxed.
Tel: (0756) 69833. ( C)
MERIDIAN 101 103 unused since makers service. Mission 770 Speakers little used offers Bourne End Bucks 30032. ( C)
REVOX F36 Portable Stereo Tape Recorder.
Bauch serviced guaranteed November. Offers to
Gorham, 49 Carlton House, Western Parade,
Southsea POS 3ED. Tel: (0705) 826031. ( C)
NAKAMICHI RX202E. Only 3months old. As
new. Cassette Deck cost £545. First reasonable
offer accepted. 2 years guarantee on parts and
labour. Tel: 041-620 1294. ( C)
PHILIPS CD304 MOO. LP's all types £ 1each.
Tel: 01-263 9558. ( C)

REVOX B261 FM TUNER FOR SALE.Mint
Condition. Reason for sale, upgrading. £535
ovno. Please phone evenings/weekends (0533)
673910. ( C)
YAMAHA NS2000. Immaculate condition with
stands. 2years old. Cost £2200. Similar to NSX
10000. £ 1250. Air Tangent £ 1190. Tel: 01-677
2486 after 6pm. (C)
QUAD 63 ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS,
£920 pair, o.n.o. Philips CD304 Compact Disc
Player, remote control, £ 125, all boxed, all
perfect condition. (0772) 685855. ( C)
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKERS,
bronze, just completely serviced by Quad for
sale ( boxed) £350. Tel: ( 0642) 471253 between
5-7pm. (C)
THRESHOLD S 150 Series 2 Power Amplifier.
Under guarantee from importers B & W Nakamichi. £750. Tel: (0865) 59904. ( C)

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469

FOR SALE- Trade
AFFORDABLE PRECISION TEST CASSETTE
RANGE. Individually mastered using high quality TDK and BASF tape. Details/specifications,
9 x 4sae to Ian Harrison, 7Mill Hill, Repton,
Derby DE6 6GQ. (0283) 702875. ( C)
WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING IN FIRST
CLASS CONDITION: Koetsu Red Signature
Cartridge £625. Ortofon MC20 Super Cartridge
£72. Ortofon MC30 Super Cartridge £ 108.
Ortofon MC2000 Cartridge £ 180. Madrigal Carnegie One Cartridge £200. Sumiko MDC800
'The Arm' £750. Oracle Delphi I, modified to II
spec. electronic stabiliser, etc. £750. Delivery
free in U.K. SME Limited, Steyning Sussex.
BN4 3GY (0903) 814321. ( C)
CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and
Marantz 16 bit players contain the same microchip set, but other components vary according
to the model and price. Using the highest quality
components a great improvement to sound
quality may be achieved for £59. The " Pro"
modification involves an add-on circuit board
for true Audiofile performance for £ 119. Modification available on Philips CD160, CD460,
CD360, CD450, CD650 and Marantz CD56,
CD65, CD75, CD273. Enquiries to Geoff on
(01) 379-7635 Ext 134. Covent Garden Records,
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. ( C)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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FOR SALE- Trade
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES, Distributors
Bulk price, master- tape sound. High output
MC- 3L-11. MC- 2V ' Gramophone' recommended, wonderful value £39.90p. postage 69p.
Aura Sound P.O. Box 774, London NW7 3ST.
(D)
AMPLIFIERS — Audiophile Quality MosFet
Power Amplifiers built to individual requirements by specialists. Options include: inbuilt
passive preamp., bi-amping, tri-amping, class A,
etc. Several quality levels ( all upgradeable) from
£299. Special requirements considered. Demonstrations by appointment. All products guaranteed. Please contact: FE/DC Audio, 26
Woodhall Drive, Leeds LS5 3LG (0532) 583880,
24 Hrs. ( C)

AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)
QUAD DEALER North England, South Scotland. invites you to hear Quads' range including
ESL63S in your home. LAKELAND HOME
MUSIC offer a caring service supplying to
special order Quad, Sugden, Castle, Spendor, B
& W, Nakamichi and most leading makes.
Phone: Ian Bewley 08536 235 " Fair Place"
Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria. ( M)

VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience
in servicing and repair. Upgrades. Modifications, Custom design and construction. Well
equipped workshop. Professional service with
guarantee. Tel: Chester ( 0244) 675185 seven
days. ( E)

;MP*
WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE 11141
Amplifiers: Lowther. Radford. Leak Stereo 50 & 60, Quad. etc
Turntables: Garrard 301. Thorens TD224. ( MR
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS. SME 3009 & 3012. etc
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15" - Monitors and 11112. Axiom 80, Wharfedaw
Airdale, etc.
Full "Wanted List" with prices offered available upon request
Buyer collects in all areas on aregular basis
The %Mate Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Cossham Street,
Maretsfield, Bristol. BSI7 3D1. Telephone (0272)565472 Anytime.

•"-"e""t"-Itaiiirffel
AUDIOPHILE GUIDES
A series of step by step plans to upgrade
popular turntables, pre-amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.
AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

•SidereolKops The finest

Falcon DIY SPEAKERS
'Send for our FREE price list
ei3L17 & Focal data sheet, all
we ask for is alarge S.A.E.
(20p stamp) or $2bill (air) overseas)

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning.

•

•KIMBER KABLE"speaker

L7/16111Mell Die

cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Cleanopen - transparent - smooth.
• Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
• Write for 12 Page Price list.

0

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL SEISM (053 983) 247

SOLI-CORE CABLE
Discover how Soli-core outperforms cables
costing over 20 times the price. Money back
guarantee if not delighted. For the solid core
cable that really makes the difference
phone or send for details.
TO:- ORIGIN LIVE, 87 CHESSEL CRESCENT.
BITTERNE, SOUTHAMPTON SO2 4BT ( 0703)
671237 or 442183

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
KITS
Dome twee ers with sensitivity of 95.5dB
Double voice coil units to give easier design,
lower phase shift and higher efficiency,
NEOFLEX cones for lower colouration.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Norwich Road,
Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
(0508) 78272
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)
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NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
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El- DEMONSTRATION AND SECONDHAND HI- Fl

•Thus IS what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us: Attractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals .. Friendly service, If you are interested in
atrade in do talk to them '
•Please phone for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities lit you come by train. we will arrange for
you to be collected from Ifiggleswade station I
•These are afew of the reasons why in lust over three years we have butt
up amassive clientele of regular customers and friends

Phone for details now on (0767)312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
MBSHORTMEAD STREET. BIGGLESWADE.
BEDFORDSHIRE SG100AP
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LAKE DISTRICT HOLIDAYS for Music Lovers
in country guest house on Ullswater. Every
comfort ( no smoking), details I.H.Bewley, Fair
Place, Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria CA I1
OLR Tel: 08536 235. ( C)

LOOK OUT FOR
"THE HFNIRR GUIDE
TO CLASSICAL
COMPACT DISCS"

IN THE NEXT
ISSUE
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SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT

•We buy all unmarked Hi F equipment for cash

Illorr 11.111/1.11
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Our prices are as low as those in the private ads - but we also offer a full
12 months pans/labour guarantee. part exchange, marl order and
credit facilities

rude

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows. hut they were both lull of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz — Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
.
Either way, they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models

ADC: AKG: CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD: GOLDRING:
LENCO; ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine, Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models

Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 10.00-6.00:

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT OUR
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469

Saturday lo (r0-2.01)
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FRED DELLAR ENTERS
THE BIZARRE WORLD
OF TOM WAITS
/

I

aged Frank Zappa, Waits tound himself
whisked out of the small club scene and
booked as supporting act to The Mothers. ' I
did three tours with Zappa — it was kinda an
experiment in terror. Ienjoyed myself except
for the time Ispent onstage, playing to about
5000 people operating from unfurnished
apartments. It was very incongruous. Iprefer
smaller rooms.'
One such ' smaller room' was Ronnie
Scott's Club. In the wake of the US release of
his 1975 Nighthawks At The Diner album, the
man with the Beat cap and the goatee beard
decided he'd play his first British dates there.
The decision caused panic at WEA. They had
an act coming in who'd released three
albums, two of which had never been issued
in Britain, while the first had become
unobtainable. Never were three albums
pressed with such alacrity and handed out to
uninformed media folk. The hastily assembled interview sessions proved hairy. Faced
with journalists who had merely heard of
Waits' bohemian approach to life and sartorial elegance, and, lacking the opportunity to
check his credentials, had him figured as
some kind of ill-kempt poseur. Waits often
proved awkward and ready to ' make like a
hockey player and get the puck outta here'.
But his appearances at Scott's revealed him
as a fine individualistic entertainer. ' Waits
can just leave the piano, move outfront and
still hold an audience,' jazz singer- pianist Ben
Sidran once admitted to me. 'That's something that Ican't do.' Record-wise, too, he
was moving perceptibly forward. On Night

WORKED at a jeweller's once.
When I left, I took a gold watch
cause Ifigured they weren't gonna
give me one for long service.' Waits
has ahundred such tales. Maybe they're true,
maybe they're not. Probably they're true in
Waits' mind. He long ago became a figment
of his own Kerouac and Bukowski-inspired
imagination. Ifirst tumbled down the same
dusty road as Waits in 1973 when his debut
album, Closing Time, came out through
Asylum. Igrabbed acopy, loved it because it
didn't sound like any other Asylum album —
all West Coast is the best coast and that sort
of malarky — but was instead areturn to the
sort of laid-back, whiskey- ridden, smokefilled, what- the- hell jazz vocal world once
inhabited by the likes of Hoagy Carmichael
and Mose Allison. Waits' voice, though
already world-weary, wasn't quite so abrasive
in those days. And he'd written one hell of a
song in '01 '55'. The Eagles thought so too.
They covered it and stuck it out on an
Asylum single, afew months later. Tom Alan
Waits wasn't impressed. 'The Eagles?
They're about as exciting as watching paint
dry,' he once told me.
When his second album, The Heart Of
Saturday Night, came out in 1974, Waits
decided to pen his own biog. ' I was born
hawks, a live set recorded at Hollywood's
December 7, 1949 in Pomona, California. I Record Plant, he and ajazz quartet headed
drink heavily on occasion and shoot adecent
by keyboardist Mike Melvoin and sax- player
game of pool and my idea of agood time is a Pete Christblieb, rang the changes on a set
Tuesday evening at the Manhattan club in
that included ' Big Joe And Phantom 309', a
Tijuana. Ireside in the Silver Lake area of
recitative piece that had proven a country
Los Angeles and am a dedicated Angelino
music hit for Red Sovine, plus ' Spare Parts 1'.
and have absolutely no intention of moving to
a sample of finger-click jive that had been
a cabin in Colorado. I like smog, traffic,
spliced together by Waits and Chuck E
kinky people. car trouble, noisy neighbours,
Weiss, the latter to be immortalised in the
crowded bars and spend most of my time in
Rickie Lee Jones hit 'Chuck E's In Love'.
my car going to the movies.'
Elsewhere, Waits played the hipster to
The Heart Of Saturday Night, which wasn't
perfection, parading all the right images —
released in the UK at the time, was a 'the El train came tumbling across the
celebration of Kerouac's search for the centre
trestles and it sounded like the ghost of Gene
of Saturday night, which the writer relentKrupa' — and relinquishing all pretence of
lessly chased from one end of the USA to the
being even the most razor-shot of singers.
other. Again it contained one song, ' Shiver
While in Britain, he completed many of the
Me Timbers', which was to be ripped off by
songs for his next album Small Change,
others. Not that Waits seemed to care one
dedicating one of his gin-soaked ditties, 'The
way or another. ' I'll still play anywhere,' he
Piano Has Been Drinking ( Not Me)', to
claimed. ' Icome real cheap.'
Scott's club manager Pete King. The album
Managed by Herb Cohen, who also mansold poorly, as did Foreign Affairs, on which

Waits performed ' INever Talk To Strangers'
as an unlikely duet with Bette Midler. Blue
Valentine, which followed in 1978, was a
switch, musically, in that it was the first Waits
album to feature electric guitar.
A ham at heart, it came as little surprise
when Waits, who provided the title song to
the Ralph Waite film, On The Nickel, was
cast as asaloon pianist in acouple of movies.
In the wake of one final album for Asylum,
Heartattack and Vine, he moved on to supply
asoundtrack for Francis Ford Coppola's One
From The Heart, sharing vocals with Crystal
Gayle. Later he was also to participate in The
Outsiders, Cotton Club, Rumblefish, The
Stoneboy, and Down By Law.
Meanwhile, Waits had fashioned an album
titled Swordfishtrombones and offered it to a
thumbs-down Asylum. ' They heard it but
didn't recognise it,' Waits explained. Even by
Waits' own oddball standards it was an
extraodinary creation, marrying bits of
Brecht to buttons of Beefheart, while the
musical backdrop largely suggested by the
late Victor Feldman, one of Britain's greatest
ever jazz musicians, incorporated the sounds
of bagpipes, marimba, accordion, harmonium, and Balinese percussion. Asylum's tax
loss proved Island Records' chart album
provider. Suddenly, Waits could pack the
London Dominion for several dates in arow.
While the most appealing track on Swordfishtrombones had been ' In The Neighbourhood', a Salvation Army band meets Mean
Streets affair, the cut that caught many ears
was ' Frank's Wild Years', a poem about an
everyday, on- the-hour man who sold office
furniture until something snapped in his
brain. At which point he torched his house
and headed for Hollywood, the sound of a
Top 40 radio station joyfully emerging from
his car radio. As Waits pieced together his
next album, Raindogs, a kind of Swordfishtrombones Part 2, he, with the aid of his wife,
Kathleen Brennan, began to expand the idea
of ' Frank's Wild Years' into a one-man
musical. In June 1986, Chicago hosted the
theatrical debut of the show at the Briar
Street Theatre. Frank, it transpired, had
been an accordion player as akid. In Waits'
imagination, he makes it to Las Vegas and
does the whole Sinatra bit, allowing his
creator room to move in purely show-biz
settings; though, being Waits, it's the Riddle
in Nelson Riddle that proves the most intriguing aspect of the Sinatra phenomenon.
Show Bizarre in the extreme, the album of
Frank's Wild Years has Pomona's favourite
son mentally flicking through the pages of a
copy of Variety held in an upside-down
position. All previous Waits experiences are
in there somewhere, alongside others that I
feel make the record too self-indulgent by
half. Nevertheless .
,it was hailed by many as
one of the most- important records of 1987
and left Tom Waits, like the fictional Frank
Leroux, going 'straight to the top'. Me, I
figure that one poor album out of eleven is
one hell of aratio. At least Waits has never,
but never, played safe. 'There are things I
imagine and that thrill me and that Iwant to
hear and that I'm gonna try to accomplish in
the studio but sometimes you get halfway
there.' Mostly he gets all the way. And the
results are among the most fascinating in
American contemporary music.
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The New Electronic ûDeck
—winner of What Hi-Fi's 1988
award for best turntable and a
prestigious Chicago C.E.S. Design
Award the GDeck has established itself
as the leader in its market place. Now with a
remote power supply the reduction in spurious
mains noise provides cleaner, more precise
power, producing the best ever GDeck — setting
even higher standards of performance.
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The New Icon — acompletely flexible package that, together with the
G Deck, has become an industry standard at an affordable price.
Featuring asemi-automatic operation with auto lift off and
\
electronic speed switching, the Icon provides all the functions
of the ûDeck. The 3point spring suspension, precision Icon
N
tone arm and precise remote power supply results in a
sound quality that will satisfy the most demanding
listener.
'
00 .
43.
Hear for yourself— cut out the coupon today for
further information and alist of your nearest
dealers.
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Electronic CI Deck Inc Ortoton OMIO Cartridge — C139.95
Icon hc Ortofon DM20 Cartridge -f219 00

ARISTON ACCrUSTICS
Ariston Acoustics Ltd
Freeport
Prestwick
Ayrshire
Scotland KA9 2TA
Telephone: (0292) 76933/4
Telex: 777568 ARIS G
Fax: (0292) 70561
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